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Foreword 
This thesis is the result of reflecting on professional experience gained in different areas 
of public service reform. This includes working for a social enterprise providing services 
for people with learning difficulties, working for a reforming CEO of a local authority and, 
for many years, as a public sector management consultant working across most of the big 
departments of state as well as local government. A consistent theme running through this 
history of public sector change has been how to make public services more responsive to 
their users; a vital objective but one too often addressed from the point of view of public 
institutions rather than citizens. This thesis is an attempt to harness the experience to 
explore the issue from the perspective of citizens. 
It is the result of a wide-ranging research process, and I should acknowledge the array of 
support and help I have received. This includes the management and participants of the 
research case studies, many friends and colleagues who have contributed debate and 
practical help in the course of the study (with particular thanks to DC and JH) and of 
course the encouragement of family members. I should also make special mention of my 
supervision team (Professor David Evans, Dr Simon Thompson, Dr Andy Gibson and, for 
the first part of the study, Professor Paul Hoggett). They have gone beyond the call of 
duty in providing invaluable challenge and support.   
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 Abstract 
Public sector modernisation has focused on achieving greater efficiency within the 
institutions and agencies of the state. In comparison the relationship between citizen and 
state as a basis for service improvement has received less attention. This study helps to 
redress this balance by exploring the role that trust can play as a mechanism of 
accountability of the state to the citizen, and as a consequence improving their mutual 
cooperation.  
This poses a challenge for the state; to be trusted by citizens, the state must be 
trustworthy in the eyes of those citizens. Establishing the citizen’s view of the 
characteristics of the trustworthy state, and how this differs from the norm of trust currently 
in use within the state, is the subject of the research. The question is addressed through a 
process of dialogic action research with users and frontline staff of two public services (a 
housing benefit service and a general practice). The output of the study is a relational 
diagnostic, applicable across the public sector, derived from a synthesis of the tests 
applied by citizens as they assess the trustworthiness of a public service. The diagnostic 
is structured around the essential elements of the citizen/state trust relationship; it tests 
citizens’ perceptions of the respect with which they are held as ‘trustor’, the sense of 
responsibility they perceive in the state as ‘trustee’ and the degree to which their consent 
is important to the ‘governance’ of the trust relationship.  
Applying these tests sets a demanding agenda for change in the management of the state 
and its agencies, in organising to create a more responsive and cooperative relationship 
with citizens. The diagnostic structure and tests are designed to be used by public 
services and citizen groups to improve relationships across the public sector.   
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1.   Cooperation, public value and the trustworthy state     
This chapter defines the problem addressed by the research, critiquing the effectiveness 
of the current citizen/state relationship. It also sets out the high-level proposition for 
addressing the problem, exploring the potential and challenges for enhancing citizen trust 
in the state.  
The argument is developed in five stages. The first section (1.1) sets out the objectives, 
key methodological assumptions, and thesis structure. Subsequent sections analyse the 
citizen/state relationship from the perspective of cooperation in the creation of public value 
(1.2), and then discuss the nature of current relational mechanisms of voice and choice in 
managing the citizen/state interaction (1.3). The concluding sections explore the potential 
for trust to act as a mechanism of mutual coordination that encourages more active 
citizen/state cooperation (1.4), and then develop the challenge - that to be trusted by 
citizens, the state must be perceived to be trustworthy in their eyes (1.5).  
1.1   Introduction   
In this section I describe the objectives and key methodological assumptions for the study 
(1.1.1), and summarise how the thesis structure relates to the iterative process of inquiry 
(1.1.2). 
1.1.1 The goal is to empower citizens in their relationship with the state 
One of the key vehicles for collective social action is the modern state, using public 
resources to achieve social goals, whether by direct intervention or by facilitating 
individuals and groups to enhance social welfare. Over recent decades much effort has 
been expended on improving its effectiveness. Most reforms have aimed to make the 
state more efficient in generating collective benefits. Often grouped as ‘New Public 
Management’ (NPM) (Hood, 1991) or the creation of a ‘post bureaucratic state’ 
(Kernaghan, 2000), ‘modernisation’ has imported management techniques from the 
private sector to streamline the delivery machine of state institutions and agencies. 
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By contrast this study starts from the premise that the relationship between state and 
citizens (individually or in communities) should also be a significant focus of reform. It 
contributes to a growing if still embryonic and fragmented debate on the changing role of 
citizens, as exemplified by the Behavioural Unit (The Behavioural Insights Team, 2015) 
within the Cabinet Office, as well as academic discussions of themes such as the 
relational state (Muir, 2014) and models of participation and citizenship (Barnes, Newman 
and Sullivan, 2009). The proposition it explores is that enhancing citizens’ trust in the state 
can improve co-operation with state services and activities, offering the potential for a step 
change in effectiveness through more active citizen contributions, and reducing redundant 
and dysfunctional effort. 
My interest in exploring this proposition is derived from both professional experience and 
personal values. I have worked on many aspects of the reform of public services. An early 
formative experience was managing a social enterprise that, prior to the introduction of 
‘care in the community’, challenged the prevailing orthodoxy of institutionalised state 
provision for people with learning difficulties. Subsequent experiences included working 
for a county council chief executive who pioneered the introduction of ‘devolved 
management’ within the public sector, followed by many years as a public sector 
management consultant leading programmes of change using many of the techniques of 
NPM described above. In this role I have also been involved with a number of potent 
initiatives that help indicate the potential for a more radical reform of the citizen 
relationship, such as designing the first local authority customer service centre at 
Westminster City Council and developing a citizen-centric policy development tool – the 
Department for Education and Schools’ system reform model. These and related projects 
provided the insight that contemporary attempts to make public services more responsive 
to their users were vital but limited by being initiated from within a dominant institutional 
paradigm. This thesis is an attempt to harness that experience to address the issue from 
the perspective of citizens. 
The second and related driver for the investigation of this proposition is a personal 
commitment to forms of social collaboration and collective action, both in terms of 
individual relations and at the macro level of a social solidarity. Part of the motivation for 
pursuing a career in public service reform was to improve the capacity of the state to 
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develop and implement effective collective action to mitigate social problems and create 
the conditions for better social collaboration. Thus whilst aspects of this thesis are 
profoundly critical of the current formations of the state, this criticism is offered in a spirit of 
optimism for the potential of the provision it can and should deliver on behalf of the 
collective. The goal of the critique is not to dispute the validity of state action, but to 
enhance its legitimacy by helping it to achieve a better return on the financial and 
behavioural investment citizens make in it. The conceptual hierarchy underpinning this 
endeavour is firstly that the optimisation of public value should be the overarching goal of 
the state, secondly that the cooperation of citizens is an important contributor to the 
creation of this value, and thirdly that trust plays an important role in enabling and 
structuring that cooperation.  
The investigation necessarily touches multiple areas of academic discourse including 
public policy, political philosophy, sociology and the wide and burgeoning literature on 
trust itself. A number of perspectives underpin the integration of relevant contributions 
from all these areas. The first is that a relational emphasis, embracing the personal and 
institutional, requires a mode of analysis that is psychosocial: ‘psycho’ because 
citizen/state relationships exist partly in the subjective cognitive and emotional feelings of 
individuals, whether individually or as part of a community; and ‘social’ because these 
feelings arise partly in the context of broader social structures and forces.   
In fact the citizen’s individual and subjective relationship with the social institutions of the 
state embodies the rationale for combining these disciplines, as summarised by Simon 
Clarke: 
“We all know there is a social construction of our realities as much as we know 
that we are emotional people who construct our ‘selves’ in imagination and affect. 
Neither sociology or psychoanalysis provides a better explanation of the world 
than the other, but together they provide a deeper understanding of the social 
world” (Clarke, 2006, p.1154). 
As a result the study was open to all relevant forms and motives of human behaviour, 
including affect and emotion as well as reason. This is the terrain of fuzzy or bounded 
rationality (Simon, 1992), whereby human behaviour is understood to be motivated by a 
complex mix of calculation and mental and emotional heuristics.  
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A related consideration is the agency/structure debate. Theories of structuration (Giddens, 
1986) compliment the psychosocial perspective. According to this account social 
phenomena, such as trust, are the results of a dialectical interplay of individual agency 
with external systemic forces. This understanding of structure as a duality, both formed by 
and reflecting the actions of agents in an interaction with a social system, was a helpful 
backdrop to the initial analysis of the citizen/state relationship.  
A final important part of the intellectual context for the study is the role of power as one of 
the key constraints on agency, particularly important given the asymmetry of power 
relations between citizen and state. In this respect the broad definition of power derived 
from Foucault’s ([1977-78] 2009) analysis of disciplinary discourse, and the internalisation 
of structures of domination is useful. Foucault’s investigation builds on Lukes' (1986) 
seminal description of the three faces of power. Lukes helped promote a more holistic 
understanding of power not just as a resource (such as the possession of force or 
authority) but also as a consequence of the distribution of knowledge  – who has it, whose 
knowledge is defined as relevant and, in the third face of power, how the definition of what 
constitutes knowledge structures power in setting the agenda for discussion and political 
discourse. Foucault took this understanding of the subjective internalisation of power still 
further in recognising that power is constituted within the individual not just by the 
constraints of an external body or knowledge, but also by the voluntary acceptance of 
prevailing systems of thought themselves – a “power within shaped by one’s identity and 
self-conception of agency as well as by “the Other” (Gaventa and Cornwell, 2006, p.75). It 
is this perspective that helps illuminate the potential for dominatory relations between 
citizen and state, and underpins the approach within this study to analysing the micro 
dynamics of the interactions within the relationship.  
These considerations form the basis for describing the study objective in promoting better 
citizen state relations. The state is understood as a self-reproducing system that responds 
to its own internal needs and power structures as well as external demands. The main 
engine of change is hierarchic, whether from democratically elected or autocratic political 
leaders. Moreover, its relationship with citizens is necessarily characterised by an 
asymmetry of power. As a result change is slow and relatively unresponsive to bottom up 
pressure from citizens. Thus the normative objective of the study is to explore whether the 
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mechanism of trust can play a more effective role in empowering citizens in holding the 
state to account, and shaping service delivery. So whilst the subject of the study is the 
mutual relationship between citizen and state, the dominant perspective in setting the 
agenda for change is that of the citizen.  
The theoretical perspective that is tested in addressing this objective is that one 
explanation for what has been dubbed the ‘delivery paradox’ - whereby it seems that trust 
in the state is inexorably reducing just as services are improving (Coats and Passmore, 
2008; Parker, 2008) - is that the state is operating to a different and more limited form of 
trust than that to which citizens aspire. If true, then articulating citizens’ perspectives on 
trust could offer a potential practical tool for fulfilling the objective of empowering citizens. 
Two research questions flowed from this. The first was to understand the tests in the mind 
of citizens when assessing the state’s trustworthiness, and whether these were different in 
kind to the norm of trust and trustworthiness in use within the agencies of the state. The 
second question followed; once identified, could these tests help structure the citizen/state 
relationship to encourage more co-operative interactions?  
1.1.2 The study method was iterative and reflexive  
The study approach follows the tradition of critical theory (Barry, 2009) in starting from the 
idea for change summarised above, and iteratively developing and testing the theoretical 
and empirical components required for its application. In pursuing this objective for 
change the study seeks to provide a number of distinctive contributions to the emergent 
debates on the role of the citizen. The first is analytic: to provide a relational perspective in 
conceptualising and investigating the way citizens and state interact. The second is 
propositional: to explore the core nature and dynamics of trust as a mechanism for the 
coordination of social interactions, and its relevance to the citizen/state relationship. The 
third is methodological: to develop a repeatable way of tapping deliberative and relational 
knowledge of citizens and frontline staff in respect of their mutual trust. The final 
contribution is practical; to build on this theory and practice to synthesise the ‘heuristic’ or 
common sense tests by which citizens judge the trustworthiness of a state activity. The 
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final chapter evaluates the success of the study by challenging the value of each of these 
contributions.  
In synthesising the eclectic range of academic literatures germane to this endeavour 
sources have been chosen for several reasons. Firstly, because of their specific relevance 
to the argument being developed. Secondly, because they are the most influential 
contributions and debates. Thirdly, to test the thinking in the context of the normative 
traditions most relevant to current public service reform. These are the neoliberal school 
(sceptical of the role of state, and all collective organisation), a socialist perspective (if 
liberated from capitalist class structures the state can be an engine of social change), and 
what has been called the neo-institutionalism approach (the state is likely to be in the grip 
of the prevailing dominant power structures).  
The spirit of critical inquiry is also reflected in the structure of the thesis. The first sections 
develop the description of the problem, proposition and hypothesis. The following sections 
describe how this thinking was tested and developed through two cycles of a customised 
form of dialogic action research (DAR) with groups of service users and frontline staff. The 
first case study with a busy urban housing benefit service gave rise to an initial formulation 
of the tests of state trustworthiness in the eyes of citizens. These were tested and refined 
through practical deployment in a second case study with a suburban general practice 
(GP) surgery.    
Figure 1.1 illustrates the key stages of the process and how they relate to the structure of 
the thesis, and the subsequent text summarises the logic and contents of each chapter.  
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Figure 1.1 The inquiry process related to thesis structure  
 
 
 
Chapter 1 - defining the problem and proposition  
The starting point is to conceptualise citizen/state relationships from the point of view of 
the citizen rather than more traditional institutional and bureaucratic definitions. This 
provides an analytic basis for understanding problems in current citizen/state cooperation 
and developing the proposition for the potential role of trust in improving the relationship.  
Chapter 2 - developing the theoretical dimensions of the proposition  
Analysing current research relevant to trust in the state suggests that citizen and state are 
operating to different norms. A typology of forms of trust helps to understand the potential 
areas of difference.  
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Chapter 3 - formulating the relational research method 
There are two key components for a relational research method to investigate the 
knowledge challenges posed by this definition of the problem. Firstly, designing a DAR 
process for the fieldwork. Secondly, developing an evaluation framework for coding data 
derived from the DAR.  
Chapter 4 - deriving the initial research findings 
The initial DAR case study was conducted with an urban housing benefit service. Service 
user representatives worked with frontline staff in a collaborative and structured analysis 
of their relationship. This chapter summarises the findings, analysing both the formal 
recommendations arising from the group and the coding of the transcript evidence. The 
evaluation framework provides insight into the relational dynamics at play.  
Chapter 5 - initial synthesis of the tests of trustworthiness 
Reflecting on the fieldwork findings in the context of the trust typology, the next step was 
to identify the core heuristic tests that may be applied by citizens in assessing whether a 
public service is trustworthy. These were formed into an initial version of a generic 
diagnostic tool designed to analyse any citizen/state relationship.  
Chapter 6 - testing the tests 
The second piece of fieldwork tested the tests in action, in a targeted version of the DAR 
process conducted with patients and staff of a suburban GP Surgery. This chapter 
describes the process and outcomes, and the refinements to the diagnostic structure that 
resulted.  
Chapter 7 - critical evaluation 
Chapter 7 evaluates the success of the project in addressing the research question. It is 
structured around an assessment of the value and wider validity of each of the four 
contributions set out in section 1.1.2 above. It concludes with a summary of the learning 
generated in the context of the research questions and the challenges this poses for the 
reform of the state and further research.    
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1.2   The relational model for the study 
The first step in analysing the citizen/state relationship is to conceptualise its intrinsic 
nature and components.  In this section I use the framework of public value to probe the 
key dynamics of the relationship, especially the contribution of citizens to the workings of 
the state (1.2.1). This leads to the formulation of a public value relational model, starting 
(1.2.2) with the structure and scope of the model and then (1.2.3) considering the 
relational dynamics that inform its workings.   
1.2.1 Citizens and state co-create public value  
Describing and conceptualising the citizen/state relationship draws on several emerging 
strands of public policy thinking. These include recent discussions around the concept of 
the ‘relational state’ (Muir, 2014), the growing literature on ‘co-production’ (Boyle and 
Harris, 2009; Cahn, 2000; Ostrom, 1990), and the application of ‘service value’ (Grönroos, 
2011) analysis to the delivery of public services.  
Each approach offers insights and challenges. However, a particularly useful framework 
for integrating these insights is ‘public value’ (Moore, 1995). By starting from the 
existential question of what value is produced by the state, and how, it provides an 
analytic basis for investigating the practical contribution of citizens to that value in 
cooperation with the state.  
However, the framework needs adapting for use in this way. Moore (1995) conceived the 
public value concept as an educational tool for public sector managers. His objective was 
to encourage greater innovation and entrepreneurialism within the public sector in pursuit 
of ‘value’, deliberately analogous to a private sector approach. As a result Moore 
developed an analytic framework for understanding both the nature of the value produced 
by the state, and the key processes for achieving it. Moore describes a ‘strategic triangle’ 
of factors relevant to managers that support or constrain the creation of public value. 
These factors are: 
• ‘Strategic goals’ – what Moore calls the ‘value circle’, or the aims of a public 
service against which it should be measured. 
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• ‘Authorising environment’ - gaining support and funding for action from all relevant 
stakeholders, including citizens. 
• ‘Operational capability’ – the practical deployment of resources, and the 
capabilities of the public sector and its users. 
The analysis that follows uses the same categories1, but replaces the public sector 
manager at the core of the triangle with the citizen, as a way of assessing the contribution 
they make to public value. Figure 1.2 illustrates the triangle and the main types of citizen 
contribution to public value. These are discussed more fully below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
 
 
 
1 Others have attempted different formulations of this framework.  Kelly Mulgan and Muers 
recast the three elements as ‘outcomes’, ‘trust’ and ‘services’(2002).  Coats and 
Passmore (2008) offer ‘measure’, ‘authorise’ and ‘create’.  These are interesting 
refinements but they are not necessary here, so I follow most commentators in sticking to 
the original descriptions.  
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Figure 1.2 The citizen contributes value in all three aspects of the strategic triangle 
 
 
 
Citizens and strategic goals  
The strategic triangle starts by defining the intrinsic value the state produces, so it can be 
understood and measured. The many debates this has spawned around the precise 
measures are less important to this study than how commentators define the citizen’s role 
in the process. Moore unequivocally locates public value in the experience of both the 
individual citizen and the community: 
“… partly in terms of the satisfaction of individuals who enjoy desirable 
outcomes… and partly in terms of the satisfactions of citizens who have seen a 
collective need, fashioned a public response to that need, and thereby participated 
in the construction of a community” (Moore, 1995, p. 45). 
Whether individual or collective, the significant point for this study is that public value is 
measured by the state’s success in satisfying defined public need (Kelly, Mulgan and 
Muers, 2002). This is itself shaped by the collective and subjective feelings of citizens.  
David Coats and Eleanor Passmore argue that: 
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“Public services are characterised by claims of rights by citizens to services that 
have been authorised and funded through some democratic process” (Coats and 
Passmore, 2008, p.7). 
If social needs and goals define public value, it can be measured by outcomes. For Kelly, 
Mulgan, and Muers the results of state activity form a “core part of the contract with 
government” (Kelly, Mulgan and Muers, 2002, p.15). Thus, citizens assess the value 
produced by the police service in term of safety in the streets more than the quality of 
operational procedures. Framing public value like this both demonstrates the importance 
of citizens in defining what is valuable, and the strategic contribution of civic society to 
public value. The authors argue “Government alone cannot deliver lower crime and better 
health: social norms of behaviour are critical” (Kelly, Mulgan and Muers, 2002, p.16). It 
follows that citizen/state relationships are necessarily symbiotic. It is the interaction 
between public services and citizens, and their social norms of behaviour, that help co-
create public value.  
Citizens and the authorising environment 
The second dimension of Moore’s public value triangle is the ‘authorising environment’ 
(1995). This highlights the range of stakeholders whose support is required to achieve 
public value, including managers, staff, delivery partners, and the public(s) that fund and 
use the service. The importance of citizens’ contribution to the ‘authorising environment’ is 
twofold. Firstly, it confers public legitimacy, the acceptance that the service is appropriate 
because of a shared understanding of the public outcomes it supports. Secondly, it 
enables funding and resources for the service, even where there is little personal benefit. 
The authorising environment combines with strategic goals to represent the relationship of 
citizens with the state in embodying the intent of the collective.  
Perspectives from political philosophy and sociology echo the importance of this 
relationship. In ‘A State of Trust’, Levi argues that a key benefit of trusting the state is that 
it enhances the contingent consent of its citizens: 
“Citizens are likely to trust Government only to the extent that they believe that it 
will act in their interests, that its procedures are fair, and that their trust of the state 
and of others is reciprocated. These are the conditions of contingent consent, 
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behavioural compliance with government demands even when an individual’s 
costs somewhat exceed her individual benefits …” (Levi, 1998, p.88). 
Levi adds that the other pre-condition for the contingent consent of citizens is the ‘ethical 
reciprocity’ amongst their fellows.  
Citizens and the operational capacity to achieve public value  
Moore’s third dimension concerns how public sector managers should best deploy 
operational resources to maximise the production of public value. This reflects the 
relationship with the citizen as service user (individually or in communities), and the citizen 
role in this domain is more complex and contested. One can conceptualise the citizen 
contribution within the separate but complementary categories of production and 
consumption. Social care illustrates both the distinction and relationship between these 
categories. For example, the ‘authorising public’ funds dementia care because of the 
perceived social value of easing family and individual suffering. This value is then 
crystallised (or not) through the individual experience of the service and how far it 
succeeds in maintaining self-sufficiency (facilitating citizen co-production) and in 
attenuating suffering (successful citizen consumption). 
Looking first at the process of consumption2, the citizen contribution has traditionally been 
underemphasised. This is perhaps partly because from a narrow supply side perspective 
consumption is, if anything, destructive of public value – a rationed good is no longer 
available to another. However, the dementia example demonstrates that a public service 
                                                
 
 
 
2 By consumption, here I focus here on the use of a public service.  Later I discuss 
consumerism as a delivery philosophy. 
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is only valuable if it is successful, and that success – or lack of it – occurs within the 
citizen’s lived experience of the service. Moreover, information from citizens on the 
successes or failures of services is vital to the public service agency to help create 
additional future value.  
This is the perspective of ‘service management theory’ (Normann, 1991). This argues that 
the user creates service value through their engagement in the mode of consumption, 
whether that service is public or private. This moves beyond the traditional view of value-
in-exchange (in the private sector the price achieved by the seller) to an understanding 
that the key currency is value-in-use, that a service is only of value insofar as it resolves a 
user need. Grönroos’s summary is: 
“Value-in-use means that value for the user is created or emerges during usage, 
which is a process of which the customer as user is in charge. In the same way as 
service quality is perceived throughout the service process (Grönroos, 1984; 
Parasuraman et al., 1985), value is accumulating, or destroyed throughout this 
process… Hence, value is created by the user, and moreover, also experienced by 
a user, who also uniquely determines what value is created” (Grönroos, 2011, 
p.287). 
Service management theory also links consumption with production. Each is part of the 
other in the lived experience of any service, public or private. So, citizen and state are 
locked in an inescapable embrace as they co-create public value. Osborne, Radnor and 
Strokosch call this ‘technical co-production’, and describe it as intrinsic to the service 
experience: 
“The user’s contribution as a co-producer during service production is not only 
unavoidable (and can be unconscious or coerced) but is also crucial to the 
performance of a service. Such co production leads to the co-creation of value for 
the service user” (Osborne, Radnor and Strokosch, 2016, p.643). 
For this study the term ‘joint production’ is preferred for describing this intrinsic and 
everyday reciprocity. The term embraces the weft and weave of the citizen role in most 
services, however transactional, in providing information, following process and 
participating in the production process. It also helps differentiate this perspective from the 
more traditional literature on co-production. This tends to conceptualise the citizen 
contribution as additive rather than inherent, running the danger of implicitly retaining the 
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characterisation of citizens as predominantly passive consumers. It is this that explains 
the tendency of some co-production literature to focus only on public services seen as 
particularly ‘relational’ (Mulgan, 2012), such as social care. However, what both 
perspectives share is the analysis of the value citizens can bring to the process of 
production, as summarised by David Boyle and Michael Harris in The Challenge of Co-
Production:  
“Co-production means delivering public services in an equal and reciprocal 
relationship between professionals, people using services, their families and their 
neighbours.  Where activities are co-produced in this way, both services and 
neighbourhoods become far more effective agents of change” (Boyle and Harris, 
2009, p.11). 
Boyle and Harris’s examples illustrate the potential of better citizen/state co-operation, 
from Youth Courts where first offenders are ‘tried’ by their peers; to the expert patient 
programme, where patients suffering chronic illness support others similarly affected.  
This chimes with many other practical projects. For example, the 2020 public services 
trust study co-ordinated by the Royal Society of Arts (RSA) describes their goal as “social 
productivity” based on “social citizenship” and derived from “a culture of participation 
based on the joint creation of social value” (2010, p.17). 
There are different ways of describing the distinctive importance of the participation of 
citizens in the process of production. However the main arguments include:  
• Ownership – the motivation of citizens to follow advice or use a service in pursuit 
of the value outcomes; for example, the commitment of patients to rehabilitation, 
students to learning and prisoners to rehabilitation. 
• Effort – the physical contribution of citizens to a service. For example, the 
willingness to offer extra support to other patients with the same disease in the 
Expert Patient Programme.  
• Intelligence – the integration and guidance of public services, particularly in the so 
called ‘wicked issues’ like obesity or antisocial behaviour. Social issues with 
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multiple causes and multiple interventions require the active management of 
citizens to be effective.    
1.2.2 Conceptualising a public value relational model  
The lens of public value reveals a dynamic picture of the citizen/state relationship, where 
citizens make three specific contributions when co-creating public value with the state. 
Citizens pose the social need that defines the nature of the value itself, legitimise and 
fund the activity required and finally participate with the state in operational activity by 
both consuming the service and playing a role in its production.   
All three modes of value production occur within iterative interactions between state and 
citizen. Public value is constantly produced through a range of strategic, governance, and 
operational relationships between state agencies and citizens, individually or in 
communities. Better cooperation can enhance the co-creation of public value. Conversely 
a poor or uncooperative relationship can reduce or even destroy public value, for example 
by: 
• ‘Exit’ - citizens choose private provision, and become unwilling to fund collective 
services through taxes. 
• Non compliance - the converse of contingent consent, which may have a heavy 
price in causing re-work and sub-optimal results such as tax evasion.  
• Operational conflict – clearly destructive of value, both in high profile cases like the 
long-running campaign to challenge the authorities over the cover up of police 
failings that contributed to the loss of life at Hillsborough (Scraton, 2013), as well 
as more prosaic maladministration.  
• Skewed priorities, dysfunctional, or dominatory services – when for example the 
strategic or operational interests of the state as an entity become detached from 
those of its users and members, as for example with the systemic failings that led 
to the abolition of the Mid Staffordshire Hospital Trust (Francis, 2013). 
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This analysis of co-creating public value holds true across most state activities. Table 1.1 
provides an illustrative grouping of the most common public functions of the state using a 
typography derived from commonalities in the nature of, and access to, the service. The 
second column gives examples of the public value outcome and the third examples of 
citizens’ contributions.   
Table 1.1 Analysis of public value and the citizen 
 
Public service area Examples of public value 
outcomes  
Examples of citizen 
contributions  
Universal services such as 
health and education  
A healthy population  
 
 
 
‘Capable’ citizens 
Managing own health; 
seeking and applying 
medical advice 
 
Developing own potential 
by studying and gaining 
qualifications/skills 
Welfare services such as 
benefits and social 
services 
Protection of the vulnerable 
 
Enabling universal social 
participation  
‘Appropriate’ use of 
benefits and services to 
encourage self-help and 
reduce dependency  
Regulatory services  Orderly markets for all to 
use  
Compliance with 
regulation and standards 
Judicial and policing 
services  
Community order and 
reduction in crime  
Compliance with laws 
 
Co-operation with 
policing and judicial 
processes 
Economic development Economic prosperity  Worker and business 
production of economic 
value  
Defence  Maintaining internal order 
and external boundaries  
Accepting state monopoly 
of internal and external 
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violence  
Taxation  Financing collective 
provision  
Paying taxes and 
observing regulations 
A generic ‘relational model’, illustrated in Figure 1.3 below, is another way of presenting 
this analysis, and it helps to structure this study. The state is on one side and citizens, 
individually or collectively, on the other. The multiple relationships described above and 
illustrated in Table 1.1 are conceptualised within a zone of interaction where public value 
is co-created.   
The typical stages of the citizen’s experience of the interaction are represented by the 
‘citizen journey’ through a public service. For example, a health service ‘patient pathway’ 
usually tracks the journey from identifying patient need, through gaining access to the 
appropriate service, and then actual delivery. Each stage has its own relational 
parameters and dynamic.  
Figure 1.3 A public value relational model  
 
 
 
It is the focus on the zone of interaction that differentiates this model from previous 
conceptualisations. For example, traditional public policy models often assume a citizen 
waiting passively at the end of a state-managed production line (Doray, 1988). More 
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recent formulations of the relationship acknowledge a strategic role for citizens in 
providing feedback on services (Cabinet Office, 2006), but give little concrete insight into 
making the proposition a reality beyond the action of voice and choice (which are critiqued 
in the next section). This is a shift of rhetoric but remains a fundamentally static depiction 
of the relationship. The public value relational model developed here is intended to 
capture a more dynamic, reciprocal, and iterative quality in the relationship between 
citizen and state.3   
The sections below use the categories of the model to define the scope of the study, and 
bring some research issues into sharper relief. The first two define how the terms state 
and citizen are used within this model. The subsequent sections then explore in more 
detail the components of the zone of interaction and its relationship to public value 
outcomes. 
Defining the state  
Despite globalisation, the nation state4 remains the predominant political power. There is 
no single definition of the state, but it is generally understood as a historically contingent 
                                                
 
 
 
3 One clear articulation of citizen/state reciprocity is in the language of the social contract; 
a contract describes a reciprocal relationship in which parties agree mutual obligations.  
There are different views on the philosophic bases for the obligations of citizen and state, 
but they are agreed on the core mutuality. Whether the central purpose of the state is held 
to be the enactment of popular opinion (Locke, [1632-1704] 1993) or the maintenance of 
public order (Hobbes, [1651] 2013) the state is obliged to provide the function, and 
citizens have a corresponding duty to accept the sovereignty of the state. 
 
4 The UK is sometimes referred to as ‘countries within countries’ (Cabinet Office, 2008) 
but nonetheless still conforms to the general definition of a nation state (Office for National 
Statistics, 2011).  
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form of governance that conflates cultural identity with political structures. Common 
themes are an emphasis on sovereignty within hard borders, centralised administration, 
and a powerful state role in shaping and maintaining a common cultural, economic and 
military capacity (Jessop, 2002).  
Most commentators trace its origins to the early city-states of Northern Italy in the twelfth 
and thirteenth century. It is here that Skinner (2012) amongst others identifies some of the 
earliest breaks with feudal forms of government, not least in the earliest use of state as a 
word. Derived from the Italian ‘Stato,’ it distinguishes between the current regime and the 
institutions of government that exist independently of any ruler. Over centuries of debate 
and evolution, the state became seen as the sovereign political authority in the land, with 
an existence separate from that of civil society and deriving its legitimacy by being itself 
subject to the rule of law.  
These principles still apply to most modern states amidst the growth of capitalism and the 
related industrial and political evolutions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Many 
of these developments concerned new technologies of state control – for example police 
forces, the growth of mass surveillance, and bureaucratic structures of governance such 
as tax collection. There was also a tightening of the territorial definition of the state and its 
grip on the use of force. These developments prompted Weber’s famous definition of the 
state as: 
“A human community that (successfully) claims the monopoly of legitimate use of 
physical force within a given territory” (Weber, Gerth and Mills, 1970, p.78).  
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If increasing control is one historical theme, then the other is the enhanced range of 
functions by which the state supports social solidarity. The emergence of these 
administrative systems provided the foundation for the remarkable growth in the scale and 
complexity of the ‘social’ state over the last century. In his study of the history of 
capitalism, Thomas Piketty makes the point that the scale of this enlargement is 
unparalleled: 
“in other words, all the rich countries, without exception, went into the 20th century 
from an equilibrium in which less than a tenth of their national income was 
consumed by taxes to a new equilibrium in which the figure rose to between a third 
and a half” (Piketty, 2014, p.476). 
The growth of the state into all the areas of public value creation summarised by table 1.1 
is the context for the working definition of the state for this study. The state includes any 
activity or function funded by public money, whether owned or delivered publicly, privately, 
or the third sector. For clarity, the term ‘state agent’ is used to describe any staff or other 
agent acting on behalf of the state and with whom citizens interact, however employed.  
Subsequent sections review recent attempts at state reform (section 1.3), political 
philosophy and trust in the state (section 1.4), and a review of existing empirical evidence 
on the citizen/state relationship (chapter 2).  
Defining the citizen   
The concept of ‘citizen’ is also complex and contested. For the purposes of this study the 
term is used to cover all who interact with the state as defined above, whether as an 
individual or as members of collective entities.  
‘Citizen’ has connotations that should be acknowledged and justified. Originally derived 
from the Roman distinction between an active member of the cives, or public life, and a 
slave or a woman, the term was appropriated by early republicans in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth century. They differentiated between the voluntary delegation of power to a 
ruler by an otherwise free born individual, and the model of a subject bound involuntarily 
to the natural authority of an imposed governor (Cudworth, Hall and McGovern, 2007). 
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This is a normative assumption generally accepted within the UK. Most residents of Britain 
are technically citizens in this legal sense.   
However the term is also used in the non-legal context of the Roman principle of quod 
omnes tangit, ab omnibus approbetur (‘whatever touches all, must be approved by all’). 
The scope of what is meant by the citizen for this study follows the spirit of this definition 
by embracing anyone who encounters the requirements of the state, individually or 
collectively, whether taxpayer, resident, or stateless and penniless asylum seeker. Finally 
the term also embraces the different relational archetypes implied by more contested 
language such as ‘customer’, ‘client’ or ‘subject’.  
Subsequent sections consider the emergence of different models or discourses of 
citizenship and the current workings of voice and choice (section 1.3), and review existing 
empirical evidence on the citizen/state relationship (chapter 2). 
Defining the zone of interaction  
The ‘zone of interaction’, the relational space between citizen and state, is intended to be 
a unifying concept to capture the full range of transactions between citizens and the 
multiple embodiments of the state.  Its parameters are defined by the subjective lived 
experience of the state in the consciousness of the citizen. It embraces all points of 
contact, whether formal actions such as voting, or more basic transactions such as a 
doctor’s appointment or phoning for advice.   
Within the zone are the relational dynamics of the interaction, with every moment 
potentially contributing to the experience – even a sign, gesture, or passing emotion. It 
embraces both actions and feelings, usually within an on-going and reciprocal exchange 
(with reciprocity used here in the neutral sense of any connected exchange between 
parties whether beneficial or hostile). As observed earlier, the interaction can either lead 
to the co-operative co-creation of public value, or its destruction.   
The concept of intersubjectivity described by Atwood and Stolorow is helpful in 
conceptualising the zone and its workings: 
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“Intersubjectivity theory is a field theory or systems theory in that it seeks to 
comprehend psychological phenomena not as products of isolated intrapsychic 
mechanisms, but as forming at the interface of reciprocally interacting 
subjectivities” (Stolorow and Atwood, 2002, p.1).  
The importance of the focus on the interaction between citizen and state for this 
investigation is confirmed by Giddens’ influential meditation on the additional demands 
modernity poses for the workings of trust (Giddens, 1990). He dates modernity to the 
emergence in Europe of a potent mix of capitalism and industrialisation combined with the 
development of the nation state in the eighteenth century. Giddens argues that a 
historically contingent aspect of modernity has been the move from the predominance of 
personal to impersonal relations between people. Twin processes of “distanciation” and 
“disembedding” of social relations are the cause. “Distanciation” describes the separation 
of time from space (time moves from being locally defined to becoming a universal 
measure based on Greenwich Mean Time) that permits productive relations across time 
zones. Space also becomes separate from and emptied of ‘place’ – communication is now 
possible at great distance. These conditions encourage the “disembedding” of social 
relations: 
“By disembedding I meant the “lifting out” of social relations from local contexts of 
interaction and their restructuring across indefinite spans of time-space” (Giddens, 
1990, p.21).  
I will discuss Giddens' views on the implications of modernity more fully in the next section. 
What matters here is how he sees the function of trust evolving. Trust in modernity is no 
longer reliant on personal relations, as these are less effective at a distance. Instead trust 
is fuelled by “symbolic tokens” such as money and expert systems (for example, air traffic 
control is an expert system we all implicitly trust). Giddens collectively calls these ‘abstract 
systems’.   
Building on this terminology, citizens can perceive the state as a network of ‘abstract 
systems’ that citizens are asked to trust without knowing their internal workings. Giddens' 
description of how that trust is built stresses the mix of ‘facework commitments’ (direct 
personal encounters) with ‘faceless commitments’ (the workings of abstract systems), and 
how these two mechanisms come together at ‘access points’: 
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“At access points the facework commitments which tie lay actors into trust 
relations ordinarily involve displays of manifest trustworthiness and integrity, 
coupled with an attitude of “business as usual,” or unflappability. Although 
everyone is aware that the real repository of trust is in the abstract system, rather 
than the individuals who in specific contexts “represent” it, access points carry a 
reminder that it is flesh-and-blood people (who are potentially fallible) who are its 
operators. Facework commitments tend to be heavily dependent upon what might 
be called the demeanour of system representatives or operators. The grave 
deliberations of the judge, solemn professionalism of the doctor or stereotyped 
cheerfulness of the air cabin crew all fall into this category” (Giddens, 1990, p.85). 
This is the theoretical core for this study, understanding the dynamics and relationships 
that inform the interactions of the citizen and the facework of government agents at the 
‘frontline’ of state activities who are themselves representing the faceless commitments of 
the bureaucracies and systems at their back. As Giddens argues, studying frontline 
interactions will provide evidence on the factors that inform trust in the moment of the 
interaction, and on the system and hierarchical dynamics that drive the behaviour and 
processes of front-line workers themselves. The ‘zone of interaction’, comprising facework 
and faceless commitments, is a comprehensive setting to investigate trust between citizen 
and state, even where the pressures that drive those factors arise at a distance from the 
front-line, including the processes of policy development that gives rise to the service 
experience in the first place.  
Defining co-created public value  
This section began by claiming that few areas of public value are not co-created between 
state and citizen. The description of the relational model, and particularly the zone of 
interaction, reflects this. Within this model, public value outcomes concern overall 
measures such as public health, educational attainment, total taxation raised, community 
law and order, or the amelioration of poverty. As argued above, the majority of these are 
the result of iterative interactions between citizen and state. This is the basis for the 
proposition that if the relationship with citizens is a significant contributor to public value, 
then a cooperative relationship will co-create more public value (better outcomes) than a 
passive or conflictual engagement.  
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1.2.3 Introducing relational dynamics within the model  
The final stage in the development of the model in providing the analytic scope for the 
study is to conceptualise the key dynamics that energise its workings. This entails the 
identification and categorisation of the main relational variables brought into play in the 
variety of citizen/state interactions, in order to understand which are important to trust. 
They function as a map of the relational terrain; in themselves they do not offer solutions 
or priorities, but rather the means for the identification of the factors of importance within 
the data.  
The categories work with the grain of the subjective and intersubjective dimensions of the 
relational model presented thus far. Starting with the subjective aspect, the analysis builds 
on Bakan’s formulation of agency and communion as two competing relational modes: 
“I have adopted the terms ‘agency’ and ‘communion’ to characterize two 
fundamental modalities in the existence of living forms. Agency for the existence of 
an organism as an individual, and communion for the participation of the individual 
in some larger organism of which the individual is part” (1966, pp.14-15).  
This appeals as a basic bifurcation of relational approaches that helps expose a 
difference in view between the state and citizen on the instrumentality and emotional 
qualities of the relationship. However, to be useful in this regard the terms need to be 
adapted in a number of ways. This study follows those commentators such as Leonard 
(1997) who have adapted Bakan’s thinking in seeing the two relational modalities as a 
duality (both present in some form) rather than a dualism (alternative and mutually 
exclusive types of relationships). It follows that whilst the basic categorisation is useful, 
the normative implications of the original are not. In order to understand the full range of 
potential factors and how they work together it is more helpful to view each category as 
descriptive. Thus, the question is what form of agency and communion participants 
espouse, and how these relate to trust. It is for this reason the latter category is renamed 
‘connectivity’ rather than communion, in order to capture this more analytic intent.  
Building on this separation, the category of  ‘agency’ is used to probe the attitudes of the 
participants to the material aspects of the interaction, examining issues such as their 
motivation, their perception of their role in an interaction and their capacity to enact that 
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role. The category ‘connectivity’ investigates issues associated with the emotional and 
social nature of the relationship, summarised as the capacity of the participants to connect 
with the other. The premise is that all citizen/state relationships contain elements of both 
agency and connectivity. This conceptualisation helped illuminate the core issue of 
whether trust is driven primarily by factors to do with performance and efficiency, identified 
within the agency category; or alternatively whether factors to do with how a service is 
delivered, for example emotion and affect, are also important. This is what the connectivity 
category was intended to expose.  
Thus ‘agency’ and ‘connectivity’ are conceived as the subjective attitudinal terrain on 
which the behavioural and intersubjective actuality of the citizen/state interaction sits. 
Understanding the dynamics of this reciprocal ‘interactivity’ is the third dimension of the 
model. This leads to questions about the nature and importance of how citizen/state 
interactions are structured, the impact of process they follow and on the significance of the 
perception of the outcomes they produce. It is informed by a variety of academic 
contributions on the nature of intersubjectivity in addition to that of Stolorow and Atwood 
referenced earlier (Grönroos, 2011; Hoggett et al., 2010; Stolorow and Atwood, 2002; 
Habermas, 1987). It also embraces Benjamin’s intersubjective conceptualisation of the 
“space of thirdness” as the “capacity to identify, to get inside the other’s mind and let the 
other inside us…” (2005, p.449). 
Thus the three analytic relational categories combine in a specific way. The interaction is 
influenced by, and influences, the subjective attitudes and thoughts of the participants. 
‘Agency’ and ‘connectivity’ are inputs to, and consequences of, ‘what happens’ in the 
‘zone of interaction’. In this way the categories fit within the relational model and can be 
used to analyse the dynamics of its workings, providing the means of probing what 
attitudes, structures and patterns of reciprocal behaviour affect trust. Building this thinking 
into the model can be illustrated graphically as in Figure 1.4 below. The relational model, 
embracing the ‘zone of interaction’ and the category of ‘interactivity’, is structured by the 
participants' positions in terms of the dimensions of ‘connectivity’ and ‘agency’.   
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Figure 1.4 Overview of the dynamic relational model  
 
 
This model including the relational categories is used as a tool in helping to analyse a 
range of contemporary published research relevant to trust in the state and in the 
development of the trust typology. It is also used to interrogate the data from the fieldwork. 
1.3   Voice, choice, silence and exit  
This section builds on the conceptualisation of the relational model to investigate the 
current citizen/state relationship in the context of the collaborative co-creation of public 
value. I start by summarising the impact of the main recent reform agendas of on the 
structures of the state (1.3.1). I then consider their impact on prevailing mechanisms of 
relational coordination (primarily voice and choice) and associated models of citizenship 
(1.3.2). This reveals a current relational paradigm based more on citizen compliance than 
cooperation.  
1.3.1 Public sector reform has changed aspects of the citizen/state relationship  
There have been many efforts to reform the state over the last few decades, in the UK 
and most developed countries. This section surveys the main structural shifts of the UK 
experience, arguing that they have had more impact on the structures of the state than on 
relationships with citizens.  
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The dominant political philosophy of these reforms has been neo-liberalism. Famously 
championed by Thatcher and Reagan in the eighties, with many principles also adopted 
by New Labour Governments of 1997 - 2010, neo-liberals regard the state with intrinsic 
suspicion. They argue that attempts to create a collective vehicle inevitably end in the 
limitation of individual economic and social freedom (Hayek and Caldwell, 2014; Friedman, 
1977). 
This scepticism is illustrated by the literature around the so-called knight/knave 
characterisation of the principal/agent analysis (Le Grand, 2003). This argues that the 
state may have good intentions but these will be thwarted by the self-interest of its agents 
– the knaves. Without the discipline of the market and its structuring of information and 
incentives, the prime motive of state employees is a quiet life, not the common good. 
Opting for a quiet life means a dampening of responsiveness to public service users, and 
inertia in adopting new and more efficient means of production.   
In practice the neo-liberal critique has focussed more on the latter problem than the 
former. I shall demonstrate this through a brief analysis of the two dominant and related 
reform strategies that have been used, the managerial philosophy of the so called New 
Public Management (NPM) (Hood, 1991), and the use of markets and competition.  
Summarising the components of NPM, Newman and Clarke (2009) describe an 
‘assemblage’ of complementary propositions around the concept of ‘good management’, 
amounting to a normative and disciplinary discourse in its own right. NPM seeks 
wholesale adoption of modern management techniques and information technology 
primarily drawn from the private sector, because of the apparent contribution to productive 
efficiency and also their value as a countervailing force to the ‘professional’ control of 
service definition and delivery. Typical components include target setting, league tables 
and looser labour laws to create a more malleable and flexible labour force.  
Controversially, neo-liberal inspired change has also increased the use of competition and 
markets in public services delivery. The aim has been partly to increase citizen choice of 
service provider, for example in schools, GP surgeries and hospitals. I discuss this more 
fully below. Other examples include privatisation, the sale of state bodies and contracting 
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out - where non-state, often private sector, agencies take over work previously done by a 
public sector bureaucracy. The Private Finance Initiative (PFI) is a variant in which the 
private sector also funds capital investment in public assets such as hospitals or roads 
(Wang, 2014).  
A final theme has been replacing state agencies with other forms of collective organisation 
with social objectives, such as voluntary or charitable groups. Examples include housing 
associations, as well as religious, voluntary, and community groups. Politically, some see 
this as community or individual empowerment. Others see an opportunity to reduce the 
role of the state. Whether or not this is a good idea is outside the scope of this study. 
What matters here is that they play a vital role in enabling citizens to voice and 
communicate their needs to the state. But there are limits to this. Young (2002) argues: 
“Despite the vital role of civil society in promoting inclusion, expression, and 
critique for deep democracy, I argue against those who suggest that civil society 
serves as a preferred alternative to the state today for promoting democracy and 
social justice. State institutions have unique capacities for co-ordination, regulation, 
and administration on a large-scale that well functioning democracy cannot do 
without. Though civil society stands in tension with state institutions, a 
strengthening of both is necessary to deepen democracy and undermine injustice, 
especially that deriving from private economic power” (Young, 2002, p.156). 
She likens this citizen/state cooperation to the workings of a political thermostat alerting 
the state to the issues that need regulation.  
1.3.2 The impact of reform on the citizen relationship  
This section turns to examine how far these reforms have changed citizen/state 
relationships by analysing their impact on the mechanisms and related citizen discourses 
that govern the relationship. It starts by defining the range of mechanisms, and then 
examines each in turn.  
Hirschman’s Exit, Voice, and Loyalty (1970) offers voice and exit as the two main ways of 
coordinating citizen/state relationships. With the addition of choice (to reflect the changes 
described above) this remains the dominant public policy framework of relational 
mechanisms. For the purposes of analysis I also suggest adopting a fourth mechanism of 
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‘silence’, as a way into understanding citizen/state interactions where citizens have no 
means of influencing the relationship. The argument developed below is that, despite 
some genuine advances, the dominant citizen/state relational paradigm remains securing 
citizen compliance rather than active collaboration.  
The great strength of Hirschman’s original development of the Exit, Voice, Loyalty (EVL) 
framework was that it represents a ‘bottom up’ view of how citizens and customers of 
public and private bodies can influence public ‘producers’.  Hirschman added the concept 
of ‘voice’ to the prevailing orthodoxy that ‘exit’ (taking your custom elsewhere) was the 
only effective response to an unsatisfactory situation – an orthodoxy that embraced both 
state bureaucracy and capitalist relations between companies and customers. Hirschman 
described his objective as:  
“ In the large portion of my book, which was an essay in persuasion on behalf of 
voice, I argued that voice can and should complement and occasionally supersede 
exit as a recuperation mechanism when business firms, public services, and other 
organisations deteriorate” (Hirschman, 1973, pp.7-8).  
In Hirschman’s original formulation, citizens occasionally need to signal dissatisfaction to 
the state to maintain an efficient machine of economic distribution. Voice and exit are 
potential mechanisms to express their views. Which they use depends partly on how loyal 
they feel to the state. Hirschman’s objectives were normative as well as analytic. He 
feared that the disenchanted affluent would exit state provision, and that would weaken 
the ‘voice’ of those that remain. He wanted to understand how voice and loyalty could 
work together to optimise feedback to the state, and therefore minimise exit. He hoped 
that if citizens were loyal to public services, dissatisfaction would be expressed by voice 
not exit. Adding ‘choice’ reflects the policy developments described earlier. For clarity this 
should be understood as ‘internal’ choice to differentiate it from the original conception of 
‘exit’, representing the option of choosing to move beyond the public system entirely.  
As a further test of the categorical clarity of the terms and of the comprehensiveness of 
the model, it is useful to consider a rival framework inspired by Hirschman’s work but 
taking it forward with a revised formulation. This is the Exit, Voice, Loyalty and Neglect 
(EVLN) framework (Lyons, Lowery and Hoogland De Hoog, 1992). The language is 
similar to Hirschman but the concepts are different. Here, EVLN are conceived as 
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equivalent, mutually exclusive, and comprehensive potential behavioural responses to 
dissatisfaction in a relationship (any relationship, from marriage to dissatisfaction with 
public services).  
This perspective is interesting but differs from the objective of this analysis in conflating 
mechanisms and outcomes. Moreover, the EVLN categories carry more normative 
overtones than Hirschman’s more neutral mechanisms; voice and loyalty are described as 
positive responses to dissatisfaction, exit and neglect as destructive. So at a categorical 
level, Hirschman’s conceptualisation of voice and exit as mechanisms separate from but 
influenced by attitudes (loyalty) is more analytically useful for the purpose of this study.  
However, the EVLN approach is helpful in that ‘neglect’ poses the issue of passive 
responses to dissatisfaction. Arguably there is a mechanism of communication and 
influence that frames this sort of relationship, and it is called silence. Dowding and John’s 
analysis of the differences between EVL and EVLN makes just this point: 
“Exit and voice are clearly not exclusive of each other. The poles opposite voice 
and exit are silence and non exit or stay rather than loyalty and neglect” (Dowding 
and John, 2012, p.73). 
This is an important insight in the context of the present endeavour of creating a 
comprehensive understanding of how the current citizen/state relationship is managed. 
Some interactions between citizen and state are not subject to voice, choice or exit. For 
this study, I suggest silence best describes this passive acceptance.  
Below I use this formulation of the citizen/state relational mechanisms to develop a 
critique of the effectiveness of the current relationship grounded in the means available to 
influence events. Each mechanism is assessed through the lens of cooperation, and in 
the context of the models of citizenship they imply. For this purpose Barnes, Newman and 
Sullivan (2009) helpfully document a number of different ‘citizen discourses’. They identify 
relational archetypes or ‘publics’ such as the ‘consuming public’, the ‘empowered public’, 
the ‘stakeholder public’, and the ‘responsible public’. To this I add the discourse of the 
‘dependant public’ as a way of analysing the mechanism of silence.   
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Voice  
Hirschman’s description of voice actually includes dialogue, not just registering discontent. 
Hirschman argued that voice was appropriate to relationships containing an asymmetry of 
information that, he believed, makes a pure market relationship problematic. This 
asymmetry is ubiquitous across the public sector so it is worth repeating his analysis in 
the context of health: 
“When the delivery of health services can proceed along standard lines within well 
charted territory as, say, in the case of minor dentistry, consumer dissatisfaction 
with one dentist is likely to take the form of exit. But the individual who has some 
as yet poorly articulated complaint with respect to his general physical or mental 
health is probably well advised not to abandon his family doctor or psychiatrist at 
the slightest disappointment, but to help them grope on his behalf and to 
collaborate intensively with them through active use of voice” (Hirschman, 1973, 
p.10). 
Instruments that support voice have developed considerably since Hirschman’s original 
formulation. Rowe and Frewer (2005) document 31 different methods of public 
consultation and engagement, from citizen juries to direct budgeting exercises. They show 
three broad approaches: communication (one way distribution of information to the public), 
consultation (one way distribution of information to the state) and participation (often 
involving ‘expert’ lay representatives in dialogue with professionals) as for example on the 
board of the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE).  
One way to assess the impact of the development of voice is to consider the relevant 
participation orientated discourses from Barnes, Sullivan and Newman’s typography, and 
whether these represent a relationship of cooperation or compliance.  Most relevant to 
voice are ‘the responsible citizen’, ‘the empowered citizen’, and the ‘stakeholder citizen’.   
The ‘responsible citizen’ carries echoes of both New Labour and the UK Coalition 
Government’s ‘Big Society’ modernisation projects. It stems from the communitarian 
movement’s emphasis on the duties of citizenship (Etzioni, 1995). This is usually 
conceived as individuals or communities taking additional responsibility for a particular 
public service, for example faith-based schooling. There is a disciplinary quality to this 
narrative with the identification and punishment of the converse of (sometimes literally) 
anti-social behaviour. Stronger citizen/state cooperation is certainly a feature, yet it is not 
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conceived reciprocally. It encourages citizens’ efforts but with little corresponding insight 
into what the state should do differently to encourage greater participation or how to 
strengthen the mechanism of voice.  
The ‘empowered public’ discourse is rooted in the later 20th century. It argues for 
communities of interest ‘taking over their’ services, or at least having an important role in 
their definition and control. These communities are often spatially defined. For example in 
the UK Community Development Projects (CDPs) were intended to be ‘community led’, 
and Local Strategic Partnerships between local government and other local public 
services had mandatory councillor representation. Though interesting experiments, their 
influence has arguably been at the margins. Their scope was wider than their impact, and 
more generally few mainstream services have been turned over to citizen management 
(free schools may be an example, but they are few in number and must still conform to 
national curricula). A further tension between the empowerment movement and citizen 
cooperation is that the final rung of Arnstein’s famous ladder of participation (1969) is 
citizen control, not mutual collaboration.  
The stakeholder citizen, the final category relevant to voice, focuses primarily on 
innovations in types of democracy. Examples include experiments in participatory 
democracy, often at neighbourhood level within progressive local authorities, and citizen 
and user representatives in service delivery structures such as hospital trusts. This 
discourse is more valuable in the context of cooperation. Conceptualising the citizen as a 
‘member’ of the state takes the relationship into the micro-delivery of public service and 
suggests a stronger voice on policy priorities. Hirst summarises the vision thus: 
“A stake implies a voice, and the right to voice implies the obligation to use it, to 
steward our own assets. In that sense the concept helps us to restore the robust 
democracy of free people governing themselves” (Hirst, 1994, p.241).  
The critique of this is about impact rather than philosophy. For example, an often quoted 
stakeholder inspired reform is the Number 10 web-based petition, where enough 
signatures guarantee a parliamentary discussion. This is an additional articulation of 
voice; but only within existing decision-making structures and with little evidence of major 
impact. By the beginning of 2018 there were 3,455 petitions on the Government website 
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of which 51 received a government response and a mere 6 debated in Parliament 
(Cabinet Office, 2018).  
The conclusion to draw from this brief survey of the citizen discourses around voice is of 
both change and continuity. There has been a genuine widening of the policy process and 
real gains in making the barrier between state and public more permeable. However, 
there is little evidence of politicians or policy makers interest in making voice an effective 
and structured reality. Moreover the profusion of different instruments and initiatives 
indicates that voice is currently insufficiently conceptualised to provide a basis for creating 
systematic cooperation in the delivery of a public service.  
Choice  
A key development in public policy since Hirschman’s book is the growth of markets to co-
ordinate and control public service delivery, ostensibly to nurture competition and citizen 
choice. The market options usually remain publicly funded so this should be understood 
as internal choice, as distinct from exit. It also differs from contracting out, which replaces 
an existing provider with different one but does not itself extend citizens’ choices.  
The most common form is a choice between different providers of the same state-
ordained service, such as health and education. There can be also choice over the nature 
of the provision. This is more radical as it delegates authority over the nature of the 
service to the citizen as customer. Personal budgets for social care are one example; 
citizens receive a budget according to some objective measure of need, which they can 
spend broadly as they wish. 
There is considerable academic work around the limitations of public sector markets 
(Greener, 2008). The service is still collectively funded, and usually free at the point of 
delivery. Apart from elements of social care choice is often prescribed to a few accredited 
suppliers. Nonetheless, it gives citizens some market power to choose, transferring to 
them a role and rights that demand greater respect from state providers. Such quasi 
markets can also help expose poor performance.  
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The narrative of citizen as ‘customer’ is one that politicians have consistently embraced 
for decades. However, in the context of cooperation, choice occupies an ambiguous 
position. There is some evidence that treating citizens as customers can improve 
satisfaction levels for example by raising service and care standards. However, it can 
introduce competitive behaviour as well as cooperation, and even in a limited form it is 
only appropriate to a discrete number of services. Where it has been introduced, such as 
around schools and hospitals, it has not been accompanied by investment in redundancy 
in the system necessary for genuine choice and competition between several providers 
(Jilke, 2015; Le Grand, 2007).  
Silence  
I argued above that some citizen/state relationships are not subject to voice, choice or exit. 
These passive relationships are instead characterised by bureaucratic state prescription 
and citizen ‘silence’. Silence can denote acquiescence. The service or interaction 
proceeds without great upset, along standardised lines. This will often be true if the 
interaction has no great importance to the individual and there is limited discretion to opt 
out. The benefits of a deeper co-operative relationship are not important.  
However, silence can also denote domination. Citizens may be unhappy or distrustful of 
the interaction but unable to use voice, choice or exit. This may be out of loyalty, or it may 
be because they have no options, or lack the capacity or means to secure change in the 
face of institutional indifference. The Francis Inquiry identified one of the main contributory 
factors to the catastrophic service failures at the South Staffordshire NHS Trust as “Trust 
management had no culture of listening to patients” (Francis QC, 2013, p.44). 
A phrase that describes this is “bureaucratic dependency” (Breiner, 1996). In its day 
bureaucracy was considered progressive (Waters and Waters, 2015), offering an 
objective technology of ‘control’ that enabled the state to finance and manage the 
enormous growth in its functions. Bureaucracies value equity and standardisation, and 
emphasise process control to reduce the risk of error. This emphasis on order and 
coherence banishes the arbitrary, as perceived by the bureaucracy or citizens.  
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However the corollary is a relationship based predominantly on state power. In this world, 
citizens are often conceived as waiting passively at the end of the state production line 
awaiting the benefits or interventions decreed by a distant authority. In the 1980s Gyford 
described the combination of bureaucratic organisation and powerful professionals in 
some public services as creating an “infantilised public” (Gyford, 1991). Some writers still 
look back at this as a golden age of public service characterised by citizen trust (Fotaki, 
2014; Coats and Passmore, 2008). The alternative view is that a form of trust may have 
been present, but in a dominatory form. I discuss this more fully later in this chapter. 
Exit  
As discussed earlier a fear driving public policy over many years is that the affluent middle 
classes especially will stop using (and paying for) many public services. Services might 
then become an impoverished safety net for the poor and vulnerable. Fear of exodus 
drove many elements of the New Labour project led by Tony Blair and Gordon Brown. 
However, the public value perspective highlights other forms of exit - passive or active 
resistance. Resistance may be the only available option, particularly for state functions 
from which exit is not permitted like policing. The long battle over Hillsborough is an 
example where voice failed to achieve accountability and resulted in outright conflict, an 
example of public value destroyed.  
Conclusion – cooperation or compliance? 
This survey of the variety of current state and citizen/state relational mechanisms presents 
a mixed picture. The discourses of participation and associated developments of voice 
and choice have prompted some innovation, but their adoption by politicians and policy 
makers has been half hearted at best. As a result there has been insufficient theorisation 
of the relational forms and the interactions they suit, and as mechanisms they have not 
fully emerged from the legacy of bureaucracy, or alternatively are largely appropriated 
from private market models. In either case citizens’ roles are largely restricted to quiet 
consumption, taken to imply satisfaction, or ‘customer’ type feedback on dissatisfaction. 
The implication is an underlying relational paradigm based on the state prioritising citizen 
compliance more than active cooperation.  
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1.4   A role for trust?   
This section introduces and defines the concept of trust used in the rest of the study, 
focussing in the first instance on its characteristics and function as a mechanism for the 
coordination and governance of social interactions in order to demonstrate its potential 
relevance to the citizen/state relationship. It starts (1.4.1) by relating trust and control, and 
then (1.4.2) compares trust to other coordinating mechanisms such as power and markets. 
This helps delineate trust as a mechanism particularly appropriate for relationships of 
voluntary cooperation (1.4.3). I also describe a dark side to trust, and that it is particularly 
unwise to trust the untrustworthy (1.4.4).  A fuller exploration of different forms of trust 
relationships follows in chapter 2.    
1.4.1 Trust and control  
That “trust arrives on foot but leaves on horseback”5 rings true both in the workings of 
trust, and for scholars trying to peel back the layers to a core definition of how it works. 
Trust often appears broadly benign and passive. The Concise Oxford English Dictionary 
(Stevenson and Waite, 2011) defines trust as ’the firm belief in the reliability, truth, ability 
or strength of someone or something’. This seems straightforward; a simple relationship 
between A and B in which the former anticipates a beneficial attitude from the latter.6  
                                                
 
 
 
5 Attributed to nineteenth century Dutch statesman Johan Thorbecke (Anon., 2011) 
 
6 The word trust is said to be derived from the Middle English of medieval times and 
referred to a specific form of collaborative hunting in which one group of villagers would 
work through a field or wood driving small game towards their fellows ‘standing tryst’, 
ready to capture the prey (Hardin, 2006).  
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Modern scholarship challenges this simple definition, primarily because it is silent on the 
context for the act of trust. Probing further rapidly reveals a more dynamic, emotional and 
potent mechanism. There is relative consensus around Blackburn’s description of trust as 
a tripartite relationship: 
“What is our concept of trust, and what are its principal divisions? I think the 
obvious point of entry is a tripartite relationship: one person trusts another to do 
something (X trusts Y to do Z). This formula allows, rightly, that one might trust 
one person to do things that one would not trust another to do. And it allows, 
equally rightly, that one might trust the person to do some things but not others...” 
(Blackburn in Braithwaite and Levi, 1998, p.30).  
Others echo this three part definition. In what they call a ‘grammar’ of trust, McKnight and 
Chervany compare trust to a sentence: 
“with a subject (trustor), verb (trust) and direct object (trustee). It is the direct object 
that determines many of the types of trust in use. If the direct object of trust is a 
person, the construct is interpersonal trust; if the object is an institution, the 
construct is institutional trust…” (McKnight and Chervany, 2001, p.42). 
The interest at stake can also vary, from trusting institutions or people to do things, with 
things, or even to adopt an attitude (‘I trust the teacher to be fair with my child’). Simmel 
(1964) also echoes the three part understanding of trust with his influential description it 
as an ‘expectation’ (of the trustee), an ‘interpretation’ (the trustor's analysis of whether this 
expectation is sound) and a ‘suspension of doubt’ (the act of trusting). This description 
also highlights the subjective nature of acts of trust; for Simmel the central questions were 
‘why does the trustor have an expectation and an interpretation’? and ‘why are they 
prepared to suspend doubt’?   
Analysing trust from this perspective raises the question of the function of trust as a 
mechanism of social coordination. A trust transaction starts with the trustor needing 
something that they cannot themselves provide. This opens them to the complexity of 
selecting the best options for achieving their interests, and to risk because the means for 
achieving their interests are out of their control. Trust reconciles the trustor to this 
complexity and risk by placing them as an expectation on another. By fulfilling these 
expectations the trustee resolves the complexity satisfactorily. How much risk and 
vulnerability the trustor accepts depends on the strength of their trust in the trustee.  
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This focus on vulnerability and risk chimes with much of the literature. To quote Möllering: 
“I define trust as a reflexive process of building on reason, routine and reflexivity, 
suspending irreducible social vulnerability and uncertainty as if they were 
favourably resolved, and maintaining a state of favourable expectation toward the 
actions and intentions of more or less specific others”(Möllering, 2005, p.5).       
This ‘suspension of vulnerability’ leads to a further key observation. The engine that 
powers trust is reciprocity. The trustor exchanges vulnerability for a reciprocal benefit.  
The trustor’s willing suspension of doubt is conditional, maintained by the successful 
fulfilment of the trustor’s expectation. If the trustee fails this expectation, the trustor may 
seek redress, and be less likely to suspend doubt next time. 
There can be a strong emotional quality to this exchange. Commentators explain the 
cultural ubiquity and emotional potency of trust by locating it in the formative experiences 
of early childhood. Giddens summarises it thus: 
“A fundamental feature of the early formation of trust is trust in the caretaker’s 
return. A feeling of the reliability, yet independent experience, of others – central to 
a sense of continuity of self-identity – is predicated upon the recognition that the 
absence of the mother does not represent a withdrawal of love. Trust thus 
brackets distance in time and space and so blocks off existential anxieties which, if 
they were allowed to concretise, might become a source of continuing emotional 
and behavioural anguish throughout life” (Giddens, 1990, p.97).  
The deep psychological and emotional roots of trust helps to explain one of the more 
baffling aspects of the phenomenon for rational theorists - the lengths to which betrayed 
trustees will go to exact revenge for defection from trust, often out of proportion to the 
interest at stake or the hurt suffered (Zeckhauser and Bohnet, 2004). This is discussed 
further in Chapter 2.  
This analysis helps differentiate trust from related phenomena such as confidence and 
faith. For example, A may have confidence in the way a colleague B will behave in any 
given circumstance. But if there is nothing at stake, that confidence is closer to a 
probabilistic estimate rather than an act of trust. Trust also differs from faith (as the term is 
used in most religions for example) in respect of doubt. For trust to be present it is 
inherent that there must also be doubt. Faith on the other hand has a more distant 
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relationship with doubt, striving for belief without it. Someone who professes faith may 
also have doubts, but these are not inherent in the concept of faith itself.   
1.4.2 Trust works with and alongside power and markets  
These distinctions bring us back to the main argument of this section. Having something 
at stake makes trust a mechanism for the governance of social interaction around a need 
(Bijlsma-Frankema and Costa, 2005). Bachmann summarises the importance of trust in 
this respect:   
“Trust …may be understood as a fundamental social mechanism that allows for 
co-ordinated interactions and thus indeed for the possibility that highly 
differentiated social systems can emerge in the empirical world. Power, 
significance, incentives or legitimacy may be seen as other mechanisms…” 
(Bachmann in McEvily et al., 2006, p.394). 
Several sociologists offer similar typologies. In the context of organisational control, 
Bradach and Eccles offer a simple yet influential formulation in their article ‘Price, authority 
and trust: from ideal types to plural forms’ (1989). They argue that the three main 
mechanisms by which intra- and inter-organisational affairs are co-ordinated and common 
interests resolved (or not) are authority, prices, and trust.  All three mechanisms are 
alternative answers to the same issue; the ability of A to influence actor B to do C. Price 
informs the exchange of goods or services through the raising or lowering of cost to the 
purchaser. Authority influences behaviour by power, rules and hierarchy. By contrast, as 
discussed above, trust coordinates social transactions through expectation and obligation. 
This is a useful tripartite framework. However, to broaden the concepts beyond 
organisational analysis we need to follow most other commentators in linking authority to 
power, and price to the more general use of markets to coordinate exchanges.   
While the mechanisms of power, markets and trust are distinct, there is a complex 
relationship between them. For example, Bachmann points out the many similarities 
between trust and power, along with the key difference: 
“Both mechanisms (trust and power) largely seem to operate on the basis of the 
same principle… Both mechanisms allow social actors to link their mutual 
expectations with each other and to co-ordinate (re)actions between them. 
However, there is also a slight difference between trust and power as regards the 
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mode of selection of expectations. While in the case of trust, the actor who 
considers to invest trust in his assumptions selects the possibility that the potential 
trustee will behave the way he prefers, the powerful actor selects a possibility of 
behaviour which he suggests to the subordinate actor as an undesirable behaviour 
that should be avoided” (Bachmann, 2001, pp.349-350). 
In this abstract analysis trust and power have a similar function but use different 
influences, and apply in different circumstances. However, in situations of any complexity 
they are likely to be operating together, combining in a multitude of different ways. An 
agreement negotiated within an environment of high trust will look different to one forged 
between wary partners. So while power and trust may be conceptually separate 
mechanisms, they almost always occur as a hybrid.  
Bachman suggests that most complex relationships will inevitably reflect aspects of both 
mechanisms. Trust oils the wheels of power and, he argues, power provides a ‘pre-
condition’ for trust. Bachman identifies at least two hybrids of trust and power – one where 
power predominates and one where trust predominates. He describes the structure of 
business relations in the UK and Germany respectively as examples of each style. An 
important inference of this observation is that trust is a malleable and contingent 
mechanism, taking different forms in different circumstances. In chapter 2 this issue is 
explored more fully to develop a typology of forms of trust.  
There is a final and important aspect to this discussion. Trust may be influenced by power, 
but it is also can also mediate power. It is difficult to force someone to trust. One of the 
particularly interesting aspects to trust for this study is whether it can provide a way of 
ameliorating the asymmetry of power between citizen and state.   
1.4.3 Trust is the oxygen of cooperation  
I now describe briefly the attributes and strengths of trust as a mechanism of governance, 
especially for cooperative relationships.  Arrow summarises the practical value of trust in 
The Limits of Organization (1974): 
“Trust is important lubricant of a social system. It is extremely efficient; it saves 
people a lot of trouble to have a fair degree of reliance on other peoples’ word” 
(Arrow, 1974, p.23). 
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The ‘efficiency’ offered by trust is worth analysis. Several elements differentiate trust from 
the mechanisms of power or markets. Firstly, the process by which trustor and trustee 
arrive at a shared understanding of the expectation on which trust is based can be a more 
fluid and intuitive exercise compared, for example, to the preparation of contracts. 
Secondly it can encompass more ambiguity and dynamism than the rigidities of hierarchy 
or market transactions. Finally, the motive to fulfil the transaction is voluntary, and the 
mechanism of coordination consent to vulnerability, so both parties expend far fewer 
resources to ensure each other’s compliance compared to most uses of power or market. 
For example, costly external monitoring is avoided because participants themselves 
regulate the direct relationship.   
This is why economists have long thought of trust as the oxygen of co-operation. Trust is 
vital but mostly invisible in hundreds of large and small informal daily acts of co-operation 
(Axelrod and Dion, 1988; Dasgupta, 2009). Without it, normal social life would grind to a 
halt in a miasma of paperwork, energy sapping defensiveness and inefficient processes. 
Cook, Hardin and Levi argue that trust is most important at the micro level: 
“We argue … that trust works primarily at the interpersonal level to produce micro-
level social order and to lower the costs of monitoring and sanctioning that might 
be required if individuals were not trustworthy” (Cook, Hardin and Levi, 2005, p.1). 
The link between trust and voluntary cooperation can be evidenced in the context of the 
citizen/state relationship. Scholz and Pinney (1998) reviewed taxpayer attitudes and 
behaviour in a study following the Tax Reform Act 1986. They used statistical and 
qualitative methods to analyse the impact of trust on taxpayers’ compliance, asking 
whether trust or fear (of detection) was the most powerful driver of co-operation and 
honesty. The results of their analysis are startling: 
“As trust in government moves from its minimum to its maximum value, the 
probability of full compliance changes from .29 to 0.99, or almost unanimous 
compliance, for a remarkable change of .70 in the proportion of full compliance” 
(Scholz and Pinney, 1998, p.149). 
The link between trust and effectiveness, particularly on the behaviour of citizens as 
service users, is further supported by an Audit Commission study (Duffy, Downing and 
Skinner, 2003). Focus group respondents gave multiple examples of how mistrust gave 
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rise to more challenging customer behaviour in establishing rights and keeping 
cumbersome paper trails, or, worse, refusing to engage at all. “You don’t bother calling 
them [the police] because you know they are going to take ages or are not going to turn 
up’ [Asian male, 18 – 35 Birmingham]” (Duffy, Downing and Skinner, 2003, p.10). 
Trust in the state is also a major contributor to social capital (Putnam, 1995). The 
argument that trust in the state encourages civic co-operation is made particularly strongly 
by Fukuyama (1995). He emphasises the informal regulatory role of the state in providing 
institutions and norms that lower the cost of voluntary co-operation. A common example is 
state enforcement of contract law (North, 1990). As Levi observes, in effect the role of the 
government here is to help transfer trust from one domain to another (Levi, 1998). Others 
talk of the role of government in validating the trustworthiness of civic institutions, “lending”  
(James Jr, 2002) the trust in government to the institution. 
1.4.4 Trust only the trustworthy  
These examples illustrate the potential for trust to enhance co-operation between citizen 
and state in co-creating public value, and militate against its diminution. However, there 
are dangers if trust is misused or abused. Relationships that disproportionately benefit 
one of the participants can entail an abuse of trust. Such relationships can be exploitative 
or even dominatory, and can be observed when trust works alongside asymmetric power 
relationships, as with the majority of citizen/state transactions (Dasgupta, 2009).  
Figure 1.6 below clarifies the high-level conceptual options for relationships of trust 
viewed as a mechanism of social co-ordination. The first key variable is the strength of 
trust in the trustee, which may be weaker or stronger. The second key variable is the 
trustworthiness of the trustor to deliver. This gives rise to six broad possible types of trust 
relationships: 
• full co-operation; strong commitment and delivery from both parties 
• betrayal; strong trustor commitment, but the trustee actively exploits that 
vulnerability 
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• compliance; weak trustor commitment, as expectations are met but with little at 
stake  
• domination; weak trustor commitment to a untrustworthy trustee; the trustor 
remains passive in the face of low expectations or unfulfilled delivery  
• conflict; strong trustor distrust in an untrustworthy trustee (in political terms, one of 
the conditions for revolution) 
• passive resistance; weaker trustor distrust in a untrustworthy trustee can also lead 
to passive resistance. 
Figure 1.6 Trust only the trustworthy 
 
 
In the words of Hardin, “you should not trust the untrustworthy” (2006, p.1). Trusting the 
untrustworthy can lead to abuse, or worse - in the case of a trustee who is more powerful 
it can lead to domination. This dark side of trust is an important consideration for the 
public sector. It is apparent in high profile instances of trust abused such as with the 
patients of the Mid Staffordshire Health Trust (Francis, 2013). But the perspective of this 
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study is that such scandals may be the visible tip of a more systemic issue. In the next 
chapter the argument is developed that many more citizen/state trust relationships fall into 
a category of dependent, no choice, sort of trust; a type comparatively immune to citizen 
dissatisfaction (Robb and Greenhalgh, 2006). 
1.5   The challenge of the trustworthy state   
Thus far this chapter has developed a description of trust as a mechanism of social 
coordination appropriate to voluntary cooperation. Whether this conceptualisation can be 
applied to the citizen relationship with the state, and whether the state can in principle 
aspire to be trustworthy, is discussed in this final section of chapter. It starts with a 
summary of the main theoretical and practical challenges (1.5.1), and concludes with a 
description of how these are reflected in the research question for the study fieldwork 
(1.5.2).  
1.5.1 The challenge of trusting the state 
Trust might be a mechanism of accountability between citizen and state, guiding a more 
co-operative co-creation of public value. However, there are powerful theoretic arguments 
that trust in the state is problematic. These are briefly considered below, seeking to 
distinguish whether the arguments challenge the goal of trust in itself, or rather point to the 
practical challenges in making it a reality. The recurring theme from the variety of 
perspectives is that the state cannot be considered trustworthy if it operates in support of 
interests that are not those of citizens. This helps frame the challenge for trust as a 
mechanism of governance, and whether it can be effective in aligning the interests of 
state and citizen.  
Neo-liberals, Marxists, and some post-structuralists, all find reasons to distrust the state. 
Stears (2012) takes a sceptical view in his critique of Mulgan’s (2012) essay. Mulgan 
advocates a ‘relational state’ that works ‘with’ citizens rather than ‘to’ or ‘for’ them. Stears 
counter-argues that the role of the state is inevitably one of standardisation, and conflict 
when taking on some vested interests; it will therefore always struggle to have a human 
and holistic relationship with citizens. Stears advocates a relational state that focuses on 
creating better relationships between citizens. This debate crystallises an issue for this 
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study; can we apply the concept of trust to the impersonality and standardisation inherent 
in the state?  
Others support Stears’ scepticism. For example, from the neoliberal and rational choice 
schools, Hardin argues that the only way of establishing this trust is either to know that 
every individual within an institution is well intentioned and honest, or to know that the 
organisation has sufficiently well designed incentives that align interests with our own. 
Since neither is feasible for something as complex as the state, then trust is surely 
impossible. The best we can hope for is an absence of distrust (a formulation close to the 
‘paradigm of compliance’ described earlier): 
“Very often, all that is needed for government to work is for citizens not actively to 
distrust it” (Hardin, 1998, p.11). 
This ‘information gap’ leads most neo-liberals to view any collective entity as prone to 
distorting the interests of the individual, because it will tend to develop a self-serving 
imperative to respond to its own needs. This is opposed to their view of the market as the 
mechanism whereby individuals have full control over their own decisions. The challenge 
that commentators from this tradition pose for this study is whether the factors that are 
important to state trustworthiness in the eyes of citizens are sufficiently robust that they 
can drive internal performance systems and incentives.  
The traditional Marxist critique of the state also argues that the workings of the nation 
states of late capitalism are unlikely to be aligned with the interests of citizens, but in this 
case because the state will be captured by dominant class interests rather than 
bureaucratic officials. Contemporary states will reflect the prevailing dominant economic 
interests of the owners of capital and the means of production, to the detriment of those 
whose surplus value is appropriated (Jessop, 2008). There is ambivalence in Marxist 
thought as to how this contraction should be resolved, with Marx and Engels predicting, in 
some texts at least, that communism would mean the “withering” of the state (Engels, 
1959). Most contemporary Marxists however take a more pragmatic view, with the 
objective of modern communist parties – in the developed world at least - being to take 
control of the state in order to use it as a weapon in overcoming the hegemony of the 
bourgeoisie. Thus the state can and should be trusted, but only once within the control of 
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progressive forces. The test for this study from this tradition is therefore along similar lines 
as that of the neo-liberal but with a nuance – it will be necessary to show that citizens’ 
definition of state trustworthiness can not only hold the state to account, but in themselves 
also promote equitable public policy that genuinely challenges social need and inequality.  
Perhaps the most profound scepticism of the trustworthy state is to be found in the later 
writings from Foucault. He identifies is what he calls ‘governmentality’, the logic and 
means by which the state exercises power. Governmentality involves: 
“The ensemble constituted by the institutions, procedures, analyses, and 
reflections, the calculations and tactics that permit the exercise of this quite 
specific, albeit very complex form of power, which has, as its principal target, 
population; as its main form of knowledge; political economy, and, as its essential 
technical means; apparatuses of security” (Foucault in Burchell, Gordon and Miller 
(eds.), 1991, p.102). 
For Foucault the defining feature of modern states is that techniques of control have 
evolved from those enabling it to rule over a territory, to ruling over the population in a 
territory. The key tool is the ‘disciplinary’ use of liberalism. The modern state exercises its 
potentially dominatory authority through the internalised sense of individual responsibility 
derived from the liberal conception of autonomous individuals. State power is legitimised 
and enhanced when citizens voluntarily adopt the fiction of active citizenship. This is what 
enables the modern state to “govern at a distance” (Rose, 1996), operating in the interests 
of current power formations. Like the Marxist and neo-liberal critique it hinges on the state 
being inherently untrustworthy because it will be captured by interests separate from 
those of citizens. This tradition will want to know whether the factors that encourage 
citizen trust are sufficiently potent genuinely to enlarge the agency of citizens in their 
relational discourse with the state.  
These arguments carry considerable force. However for this thesis they represent the 
starting point, not the conclusion. The common thread is pessimism in the ability of the 
state to act objectively and equitably because it will be captured by privileged interests 
(respectively in the analysis above bureaucrats, the ruling class or the dominant prevailing 
disciplinary powers). The question is whether a form of trust can empower citizens 
sufficiently to wrest the state from control by a dominant and self re-producing power 
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structure’ both in how it operates and the goals which it promotes. Returning to Stears’ 
critique (2012), the challenge extends to those functions where the role of the state is to 
‘standardise’ or resolve conflict. A key question for the study is whether trust and 
trustworthiness can thrive even amidst competing interests.   
A final argument for the normative importance of a trustworthy state can be drawn from 
the political philosophy of legitimacy and sovereignty. This argues that the enforced 
nature of citizens’ subjection to the state allows no choice in whether to trust or distrust. 
Pettit, in his essay ‘Republican Theory and Political Trust’, observes: 
“Wherever I choose to live, I will find myself subject to a government and in the 
position of vulnerability to government agents. I may trust or distrust the 
government, of course, but I have no choice about whether to put myself in a 
position where those are the only alternatives” (Pettit, 1998, pp.299-300). 
Given the state’s dominant and enforced position, it is ethically incumbent on the state to 
use its asymmetric power in a trustworthy way. The corollary of the asymmetry is that the 
sensible position for citizens is to distrust the state until evidence of trustworthiness is 
clear. The question for this study was what sort of evidence citizens might require, and to 
what extent this is structured by the context and situation of each interaction.  
1.5.2 The research question - the citizen perspective on the trustworthy state  
The questions explored by this study are twofold. The first is to understand the tests in the 
mind of citizens when assessing the state’s trustworthiness, and whether these are 
different in kind to the norm of trust and trustworthiness within the agencies of the state. 
The second question follows; once identified, can these tests help structure the 
citizen/state relationship to overcome the challenges described above, encouraging more 
co-operative interaction?   
If useful answers are found, then the study could contribute to developing the use of trust 
as a mechanism of governance for the relationship, working alongside voice and choice in 
creating a relational paradigm of cooperation rather than compliance. The scope of this 
question can be illustrated with a ‘trust version’ of the public value relational model, 
incorporating the three-part definition of trust described earlier and illustrated in Figure 1.7. 
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The citizen as trustor (1) needs reasons to trust the state as trustee (2) in the pursuit of 
the trust transaction within the zone of interaction (3). 
Figure 1.7 The research question and trust version of the public value relational 
model  
 
 
 Posing the research questions in this way suggested several lines of inquiry for the study. 
It confirmed the site of the study as the ‘zone of interaction’ between citizens and state. 
Trust and trustworthiness are subjective judgements, arrived at in the course of the 
individual lived experience of interacting with the state. The research required openness 
to all potential issues that might shape that experience, including relational issues of affect 
and emotion as well as the traditional focus on actions and roles. It also meant 
understanding the governance mechanics by which trustworthiness could be maintained.  
This also meant being alive to the workings of trust at a number of different dimensions 
and levels. Firstly there are the twin dimensions of the citizen relationships identifiable 
from the public value analysis with which the chapter started. The first of these is the 
trustworthiness of the state in respect of the citizen as the ‘authorising environment’. This 
is the state acting on behalf of the collective. Secondly there is the trustworthiness of the 
state in translating the policy goals of the collective into the experience of the individual 
user of public services.  
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These two dimensions of the citizen/state relationship themselves operate at a number of 
conceptual levels. For example in the earlier narrative on the importance of the ‘zone of 
interaction’ I discussed Giddens’ description of trust in abstract systems working at two 
levels; system trust (through mechanisms such as codes of ethics or quasi-judicial 
sanctions) and trust derived from the reassurance in the system offered by facework 
operators at access points to the state. Other commentators conceptualise this facework 
interaction between citizen and state as itself having two distinct facets, institutional trust 
and interactional trust. Currall and Inkpen (2006) make this distinction in their study of 
trust in the police in the Netherlands. They argue that in addition to system trust, citizens 
assess the police both at the level of the individual interaction, and at the level of the 
police force as an institution. Zucker (1987) also makes this point in her description of 
institutional trust (which she differentiates from process and characteristic based trust). 
The importance of the institutional level of trust is that it turns organisations from being 
simply a guarantor or umpire of the trust relations of others to being objects and sources 
of trust in themselves. Thus the study needed to look for evidence of the characteristics of 
trustworthiness at three levels – system, institutional and interactional.  
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2.   A theoretical perspective - the varieties of trust  
The previous chapter outlined the proposition that a form of trust can act as a mechanism 
for strengthening cooperation in the citizen/state relationship. This proposition poses the 
questions for the research: to establish the tests by which citizens assess state 
trustworthiness, and whether these can be used to improve the relationship.  
This chapter develops the theoretical perspective that informed the process of research 
into these questions; that trust is a malleable and contingent phenomenon, taking different 
forms in different situations. This perspective opens up the possibility that citizen and state 
are operating to different norms of trust, and that it is possible to conceive of a form of 
trust that could – from the citizen’s viewpoint – be more potent than the prevailing norm.  
The first section (2.1) reviews the main findings from relevant current research. The next 
section (2.2) builds on this by investigating academic work on trust to describe a typology 
of different forms of trust. This helps to anticipate how different norms in use by citizens 
and state might manifest themselves in the research data derived from the fieldwork. The 
final section (2.3) brings the argument together in a hypothesis for the difference in trust 
norms, and its relevance to the study.   
2.1   A state of distrust? 
This section reviews the evidence and issues for trust in the state from the main strands of 
contemporary research. Despite different starting points and methods, many 
commentators conclude that a significant issue for public trust is a difference in relational 
values between citizen and state. In reviewing this evidence the section concludes by 
categorising the range of issues and explanations posed by contemporary research within 
the three broad dynamic dimensions of the relational model described in the previous 
chapter (‘connectivity’, ‘agency’, ‘interactivity’). These form the basis for the formulation in 
chapter 3 of an ‘evaluation framework’ used to probe the data derived from the fieldwork 
for this study.  
The analysis considers the insights from three main families of empirical methods 
commonly applied to this area: 
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• Firstly, large-scale quantitative surveys of opinion on trust in government, some 
providing broad indications of opinion trends across the population and some 
testing for the relevance of preconceived factors such as demography or 
partisanship. These attitudinal insights map predominantly to the connectivity and 
agency dimensions of the relational model (2.1.1). 
• Secondly, the range of existing evidence from more qualitative studies, for 
example those using focus groups to discuss trust, enabling direct insight to the 
minds of citizens. Insights from this strand are both attitudinal and behavioural and 
contributed to all three of the relational model dimensions (2.1.2).  
• Lastly, laboratory-type experiments using highly structured tasks derived from 
games theory, usually with a view to establishing quantifiable measures and 
explanations of trusting behaviour, including that between individuals and 
collectives. These behavioural insights mainly map to the interactivity dimension of 
the relational model (2.1.3). 
The final sub-section, (2.1.4), summarises the analysis in the context of the dynamic 
dimensions of the relational model, and discusses how these inform the interrogation of 
the research fieldwork data through incorporation in the evaluation framework.  
An important methodological consideration for this analysis is that much of the work in this 
field is targeted at political trust. This is one component of trust in the state, but the scope 
of this study extends to the broader institutional tableau of state agencies, and to trust 
over time. To test if this difference was significant, the fieldwork evaluation assessed the 
potential importance of all issues arising from the studies analysed below, whether the 
focus was political, institutional, personal, or impersonal.   
2.1.1 Quantitative surveys of public trust  
Quantitative surveys of citizen opinion are common research techniques in this field. Two 
types are relevant here. One tracks levels of trust over time, and can be used to analyse 
broader trends in public opinion. The second type includes questions about potential 
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drivers of opinion (satisfaction, perceived competence, honesty etc.). Both offer insights 
for incorporation within the evaluation framework.   
Surveys of trends in levels of public trust  
Starting with the first type, contemporary surveys of levels of political trust have raised the 
fear that society is facing a “crisis of trust” (Van de Walle, et al., 2008). There is an 
apparent long term and inexorable global decline in trust in government. The Edelman 
Annual Global Trust Barometer survey is indicative of this. Since 2001, the Edelman 
survey provides a snapshot in 28 countries of the state of trust in four sectors - business, 
Non Government Organisations (NGOs), media and government. The headline for the 
2017 survey is that there has been an “implosion” of trust generally, and especially for 
“world governance systems” which are now the least trusted of the four sectors they 
compare. A global average of 41% of respondents say they trust their national 
government7. Interestingly China’s Government tops the list, trusted by 76% of 
respondents, whilst the UK’s was below the average with the trust of just 36% of 
respondents (Edelman Trust Barometer, 2017). 
A check on this result, and a more reliable source of longer-term trends, can be found in 
the EU commissioned biannual opinion survey, the Eurobarometer. This involves a large 
citizen sample and has been asking consistent questions about trust in government 
                                                
 
 
 
7 The question posed is ‘Below is a list of institutions. For each, please indicate how 
much you trust that institution to do what is right on a nine-point scale, where one 
means that you “do not trust them at all” and nine means that you “trust them a 
great deal”. 
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(amongst a number of institutions) since 20018. In October 2001, 42.80% of UK citizens 
said they tended to trust government. By May 2016 this had fallen to 33.95% (Standard 
Barometer 85, Spring 2016). However, the pattern is volatile, with the low point of 20.71% 
in May 2009. Indeed, most surveys of political trust are often volatile, for example strongly 
correlating with elections in democracies; trust goes up immediately afterwards and then 
falls away.  
An even longer-term perspective is offered by the annual British Social Attitudes Survey 
(BSAS). Since 1986 BSAS has asked respondents ‘How much do you trust British 
Governments of any party to place the needs of the nation above the interests of their 
own political party?’ In 1986, 38% responded ‘just about always’ or ‘most of the time’. In 
2013, the last period for which there is data, this had fallen to 17% (BSAS, 2013). 
However, an interesting aspect of the BSAS is that most of the downward trend was from 
1987 to 1996 where it hit just above 20%. This echoes data from America and elsewhere. 
While there has been a long-term decline, most of it occurred in the late twentieth century 
and the trend has bottomed out more recently (Barclay, 2010). 
The few surveys that go beyond the immediately political in asking opinions of the state 
‘system’ present a similar pattern (though with less volatility) of steep decline in the latter 
part of the last century, followed by a continued but more gradual erosion or at best a flat-
lining of trust. Ipsos Mori have been asking the same question about levels of satisfaction 
                                                
 
 
 
8  The question reads ‘I would like to ask you a question about how much trust you 
have in certain institutions. For each of the following institutions, please tell me if 
you tend to trust it or tend not to trust it?’ (These, and do not know, are the only 
permissible answers). 
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“with the system of governing Britain” since 19739. Whilst satisfaction is different to trust 
(the link is discussed more fully later in this chapter) the results are indicative. In 1973 the 
proportion of people answering positively (works ‘extremely well’ or ‘mainly well’) was 48% 
of respondents. When the same question was asked again on behalf of the Hansard 
Society for the Audit of Political Engagement (Fox and Blackwell, 2016), the figure fell to 
33% (which was itself up 7% from a low of 26% from the previous year, almost certainly 
because of the election bounce described earlier). Once again, most of this overall decline 
in satisfaction with the system had occurred by 1997 when it hit 28%. It rose to 37% in the 
following election year and has declined steadily thereafter apart from election years.  
However, the final exhibit for this section – the long running Ipsos Mori veracity survey10 – 
suggests that the picture is more complex at the frontline of service delivery. From its start 
in 1983 until the most recent survey in 2016, the scores for public sector professions have 
remained broadly the same or improved. Doctors and teachers remain amongst the 
professions most trusted to tell the truth (91% and 88% of respondents respectively) 
(Ipsos Mori, 2016). Police, civil servants and public service managers remain mid table 
professions, but they have held or improved their results over the years. Even the poor 
results for politicians (ministers are trusted by 20% of respondents) have at least not got 
worse.  
                                                
 
 
 
9 The question is: ‘Which of these statements best describers your opinion on the 
present system of governing Britain. 1. Works extremely well and could not be 
improved. 2. Could be improved in small ways but mainly works well. 3. Could be 
improved quite a lot. 4. Needs a great deal of improvement. 5. Don’t know.’ 
10 The question posed is ‘Now I will read out a list of different types of people. For 
each, would you tell me whether you generally trust them to tell the truth or not?’ 
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This analysis confirms the contemporary importance of exploring trust in the state and 
suggests several issues relevant to the study. Firstly, the consistent long decline in trust in 
government (and the system of governing) over the same period of modernisation 
described in Chapter 1 illustrates the deep malaise in the relationship. The distinction 
between responses to institutional trust and that in specific public professions also 
suggests the need to explore how citizens distinguish between their perception of the 
particular public service agent before them, and the system the agent is perceived as 
representing.  
Causal surveys of public trust  
Surveys that explore causal explanations for these results have used many different 
research methods. Two broad approaches are discernable: 
• Model-driven investigations starting from an overarching theoretical framework, 
such as differentiating between factors derived from public policy rather than the 
process of service delivery.  
• Investigations into the importance of specific preconceived issues such as 
corruption.  
Starting with the first of these approaches, the dominant model of trust looks to 
‘performance’ as the key variable. The logic is summarised by Van de Walle and 
Bouckaert as “… better performing public services will lead to increased satisfaction 
among their users, and this, in turn, will lead to more trust in government” (2007, p. 892). 
Their scepticism of this argument starts from the observation that the alternative may also 
be true - dissatisfaction with public services may be driven by a prior image of government 
that is “negative”. They also point to methodological weaknesses in demonstrating causal 
connections between performance and trust. These include difficulties in clarifying what a 
public service actually is and whether frameworks of analysis should assume a general 
view of government, or whether each interaction should be evaluated separately. They 
also point to ambiguity about the criteria for good performance and the inevitable 
subjectivity of studies. They conclude that this line of analysis runs the danger of 
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discounting the changing values of citizens, and the impact for example of a “culture of 
distrust” (Van de Walle and Bouckaert, 2007, p.905). 
This is a salutary backdrop to other studies for two reasons. Firstly, it exposes the 
intellectual and methodological issues when discussing causality in this area. Secondly, it 
raises the issue of what constitutes good performance. This is significant since some 
studies suggest that by many objective measures including economic growth, pollution 
control, social integration, and combatting discrimination, the performance of the state has 
improved over the last decades - confirming the puzzle of the decline in trust described 
above. It is this ‘delivery paradox’ (Coats and Passmore, 2008) that has led several 
commentators to conclude, along with De Walle and Bouckaert, that it is citizens’ values in 
judging what constitutes trustworthiness that have changed (Taylor-Gooby, 2008; O'Neill, 
2002). 
In response, several commentators have developed models that probe the components of 
performance in the context of trust in a more structured manner. Among these is the 
Hibbing and Theiss-Morse framework for measuring attitudes in both the ‘policy space’ 
and the ‘process space’ (2001), developed for their study of American political attitudes. 
The policy space comprised issues related to social conditions, service outputs, and 
overall public value outcomes. The process space addressed issues about how 
government works, and the mechanics of production. This provides a helpful first step in 
unpacking what might be important to citizens, and has subsequently been used by 
several UK academics exploring contemporary British attitudes. 
For example, Allen and Birch (2015) use the framework for a major survey of the 
comparative importance to citizen satisfaction of policy issues (measured by respondent 
perception of political leanings of government compared to their own) or process 
(measured by respondents' desire for direct involvement in political decision-making 
compared with the perception of involvement on offer). Their conclusions, based on a 
detailed statistical analysis of 1,382 responses to a YouGov administered poll conducted 
in 2011, support the analytic validity of the categories whilst also pointing to the opacity of 
the issues these broad categories embrace. The dissatisfaction ‘gap’ between 
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respondents’ perception of the government’s position on both policy and process were 
found to be similar and statistically significant.  
As with the original Hibbing and Thieiss-Morse study, factors associated with policy 
dissatisfaction included issues such as political partisanship and interest in politics. 
However, the issues driving process dissatisfaction were harder to quantify and deviated 
more from the US results. One factor was understanding of politics, but the strongest 
drivers of process dissatisfaction were perceptions of politicians’ integrity and 
responsiveness. They conclude that more research is needed: 
“For interested political scientists, future survey-based studies of process 
evaluations need to go beyond citizens’ preferences for and perceptions of popular 
participation and include judgements about politicians’ traits, such as their integrity 
and honesty. If policy space is multi dimensional, so is process space” (Allen and 
Birch, 2015, p.408). 
Other contemporary studies follow the same broad distinction between policy and process, 
but explore different themes within them. One consistently cited is a study by Whitely 
(2016) that tests the association of ‘valence’ (the perception that government is achieving 
generally accepted policy goals, particularly economic improvement) and equity (the 
perception of fairness in the decision-making process). This study offers more nuance as 
it investigates trends in UK public opinion through a monthly data set (an internet and 
phone survey conducted from July 1997 to December 2013). The results confirm a slow 
erosion of perceived government honesty over this period (a characteristic the authors 
associate with trustworthiness). They also confirm a positive correlation between this 
decline and perceptions of a failure of competence in achieving policy outcomes, and the 
perception of unfairness or lack of integrity in political decision-making.  
Other research helps illuminate some more specific issues that relate to these categories 
of analysis. A study by Tom Christensen and Per Laigreid (2005) used data from a mass 
survey of 2,297 respondents within the Norwegian Power and Democracy study of 2001. 
They tested the relative importance of three independent variables to trust in the 
government – satisfaction with services, political/cultural factors and demographic factors. 
They concluded that a process factor – ‘satisfaction with democracy’ – was the most 
important by some distance. However, they also report a smaller but positive correlation 
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between service satisfaction and trust. The most significant demographic factor was 
whether the respondent was a public service employee, whilst other factors such as 
gender or education had only weak or non-existent correlation.  
More targeted studies highlight the perception of corruption and lack of integrity as being 
particularly corrosive of trust. Analysing UK survey datasets from 2003 to 2011 (years that 
included the UK MP expenses scandal), Jonathan Rose (2014) comprehensively 
demonstrates the importance of the perception of probity to citizens’ sense of 
trustworthiness in government. Allen and Birch, using data from a broader study of 
attitudes conducted by the British Cooperative Campaign Analysis Project (BCCAP) and a 
survey conducted by YouGov in April 2009, support this. This was just before the MP 
expenses scandal of that year reported by the Daily Telegraph. Their finding is that 
scandals have a significant effect on public trust and that “most people, when forced to 
choose, seem to prize honesty in their politicians above competence” (Allen and Birch, 
2011, p.61). 
Other studies approach the issue differently; they focus on the type of evidence to 
investigate, rather than where to look for evidence. A key strand of contemporary thinking 
in this respect is a growing understanding of the importance of issues of affect as well as 
cognition (Hoggett, 2000). Taylor-Gooby’s (2008) statistical analysis of data on trust in the 
NHS from the 2001 British Social Attitudes Survey offers significant empirical support for 
this perspective. Taylor-Gooby identified two considerations with a statistical correlation to 
levels of trust. The first was broadly cognitive, assessing the ‘objective quality of care’ 
(responses to questions around issues such as staffing levels as well as satisfaction with 
service quality). The second represented more affective reasoning summarised as 
“Values: care and respect”, in response to questions investigating issues such as the 
provision of information and taking patients’ views into consideration.   
Taylor-Gooby echoes others in placing these findings in the context of citizens’ changing 
values as much as changes to service delivery. He points to the growth of what he terms 
‘critical trust’, tracing the decline in trust in public institutions to the erosion of traditional 
values of deference. This elevates the importance to trust of subjective and relational 
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issues of affect, as well as a growing willingness to challenge the received relationship 
and the power relations within it.  
This insight into the contingent and variable nature of trust judgments is shared by other 
related research. Working within the NHS, Rowe and Calnan describe differences 
between “felt and enacted trust” (which resonates with the research framework’s 
separation of interaction from the attitudes of the participants) and the growth of what they 
call “informed or conditional trust”: 
“The shift towards more informed patients willing to participate in decision-making 
we would argue has produced greater inter-dependence between patient and 
clinician. This has not removed the need for trust in clinical encounters, rather trust 
is now more conditional, negotiated and depends on communication, provision of 
information, and the use of ‘evidence’ to support decisions” (Rowe and Calnan, 
2006, p.5). 
Robb and Greenhalgh (2006) are even more radical in overtly relating the changing 
nature of trust to the issue of power, discussing three distinct concepts of trust: voluntary, 
coercive and hegemonic. Fisher, Heerde and Tucker (2010) pursue different forms of trust 
in their survey of opinions of parties and politicians (questions within the YouGov weekly 
online British Omnibus survey July 2007 and the British Election Study Continual 
Monitoring Panel March 2009). They conclude that in different situations citizens assess 
whether to trust government on the basis of: strategic trust (the largely cognitive 
assessment of the qualities of the trustee); deliberative trust (defined as the belief that 
there are mechanisms in place to protect the trustor from betrayal); and moral trust (the 
willingness of the trustor to believe in the norm of trustee goodwill) - in many ways similar 
to Uslaner’s description of the importance of generalised trust (Uslaner, 2005).  
This discussion reflects the broad trends within research models that underpin quantitative 
research into trust in government, including issues of both where to look (process and 
outcome) and what to look for (issues of affect as well as cognition and the role of power). 
Both dimensions are included within the evaluation framework. The analysis also identifies 
several more considerations that may be in the mind of citizens that need to be located 
within these broad headings, including issues of competence, probity, fairness, 
communication of information and influence over decision-making.  
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2.1.2 Qualitative studies  
A second body of research of particular importance to this study greatly enriches the list of 
specific potential qualitative factors for the evaluation of the fieldwork. Recent studies 
have adopted more open qualitative methods in testing the views of respondents, with no 
preconceived agenda but rather allowing the research participants themselves to identify 
the issues of importance. The methods vary from open interviews to focus groups. The 
questions posed vary, and this leads to different studies using different language, 
focussing on different priorities. However, there is a common thread – that the nature of 
the relationship is an important factor to both satisfaction and trust, in addition to 
competence in service delivery.  
One comprehensive study conducted on behalf of the think-tank Demos investigated how 
to build “better relationships” in local government (Parker, 2008). Data from twenty focus 
groups with the public and eight with council staff perhaps explains why trust has 
apparently declined as services have improved: 
“Our research provides a compelling explanation for this problem: trust is not built 
solely through services. At the institutional level, the public also takes into account 
the quality of personal interactions with council staff – particularly whether those 
interactions are emotionally satisfying” (Parker, 2008, p.11). 
The study found that trust in local government depends on the quality of people’s personal 
interactions, a judgement on the actual outcome of the service, and also on the “fairness” 
of council decision-making such as priorities for spending.  
Other evidence confirms that the relationship at the frontline of service delivery is 
important in generating citizen trust as well as what is actually achieved. A MORI report 
exploring trust in public institutions for the Audit Commission (Duffy, Downing and Skinner, 
2003) supplemented focus group discussions with quantitative surveys. This identified 
twelve factors that influence citizen trust. Only two refer to what is done in a service 
transaction (“expectations of the service” and “confidence in service delivery”) whilst most 
of the others are about different aspects of the way the parties engage with each other 
(e.g. “way service is delivered”, “response to mistakes”, “dialogue: being listened to rather 
than talked at”, “honesty, openness and telling the truth”, “independence: information and 
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audits” etc.). The report suggests four priorities for building citizen trust: the availability of 
information, the perception of independence in the service provider, friendly and helpful 
direct contact with frontline staff, and the perception of honesty in the leadership.  
Finally, the UN 7th Global Forum on Reinventing Government, ‘Building Trust in 
Government in the Twenty-first Century’, also emphasised ‘process and relationship’ as 
much as competence in service delivery (Blind, 2007). Most recommendations concerned 
the operational relationship with citizens, emphasising the need for consent, 
decentralisation of activities and decisions closer to citizens, transparent and accountable 
governance and an independent judiciary.  
These studies start to offer direct evidence for the potential difference in values in the 
relationship between what is on offer from the state, as articulated by the performance 
model at least, and those prized by citizens. The performance model emphasises 
competence as the key to citizen trust. Many of the findings reported above echo the 
conclusion that citizens also value a relationship that is “emotionally satisfying”. All the 
issues raised above were taken forwarsd for inclusion in some form within the evaluation 
framework, and it is revealing that most were grouped within the ‘connectivity’ category.  
2.1.3 Games theory and laboratory experiments on public trust  
This section reviews a selection of games theory studies. These are interesting because 
their orientation is toward actual behaviour, rather than the attitudinal studies above. As a 
result they offer particular insight into the parameters and issues to consider within the 
‘interactivity’ dimension of the relational evaluation framework.   
Economists often use games theory when discussing trust, usually to explore the tension 
between the dominant economic model of utility-maximising individuals, and the notion of 
trust and co-operation leading to behaviour apparently against the individuals’ immediate 
interest (Williamson, 1993). Three classical games in the field particularly illustrate this 
tension: the Prisoners Dilemma (PD), the public good game and the ultimatum game.  
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The PD game encapsulates the dichotomy between personal and collective utility. Two 
prisoners have been arrested for their joint crime. They are interrogated in different cells 
and unable to communicate between themselves. In the classic version (Axelrod, 2006; 
1988), there are three scenarios. If both prisoners maintain silence, each receives one 
year’s gaol for a more minor offence. If one agrees to testify against the other, she goes 
free and the other gets ten years. If both testify against the other, both receive five years. 
The dilemma is that the optimum overall collective benefit (the ‘Pareto-efficient’ outcome) 
is for both to cooperate in silence and therefore receive one year in goal each. But the 
rational strategy for each individual (the ‘Nash equilibrium’) is to blame the other, thus 
avoiding gaol completely.  
The Prisoner’s Dilemma replicates many ‘social dilemmas’ (Thaler, 1992). The outcomes 
are asymmetric between individual and collective interest, there is vulnerability to the 
actions of the other, and imperfect information on which to base a decision to trust or not. 
Research shows that if the game is played only once, most people blame the other (the 
Nash equilibrium). But if the game is played repeatedly, the outcome is different. This 
became a particularly influential demonstration of ‘reciprocal altruism’ (Fehr and Gächter, 
2000). Axelrod (1997) demonstrated that the strategy that produces the best return for 
any one player was Tit For Tat (TFT). This calls for the player to be cooperative in the first 
move, and thereafter always to replicate the previous choice of the other player. This held 
true even with the introduction of a group of deliberately non-cooperative participants 
(Axelrod, 2012). 
Both mode of analysis and conclusion have implications for the development of the 
evaluation framework for this study. The first observation is that this study, in common 
with all the games theory simulations, is measuring trust in behavioural units of 
cooperation. These are produced in the course of an intersubjective interaction in which 
anticipating the attitude of the other is key. This illustrates some of main parameters of the 
zone of interaction, such as the payoffs for cooperation or defection. Moreover, the 
experience of similar transactions in the past is a key component of the cognitive and 
affective attitude the participants bring to the exchange - demonstrating the importance of 
reciprocity for trust and cooperation.  
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The ‘public good’ game considers how individuals relate to collectives. A typical game 
involves between four and ten randomly selected individuals. Each participant is given a 
sum of money that they can either keep, or some or all can be ‘invested’ in a ‘group 
exchange’. The money invested is then multiplied by 2 or more, but less than the number 
of players, before being redistributed equally among players. Thus, any investment 
increases the total pot for the group; but the return for the individual for their investment is 
less than their contribution. This replicates the social dilemma of the Prisoner’s Dilemma, 
but this time in relation to a collective.  
Once again, the mathematically rational strategy for an individual to maximise their utility 
in a single play of this game is always not to co-operate – to keep the full value of their 
payment while hoping to benefit from the generosity of others who do cooperate.  This is 
not what happens in practice. In one major study the game was played in many different 
formats (numbers in the group, amount of money at stake, different cultural groups, using 
groups who had played before, etc.). Almost always, the amount invested in the group 
exchange was between 40 – 60 % of the starting funds11. Ironically, the different results 
were with economics students at Wisconsin University, whose contribution rate fell to 20% 
(Ames and Marwell, 1981).   
The conclusion most games theorists draw is that the strategy of reciprocal altruism is 
supplemented by a social norm of cooperation (Frank, 2011). This suggests that 
cooperation is embedded in our cognitive and social processes as the default starting 
position, maintained until it becomes clear that others are not reciprocating (Dawes and 
                                                
 
 
 
11 Co-operation tended to decline over subsequent plays but still remained higher than 
explained by rational self interest (Mark Isaac, McCue and Plott, 1985).  
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Thaler, 1988). The search for the elements of this social norm helps to substantiate and 
define the scope of the ‘connectivity’ dimension of the evaluation framework; issues of 
social identity are potential powerful influencers on behaviour. One other suggestive result 
from public good games is that the single most important condition for improving rates of 
cooperation – doubling them in some experiments – was for the participants to discuss 
their choices before making them. An instructive observation in the context of political 
processes, and further confirmation that establishing a group norm of cooperation is of 
significance.  
The final game illuminates the workings of distrust and negative reciprocity, and shows 
the instinct for revenge as a powerful force for regulating trust relations. These are usually 
called ultimatum, dictator, or investment games. Players work in pairs. One (A) is given 
some money, and then invited to share it with (B) in a proportion that is entirely at A’s 
discretion. B can accept this money or reject it, in which case all the money is lost. 
Rational self-interest is that B should always accept whatever is on offer, because that is 
better than nothing. In practice, across different cultures and different amounts of money, 
the average result is that any offer less than 33% of the total has a 50% chance of 
rejection (Güth and Kocher, 2014; Gale, Binmore and Samuelson, 1995). 
It appears that in the face of perceived unfairness or betrayal there is a strong instinct to 
punish the perpetrator, even at a high personal cost. B would prefer that they both go 
without rather than allow what is felt as unfairness. This suggests that one of the forces 
maintaining trust is the mutual understanding that betrayal can incur consequences later. 
This has implications for the interactivity category of the evaluation framework, posing the 
need to investigate processes of fulfilment of expectations, and the consequences of any 
perceived defection from trust by the state. 
2.1.4 Populating the evaluation framework 
Concluding this review of current research, table 2.1 relates the key concepts and issues 
raised from the analysis to the three main categories of the relational model to take 
forward for inclusion within the evaluation of the fieldwork data. This was the starting point 
for shaping each category and the sensitivities to which the evaluation of evidence should 
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be open. This process informed the categories of the framework and the relationships 
between them. Factors or issues that related to citizen or staff attitudes to the relationship 
itself were mapped to the connectivity theme. Citizen or staff attitudes to the nature of 
their role and contribution were mapped to the agency theme. Finally issues that occur in 
the course of an actual interaction were located within the interaction theme.  
Table 2.1 Summary of factors for evaluation framework from review of existing 
research 
Factors related to 
‘Connectivity’ 
 
The perception of how the 
parties relate to each other 
in a citizen/state interaction  
Factors related to ‘Agency’  
 
 
The perception of the roles 
and competence of each 
party in the execution of a 
citizen/state interaction  
Factors relating to 
‘Interactivity’  
 
The perception of the 
coordination and 
governance of what 
happens in a citizen/state 
interaction  
 
Affect  
Kinship  
Respect  
Honesty  
Telling the truth  
Understanding  
Communication  
Dialogue  
Empathy  
Respect  
Benevolence  
Identity  
Transparency 
Culture  
Courtesy  
Friendliness  
Listening and learning  
Discrimination  
Integrity 
 
Competence  
Motivation  
Incentives  
Fairness 
Equity 
Legitimacy 
Personal contact  
Role 
Commitment  
Service quality  
Empowerment 
Authority    
Resources  
Predictability  
Consistency  
Efficiency  
Access  
Responsibility  
Intention  
Continuity of relations 
 
Policy outcomes  
Valency  
System drivers 
Process trust  
Reciprocity  
Consent  
Entitlement 
Power, and its abuse  
Coordination/control  
(Inter) dependency  
Influence  
Accountability  
Redress  
Fulfilment 
Betrayal and revenge 
Response to mistakes  
Proximity 
 
Collating the issues in this way was a useful step in the study process. It cannot determine 
causality or their comparative importance, but as an inclusive summary of the main factors 
put forward by current research they provided the raw material for the development of the 
evaluation framework described in the next chapter. The goal was to test their relative 
significance through the fieldwork for this study. The analysis also supports the practicality 
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of the dynamic dimensions of the relational model as categories of analysis. These 
provide the backdrop to the theoretical discussion below of a trust typology.  
2.2   A typology of forms of trust  
The research discussed above demonstrates that trust is multifaceted. This opens the 
possibility that citizen and state are operating to different norms of trust. This section 
provides a theoretical exploration of this possibility through a review of the relevant 
academic literature on trust. The vehicle for the analysis is to develop a typology of 
different forms of trust derived from identifying the main variables relevant to the 
citizen/state relationship.  
The first section (2.2.1) provides an overview of the literature addressed, and the rationale 
for the three-fold structure of the typology linking to the dynamic dimensions of the 
relational model. The subsequent three sections take each aspect of the typology in turn 
to address trust and connectivity (2.2.2), trust and agency (2.2.3), and trust and 
interactivity (2.2.4).  
2.2.1 An overview of the typology  
Considerable contemporary scholarship and intense debate focuses on trust. Trust, and 
particularly its relationship to cooperation, lies at the heart of conflicting cultural and 
political visions of social organisation, bringing into play powerful assumptions about 
human nature and the potential for political action. Making sense of these debates is 
made more problematic by the range of academic disciplines that have a perspective on 
the issue. These include philosophy (what is trust?), sociology (how trust structures macro 
and micro social relations, also including political philosophy and organisational analysis), 
psychology (how trust structures personal relations), and economics (how trust structures 
material relations). These different schools bring to bear different concerns and methods, 
and they examine different contexts such as the difference between personal trust and 
impersonal or institutional trust.  
In examining a social phenomenon like the relationship of citizen to the state, the main 
literature relevant to this study is the sociological perspective, though at relevant points 
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also touching on the psychological and economic dimensions. The primary and 
passionately argued fault line running through this literature concerns the motivational 
basis for trustworthiness; addressing the apparently perplexing issue of why people 
voluntarily put their prospects in the hands of others who may not share those interests. 
And, just as puzzling for some, why do trustees comply with such voluntary vulnerability 
rather than exploit it for their own individual benefit?  
Jones (1999, p.68) offers a persuasive explanation by differentiating between “risk based” 
and “will based” accounts of trust. In the former, the trustor decides the risk of trustee 
defection is low, usually because it is in their self-interest not to defect (Coleman, 1990). 
This appeals to rational-decision theorists because it is founded on the assumption that 
people are naturally self-interested. By contrast, will based accounts emphasise the 
importance of social or normative forces in maintaining trustworthiness of the trustee 
(Baier, 1994; Holton, 1994). This account is more sympathetic to commentators 
concerned with social solidarity and collective action.  
This basic fissure informs most of the debates of what constitutes trust, from the cognitive 
basis of trust decisions, its relationship with ethics, and how it is enforced. It permeates all 
that follows in this section. However the position taken here is distinctive in that it follows 
those commentators such as Simpson (2012) in recognising that trust can take different 
forms. Rather than arguing that one or other conceptualisation is the only proper form of 
trust, the perspective developed below is that both forms of trust can and do exist in 
different contexts. This perspective allows the possibility that citizen and state are 
operating to different norms.  
The range of possible literature sources was vast, so to prioritise the most important texts 
the literature review was informed by the dynamic dimensions of the relational model. 
These provided key lines of inquiry for the theoretical exploration of the literature, and 
gave rise to the dimensions of the typology. The result is a typology with three separate 
but intertwined aspects that collectively expose the main variables in the structure of a 
trust transaction:  
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• ‘Connectivity’ and trust – the reasons that participants to a trust transaction might 
have to trust the other, including examining the mutual ‘interest’ at stake and 
different rationales for trustors to have faith in trustees. This is defined as a 
continuum between social and instrumental trust. 
• ‘Agency’ and trust – the psychic basis of the act of trust in the reflexivity and 
commitment invested by trustor and trustee. This is defined as a continuum 
between passive and active trust.  
• ‘Interactivity’ and trust – trust as a mechanism of mutual coordination and 
governance within a trust transaction – defined as a continuum between 
dependent and interdependent trust.  
The typology covers the three elements of the trust transaction described in the previous 
chapter – the trustor’s expectation for the act of trust, the reasons they might have for the 
compliance of the trustee, and the enactment (or not) of the exchange. Figure 2.1 
illustrates this structure, and its relationship to the relational model described in Chapter 1. 
Citizen and state bring assumptions and attitudes to the relationship depending on their 
position on the social/instrumental and the active/passive dimensions. These assumptions 
and attitudes inform the coordination and governance of the interaction, which is itself 
analysed in terms of dependency and interdependency. At this stage the positioning of 
citizen and state on the graphic is purely illustrative. The purpose of the fieldwork was to 
establish these positions from the evidence.  
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Figure 2.1 The trust typology and the relational model  
 
 
 
 
The different aspects of each continuum are not mutually exclusive. They offer ‘idealised’ 
ends of a relational spectrum that is mixed in different proportions in different real world 
situations. For example, most trust relationships of any complexity are likely to contain 
both social and instrumental elements. The question is, which predominates? 
2.2.2 ‘Connectivity’ and social/instrumental trust  
The first dynamic dimension of the relational model, ‘connectivity’, investigates the 
perception of how the parties relate to each other in a citizen/state interaction. The 
analysis in 2.1 identifies potentially relevant issues in topics such as respect, affect, and 
communication.  
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Applying this category of analysis to the literature on trust directs the study to the issue of 
the rationale for trust - the reason for the trustor and trustee being in an interaction in the 
first place. There are two aspects. The first is about the utility of the trusting relationship - 
what is the ‘interest’ at stake. The second is the reason for believing in the trustworthiness 
of the other in advancing this interest.   
This dimension goes directly to the heart of the academic divide discussed above. In the 
literature, this debate is often portrayed as an argument between commentators that use 
economic models (self-interested individuals seeking their own benefit (Cook, Hardin and 
Levi, 2005; Khalil, 1999)), and more sociologically orientated perspectives (where social 
bonds and goals are key (Taylor‐Gooby, 2008; Banerjee, Bowie and Pavone, 2006)). This 
antithesis emerges often, with various nuances. For example, is the dichotomy best 
understood as differences in values, or information, or alternatively the type of reasoning 
or affect between the parties? Below I summarise the main strands of this debate to 
establish the importance of both forms of trust, and why characterising the key difference 
as that between an instrumental and social trust offered the most useful terminology within 
this dimension of the typology.  
Braithwaite offers a values-based view with her description of the contrast between 
‘exchange’ and ‘communal’ trust (1998b). Exchange trust can be summarised as the belief 
that trust rests on knowledge of the competence and motives of the other, and therefore 
the confidence they will fulfil the expectations placed on them. This is the territory of 
rational choice theorists who, following Williamson (1993), often identify trust as a form of 
calculation, where the trustor balances their risk against the potential reward from 
cooperation.  
By contrast communal trust is usually held to be a function of social bonds. Information 
counts, but so do shared identities and an ethical requirement for compliance with trust 
derived from the act of becoming vulnerable. Braithwaite’s links these two forms of trust to 
two distinct sets of values, with exchange trust representing values of ‘security’ and 
communal trust associated with ‘harmony’: 
“The security value system brings together personal and social goals and modes 
of conduct that are considered important for protecting oneself or one’s group from 
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oppression from others. At a personal level, security values include having social 
recognition, economic prosperity, authority, and competitiveness… In contrast, the 
harmony value system brings together social and personal values with goals of 
furthering peaceful coexistence through a social order that shares resources, 
communicates mutual respect, and co-operates to allow individuals to develop 
their potential to the full” (Braithwaite, 1998b, p.49). 
For Braithwaite both sets of values and forms of trust are valid for different people and 
situations. The distinction between the two value systems is how people infer the 
trustworthiness of the other. Security values emphasise the anticipation of likely outcomes, 
and harmony values look to “social connectedness” for assurance. 
Blau (1964) uses an information based explanation for the difference between what he 
calls economic and social exchanges. Blau argues that economic exchanges leave little to 
trust. The process of bartering and contracting (a formal description of the exchange) 
removes the discretion that presages trust. In contrast ‘social exchange entails 
unspecified obligations’: 
“[It] involves the principle that one person does another a favour, and while there is 
a general expectation of some future return, its exact nature is definitely not 
stipulated in advance.” (Blau, 1964, p.93) 
For Blau the intangibility of these ‘diffuse future obligations’ open the way to trust being 
present in social exchanges as opposed to economic transactions. Blau and Braithwaite 
locate economic trust in information on the other, but Blau also explains social trust on 
information - or rather on the lack of it, due to the diffuseness of the future obligation of the 
trustee.  
In addition to values and information there is a third way of thinking about the different 
forms of connectivity that give rise to trust. In “A Genealogy of Trust” Faulkner (2007) 
follows Hollis (1998) in differentiating between predictive and affective trust. Predictive 
trust puts the role of information into a neutral context, and Faulkner identifies it as related 
to the ‘game theoretic’ trust in which rational calculation of probability (usually but not 
necessarily in the pursuit of self-interest) dominates decisions. By contrast affective trust 
implies a trust in the other person, not what they are saying. Here, the trustor trusts the 
trustee to be trustworthy because they are trusted. Affective trust widens the role of trust 
in the face of what might otherwise appear irrational calculation. To quote Faulkner: 
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“When I expect my car to start, or other drivers to stick to their side of the road, my 
expectation is simply grounded by those observations that support my belief that 
things are reliable in this respect. But in expecting it of you that you do something 
because I depend on your doing so, my expectation is not grounded by any belief 
in your reliability but by the belief that you can recognise my dependence and by 
the presumption that this dependence gives you a reason for acting in the way I 
expect” (Faulkner, 2007, pp.312-313). 
Conceptualising an antithesis between predictive and affective trust adds an emotional 
dimension to a social perspective on trust. It also helps explain the moral power of social 
trust in placing an obligation on the trustee. Placing the trustee as the subject of trust 
(rather than the trustee’s competence, as with predictive trust), Faulkner introduces 
compassion as a source of trust. His example is a reformer choosing to employ a 
discharged ex-offender despite his unreliability:  
“Moreover, the reformer could continue to trust her new employee, at least up to a 
point, even if this evidence was salient through his stealing from her; in such a 
situation, she could choose to give him ‘one last chance’. This suggests that 
affective trust is an attitude that is comparable to intention in that it is an attitude 
that, with certain limitations, one can choose to adopt” (Faulkner, 2007, pp.314).  
This points to the importance of the reciprocity of trust itself. Alan Fox says in “Exchange 
and Trust Dynamics”: 
“The more X is perceived as manifesting a trust in Y, the easier Y will find it to trust 
X, for X’s behaviour suggests to Y a belief that they share certain relevant values 
or interests” (Fox, 1974, p.67). 
Other commentators also categorise trust by the type of reciprocity that they perceive in 
different types of trust exchanges, offering a number of explanations. The first focuses on 
the disposition of the trustor. This roots social trust in a natural human propensity for 
altruism and co-operation. Behavioural economists like Kahneman (1986) point to an 
innate sense of ‘fairness’ as a driver for human co-operation. A related concept from the 
literature is “strong reciprocity” (Gintis, 2000) in which individuals trust because they 
believe it will advance the interests of their social group even if not them personally. A 
weaker form of altruism sits closer to a more predictive and instrumental conception of 
trust. This is reciprocal altruism where there is an expectation of a direct return to the 
trustor. The calculation is that mutual altruism repeated over time will bring more benefits 
to the participants than the short-term benefit of defection.  
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The second discussion around reciprocity looks instead at the dispositional characteristics 
of the trustee. For example, altruism, both the strong and the reciprocal sort, also explains 
trustee compliance with the trustor mirroring the social and instrumental divide offered 
above. For the trustee, a key component of such reciprocal altruism is reputation, where 
the benefit of co-operating is being seen to be trustworthy, thereby encouraging others to 
trust. Another explanation for trustee trustworthiness tending towards the social form of 
trust is ethical reciprocity. Faulkner’s exposition of affective trust outlined above provides a 
moral context to the trustee’s trustworthiness; the trustor’s assumption that placing 
themselves in a position of dependence is in itself reason for the trustee to comply. This 
act of vulnerability relies on the trustee reciprocating fully because of the moral obligation 
this dependence creates. Some argue that “being trustworthy is, in essence, a moral 
concept” (Banerjee, Bowie and Pavone, 2006, p.304). As a final example, the trust 
building model of McKnight and Chervany (2006) identifies four trustee characteristics as 
potential bases for trust. These are competence and predictability, which broadly align 
with the economic model of trust described above, and benevolence and integrity, which 
speak more to social models.  
Thus far I have described several conceptualisations for the relational basis for trust that 
in various ways present differences between an economically based self interested trust 
at one extreme, and more affective and communitarian basis at the other. I conclude this 
section with a formulation for this antithesis offered by Tyler (1998) in his article “Trust and 
Democratic Governance”. He also describes an “instrumental’ trust”, based on self-
interest and driven by rational calculation. He opposes to this a “social trust” that can 
embrace the issues described above of affect, harmony, values, and diffuseness of 
information through locating trust in the higher order category of recognition and identity: 
“In contrast to the calculative or instrumental models of trust that have been 
outlined, recent approaches to studying authority relations have suggested an 
alternative perspective, which has been labelled the “relational perspective on 
authority” (Tyler and Lind, 1992). This model proposes that trust is linked to the 
sense of identity people derive from their relationships with the authorities. I will 
call such trust social trust” (Tyler, 1998, p.281). 
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Tyler’s argument is that people want to feel good about themselves, and one source of 
such feelings is information from others that confirms self worth. Therefore, in dealings 
with authority we are concerned about two issues: 
“First, we are concerned about our social status. That status determines the pride 
we take in the groups of which we are members... Second, we are concerned 
about our social reputation. That reputation reflects the degree to which we think 
that we are respected by others within the group. Pride reflects our feelings about 
the status of the groups to which we belong, respect our status within these groups” 
(Tyler, 1998, pp.281-282). 
In several empirical studies, Tyler demonstrates a direct correlation between people’s 
subjective sense of pride in a group, levels of respect they feel from within the group, their 
willingness to accept group decisions, and the obligation they feel to obey group rules. For 
example, one study explored feelings of obligation to obey federal laws among citizens of 
Chicago interviewed about their experiences with police officers and judges. The key 
factors that encouraged deference to laws were outcome favourability (an instrumental 
measure), and two relational factors – perceived trustworthiness and status recognition 
(Tyler, 1998). 
Defining social trust in terms of the ‘identity’ implied by the relationship for each participant 
offers a powerful unifying frame for the discussion so far. It embraces the other definitions 
discussed, such as affect, communal, or social exchange-based trust. It offers concrete 
tools for examining the issue around people’s sense of respect and status. It provides an 
analytic tool for differentiating the different forms of trust, as it returns to the starting point 
for this dimension of the typology in the nature of the interests of trustor and trustee.   
One final description of how trust works helps to illuminate how the continuum can be 
used. The idea of trust based on ‘encapsulated interests’ is a way of explaining trustors’ 
belief in trustees. Hardin’s summary is:  
“First, I trust someone if I have reason to believe it will be in that person’s interest 
to be trustworthy in the relevant way at the relevant time. My trust turns, however, 
not directly on the Trusted’s interests per se, but on whether my own interests are 
encapsulated in the interests of the Trusted, that is, on whether the Trusted counts 
my interests as partly his or her own interests just because they are my interests... 
I may encapsulate your interests in my own, but this does not mean that your 
interests trump mine for me. Hence, there is some risk that my interests will trump 
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yours and that I will therefore not fulfil your trust in me: and your trust will be limited 
to the degree to which you think my encapsulation of your interests gives them 
enough weight to trump other interests I have” (Hardin, 2006, p.19). 
The emphasis on ‘interests’ reflects Hardin’s origins in the rational choice school of 
thought, which accommodates an instrumental world-view. However, if we understand 
that interests are derived from identify and can include social as well as instrumental 
dimensions, then the formulation encompasses both forms of trust.  
This analysis of current research suggests the potential for differences in the norm of trust 
adopted by state and citizen on this dimension. As a mode of organisation the logic of 
bureaucracy will tend towards more instrumental forms of trust because of the priority of 
maintaining order and equity in the interaction with the user. By contrast, if the findings 
described in section 2.1 that identified a citizen aspiration for a more “emotionally 
satisfying” relationship hold true, this would indicate a more social form of trust. The 
implication for the research process was to seek understanding of the nature of the 
interests articulated by citizens, and the basis they have for thinking that those interests 
will (or will not) be significant to the state.  
2.2.3 ‘Agency’ and active/passive trust   
The typology’s second dimension, also derived from the relational model, is the ‘agency’ 
that participants feel they invest in the trust transaction. Whereas ‘connectivity’ addresses 
the relationship between participants to a trust transaction, ‘agency’ concerns the 
consciousness of the act of trust itself - the psychic commitment trustor and trustee feel 
they are making to each other.  
This aspect of the typology is constructed around an insight from Giddens (1994), with the 
continuum conceptualised between ‘active’ and ‘passive’ trust. There are two pertinent 
debates in the literature. The first is the degree and nature of reflexivity accorded to a trust 
transaction by its participants, the extent to which it is consciously articulated and 
understood. The second is the cognitive nature of that reflexivity, whether the act of trust 
is best understood as the involuntary consequence of a set of beliefs, or a voluntary 
decision to accept the terms of the transaction.  
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Giddens presents ‘active trust’ as a corollary of his argument summarised earlier that the 
‘distanciation’ and ‘disembedding’ of modern social relationships makes new demands on 
the social function of trust. Giddens’ ‘active trust’ distinguishes a conscious and energetic 
form of trust more appropriate to this view of modernity. Möllering locates it in the agency 
of the trustor: “Active trust therefore recognizes the autonomy of the other, that is, the 
freedom to honour or exploit the trust’ (Möllering, 2005, p.22). Giddens also points out this 
this contingency applies to the trustee. Trust “has to be worked at – the trust of the other 
has to be won” (Giddens, 1991, p.121). Thus, as Möllering concludes, “active trust reflects 
contingency and change in an on-going process of reflexive constitution” (Möllering, 2005, 
p.22).  
The importance of reflexivity to active trust exposes several characteristics. Reflexivity is a 
process of directing something back on itself, in this case describing a level of mutual 
consciousness in the construction of the trust transaction. Both parties must be self-aware 
in shaping their role in the interaction. This implies a level of autonomy in both trustor and 
trustee in the interaction. It also suggests a complementary view of the consciousness of 
the other; reflexivity takes account of both the subject on themselves and their recursive 
impact on the other.   
This is a view of a form of trust deliberately and consciously constructed. It is made 
clearer by following the logic of the insight in investigating the implied corollary of a more 
‘passive trust’. The term is my own, intended to help explore the antithesis of active trust. 
However the observation that much trust is unreflexive arises in several schools of 
thought. It helps explain both the ubiquity of trust in different contexts, and provides some 
explanation for the apparently sub-optimal trust relationships of compliance and 
domination already touched on.  
The roots for an understanding of a more un-reflexive or passive trust lie in 
phenomenology, and the insight that individuals make sense of the diverse components of 
human condition by adopting a ‘natural attitude’:  
“Born into a social world, he comes upon his fellow men [sic] and takes their 
existence for granted without question, just as he takes for granted the existence 
of the natural objects he encounters” (Schutz, 1967, p.98). 
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Part of this natural attitude is that others have a world view that is broadly similar and that 
social reality is in essence a “world known in common with others” or a “common sense 
world” (Garfinkel, 1967, p.36). Thus, as Möllering summarises, “trust in the natural attitude 
means interacting with others on the basis that everyone knows and accepts the basic 
rules for the interaction” (Möllering, 2005, p.10). 
Several writers on trust within the neo-institutionalist school identify sources of apparent 
common sense that govern many of our social interactions at the level of “taken for 
granted-ness” (Garfinkel, 1967, p.35). One, Zucker, defines trust as “a set of expectations 
shared by all those involved in an exchange; these expectations are structured by social 
rules and by pre-defined processes” (1986, p.54). By this account a function of institutions 
is to define many aspects of social reality including norms of legitimate and non-legitimate 
expectations of others. Many of our myriad daily social exchanges and interactions are 
conducted with an unconscious taken-for-granted-ness because they reside within these 
unquestioned norms and processes.  
Other writers identify similar forces subliminally structuring our expectations of others in 
trust based exchanges. For example, Möllering points to isomorphism, the human instinct 
for conformity: 
“[…] to argue further that manifestations of trust maybe explained to a 
considerable degree by institutionalization: the trustor A trusts (or distrusts) the 
trustee B in a certain matter because it is a natural and legitimate thing to do and 
‘everyone would do it” (Möllering, 2005, pp. 10-11). 
Di Maggio and Powell (1991) identify three main types of institutional isomorphism. These 
are coercive isomorphism (external pressure to conform and achieve legitimacy), mimetic 
isomorphism (conformity derived from copying an influential other) and finally normative 
isomorphism (the power of socialisation, or the internalising of rules and norms, 
generating a shared common sense that might inform a relationship of trust). All three can 
contribute to a passive, un-reflexive trust. A final source of taken-for-granted trust is trust 
in systems. An influential study in this respect is Luhmann’s (1979) analysis of trust and 
money, which argues that people trust such systems not just because they work 
experientially but also because they are impersonal, diffuse, and abstract, and therefore 
do not need to be questioned with every use.  
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The second debate on trust that illuminates the active/passive continuum concerns the 
nature of the cognitive processes at play within different forms of trust, and whether these 
are best understood as rooted in beliefs, a conscious decision or an action. From the 
rational choice school, Hardin differentiates the first two categories from the third: 
“[Many writers] conflate trusting with acting on the trust. But there might be no 
occasion for me to act on my trust by entrusting some matter to you. Hence, my 
action and my knowledge of your trustworthiness – which constitutes my trust – 
are different” (Hardin, 2006, p.33). 
According to this account trust should be understood primarily as a set of beliefs in the 
trustee. This is important to instrumental schools of trust, as beliefs offer an explanation 
for acts of trust even when the trustee’s compliance is uncertain. Belief can fill the gap left 
by imperfect information on which to base a rational decision.  
Other commentators focus more on trust as a decision, including questioning the 
separation of beliefs from behaviour. Their argument is that the statement ‘I trust person 
or institution x’ must be understood as a short hand for ‘I trust person or institution x to do 
y’. For them, all trust is context specific, and is only appropriate if some specific 
vulnerability is in question. As an example, in Luhmann’s analysis of money quoted above, 
the efficacy of the medium of exchange derives from the general assumption that 
everyone will respect it. This assumption often remains unquestioned, until that is there is 
a run on the banks.  
In the context of the typology, ‘active trust’ was primarily seen as an act of will or choice, 
which may or may not also be associated with beliefs. Möllering approvingly summarises 
the Simmellian (1964) conception of trust. “… Trust can be imagined as the mental 
process of leaping – enabled by suspension – across the gorge of the unknowable from 
the land of interpretation into the land of expectation” (Möllering, 2001, p.413). Simmel 
emphasises an irreducibly ineffable aspect to trust, that it requires some sort of “leap of 
faith” from the trustor towards the trustee. Giddens uses similar language for this 
suspension of doubt; it “presumes a leap to commitment, a quality of faith that is 
irreducible” (Giddens, 1991, p.19). 
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This is a challenging idea. It runs counter to the calculative and instrumental accounts 
already described. But such a leap of faith is also hard to reconcile with the reflexivity I 
argue is associated with ‘active trust’, both chosen and capable of being withdrawn if 
abused. However, there are ways of reconciling this. For example, the earlier discussion 
of social trust locates trust in the person, not the immediacy of the transaction. The leap of 
faith in accepting immediate vulnerability is because of the trustor’s broader trust in the 
trustee, and because the mere fact of this trust imposes a reciprocal obligation.  
Another answer lies in the association of agency with active trust. This suggests that trust 
can be characterised as acceptance based on a conscious decision to suspend doubt. 
Differentiating acceptance from belief creates the space for a decision to trust.  It also 
provides the mechanism for the trustor to retract their leap of faith in the event of failure. 
According to this account the trustor - aware both of their vulnerability as well as the 
potential benefit from trusting co-operation – decides to ‘suspend’ their doubt in order to 
initiate the act of trust (Möllering, 2001). They do this reflexively, knowing that there is a 
chance of the trustee reneging. The act of trust is therefore made conditional on not being 
abused. Doubt is suspended until it is shown to be false. This accords with the tit for tat 
strategy that emerges from the game theory analysis of trust.  
The distinction between active and passive trust described here also resonates with 
aspects of the critique of voice and choice in the previous chapter and the empirical 
research discussed in 2.1. One inference of a relational paradigm centred on citizen 
compliance is that in the absence of active dissent the agencies of state will tend to 
assume trust. By contrast empirical findings of a decline of deference and associated 
emergence of a more ‘critical trust’ amongst citizens points to the possibility of citizens 
adopting a more active form of trust. Data from the fieldwork were investigated in this light, 
for example assessing the importance of the perception of the commitment of the state to 
an interaction.   
2.2.4 ‘Interactivity’ and (inter)dependency  
Analysing the dynamics of the interactivity dimension of the relational model – exploring 
the processes of reciprocal cooperation (or not) between citizen and state – goes to the 
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heart of trust as a mechanism of coordination and governance. Given the asymmetric 
power relationship between citizen and state, this requires a deeper understanding of how 
trust and power relate, and how they mediate each other.  
This section develops this understanding in describing the final dimension of trust as a 
continuum between relationships that are dependent (in which the trustor has little choice 
but to trust the trustee) or interdependent (where success requires the active engagement 
of both parties). It then discusses the implications for the mechanisms that govern the 
interaction – touching on accountability, consent and redress.   
Bachmann’s description of the trust/power hybrid summarised in Chapter 1 (Bachmann, 
2001) starts this discussion. He believed most complex relationships will inevitably reflect 
aspects of both mechanisms with trust oiling the wheels of power and, he argues, a form 
of power providing a ‘pre-condition’ for trust. In fact, power is a permanent backdrop to 
any discussion of trust because the very act of trust involves the trustor offering a ‘gift of 
vulnerability’ in return for an expectation of a reciprocal good. In the context of the 
citizen/state relationship this vulnerability is considerable – the obligation to comply with 
wide-ranging rules and requirements imposed by the state.  
This vulnerability has considerable potential value to the state as trustee, reducing its 
need to expend resources in enforcing compliance. The corresponding issue crystallises 
around the citizens’ capacity to hold the state to account in delivering on their reciprocal 
expectations in return for vulnerability. Thus, power is woven into the very fabric of trust in 
the balance of forces that construct and maintain trustor vulnerability and trustee integrity, 
and this is particularly the case for the relationship between citizen and state.   
The first step in analysing how citizen and state may differ in approach to this dimension 
of trust was to conceptualise the spectrum of options. One was simply to reflect the 
degree to which there was a balance of power between trustor and trustee.  However, as 
most trust relations operate with an asymmetry of power, this continuum offered little 
explanatory power. Instead a continuum of trust and power based on dependency and 
interdependency proved a better way of conceptualising the opposing ends of the 
spectrum. In this respect Foucault’s approach to power described earlier in the thesis 
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(Foucault, ([1975] 1997) is helpful. It located power in both the subjective internalisation of 
disciplines as well as in the operation of external rules. So, in relationships, it was not the 
absolute power of each party that matters, but the power relationship between the two.  
This leads into the territory of reciprocal influence and control. Ultimately the efficacy of a 
mechanism of co-ordination of a transaction lies in whether it is successful in influencing 
the mutual behaviour of the parties; power only works if it has traction on the counter-party. 
As a dramatic example, overwhelming force is irrelevant if someone has decided on 
martyrdom. Different forms of trust/power have more or less influence on behaviour. So 
we can assess whether citizens require a more effective form of trust to that on offer from 
the state. A useful means of analysis is the mutual (inter)dependency of trustor and 
trustee. This offers the most useful explanation for how trust can exert mutual influence 
(or not) across asymmetric power relationships. McEvily et al. (2006) define a key 
condition for trust as: 
“... for trust to arise, interdependence and uncertainty are necessary conditions. 
Interdependence means that the interests of one party cannot be fulfilled without 
reliance on another party” (McEvily et al., 2006, p.54). 
In this formulation interdependence is understood as the mutual dependence of the trustor 
on the trustee, and vice versa. Both parties must fulfil their part of the trust transaction for 
the mutual benefit to arise, irrespective of the power relations between them. This binds 
the parties together in an effective and collaborative embrace. Interdependence 
ameliorates power asymmetry, because if an exchange requires the active participation of 
both parties irrespective of their relative power, domination can be challenged. One party 
may be more powerful, but this can be ameliorated if the weaker party can (for example) 
withdraw from the exchange if dissatisfied.  
However, this study parts company with McEvily et al. (2006) in their assertion that 
interdependence (as opposed to uncertainty) is a necessary condition for all forms of trust. 
The lack of wisdom in trusting an untrustworthy trustee (discussed in chapter 1) 
demonstrates that trust can also occur in situations of profound dependence for the trustor. 
Such dependence can arise for a variety of reasons. There are situations of “no-choice” 
trust. For example, sick patients may have little choice but to trust their doctor; there is 
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little or no genuine interdependence here for the state. As Mid Staffordshire (Francis, 
2013) shows, a dominatory trust can then emerge that allows exploitation and abuse. 
At one end of the continuum, interdependence creates the conditions to mediate 
asymmetric power relations since the joint enterprise cannot succeed without both parties. 
By contrast, dependence can reflect a one-sided relationship, predicated on the 
compliance of the less powerful party. Domination is not inevitable, but clearly it is a risk. 
This is why this study defines the continuum of trust types related to power as that 
between the citizen as trustor perceiving their relationship to the state as trustee as one of 
dependent or interdependent trust. 
To understand the practical mechanisms by which (inter)dependence is structured it is 
useful to return to Bachmann’s (2001) argument that some forms of power are necessary 
preconditions for trust. This is germane to citizen/state relationships because, he argues, 
institutional forms of power – the rules and regulations formulated and used by collective 
bodies – are essential to trust production. Bachmann bases his argument on Luhmann’s 
(1979) earlier work on trust and power. Like others, Luhmann starts from the premise that 
trust involves vulnerability, and therefore of necessity the trustor needs “good reasons” for 
accepting that vulnerability and the risk entailed. Citing trust in money as a system, 
Luhmann concludes that legal norms are amongst the most potent sources of trust. Legal 
regulations and possible sanctions reduce risk by creating a commonly observed and 
understood system of behavioural norms. Luhmann reconciles this with the voluntary 
nature of trust by arguing that their value is in the way they implicitly guide behaviour, not 
in their actual use: 
“The structure of the trust relationship requires that such calculation should remain 
latent (…) purely a reassuring consideration” (Luhmann, 1979, p.36). 
Bachmann develops this insight in analysing the role of trust within business relations in 
the UK and Germany. To the law, he adds the role of trade associations, systems of 
technical standards, and government policy, all contributing to a tightly knit framework of 
institutional norms. This common world creates trust through consistency and the 
expectations and actions of participants.  
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Bachmann argues that this sort of institutionalised trust is particularly important for trust in 
large complex systems such as states:  
“…system trust is likely to be the prevailing social co-ordination mechanism under 
these conditions. At the same time, however, one should see that power is not 
generally absent in this case. Rather, it appears as system power in the form of 
law, powerful trade associations, inflexible business practices, technical 
standardization, and rigid structures of hierarchy. It is precisely this de-
personalised form of power – or ‘Herrschaft’ to use Weberian terminology – which 
can mass produce trust and thus can be seen as the central precondition of, rather 
than alternative to, system trust” (Bachmann, 2001, p.352). 
He suggests that where there is low institutional regulation, people and organisations are 
liable to use power as their default co-ordinating mechanism, or perhaps personal trust if 
they have had the time and opportunity to invest in such a specific relationship.  
Building on this insight, the final part of the analysis addresses how the rules and norms of 
the citizen/state relationship are configured to manage trust in the context of 
(inter)dependence. Three aspects are analysed. The structure of coordination is examined 
in the context of the nature of the clarity of the mutual expectations of citizen and state. 
The governance of the process of the interaction is considered though the lens of conflict 
and consent. Finally, the management of outcomes gives rise to the analysis of 
accountability for performance and redress for failure.  
Trust and mutual expectations   
Investigating trust as a mechanism of mutual co-ordination and governance illustrates the 
importance of power in structuring the mutual expectations by which the mechanism 
operates. This can be understood as the responsibility that each party carries for the 
successful fulfilment of reciprocal exchange. In the public service such expectations come 
in a number of forms. One of the most explicit is precise service agreement with 
individuals, such as the care plans and ‘contracts’ used to define some social care 
arrangements. Other services operate to more general statements of the standards and 
procedures for services, such as for example the NHS statements of patient rights. 
Sometimes expectations are built into the very logic of the service, such as with school 
curricula on which the qualification system is based.  
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One question for trust between citizen and state is how far these service definitions, and 
the mutual roles of participants, provide a clear and equitable statement of the interaction 
from the citizen’s point of view. This question could arise in a number of contexts. Firstly, 
do citizens feel they understand the production process, and their role within it?  Secondly, 
who owns and defines the measures by which the success of a trust transaction is 
assessed? This may seem a rather technical point, but any performance management 
system or service standard that cannot be assessed by the service user – such as the 
widely prevalent bureaucratic measures of targets to achieve certain outcomes a 
percentage of the time – could suggest a relationship weighted towards dependence. For 
example, a commitment to treat 95% of A&E patients within 4 hours may be a useful 
management target, but is of limited value to an individual patient waiting longer than this. 
It does not provide any basis to challenge the service since they maybe part of the 
unlucky 5%. 
Trust and consent  
If clear and legitimate mutual expectations are the first aspect of the coordination and 
governance regime then the question arises: by what mechanism is a transaction agreed 
and maintained? For example, in a marketplace the exchange of money is a mechanism, 
as it signals mutual agreement between buyer and seller on the deal.  
By contrast, as argued in Chapter 1 the currency of trust is consent; the trustor accepts 
their vulnerability in return for the benefit expected from the trustee’s cooperation. Mutual 
interdependence implies an active, conscious, and chosen consent - the participants 
accept the basis on which it is structured and their role in the co-operation required. 
Conversely transactions predicated on dependency may be characterised by more 
passive (or grudging) ‘compliance’.  
Chapter 1 suggested that prevailing instances of voice (and to some extent choice) 
provide only partial and often symbolic means for citizens to signal acceptance of the 
transaction. Whether citizens require more definite consent was another issue for the 
fieldwork to probe. A related issue was the substance of consent; whether citizens were 
most concerned about the allocation of resources, the process of production, or service 
outcomes. One line of inquiry prompted by the empirical evidence in 2.1 and political 
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philosophy was the importance of citizens’ perception of fairness in state decision-making, 
a point made strongly by Levi:    
“…individuals need to have evidence that government is relatively fair and not just 
credible if they are to have confidence that the State will harmonize the interests of 
otherwise competitive parties. The belief in government fairness requires the 
perception that all relevant interests have been considered, that the game is not 
rigged” (Levi, 1998, p.90). 
This questions whether the perception of state trustworthiness derives from the result 
fitting the individual interest, or the validity of the process.   
Trust and accountability  
The corollary of investigating consent and trust is to understand the role of non-consent 
and distrust. This takes the discussion into the topic of accountability, the governance 
regime that maintains the commitment of trustor and trustee to the terms of their 
interaction. Braithwaite (1998a) describes two broad options for structuring accountability 
between citizen and state. The traditional model he calls hierarchic, “in which a regulatory 
body can be conceived as guarding citizens, a minister guarding the regulatory authority, 
and Parliament the minister” (Braithwaite, 1998a, p.353). This accountability can feel 
remote from citizens, and prone to infinite regression, a never-ending need for a guardian 
of the guardians. Hierarchic regulatory regimes can offer only limited systematic challenge 
to dependency, since citizens are largely dependant on the ‘goodwill’ in the regulatory 
system for its efficacy.  
Instead Braithwaite proposes a ‘republican’ view of trust guardianship in which the lines of 
accountability are arranged in a circular model where ‘everyone becomes a guardian of 
everyone else.’ This model epitomises interdependence. He cites the effective working of 
nursing home resident committees who have a key role as part of the formal inspection 
regime in Australia. He concludes: 
“Management more often than not responds in a trustworthy way to the climate of 
trust, because managers can see that the very process of dialogue empowers the 
other participants with dangerous knowledge they could use against 
management…. by getting the structural conditions of Republican regulation right, 
it is possible for regulatory encounters to be based on trust, with deterrence 
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always threatening in the background but never threatened in the foreground” 
(Braithwaite, 1998a, p.355). 
The mutual ability immediately to hold the other to account offers instant feedback and 
regulation of the interaction, creating interdependence through mutual policing. According 
to this account more often than not the challenge is to empower citizens to articulate their 
distrust: 
“….we need enough distrust in institutions for the vigilance ….. [in the circular 
accountability model described above] to work. Whatever we do, the required level 
of distrust will usually exist; it is difficult to conceive of a sociologically possible 
world where absence of distrust is a problem. The problem is getting people to act 
on their distrust, the democratic challenge of channelling distrust into active 
citizenship” (Braithwaite, 1998a, p. 357). 
If one challenge is “getting people to act on their distrust”, the corollary is getting the state 
to acknowledge and resolve the distrust. This leads to some interesting reflections on how 
to institutionalise the role of distrust. In an interaction with high interdependence, distrust 
is likely to manifest in dissent. This should be valued as a chance to restore trust. By 
contrast, in interactions characterised by dependency the priority may be to ignore or 
neutralise distrust, perceiving it as a source of disorder and irritation. A related issue is 
redress. In addition to acknowledging distrust one way the trustee can regain trust is by 
rectifying the harm that damaged it. Redress is complex for the public sector. For example, 
financial compensation to one individual reduces the resources available to the rest. Yet 
the willingness of the state to make good a perceived error may be important in 
(re)building trust. 
One of the research themes investigated in 2.1 was the importance to trust of the state 
admitting to, and rectifying, mistakes. This was an important issue for the fieldwork to 
assess. If significant the discussion above implies that this would manifest itself in a desire 
for a direct sense of accountability in the interaction with the frontline staff, accompanied 
and supported by a sense of the importance of consent and redress.  
2.3  A hypothesis of differing norms of trust  
The review of the empirical evidence, and theoretic articulation of a trust typology, helps to 
delineate the proposition that trust is a contingent and malleable phenomenon that can 
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take on different forms in different situations. This chapter started with the observation that 
such malleability opened up the possibility that state and citizen are operating to different 
norms of trust. So by way of conclusion this section brings the threads together as a more 
precise hypothesis that was partially tested in the course of the fieldwork.  
This hypothesis is that one explanation for the apparently inexorable decline of trust in 
government despite major reform and apparent improvement in social outcomes such as 
economic growth is that the values of citizen and state in respect of what constitutes trust 
and trustworthiness have diverged. The description of the typology in conjunction with the 
empirical evidence is at least suggestive that citizens are aspiring to a more social, active 
and interdependent trust, compared to that in use by the state.  
This hypothesis can be illustrated using a simplified but more precise version of the 
relational model combined with the trust typology as in figure 2.2.  
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Figure 2.2 Citizens and state may be operating to different norms of trust  
 
 
 
The research process responded to this analysis in a number of ways. Firstly, the 
fieldwork was designed to generate evidence capable of differentiating different norms of 
trust in use by citizen and state along the dimensions of the typology. However the goal of 
the first research question was not to focus on the differences in themselves but to 
explore the citizens’ perspective. The priority was to establish the key factors in the 
citizens’ mind rather than a detailed comparison with the state norm.  
However the gap was partially addressed by virtue of the second research question, 
addressing whether citizen views on what constitutes state trustworthiness can be used to 
structure the future relationship. Answering this question did not entail scoping the precise 
gap in norms, but it did require assessing whether the citizen norm can take precedence 
over a state norm, and the extent that the elements of the typology are relevant to the 
variety and ‘messy reality’ of citizen/state interactions. This is discussed further in 
chapters 6 and 7.   
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3.   A relational and deliberative research method  
Chapter 1 concludes with the two questions addressed by the research. The first is to 
understand the tests in the mind of citizens when assessing the state’s trustworthiness, 
and whether these were different in kind to the norm of trust and trustworthiness within the 
agencies of the state. The second question follows; once identified, can these tests help 
structure the citizen/state relationship to overcome the challenges described above, 
encouraging more co-operative interaction. Chapter 2 developed the theoretical context 
for this investigation by exploring the potential for citizen and state to be operating to 
different norms of trust. This chapter now turns to a discussion of the method for the 
fieldwork designed to address these questions within this context.  
Such relational questions require a relational research method, which is described in four 
sections within this chapter. The first (3.1) discusses the key ‘knowledge challenges’ for 
the study and demonstrates why a specific form of Dialogic Action Research (DAR) was 
considered the most appropriate approach. The second (3.2) describes in more detail the 
protocol for the structure and management of the DAR process. The third section (3.3) 
builds on the analysis of existing empirical research in the previous chapter to develop the 
evaluation framework used in the interrogation and coding of the fieldwork data. The final 
section (3.4) concludes by summarising the different classes of research data that arises 
from the method and how each contributed to the evaluation of the case study.  
3.1   Overview of the knowledge challenges and study method   
This section describes the rationale for adopting a customised form of Action Research – 
assembled from a number of AR traditions and termed Dialogic Action Research (DAR) - 
as the appropriate research method for investigating the research questions(Heron, 2014; 
Montoya and Kent, 2011; Shotter, 2010). It starts (3.1.1) by analysing the nature of the 
knowledge challenges posed by the research questions. Resolving these challenges 
leads to development of the key design principles of the DAR method (3.1.2). It concludes 
by discussing the need for, and implications of, the repeatability of the approach to 
achieve robust and generic results (3.1.3).  
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3.1.1 The knowledge challenges   
In Chapter 1 the citizen/state relationship is conceptualised within a ‘public value relational 
model’ that identifies the ‘zone of interaction’ between citizen and state as the site of the 
co-creation of public value. The focus of the research questions are the dynamic, iterative, 
and reciprocal exchanges within the zone of interaction, and the attitudes and capacities 
that both citizen and state contribute to the processes of public service consumption and 
production. The research method needed to reflect this model, in the context of the 
research questions. The graphic is reproduced in figure 3.1.  
Figure 3.1 The research questions and scope defined by the relational model 
 
 
This framing of the problem helps to shape structure and knowledge challenges for the 
study in a number of separate but complementary ways. Firstly, the questions could only 
be resolved through the testimony of citizens, and people working for the state, on the 
quality of their relationship and mutual engagement within a ‘zone of interaction’. The 
implication is that the type of knowledge required is both subjective and intersubjective. It 
comprises both the behavioural reality of what happens in the interaction between citizen 
and state, and the subjective attitudes, capabilities, and feelings that both citizens and 
agents of state perceive themselves and each other to be bringing to the interaction - 
feelings that are themselves influenced by the interaction.  
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This is the first knowledge challenge - trust, and the citizen’s perception of the factors that 
indicate the state is trustworthy, is located in the subjective feelings and attitudes of 
citizens as mediated by actual intersubjective experience of the relationship in practice. 
The second knowledge challenge concerns the substance of the required knowledge. The 
evidence should be able to differentiate between different norms of trust in use within the 
agencies of state compared to that applied by citizens, as articulated by the trust typology 
described in the previous chapter.  
These challenges resonate with Park’s (1999) typology of understandings required for 
complex social investigations, in contrast to what he calls the “empirical-analytic” 
approach of the traditional positivist method. Park’s typology describes three distinct 
categories of knowledge. The first is “representational”, embracing the traditional 
“functional” knowledge generated by the empirical analytic scientific method. However, in 
the setting of a social investigation it also requires an “interpretive” dimension: 
“Although interpretive knowledge is different from the functional version of 
representational knowledge, it is still representational, in that it is a portrayal of 
reality in terms of the meaning that is intersubjectively rendered” (Park, 1999, 
p.147). 
The second category within Park’s typology is termed “relational”. Park argues that it 
“resides in the thick of the relationship itself” (Park, 1999, p.147) rather than depicting the 
other as an “object of scrutiny”. Thus, representational knowledge separates the knower 
and the known, whereas relational knowledge unites the knower and known in a union in 
which both partake. It is this sort of intersubjective knowledge that is the foundation of 
community life. Park’s final category is “reflective”. Park relates this to Habermas’s (1987) 
description of critical and communicative rationality and also Paulo Freire’s term of 
“conscientisation” – embracing both a sense of consciousness and conscience (Freire, 
1972). This brings to the surface a form of moral knowledge that guides action. This 
typology is helpful in bringing some methodological clarity to the selection and design of 
the research process. The knowledge challenges described earlier require all three of 
these categories of knowledge if the study is to generate proposals to improve the 
citizen/state relationship.  
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3.1.2 A customised form of dialogic action research  
Park’s endeavour in describing this typology is to demonstrate the potential knowledge 
claims that can arise out of forms of action research– covering all three forms of 
knowledge – in comparison to other qualitative and quantitative research methods. As a 
starting point for this research, AR has many attractions. It offers a dynamic research 
method that investigates phenomena by bringing together a group charged with changing 
a practice or way of thinking by actively developing alternatives (Reason, 2003). This 
would align with the most direct way of addressing the research questions – convening 
groups of citizens and state agents in a dialogue about the factors that contribute to the 
citizen perception that the state is trustworthy.  
This would enable the research process to take place within a ‘zone of interaction’, 
involving the two groups who constitute the ‘lived experience’ of the service and able 
therefore to discuss with authority and understanding the different forms of trust actually in 
use. Such an approach would satisfy all three aspects of Park’s typology of knowledge. It 
would provide representational knowledge (the outcome of the discussions on the factors 
of importance to trust) based on a relational analysis (the central theme under discussion 
is the citizen/state relationship) in way that invited reflective knowledge (deliberative and 
agreed prescriptions for action in the future conduct of the relationship).  
The benefits of AR are made evident when it is compared to the research methods 
analysed in the previous chapter. For example the surveys of citizen opinion described in 
2.1 target only subjective knowledge, capturing a static snapshot of the attitudes, views, or 
feelings of the research participants. These can reach many people, and give quantitative 
evidence, but are limited to testing views on preconceived issues. Such an approach 
would offer only a limited response to the research questions, as it would be impossible to 
probe the reasons behind participant’s views, or debate the differing perspectives of 
citizens and state agents.  
The more qualitative methods discussed in the previous chapter would be more 
productive in the context of the research questions. In depth interviews and focus groups, 
such as those used for the Audit Commission study (Duffy, Downing and Skinner, 2003) 
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on trust in public institutions would enable a deeper and more discursive exploration of the 
issues. Focus groups especially would potentially enable new and shared insights as 
debate stimulated insight and creativity. However such approaches on their own would be 
unable to generate intersubjective knowledge, for example in differentiating and 
integrating the views of citizens and frontline agents. Nor would they have the same focus 
on promoting real change as DAR.  
There are methods in addition to AR that could potentially take the study into the territory 
of intersubjective knowledge. One is the behavioural games described in the previous 
chapter. As already discussed these can produce interesting results but suffer from the 
same limitation as the quantitative survey, in that they can only test for a small number of 
preconceived variables. This has limited application for this study, where it is the nature of 
the variables themselves that are under investigation. 
Another approach might be observation - the researcher stands within, but at one remove 
from, a social event or phenomena and opens themselves up to their perceptions – 
seeking to absorb and describe the key parameters of the subject under investigation. 
This can offer useful behavioural insight. However, for this study it would lack the focus on 
the specific topic of trust that a dialogue would provide. None of these methods alone 
could create a dialogue of citizen and state in pursuit of both the behavioural and 
attitudinal evidence required.  
Thus a form of AR embracing both citizens and state agents analysing their mutual 
relationship was the method that showed most promise in addressing the research 
questions in a way that reflected the intent of the relational model. It also shared the 
research objective in using the study to promote active change, as Reason’s definition of 
AR aptly summarises: 
“It seeks to bring together action and reflection, theory and practice, in participation 
with others, in the pursuit of the practical solutions to issues of pressing concern to 
people, and more generally the flourishing of individual persons and their 
communities” (Reason and Bradbury, 2006, p.3). 
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Reason draws out five key dimensions of action research that helps shape the parameter 
and principles of how the method could bring together groups of service users and service 
staff to discuss and improve their mutual trust. These are summarised in table 3.1.  
Table 3.1 The dimensions of action research applied to a dialogic process 
  
Key dimension of action research  The dialogic process with service users 
and staff should….  
Knowledge in action – ‘creating new 
forms of understanding, since action 
without reflection and understanding is 
blind’ 
…be deliberative, sharing of ideas and 
analysis between them 
Human flourishing – ‘providing important 
guidance and inspiration for practice’ 
…find general lessons to improve value 
from public services 
Participation – ‘human community 
involves mutual sense-making and 
collective action’  
…be driven by the insights and 
conclusions of the participants  
Practical issues - ‘producing knowledge 
useful to people in the everyday conduct 
of their lives’ 
…develop practical measures to improve 
the relationship in the specific context of 
a shared service experience  
Emergent developmental form – ‘Action 
research is emancipatory, it leads not 
just to new practical knowledge but to 
new ways to create knowledge’ 
…be useful more generally as a way of 
assessing the effectiveness of the 
citizen/state relationship across the 
public sector  
 
 
The conceptual fit of AR as described above with the research objectives and questions is 
clear. However AR encompasses a myriad of different specific traditions, and the design 
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of a method specific to creating a dialogue between citizens and state agents needed to 
absorb aspects from a number of these.  
 
 An important starting point was the various schools that focus on the use of dialogue as 
the means of knowledge development. There are a number of articulations of this strand 
of AR (Montoya and Kent, 2011; Hoggett et al., 2010; Shotter, 2010; Ripamonti et al., 
2016), but they share a number of principles significant to this approach, as well as one 
distinctive difference. One key assumption they share is that knowledge resides in the 
participants. They, not the researcher, are the “agent of change” (Mårtensson and Lee, 
2004, p.515); the researched are the researchers (Montoya and Kent, 2011). Furthermore 
this knowledge is made explicit and enhanced by the process of interaction: “Dialogism 
conceptualizes the production of meaning through the situated interactions of actors” 
(Lorino, Tricard and Clot, 2011, p.769). A significant design principle for enabling this 
dialogue to break free of inherited and constraining modes of thought is to “situate” the 
discussion in the problem, “within the intertwined nexus where all those involved in a 
situated difficulty interact with each other” (Shotter, 2010, p.281). These considerations 
were central to locating the AR process directly in the research problem - asking citizen 
and state participants to work together to formulate recommendations on how to improve 
their trust.  
 
Whilst these sources and principles were helpful to the design of the process they were 
not sufficient, for the reason that they all conceive the primary dialogue as occurring 
between the participants and the researcher. In contrast the intention in this research was 
the deliberate creation of a dialogue between the groups of participants. The research 
question requires the deliberate differentiation of the interests of citizen and state, in order 
to conduct a dialogue between these interests. For the design of this aspect of the 
process a number of other strands of AR were relevant. Somewhat paradoxically the first 
of these lies in the experience of using AR techniques’ in pursuit of conflict resolution 
(Gozzoli and Frascaroli, 2012; Pettigrew, 2003). There is a considerable background to 
this technique, for example in helping to resolve disputes over resources between 
communities in development projects (Bavinck, Pellegrini and Mostert, 2014; Moeliono, 
2005). One useful principle adopted from these approaches is that successful conflict 
resolution starts from the parties being satisfied that their differences were properly 
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understood. The second principle is that an iterative process that allows for the evolution 
of mutual recognition and the development of collaborative analysis is vital (Coleman, 
Deutsch and Marcus, 2014). These considerations were significant in the design of a 
staged approach to the DAR, starting with each group meeting first on its own to help form 
its identity before going into dialogue with the other.  
 
 Another strand of AR associated with ‘cooperative inquiry’ (Heron, 1996) is also apposite 
in guiding the style of discussions designed to resolve difference. Cooperative inquiry 
emphasises a number of techniques in the collaborative resolution of differing 
perspectives: these are openness in setting the agenda, clarity in structuring the terms of 
the debate, allowing for an element of intuitive disruption in the discussions, and setting a 
concrete objective – in this case making practical recommendations on how to improve 
the citizen/state relationship (Shotter, 2010). The second and related element is to 
emphasise the role of the researcher as a facilitator of the workings of the group, not just 
the reporter of discussions. For a successful process of collaborative problem solving 
such as this the researcher/facilitator would need take an active role in helping the group 
to articulate problems and negotiate solutions.   
 
The final strand of AR thinking relevant to the design of the process builds on this last 
point. It is the broader category of Participative Action Research (PAR) (Brydon‐Miller, 
1997). PAR is more of an umbrella term for all action research aimed at creating 
“communities of inquiry” that empower the participants (Reason and Bradbury, 2006). The 
design principles described above do not conflict, and the points articulated in table 3.1 
above are largely derived from a PAR perspective. The additional significance of this 
tradition to this study lies in the emphasis on creating an inquiry process that drives 
towards the ‘concrete objective’ of change. The design of the AR process reflected this 
determination by adopting a structured process of problem solving – taking the 
participants through a cycle of diagnosis and analysis before moving into solution design.  
 
All these strands of AR are key to the detailed design of the protocol for the research 
described more fully in section 3.2. However the most innovative and important aspect is 
the process of deliberative debate between citizen and state agent, and it is for this 
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reason that the term Dialogic AR was adopted, defined by the characteristics summarised 
above.  
3.1.3 The process was designed for repeatability 
Having formulated a type of DAR as the appropriate method of research, the next 
challenge was to ensure the results it produced were as generally applicable as possible. 
Reason’s identification of the importance of seeing AR as an emergent form of knowledge 
was key to this. The perspective of this study, described in chapter 1, is that the whole 
arena of the citizen/state relationship is also emergent. It is important that the results of 
this study can make a contribution to this growing body of knowledge, but in a way that 
permits the assumptions and conclusions to be challenged and built upon.  
The solution adopted was to design a ‘recoverable’ research process. This is the major 
insight from the work by Checkland and Holwell (1998) in toughening the methodological 
rigour of action research and the knowledge claims it produces. Drawing on 25 years of 
action research, they offer a systems-based model that “presents an argument for an 
appropriate form of validation which, though it does not match the magic of the replicability 
criterion in natural science, can sustain AR as a legitimate form of inquiry…” (Checkland 
and Holwell, 1998, p.10). They argue the positivism of the natural sciences is such a 
powerful paradigm because of the hypothesis-testing processes of “reductionism, 
repeatability and refutation”, applied to phenomena that are “homogeneous through time” 
(they reference this description to Keynes, quoted in Moggridge (1976)). 
Their reasoning is that all research entails applying a body of ideas, with a method, to an 
area of concern to generate learning. In positivist models the process is linear, with 
findings then contributing back to the original body of ideas (which usually takes the form 
of a precise hypothesis that can be proved or disproved). However the distinctive but also 
problematic issue with AR is that by its nature it throws up simultaneous challenges in all 
these areas. The social situations investigated by AR tend to have many moving parts 
and cannot be homogeneous through time.  
Their solution emphasises the recoverability or repeatability of the research process, 
enabling the development of a family of results that increases confidence overall.  
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Achieving repeatability requires the prior declaration of the key themes under 
investigation; the method for investigation; and also the “body of ideas” that in conjunction 
with the method are applied to the area of concern to generate learning. Outlining these 
elements in advance provides the basis for a study and findings that can be replicated, or 
not, by others; “the absence of an insistence on this is the greatest lacuna in the literature 
on AR” (Checkland and Holwell, 1998, p.18). 
As illustrated by the diagram used in chapter 1 to illustrate the iterative development of the 
study the entire approach to this thesis follows this paradigm. To be explicit chapters 1 
and 2 have developed the “themes for the study” in the form of the research questions 
and theoretical perspective. This chapter addresses the method and, in the form of the 
relational evaluation framework, the “body of ideas” applied to derive learning from the 
fieldwork. This study is itself based on two iterations of case studies. The first, with an 
urban housing benefit service, helped to develop some initial tests of trustworthiness. The 
second tested these findings in use with a case study with a suburban GP practice. 
Moreover the intention is to make the method available to others for wider application 
within the public sector, enabling an inclusive community of inquiry to generate a growing 
body of evidence across a broader range of service contexts.   
3.2   The dialogic action research method in practice 
In this section I build on the principles identified above to describe more fully the specific 
design of the DAR method used for the fieldwork. The first part (3.2.1) discusses the 
detailed protocol and the second (3.2.2) describes the rationale for the selection of the 
case study sites. The section concludes (3.2.3) with a description of how the protocol was 
applied in practice for the first case study with an urban housing benefit service.  
3.2.1 The design principles for the DAR   
The sections above describe the key principles underpinning the specific form of DAR 
designed for the study. However at the more detailed level there remains a considerable 
number of issues and variables to resolve to make the approach operational. These 
include such practicalities as the scale and nature of the participant group, the structure of 
the process and the nature of the output.  
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In his much-referenced essay on how to ensure quality in AR, Reason (2006) describes 
four key areas where choices have to be made in order to maximise the chances of 
success and ensure the welfare of the participants. These are clarity of purpose, 
participation (including research ethics), knowledge investigated and contribution to 
emergent knowledge. The precise DAR method was constructed to navigate these 
decisions in a way compatible with the research intent, and to embody the principles 
previously articulated in encouraging and containing open debate amongst multiple 
participants. These headings are used below to formulate the more detailed aspects of the 
dialogic process. 
Purpose  
Reason describes the objective of action research as “a means of using reality” (Reason, 
2006, p.191) rather attempting to represent reality. So, the first test of purpose is whether 
a project is designed to yield real insight that, in the words of Rorty, relates to the world in 
way that is “causal rather than representational” (Reason and Bradbury, 2006, p.191). In 
other words, will it effect real change to a real problem? However, Reason also counsels 
that a quality approach to AR will want to define whose purpose is being achieved in 
making a change, and whether the project has struck a proper balance between analysis 
and action.  
These were important considerations for this study, partly because the central purpose, 
topic and process for the study were preconceived and imposed on the participants. 
Thereafter it was important to be as open as possible to the insight and deliberations of 
the participants. A number of points derived from the DAR principles were adopted to 
ensure this balance. The first was relatively obvious – to target a case study on a public 
service of which the participants would have a common experience – either as users or as 
service agents – and start the dialogue with an open question; simply asking the 
participants what factors they believed would improve the mutual trust and cooperation of 
users and agents of that service.  
The core objective for the process was also formally agreed with the participants and 
senior management of the service, and was summarised in the participant consent form 
as: 
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“The aim of the research is to explore ways of improving cooperation and trust 
between service users and staff of [case study organisation] in the delivery of the 
Council’s Housing Benefit Service. The study involves groups of service users and 
front-line staff coming together to discuss how well the relationship works, and 
what actions might improve it” (Participant consent form p.1). 
To underpin the creation of dialogue, the Habermassian conceptualisation of 
communicative action (Habermas, 1987) – of action arising from intersubjective 
discussion and agreement – proved useful. This captured the spirit of the study as 
described earlier, and also emphasised the practical importance of the “communicative 
space” that the study needed to create. This is the perspective offered by Stephen 
Kemmis in his discussion linking Habermassian critical theory to the practice of AR. 
Kemmis argues that creating “communicative spaces” is key to achieving the “inclusive, 
collective, transformative” (Kemmis, 2008, p.127) aims of AR designed to create change. 
Kemmis emphasises that communicative space is inherently dialogic – existing “between 
and beyond individual participants” (Kemmis, 2008, p.128). This account echoes those of 
the previous descriptions of DAR (Lorino, Tricard and Clot, 2011) in emphasising the 
importance of the interaction, where we encounter each other and where mutual 
discourse enhances the possibility of discerning truth and moral guidance.   
These abstract considerations led to a number of practical steps in encouraging the 
creation of a productive communicative space for the study. The most important was to 
reinforce the point from the use of AR in conflict resolution and ensure that the DAR 
process started with each sub-group of participants – users and state agents – given time 
to work within their own groups. This was designed to enable them reach a common 
understanding of the issues from the perspective of that group, before the process moved 
into dialogue with the other group. Each group also had some prior discussion of the key 
issues raised by the other group. This allowed each group to enter the dialogue phase 
with a more collective and self-assured view of their own identity, and also with their eyes 
opened to the perceptions of the other.  
Participation and Ethics  
As Reason observes, a defining feature of a quality approach to action research is 
‘building democratic, participative, pluralist communities of inquiry’ (Reason, 2006, p.193) 
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drawn from the people affected by the issue. In addition to the earlier discussion about 
“situating” (Shotter, 2010) the issue of citizen/state trust within a mixed group of citizens 
and state agents, there were a number of other operational and ethical choices to be 
made in designing an AR process from this perspective. These are summarised by 
Reason as addressing power relations to ensure all have a voice, providing time and 
space for effective deliberation, challenging denial and the danger of ‘consensus collusion’ 
(a group banding together to protect its position).   
Another factor for Reason is how to scale participation beyond the initial investigation to 
similar but broader social and political processes. In the context of this study, these issues 
crystallised around the issue of power, and ensuring that all had a voice, in the face of the 
intrinsic asymmetry in the citizen/state power relationship and the potential power of the 
researcher in relation to the exercise. The study needed to create a process that would 
enable a challenging but constructive dialogue between users that could be replicated 
across different studies and which would reduce the risk of ‘consensus collusion’.   
Gaventa and Cornwell echo this study’s Foucauldian perspective on power in arguing that 
in the context of social research the issue requires a broad understanding of how it 
manifests itself (2006). The design of the DAR was in the context of trying to anticipate the 
“multiplicity of force relations” (Foucault, 1988, p.92) intrinsic to the citizen/state 
relationship and that might constrain the ability of either set of participants to engage in 
the discourse and, equally crucial, be able to imagine other ways of being. Applying this 
conceptualisation of power led to practical design choices intended to empower all 
participants to think and contribute freely. Allowing service users and staff to meet 
separately prior to collective dialogue was important. A second principle was that the 
participating staff group comprised only agents whose roles included regular contact with 
users. This excluded managers with no user contact. Both users and staff commented 
that this was important in liberating discussion, because it kept the focus on the user 
experience and change, with fewer vested interests in defending the status quo. A third 
principle was that the discussions should aim to achieve consensus among all participants. 
It was important for the researcher/facilitator to set that expectation, nurture debate and 
actively seek and give space for dissent. Figure 3.2 illustrates the position of the 
researcher in facilitating this form of DAR.  
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Figure 3.2 The position of the researcher as facilitator in the process 
 
 
One way of doing this was for the researcher/facilitator to make extensive use of a 
flipchart during all the group discussions, and to pause at all key points to check the group 
were content with and accepted the summary of the main points being made. The slide in 
Figure 3.3 below was used at the beginning of each AR session as the way of explaining 
this approach and setting expectations.  
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Figure 3.3 The workshop protocol  
 
 
The ethical considerations for the process focussed on the safe and effective participation 
of volunteers. Securing informed consent from the participants to the research process 
and the recording of their discussions was a significant issue. This was secured on the 
basis of complete anonymity in the transcribing and reporting of the discussions. This was 
a condition of receiving approval from the University’s research ethics committee 
(Appendix 2), as was written agreement from the senior manager of the Housing Benefit 
service. Also, before the study each participant was given a short summary of the purpose, 
structure and code of practice for the exercise, along with a consent form for signature. 
Finally the user participants were reimbursed all out of pocket expenses and offered £10 
for each session they attended.  
The ethical approach within the study also acknowledged the additional risks and 
demands posed by this particular form of DAR compared to other qualitative methods. 
The deliberate focus on the dynamic between citizen and state agent posed the risk of 
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conflict or domination. It was also important to acknowledge that this form of DAR is 
demanding of participants, both in practice – in attending a number of sessions – and in 
terms of their emotional engagement. The groups were not just being asked their view but 
also to go the extra mile in proposing solutions. It is for this reason that Mary Brydon-Miller 
(2006, p.191) argues that AR should adopt what she calls a “covenantal” ethics – a 
proactive commitment to act in the best interests of the participants – as opposed to what 
she calls “contractual” ethics, or simply sticking to the letter of what has been agreed. 
Thus, the ultimate test of the ethical integrity of the process was the emotional and 
physical welfare of the participants, and their sense that their contribution was being 
acknowledged as a useful investment in the future of the service. This placed an 
additional demand on the process of facilitation to anticipate and resolve discomfort, partly 
by offering a form of mentoring outside of the formal meetings, and partly by intervening 
with strategies to defuse conflict in the sessions – such as by formalising moments of 
disagreement and inviting the whole group to contribute to the resolution of the issue.   
Knowledge 
The next step was to design the process to tap into the subjective and intersubjective 
knowledge required by the research questions. Reason (2006) articulates the design 
choices around this as how to surface tacit knowledge, the need for attentiveness to 
language and how to support the group in developing new theories and understandings, 
particularly through an appropriate cycle of deliberation and action.   
In keeping with the earlier description of the key principles for the process the main 
objective was to let the participants speak for themselves, both because they are the 
active constructors of the evidence, and because it was in the free flow of their stories and 
mutual reactions that tacit as well as conscious insights could be found. From the point of 
view of psychology Frosh deepens the understanding of what it means for the researched 
to be the researcher:  
“What is central here is the ambiguity in the notion of the subject: it is both a centre 
of agency and action (a language user for example) and the subject of (or 
subjected to) forces operating from elsewhere whether that be the ‘crown’, the 
state, gender race and class, or the unconscious” (Frosh, 2003, p.1549). 
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This view of the subject as researcher underpins the practical advice from Clarke (2009). 
He suggests a number of principles that, following Holloway and Jefferson (2000), should 
govern the facilitation of psycho-social evidence - such as using open ended questions, 
and avoiding ‘why’ questions that might invite a clichéd response.   
However it was for the researcher to distil the findings from the research. The risk in this 
process is that the interpretation is framed and distorted by the conscious and 
unconscious concerns of the researcher. Hoggett and Clarke explore this topic in their 
survey of psychosocial methods “Researching Beneath the Surface” (2009). Their 
observation is that risk can be lowered by structured reflexivity. The researcher must 
acknowledge and record their own feelings and thoughts, and then consider whether 
these have illegitimately permeated their study. Hoggett describes an associated skill of 
the psychosocial researcher as maintaining an attitude of openness to the process and 
data. In his article ‘Working psycho-socially and dialogically in research’ he advises the 
researcher “to sustain what Bion, following Keats, called ‘negative capability’, that is the 
capacity for being in uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after 
fact and reason” (Hoggett et al., 2010, p. 185). 
The key means for encouraging a structured reflexivity within this study was the prior 
articulation of the coding process and structure within the evaluation framework described 
later in 2.3.2. This was a systematic attempt to articulate transparently the issues on the 
mind of the researcher in the search for both tacit as well as conscious evidence of the 
deeper relational dynamics that underpinned the formal recommendations of the group. 
Moreover as described later in this chapter a parallel inductive process of coding further 
stimulated this reflexivity.   
Emergent developmental form   
In many ways, the final set of choices offered by Reason in pursuit of AR as an emergent 
practice echoes the earlier advice from Hoggett. Reason emphasises the importance of 
viewing the research process as continuous. Insight leads to challenge and further insight 
in a constant process of iteration:  
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“Because action research starts with everyday experience and is concerned with 
the development of living, situational knowledge, in many ways, the process of 
enquiry is as important as specific outcomes” (Reason, 2006, p.197). 
Such considerations lay at the heart of the deliberative process, with the structured 
approach to the cycle of analysis and action designed to promote new insight by 
encouraging the collective exploration of the implications of key themes. Moreover the 
overall research approach was designed to be iterative. The second DAR case study was 
used to test and refine the findings from the first. Repeatability also meant the DAR 
method, including the structure for the evaluation, was designed to be both available to 
other researchers working in different services, and useful in building up a growing 
comparative knowledge base of results.   
3.2.2 The choice of case studies and participants  
A key decision was the choice of public services in which to conduct the DAR. The range 
of potential services for investigation was wide. The segmentation of public services 
previously described in table 1.2 illustrates the main relational dynamics for consideration. 
These distinguish between services that are universal or rationed, coercive or voluntary, 
delivered remotely or face to face, largely transactional or more relational and finally 
whether there is some frontline autonomy as against a prescribed process of production. 
A second aspect to the decision was the prevailing service situation and citizen 
relationship. This posed questions such as whether to target services that presented as 
high or low trust, and the associated question of whether a service was regarded as high 
performing or experiencing operational difficulties. Other operational questions were 
whether to select a publically managed entity or alternatively an outsourced service, and 
whether it was significant that a service was locally managed or part of a nationally 
organised provision. A final consideration was the unit of management to target – whether 
to focus on a specialised sub-activity within a service or look at a more holistic 
management entity.  
A number of key criteria helped to navigate these options in selecting the two case 
studies: 
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• The services should have a significant element of citizen interaction and 
contribution (in reality this did not preclude many options, including transactional 
services) and (just as important) be likely to generate citizen views on the 
relationship since this was the raw material required to answer the research 
question.  
• It was important that the case studies offered insight into a range of trust 
relationships, comparing findings from situations of lower trust and higher trust.  
• The two service qualities regarded as having most immediate importance to the 
initial case studies were to compare differences between universal and rationed 
services, and to explore the importance of a coercive or regulatory component in a 
service. By the same token the decision was taken to exclude largely digital or 
telephone services from the initial studies because the focus was the nature of the 
core relationship itself rather than the medium through which it was enacted.  
• An important operational criteria was to ensure the active support of management 
for both objectives and process of the research – including a willingness to include 
as wide a range of user views as was practical and to exclude themselves from the 
actual DAR process if their role did not contain significant user contact (as 
described in the section on participation and ethics above, this was an important 
design principle intended to maintain focus on the user experience rather than 
institutional priorities, and also to encourage frontline staff to speak without 
inhibition). The second operational criteria was that the unit of investigation should 
be sufficiently broad to enable a range of views of related aspects of the service 
(for example including disappointed users) whilst being sufficiently discrete that 
users and frontline staff would be able to talk with authority and understanding 
about the totality of the service and the value it achieved.  
The two case studies selected conformed to these criteria in providing contrasting service 
dynamics and contexts. The first study was of a busy urban housing benefit (HB) service. 
This service can be viewed as both welcome (dispensation of benefits) and regulatory 
(refusal to offer benefits or their withdrawal). It also contained both transactional and 
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relational aspects and benefitted from user cooperation in providing accurate personal 
information. The overriding service concern was to find ways of streamlining the service in 
order to cope with the impending introduction of Universal Credit. The unit of investigation 
was taken to be the whole HB service for the city, in order to capture views of the overall 
process as well as specialised aspects of the service, and to help to ensure a 
heterogeneous sample of service users from across a range of social and ethnic 
backgrounds and service experiences. Moreover the specific HB study selected offered 
senior management highly supportive of the project. It also offered a rich and diverse 
operational context. It served a city with approximately 450,000 residents, categorised by 
the census of 2011 as 78% “White’ British”, 16% “Black or Minority Ethnic” (BAME) and 
6% “White non-British”. The census recorded residents following at least 45 different 
religions and speaking 91 main languages. The city also contained significant areas of 
deprivation, with a Council study from 2015 estimating that 17% of residents suffered 
income deprivation, and 16% of residents lived in some of the most deprived areas of 
England12. The total number of HB claimants during the period of the case study was 
approximately 42,000.  
The key principle guiding the selection of user participants was to ensure a wide range of 
views on the service from a group as representative as possible of the wider population.  
The approach to recruitment was necessarily pragmatic, given the limits to the number of 
participants dictated by the DAR method and that participation was voluntary. The main 
                                                
 
 
 
12 Defined as amongst the most deprived 10% of LSOAs (Lower Layer Super 
Output Areas) identified by the 2015 DCLG statistical analysis on “English 
Indices of Deprivation. (Department of Communities and Local Government, 
2015) 
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safeguard in ensuring a diverse group was to encourage the service in using multiple 
methods to publicise the initiative and seek volunteers. In the event the makeup of the 
participant group for the HB study reflected the broad dimensions of this demographic mix. 
Users were recruited via an automated phone message, by posters in the service access 
points and in conversation with frontline staff. Eight users participated in the study, of 
which three were women and five male. Three of the eight were drawn from BAME 
communities. They also represented a mix of service experience, including several who 
were able to talk about the experience of being refused benefit. Nine frontline staff 
participated in the study, of which three were women and two drawn from BAME 
communities. The staff group also contained a good range of experience of the service, 
including both the initial assessment and the more detailed appraisal of claims. A junior 
member of the housing policy team also worked alongside the researcher, supporting the 
production of material for the workshops, helping both to interpret the evidence and 
implement agreed actions. However the researcher facilitated all the group discussions.  
The second case study was a group general practice in the same city. This was an 
example of a more universal service, and one that was highly relational. The national 
trends for trust in professions (Ipsos Mori, 2016) suggested that it was likely to provide 
evidence of a higher trust relationship, and therefore the qualities that give rise to such 
trust. The particular practice that volunteered for the study (and formed the unit of 
analysis) was regarded anecdotally as high performing, however the management group 
were concerned that this reputation would be put under threat unless they could find ways 
of managing demand more effectively. The practice was based in a locality that shared 
many of the same broad demographic characteristics of the overall city described above. 
The statistical profile of the relevant electoral ward indicated an age profile that was 
slightly higher on average (in the main due to fewer families with young children). It also 
had pockets of significant deprivation, with 12% suffering from income deprivation, 
although marginally lower than the city wide average. The numbers from BAME 
communities were also a little lower than the citywide average but all the main indicators 
for health (e.g. numbers with chronic long term conditions or mortality) were in line with 
the city average. The practice itself had grown significantly over the previous years and 
with seven full time doctors was midsized compared to local comparators.  
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As with the HB case study the approach to recruiting patient participants was to use 
multiple means of recruitment to try and ensure a spread of views on the service, and a 
group broadly representative of the wider population served by the practice. This resulted 
in seven patient participants in the study. Two were recruited from the surgery’s existing 
patient reference group, two from adverts put up in the surgery waiting room and the 
remainder from running a stall at one of the surgery’s flu vaccination days. All but one of 
these participants were female and one patient was drawn from the BAME community. 
Two had long-term conditions that meant regular contact with the surgery, whilst the 
others had more intermittent requirements. As with the HB study the recruitment process 
was successful in attracting a spread of opinion on the service and included a number of 
critical perspectives. Nine staff participants were drawn from reception, administration, 
nursing, operations, and including a longstanding member of the GP group. All but two 
were female and two were from BAME communities. The patient champion employed by 
the surgery acted as the support to the facilitator and attended all meetings. .  
Thus taken together the case studies fulfilled the criteria described above in providing 
insight into citizen trust in contrasting service contexts. These included differences in 
availability (universal or rationed), whether welcome or coerced, different degrees of 
frontline autonomy and different starting points in respect to the level of citizen trust. 
These were the main variables prioritised in the planning for this study, and given the 
intensive nature of the DAR process this was all that could be the pragmatically achieved. 
However in section 7.4 there is a further discussion of options for further case studies, 
such as within the services within the policing and judicial services, or services that are 
delivered remotely or by automatic systems. The analysis and method developed by this 
thesis is intended to be relevant to all, and it is hoped that others will find the approach 
useful across a range of public services. 
3.2.3 Applying the method with a housing benefit service in the first case study 
The graphic in Figure 3.4 illustrates the study process for the initial HB case study as it 
took participants through three phases of diagnosis, analysis and option development. 
Each phase was structured around a number of formal workshops, and it was important 
that the groups completed each phase before proceeding to the next. The process was 
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completed over about a month, which balanced the investment of time of the participants 
with maintaining momentum as the group deepened their understanding of the issues.  
Figure 3.4 The stages in the DAR process 
 
The diagnostic phase was informed by each participant completing an online survey of his 
or her views on the current service relationship prior to the first workshop. This asked for 
responses to a series of open questions on their perception of the strengths and 
weaknesses of the current relationship and their initial views on the key issues to address. 
This was used to open the analysis phase; the results for each group (user and staff) were 
anonymised and aggregated to form the basis for the initial discussion within each group. 
Subsequent workshop sessions of about two hours were video and audio recorded and 
subsequently transcribed. In addition, the researcher and housing policy officer captured 
key points on a flip chart and played back key points of agreement or disagreement within 
the groups. The formal output of the process was a short list of recommendations for 
improvement agreed by the group, with a brief analysis of the issues and discussions that 
led to them. This report was shared and agreed with participants before presentation to 
senior management.  
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3.3   The evaluation framework for data analysis  
This section describes the approach to the theory driven aspect of coding and evaluating 
the data gathered in the course of the DAR (there is a description of a complimentary 
process of inductive coding in the next section). In doing so it fulfils the second 
requirement for repeatability and transparency – presenting the “body of ideas” 
(Checkland and Holwell, 1998, p.18) that underpins the research method and findings. 
This body of ideas has been translated into an evaluation framework for coding and 
analysis.  
The section starts (3.2.1) with a brief reprise of the framework structure and the key inputs 
from the review of existing research. Subsequent sections develop the more detailed 
underpinning structure of the evaluation framework under the headings of connectivity 
(3.2.2), agency (3.2.3) and interactivity (3.2.4). The final section (3.2.5) describes the 
process of coding the fieldwork data.   
3.3.1 The evaluation framework was built on the relational model   
The context for the evaluation framework is the relational model described in Chapter 1, 
as further amplified by the analysis of issues from current research in the previous chapter. 
The intent in constructing the framework is to highlight the dynamics of the citizen/state 
relationship with most potential pertinence to the citizen perception of trustworthiness. The 
framework is constructed to be generic, offering a way of analysing the data that is 
comprehensive of, and sensitive to, all the main possible explanations and theories of 
trust and applicable in different contexts. It takes the form of a set of descriptive 
categories intended to act as a map of the relational terrain. In itself it is not intended to 
offer solutions or priorities, but rather offer the means for the identification of the factors of 
importance within the data. The key inputs are significant academic contributions around 
the dynamic dimensions of the relational model (‘connectivity’, ‘agency’ and ‘interactivity’) 
and the conclusions of the analysis of empirical issues for state trustworthiness from the 
previous chapter, organised under the same headings. For completeness this table is 
reproduced here as table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2 Summary of factors for evaluation framework from review of existing 
research 
Factors related to 
‘Connectivity’ 
 
The perception of how the 
parties relate to each other 
in a citizen/state interaction  
Factors related to ‘Agency’  
 
 
The perception of the roles 
and competence of each 
party in the execution of a 
citizen/state interaction  
Factors relating to 
‘Interactivity’  
 
The perception of the 
coordination and 
governance of what 
happens in a citizen/state 
interaction  
 
Affect  
Kinship  
Respect  
Honesty  
Telling the truth  
Understanding  
Communication  
Dialogue  
Empathy  
Respect  
Benevolence  
Identity  
Transparency 
Culture  
Courtesy  
Friendliness  
Listening and learning  
Discrimination  
Integrity 
 
Competence  
Motivation  
Incentives  
Fairness 
Equity 
Legitimacy 
Personal contact  
Role 
Commitment  
Service quality  
Empowerment 
Authority    
Resources  
Predictability  
Consistency  
Efficiency  
Access  
Responsibility  
Intention  
Continuity of relations 
 
Policy outcomes  
Valency  
System drivers 
Process trust  
Reciprocity  
Consent  
Entitlement 
Power, and its abuse  
Coordination/control  
(Inter) dependency  
Influence  
Accountability  
Redress  
Fulfilment 
Betrayal and revenge 
Response to mistakes  
Proximity 
 
The task was to build on these inputs to organise this material into a structure that was 
more systematically comprehensive, generic, repeatable and integrated the related 
academic thinking. The important methodological point is that the evaluation categories 
are designed to operate at a level above any one theory or form of trust.  
3.3.2 ‘Connectivity’  
The ‘connectivity’ category of the framework concerns how citizens and state relate to 
each other – addressing the factors that inform the quality of the emotional and affective 
engagement within an interaction. These are grouped within three sub-headings following 
a logical deconstruction of the category. The starting point is the mutual identity that the 
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participants to a citizen/state interaction understand for themselves and confer on the 
other, followed by the nature of their mutual affect and finally their communication with 
each other. The definition, scope and key concepts informing these three headings are 
summarised below.  
Connectivity and ‘identity’  
The first issue posed by the conceptualisation of connectivity is the nature or ‘identity’ of 
the entities between which the connection is taking place. Identity lies at the heart of the 
academic discourse on the politics of recognition. Insights from this literature helped to 
inform the lines of inquiry that the issue posed for the study. Most key contributors to this 
school, such as Taylor (1989; 1991), Honneth (2007), Fraser (1989) and Tully (1994) 
focus on the relationship of citizen to citizen. However, many of the key concepts also 
hold relevance for the mutual recognition between citizen and state 
In applying these the evaluation framework follows Thompson’s (2006) summary of the 
politics of recognition in using the Honneth (1996) formulation of three separate but 
complimentary dimensions to recognition - love, respect and esteem. Love and respect 
are most relevant to the issue of identity, esteem more pertinent to affect. These concepts 
are captured in the framework as an awareness of the inter-subjective nature of identity 
and any evidence of the participants’ perception that their identity is being misrepresented, 
negated or objectified, or that they are not regarded as “acting autonomously on the basis 
of rational insight” (Honneth, 1996, p.114). A practical concern is the significance to 
citizens of feeling that their needs and strengths are understood in the round.  
Connectivity and ‘affect’ 
The second category within connectivity is ‘affect’, the nature of the feelings and emotions 
in the relationship between citizen and state. Affect is a more individual aspect to any 
relationship, formed by the specificity of the mutual regard of each participant to an 
interaction. It is related to Honneth’s conception of esteem in going beyond the 
universalism of equity and respect to explore a specific feeling towards another derived 
from their individual attributes and achievements (2007). Therefore the framework probes 
such issues as the importance of the citizen’s sense of entitlement to a service and the 
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impact of discourses of difference – such as ‘strivers and shirkers’ – that might be felt to 
diminish the esteem towards some groups of citizens. A second strand of analysis 
concerns the contribution made by emotion to what has been called the psychoanalytic 
rationality by which social phenomenon are understood (Clarke, Hoggett and Thompson, 
2006). The evidence discussed in the previous chapter suggested that investigating 
feelings like fear, anger, alienation, compassion, friendliness, empathy and pity, would be 
important to this study.  
Connectivity and ‘communicative competence’  
The final component of connectivity is communication, the effectiveness of the two-way 
exchange of information, knowledge and meaning. The Habermassian concept of 
‘communicative rationality’ (1987) and the associated attributes of ‘communicative 
competence’ offer a way of categorising the components relevant to the study. These are 
summarised by Thomas Webler (2000) as: 
• Cognitive competence - giving other people something to understand, or speaking 
something true.  
• Speech competence – saying something understandably. 
• Pragmatic competence – saying something in such a way that the intentions are 
recognized and appreciated for what they are. 
• Role competence - coming to an understanding with another person, or using 
words that both actors can agree. 
These competencies pose questions not just about the surface of the communication 
process, the language and words used, but also about the effectiveness of the process – 
what is understood, agreed and done as a consequence. This emphasis on the quality of 
the communication also suggests another competency for the evaluation, that of ‘active 
listening’. The coding of references within this subheading focussed on participant 
perception of these, and related issues such as language, honesty, dialogue, and 
understanding.  
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Summary of the evaluation framework for ‘connectivity’  
Table 3.3 summarises how the connectivity category was conceived and applied in the 
evaluation framework. The issues drawn forward from the discussion of existing research 
in the previous chapter are grouped within the three sub-headings of ‘identity’, ‘affect’ and 
‘communicative intelligence’.  
Table 3.3 Evaluation factors relating to ‘connectivity’  
 
 ‘Identity’  
 
‘Affect’  
 
‘Communicative 
competence’ 
 
Respect  
Discrimination 
Domination  
Subjects/objects 
Personalisation  
Diversity   
Kinship  
Culture  
Integrity  
Empathy  
Compassion 
Anger  
Friendliness  
Dislike  
Disapproval  
Benevolence 
Courtesy 
 
Honesty  
Language  
Understanding  
Information   
Dialogue  
Listening and learning 
Explaining  
Transparency 
 
3.3.3  ‘Agency’ 
The second dynamic dimension of the relational model is the mutual ‘agency’ that 
participants perceive themselves and the other to bring to an interaction. If ‘connectivity’ 
captures issues to do with how the participants relate to each other, then the category of 
agency is intended to capture issues of how they understand their operational 
engagement with each other.  
The investigation of this area tests for the importance of such issues as service quality 
and performance as drivers of citizen trust. It also tests the converse consideration for 
citizens; whether their awareness of their own autonomy and contribution (or lack of it) is 
of significance to their sense of trust. The sub-headings for this aspect of the evaluation 
framework follow a logical thread from the ‘motivation to act’, the ‘opportunity to act’ and 
the ‘capacity to act’.  
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Agency and ‘motivation to act’  
The ‘motivation’ sub-heading concerns the impulse to act; the motives of citizens 
engaging with the service and the motives of staff responding. This includes testing for 
models of behaviour like the aging but still dominant paradigm of the rational utility-
seeking individual, motivated to maximise, or at least satisfice, their own return from 
interactions between themselves and with the state (Blackburn, 1998). This thinking is 
apparent in public policy that emphasises material, and often negative, incentives such as 
the withdrawal of benefits or services.  
Modern scholarship challenges this paradigm. For example, behavioural economists 
emphasise the importance of habit, emotion and intuition in governing day-to-day 
behaviour. Such thinking can help design the citizen/state relationship, as demonstrated 
by the Behavioural Unit referred to earlier and other policy think tanks (Dolan et al., 2009). 
Social movement theory (Young, 2002) suggests that some motivation is intrinsic, better 
understood as being at one remove from self-interest and to do with broader social goals 
and shared values. Also, some radical post-structuralists question personal autonomy in 
the face of systems of domination and the internalisation of wider systems of thought. 
References were tagged to this sub-heading if they cast light on participant perceptions on 
the goals and integrity of a service, their own motivations in using or delivering the service 
and their response to rules governing the exchange.   
Agency and ‘opportunity to act’ 
The second element of agency is termed ‘opportunity to act’. This seeks to understand the 
importance or otherwise to the perception of state trustworthiness of how the participants 
conceive their mutual contribution and remit. It looks at issues related to the scope of 
action that can be taken by either party in respect of the other. The underlying question is 
whether both parties consider their mutual roles to be conducive to a complimentary, 
dynamic and co-operative interaction. Alternatively roles may be regarded as 
dysfunctional, lacking balance and mutuality.   
The new institutional school of organisational analysis (Fisher, 2010; Weerakkody, 2009; 
Lowndes, 1997) is helpful in understanding the mix of conscious and unconscious signals 
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and structures that create and solidify the rules and norms that structure individual 
contributions. This category of analysis also asks whether citizens are seen as an asset to 
be effectively deployed and maximised in the delivery of collective outcomes, or are better 
understood as a passive bystander to the production of the service, and asked for little 
feedback on consumption. A related consideration for the evaluation of the data was the 
perception of the importance of the empowerment of state agents to respond with integrity 
to the needs of citizens.  
Agency and ‘capacity to act’  
The final element of agency is the ‘capacity’ that parties perceive themselves to bring to 
the transaction. This is conceived as a mix of attributes such as the skills, knowledge, 
resources and personal confidence. Viewing capacity in this broad way provides a link to 
sociological conceptions of personal and social capital, such as that of Bourdieu (1996). 
Swartz (1997) characterises Bourdieu’s view of the social world as one of constant 
struggle, with individuals adopting strategies to advance what they see as their ‘interests’ 
(widely defined to capture a broad idea of maximising ‘symbolic’ as well as economic 
‘profit’). This involves deploying various types of ‘capital’ (analogous to financial capital, 
but comprising economic, cultural, social, symbolic and statist resources) as commodities 
within the ‘social relations of power’. Accordingly, possession (or lack) of these types of 
capital in relation to others helps explain the pattern of relations and action within social 
formations. Relevant factors for the evaluation framework to probe were how these 
components of capability, and particularly knowledge and expertise, were distributed 
between the participants, and how this affected their trust. The converse consideration 
was to look for evidence that systemic or individual inefficiency or incompetence might 
affect trust.   
Summary of the evaluation framework for ‘agency’ 
Table 3.4 summarises how the agency category was applied in the evaluation. The key 
concepts from the discussion above, and summary of research findings from the previous 
chapter are grouped within the three sub-headings of ‘motivation’, ‘opportunity’ and 
‘capacity’, to act.   
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Table 3.4 Evaluation factors relating to ‘agency’ 
 
 ‘Motivation to act’  ‘Opportunity to act’  
 
‘Capacity to act ‘ 
 
 
Engagement  
Ownership  
Fairness  
Equity  
Incentives  
Predictability 
Corruption 
Probity  
Intentions  
 
 
Roles 
Rules and norms for action 
Responsibility  
Fragmentation  
Authority  
Access 
Engagement  
Commitment  
Consistency  
Independence 
 
 
 
Competence  
Efficiency  
Expertise  
Resources 
Information  
Skills and training  
Service quality  
Empowerment 
 
 
3.3.4 ‘Interactivity’  
The final aspect of the evaluation framework explores the reciprocal dynamics of a 
citizen/state interaction; how positions taken by each party affect the other, and what 
events during the interaction influenced trust in the relationship. The focus of this element 
is primarily on the issues to do with the coordination and governance of the interaction, 
looking at the role of trust as a mechanism for the structuring of social interactions. Thus, 
two important considerations here are the power relations between the parties and the 
governance of the reciprocity between them, including issues to do with expectations and 
mutual accountability that might influence behaviour.  
The sub-headings adopted to underpin and explore interactivity in more detail follow the 
distinction between ‘outcomes’ and ‘process’ derived from the discussion of public policy 
models in 2.1, along with a third dimension aimed at analysing the ‘structure’ of the 
interaction. The rationale for ‘structure’ is partly to disentangle the myriad issues that tend 
to be subsumed by commentators within the idea of ‘process’, and partly a reflection of 
the relational emphasis of the study. This leads to the consideration of how the interaction 
is framed, as well as how it is conducted and the outcomes it produces. The definition, 
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scope and key concepts informing each of these three sub-headings are summarised 
below.  
The ‘structure’ of the interaction  
Analysing the structure of the interaction probes the nature of the formal and informal 
rules governing the co-ordination and decision-making within the interaction. It embraces 
questions around how participants perceive the rationale for the transaction, how risk and 
reward within the encounter are distributed, and the nature of the mechanisms by which 
the transaction governed.  
Key concepts underpinning this aspect of the evaluation framework include the issue of 
‘legitimacy’, exploring the importance of the participant perspective on the 
appropriateness of the goals of the interaction, and the expectations of each in achieving 
these, and how this related to a sense of entitlement to services. A related consideration 
for this category is the nature and effect of the characterisation of the citizen role – for 
example looking at evidence for the different citizen discourses such as that of the 
empowered or consumer citizen. A third consideration is the perception of the relationship 
between the individual and the collective – for example whether participants would accept 
a decision as appropriate and legitimate even if not necessarily in accordance with their 
personal interests (Fukuyama, 1995). Reflecting these issues the data was coded for 
references to the perception of the service offer and decisions, the importance of equity 
and the nature and significance of mutual expectations.   
The ‘process’ of the interaction  
The ‘process’ of the interaction probes how well the parties work together in enacting their 
role and how these dynamics can be improved. The scope includes the formal and 
informal, conscious and unconscious, dynamics of the exchange between citizen and 
state agent. The central question for the evaluation is whether participants are variously 
adopting co-operative, conflictual, or passive strategies for working together, and how this 
affects trust. For example this includes looking at instances of users wanting to influence 
decisions and the means for achieving this. It also means looking at how the state agents 
encourage compliance with processes, and in turn how the user receives these. Any 
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evidence for the dynamics of reciprocity are also of interest – how the attitude or 
behaviour of one party impacts that of the other and vice versa.  
In pursuing these themes specific topics coded to this sub-heading included anything to 
do with consent or dissent, including instances of complaint and how these were dealt 
with and resolved. Other key topics coded were perceptions of the importance of probity in 
the process, and the significance of any element of personal contact in the service 
process.  
The ‘outcomes’ of the interaction  
‘Outcomes’ require analysis at two levels, assessing the importance of the fulfilment of 
expectations at both the macro level of policy and the micro level of each individual 
interaction. Both are relevant to the role of trust as a co-ordinating mechanism, looking at 
the importance of what was actually achieved in an interaction. The twin nature of these 
questions goes to the heart of dual nature of state trustworthiness exposed at the 
conclusion of chapter 1, that the state must reconcile trustworthiness to the collective in 
faithfully fulfilling the policy goals that have been set by the ‘authorising public’, with 
trustworthiness to the individual in her experience of the public service or state activity.  
These themes would be manifest in coding for references that concern the perception of 
mutual accountability between users and frontline staff including how commitments were 
monitored and enforced. An important related set of questions related to the perception of 
the importance of service quality, and the relevance of the perception of the 
consequences of success or failure on both sets of participants. A specific issue was to 
examine whether the system of redress was seen as significant to trust and 
trustworthiness.  
Summary of the evaluation framework for ‘interactivity’  
Table 3.5 summarises this formulation of the interactivity category, grouping the issues 
identified previously within the sub-headings of ‘structure’, ‘process’ and ‘outcome’ of the 
interaction. 
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Table 3.5 Evaluation factors relating to ‘interactivity’  
 
‘Structure’  
 
‘Process’ 
 
 ‘Outcomes’  
 
Legitimacy  
Dependency 
interdependency 
System drivers 
Entitlement 
Mutual expectations 
Coordination 
Relational dynamics 
Patterns of reciprocity  
Cooperation/conflict 
Corruption/Probity 
Personal contact  
Proximity 
Consent/ control  
Power, and its abuse  
Influence  
Proximity 
Continuity of relations 
 
Valency  
Accountability  
Commitments  
Monitoring  
Redress  
Fulfilment 
Service quality  
Betrayal and revenge 
Response to mistakes  
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3.4   Theory driven and emergent approaches to data analysis 
The final preparatory step before the fieldwork was to anticipate the main aspects of the 
evaluation of the data. In the context of adopting the DAR process and evaluation 
framework described in previous sections, there were four main sets of data to interrogate 
for meaning and insight. Their nature, potential utility, and how they were evaluated is 
summarised below. The actual findings derived from each are the subject of the next 
chapter.  
The first body of evidence is the formal report of the DAR process itself, produced out of 
the discussions and containing all the recommendations agreed by the participants. 
These recommendations evolved through the process of DAR. The opening sessions of 
the analysis phase arrived at a long list of issues from each group in response to the 
question “what factors would encourage you to trust the other?”. Once the long list of 
issues had been formed and agreed, they were subsequently grouped and discussed 
under the three broad headings of the relational model (using the more accessible 
language of ‘relational issues’ for connectivity, ‘role issues’ for agency, and ‘what happens’ 
for interactivity). The final report was compiled by the researcher but was circulated to all 
participants for checking prior to being submitted to senior management.  
The recommendations within the report were agreed in the final dialogic workshop. These 
were summarised within three broad themes calling firstly for “a more direct and respectful 
relationship”, secondly for “a more joined up service” and thirdly for “more straightforward 
and honest interactions”. As the direct testimony of the DAR participants, this report is a 
data set of fundamental importance. The recommendations are reproduced in full in the 
subsequent chapter and form the spine for the interpretation of the evidence.  
The second data set was the result of applying the theory driven categories of the 
evaluation framework to the coding of the transcript material using the Nvivo data 
management tool. The entirety of over ten hours of transcript text was examined for 
contributions relevant to the main categories and sub-headings as described above. Each 
reference was also tagged for whether the speaker was a user or staff member (enabling 
the comparison of different viewpoints) and whether the contribution concerned the source 
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talking about themselves, the ‘other’ group, or the process of interaction between them. 
This led to over a 1,000 individual references providing a body of transcript evidence 
within each of the nine sub-categories, separated between users and staff. This enabled a 
process of reflection on the key messages and the different ‘voices’ of the two groups 
within those headings. These are summarised in the next section.  
The third data set, derived from an inductive process of coding for ‘emergent’ issues, 
proved a powerful and useful addition to the analysis. This involved tagging any relevant 
text with the specific nature of the topic to which it was referring. This was done relatively 
fast and free style, and responded to the immediate issue whether of major strategic 
significance or more tactical concerns. This process was done twice, once in parallel with 
the theory driven coding and then separately without reference to the theory driven 
headings. This helped to build up a second list of the issues that recurred throughout the 
discussions. There were over 65 such topics, labelled ‘trust elements’, and these were 
also compiled according to whether they were from staff or users. Reflecting on these 
references in the context of the theory driven framework provided a helpful amplification 
and challenge to the preconceived categories described above.  
 
The final data set is my own reflections and feelings arising from the DAR process and 
during the subsequent evaluation. These are an important component, but are contributed 
with caution and discipline. They are most evident in the role of facilitator in summing up 
and organising the material from the group, and the judgements made within the 
evaluation process. These include the summary analysis of the significance and meaning 
of each of the ‘trust elements’, and in the final judgements made at the conclusion of each 
category of evaluation in distilling the key findings. The latter judgements were made after 
deep immersion in the research data, and to maintain the integrity of the contribution they 
are linked to the process and contents of the evaluation. Every attempt is made to ground 
them in the evidence; the endeavour is to ensure they are both transparent and properly 
reflexive.  
 
The evidence and findings presented in the next chapter are a synthesis of all four data 
sets. These are analysed within the broad headings of the relational model, with each 
data set contributing an important dimension to the eventual conclusions. Each main 
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section starts with the formal recommendations, showing due respect to the direct 
testimony of the participants. The theory driven and emergent coding is then used to test 
and amplify the significance of these. Both coding processes proved vital. In particular the 
emergent coding process produced insight at a level of granularity that was useful in 
clarifying, testing and refining the evidence from the theory driven approach. The output is 
a complimentary synthesis of both approaches with neither predominating.  
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4.   Key themes from the initial fieldwork 
The previous chapters described the research questions, the theoretical context for 
investigating them, and the specific approach to a process of DAR as the research 
method. This chapter moves from theory to practice in presenting the findings from the 
initial fieldwork for the study conducted with an urban housing benefit service. In 
synthesising and distilling the evidence from the various data sets, a number of core 
themes on the factors citizens associate with a trustworthy state emerge. These take the 
study beyond the “performance model” of trust in emphasising relational issues such as 
respect and consent as well as competence in the delivery of the service.  
The first section (4.1) describes the conduct of the research and summarises the evidence 
it produced. The subsequent three sections describe the key findings within each of the 
three main areas of the evaluation framework – ‘connectivity’ (4.2), ‘agency’ (4.3) and 
‘interactivity’ (4.4). Each of these more detailed sections follows a similar structure to 
report findings. They start by describing the recommendations from the DAR process. 
They then use each of the sub-headings of the evaluation framework to provide a 
summary of the findings from the theory driven coding process along with a sample of 
relevant quotations. These are labelled according to the workshop from which they were 
taken. These are respectively staff or user workshops 1 and 2 (referring to the two initial 
workshops conducted separately with each group for the analysis phase), and dialogue 
workshops 1 and 2 for the two subsequent involving both groups together. Each sub-
section then discusses the main emergent trust elements relevant to that sub-category, 
before concluding with a table that summarises the main themes for the characteristic of 
the trustworthy state to be derived from the analysis of that topic. Finally, section 4.5 
distils the main recurring factors that emerged for the qualities of the trustworthy state, 
which were then addressed in the second case study.    
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4.1   The types of data generated by the case study   
This section describes the conduct of the first case study (4.1.1), and the various types of 
data it produced (4.1.2). This provides the context for the more detailed description of the 
findings in the subsequent sections of the chapter.  
4.1.1 Overview of process and results 
The DAR workshops brought together eight service users and nine frontline staff for two 
hours, once a week for four weeks. Each participant completed an initial online survey and 
then met with others from their group (users and staff meeting separately) for two 
workshop sessions. Then the two groups met together for two workshop sessions to 
discuss how to improve their mutual relationship.  
A personal observation is that the participants engaged well. Both groups immediately 
related to the topic of trust and its significance to the service and its users. Moreover, 
attendance was good; there was never more than one absentee from each group at each 
for their views on the current relationship and its strengths and weaknesses. The issues 
reported were taken forward to the analysis phase for discussion. The survey also asked 
for a number of quantitative judgments to provide context. These results are summarised 
in Figure 4.1 (which is taken from the formal report of the DAR). These are included to 
provide some indication of the participant feedback on the exercise. The survey scores 
concerning the substance of the relationship improved over the course of the case study. 
Participants also valued the actual process of the research; service users scoring the 
usefulness of the debate at 6.35/7 and staff at 6/7.  
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Figure 4.1 The quantitative scores for mutual trust before and after the process 
 
 
 
The process achieved its primary aim of generating a dialogue between a group of service 
users and frontline staff that the participants reported as productive. Other positive 
learning points included feedback that the two groups meeting separately first was useful 
in stimulating the subsequent dialogue. This helped to clarify the main issues, and it also 
allowed some of the initial user emotion to be understood and recognised before meeting 
staff. The passion remained but the final scores suggest it was constructively channelled 
into the debate. Involving a member of the service as a second facilitator was also useful. 
It meant that there was an ‘owner’ of the recommendations, who was able to take forward 
the changes that were agreed in the course of the exercise.  
However there were also learning points for the future: 
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• The process relied heavily on the facilitator to capture and shape points so that 
they were both clear and shared by the group. 
• Four meetings over a month was a major investment of time for staff and users, 
with several requests to streamline the process. 
• A striking number of the eventual recommendations were relatively easy to 
implement. But some would involve major system change outside the control of 
the service management who commissioned the study. Both types of 
recommendations were legitimate and important but differentiating between them 
helped manage everyone’s expectations.   
These learning points were built into the second phase of diagnostic testing.  
The process produced a multitude of issues. The survey asked a number of open 
questions on participant views of the strengths and weaknesses of the current relationship, 
and the factors that contributed to these. The diagnostic phase worked through all these 
issues, and any others raised in the course of the discussions. Once they had been 
agreed and prioritised by each set of participants, they were then grouped within related 
families of issues for the analysis and action phases of the discussions. It was at this 
stage that the broad headings of the relational model were introduced as the means for 
this grouping. They were translated into language more accessible to the participants. The 
objective was to test whether they were useful in helping participants see common 
threads in the issues they had raised. The dimensions were variously described as: 
• The ‘role’ of the participants in service delivery – the ‘agency’ dimension of the 
model. 
• The ‘relationship’ of the participants in service delivery – the ‘connectivity’ 
dimension of the model. 
• ‘What happens’ between the participants in service delivery – the ‘interactivity’ 
dimension of the model.  
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This mapping proved relatively easy and provided a useful way of grouping related issues 
in the minds of the participants. For example in the first of the plenary sessions the 
participants were put into three smaller mixed groups of users and staff aligned with the 
three headings set out above. Each of these worked on the specific issues relating to that 
heading and produced relevant proposals. Figure 4.2 (also reproduced from the final 
report) illustrates how the issues were grouped for this session. The descriptions of the 
findings in the subsequent sections of this chapter follow this structure.  
Figure 4.2 The high-level mapping of case study issues within the headings derived 
from the relational model  
 
One indicator of the traction the process achieved was in a key discussion of the 
reciprocal relationship towards the end of the final dialogue session. The shared 
conclusion was that users could make a significant additional contribution to the service 
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through a more energised role in voluntarily providing accurate and timely information on 
their circumstances as they changed. The corollary for the housing benefit service was 
that it would need to be trusted to be proactive in helping users to identify and receive 
their full entitlement to benefit. Figure 4.3 summarises this conclusion as presented in the 
formal report, using the categories of role, relationship and what happens.   
Figure 4.3 An improved service relationship as agreed by the participants 
 
 
The subsequent sections of this chapter develop this overall finding. The consensus on 
improving the relationship was also an interesting example of the concept of co-creation of 
public value as the starting point of this study. Both users and staff saw the service as a 
transaction between citizen and service agents, and that the transaction would be better if 
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users played a more effective role as both producers (providing accurate information) and 
consumers (satisfied they have been offered their proper and full entitlement). 
4.1.2 The study produced considerable data  
As described in the previous chapter the exercise produced a variety of data, all of which 
contributes to the evaluation within this chapter. The first output was a set of 
recommendations agreed by both groups. These were developed in the course of the 
workshops, and were formally agreed by the full group in the final dialogic session. These 
were subsequently written up in a short PowerPoint report for the senior management of 
the service. These were summarised within three broad themes calling for “a more direct 
and respectful relationship”, “a more joined up service” and thirdly “more straightforward 
and honest interactions”. That report was circulated to all participants for agreement prior 
to submission.   
The second output from the study was transcripts of all the separate and dialogic group 
discussions. That produced over ten hours of transcript evidence. As previously discussed 
the data was evaluated in two ways. In the first, the theory driven coding of material within 
the headings of the relational model was used and produced over a thousand separate 
references. Table 4.1 summarises the number of references at the top level of the 
framework and whether the source was staff or user, illustrating the distribution of 
references between the main categories.  
Table 4.1 Total number of references coded to the top-level headings of the 
evaluation framework 
 
 Coding to 
‘connectivity’  
Coding to ‘agency’  ‘Coding to 
interactivity’  
Staff  151 149 260 
Users  156 122  288 
It was not difficult to allocate between categories, although contributions were often coded 
to more than one category.  
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The second approach to the coding was inductive and is described as ‘emergent’ in the 
analysis that follows. This led to a separate long list of ‘trust elements’ – the individual 
issues that were raised by the discourse as relevant to the user perception of state 
trustworthiness. There were approximately 65 such headings, from major structural issues 
such as ‘legitimacy’ to more immediate and visceral points such as ‘jobsworth’ behaviour. 
The coded references for each element were separately evaluated for evidence and then 
allocated to the most relevant category within the evaluation framework. Once the material 
had been coded, all the individual references – both theory driven and emergent - were 
separated to distinguish staff and users comments. The evaluation of these emergent 
factors was invaluable in refining and supplementing the theory driven evidence.  
The findings at the conclusion of each section are derived from all these data sets 
supplemented by my own judgements and observations from the exercise. As one way of 
maintaining the integrity of those judgements they were derived from being embedded 
within the process of evaluation and the evidence. For example the evaluation itself was 
done in an immersive and iterative manner over a couple of months. The results of were 
recorded at length at the time, and discussed with the supervision team.   
All these data sets contribute to the analysis and judgements in the next sections of this 
chapter. In these I describe the research findings derived from this process under the 
three headings of ‘connectivity’, ‘agency’ and ‘interactivity’. Each section starts with a 
description of the formal recommendations arising from the DAR process. The deeper 
dynamics behind these recommendations are then analysed through the outcomes of the 
coding process - both theory driven and emergent – applied at the level of the evaluation 
framework sub-categories. Each section concludes with a table distilling key themes for 
the nature of the trustworthy state for that sub-category to be addressed in the second 
case study.  
4.2   Findings for ‘connectivity’ 
This section addresses the category of ‘connectivity’ from the evaluation framework, 
investigating how users and staff engaged with each other in terms of identity and 
emotion in the course of the service delivery. It opens by describing the overall 
recommendations of the DAR process (4.2.1), and then considers the evidence from the 
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process of coding for recognition (4.2.2), affect (4.2.3), and communicative competence 
(4.2.4).  
4.2.1 The formal DAR recommendations on the theme of ‘connectivity’  
Topics relevant to ‘connectivity’ were grouped together, using the more accessible 
language of ‘relationships’. Users and frontline staff identified and worked on several 
common issues that both saw as central to trust and cooperation in this domain. They 
identified a ‘direct and respectful’ relationship between them as a key precondition for 
mutual trust, and made recommendations for three areas of change needed to achieve 
this sort of relationship. They concerned ‘more respect for users’, a ‘more direct and 
personal’ relationship and a ‘more friendly environment’ for staff and service users. Figure 
4,4 provides the summary of these recommendations as recorded in the final report of the 
DAR.  
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Figure 4.4 Summary of DAR recommendations for the ‘relationship’ 
  
 
Below I briefly describe the rationale for these recommendations.  
More respect for service users 
Much of the initial user discussion was about the perception that housing benefit claimants 
were held ‘in contempt’ by the service. Users felt that the intrinsic nature of the HB service 
was for ‘socially inferior’ claimants, unable to look after themselves. They also felt that the 
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service was predicated on the assumption that they were lying, and that many of the steps 
and checks in the application process were intrusive and designed to catch them out.  
Interestingly staff participants predicted this reaction. They readily sympathised with the 
reasons for this impression, though they tended to blame the system rather than their own 
role. One powerfully felt consequence of this was a sense that the user had little traction 
or voice, leading to a metaphor that took hold of the system being akin to an ‘open prison’. 
This shared analysis led to recommendations that started to define some of the underlying 
aspects of a respectful transaction. The key principles were that the service should be 
shaped around the assumption that people are telling the truth and that decisions should 
be explained to the satisfaction of users. There was also a strong feeling that more effort 
should be placed on trying to understand the user situation, including reflecting the social 
and ethnic mix of service users in the recruitment of frontline staff.  
A more direct and personal relationship  
Both sets of participants articulated the value of having direct relationships between a 
user and a staff member who was felt to be accountable and responsible for the 
transaction, and be a continuous and known point of contact with the service. This 
reflected considerable frustration with more remote forms of communication such as 
online and automated telephone systems. However there was also recognition that such 
automated channels of communication were an inevitable aspect of a modern service. 
Consequently, the recommendations were for a more relational perspective in their use, 
so that all channels of communication were designed to be overseen by a single overall 
point of contact for the user.  
More friendly environment for staff and service users  
There were a number of issues around the ‘emotional environment’ within which the 
service took place. A recurring theme was that users perceived the offices and customer 
access points of the service as ‘cold’ and unfriendly, and relations within the staff group 
were felt to be at times hostile and dysfunctional. The staff group validated this view, 
though with less importance placed on it. The agreed recommendation was to make the 
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working environment more sympathetic, and the need for more collaborative relations 
between frontline and back office was a point made by both groups.   
These recommendations offer a window into some of the relational aspects of a more 
trustworthy state. The process of coding the evidence within the sub-themes of 
connectivity - recognition, affect and communicative intelligence - added colour and 
nuance to these findings, particularly in differentiating the voices of staff and users.  I 
describe these findings below. 
4.2.2 Connectivity and ‘recognition’  
As described previously the sub- category of ‘recognition’ was adopted to capture all 
references to ‘identity’, both that each party perceives in the other, and the perception of 
the identity that the other confers in return. ‘Recognition’ was particularly important to 
users. In analysing the findings this section follows a common template in first considering 
the outputs of the theory driven coding process (along with relevant quotes) and then a 
tabular analysis of the relevant ‘trust elements’ derived from the emergent coding process. 
It concludes with a summary of the main findings to be taken forward to the next stage of 
the diagnostic development.  
Overview of findings  
Identity emerged as one of the most troubled issues in the evaluation. The topic was 
addressed by both users and staff in numerous contexts; including both the general 
relationship and specific dimensions such as the awareness of special needs, the impact 
of racism and the importance of compassion. However analysing the diverse threads of 
the discourse indicated an underlying distinct and quite hard-edged definition of respect 
important to a trusting citizen/state relationship.  
Users  
All users felt, although to different degrees, that their identity was compromised in the 
eyes of the service. In their first workshop, participants spoke of being treated with 
‘contempt’ by the service, a view generally shared. The anger expressed became 
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moderated during discussions with the staff group, but it remained an important factor 
throughout.  
User workshop 1   
U1: But the thing is I just feel that they speak to you as if you’re an abject moron, as if you 
have a low IQ and obviously they believe truly that everyone that lives in Social Housing is 
inferior.  I actually believe that that is this Council’s attitude.  
 
User workshop 2  
U8: Yeah, and confidentiality as well, the way some staff speak to you at the desk, like 
asking you what you want very loudly, whereas there are tens of people standing behind 
me. You should go in and come out without anyone know what you are there for. 
Obviously people would know you are there for Benefit, but not to know exactly what you 
are there for. 
U1: I agree with that, why don’t they have separate rooms? 
U8: It’s like, “What are you here for?” – “Housing Benefit.” “Housing Benefit” they go very 
loud. 
Staff 
 The staff view was more reactive and to some extent more instrumental.  References to 
the topic were therefore fewer in general. For staff, on the whole the issue came into focus 
only when raised by users in the joint workshops. However, once prompted, the frontline 
staff perspective was immediately sympathetic, in many ways anticipating and 
empathising with the user view though with less emotional intensity. There was also 
ambivalence in the staff view of the users, illustrated by a running debate on the extent 
that they could be trusted to be honest.   
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Staff workshop 1  
S6: I think the nature of the job and I’ve been in the job little less than two years and you 
do come in with these great ideas that are going to change the world, and within a short 
space of time you do, then realise the reality of the situation, and you do start looking at 
claims and as [S9] was saying I guess you do start to approach it from the point of view of 
is this an honest claim? It’s probably one of the first questions that you actually ask 
yourself. Because you see so many examples of blatant fraud or lies or abuse. And it’s 
trying to drill down through that and get to the genuine claims. And you do come across 
some really genuine people who are really on their last legs as it were. And it’s being able 
to try and help them get up and get back on, whether they’ve lost a job or lost a family, 
wife, etc whatever. And try from an Assessor’s point of view, ok this a real genuine case, I 
can see that, let’s try and get this guy back up and running again. But it’s balancing act. 
 
Staff workshop 2  
S5: Is that kind of naturally you are mistrusting of the customer or is it that there’s some 
kind of political pressure, or kind of status quo that leads you to believe that people are 
less trustworthy than they actually are. Because for the most part, like, and I think you 
said this as well, 95% of the time the people that you are dealing with are genuinely in 
need of help. And there’s only a very small percentage of people that are kind of trying to 
dupe the system. But we seem to be kind of drawn to that 5% of kind of people that we 
think might be yeah – untrustworthy. 
S9: I’m going to disagree with the 5%, it’s more like 40%. 
S5: No way. 
S9: Yes way. 
S5: Wow what are you basing that on? 
S9: Based on a lot of experience. 
The trust components that emerged around recognition are summarised in table 4.2. The 
first column defines the issue and the next two summarise the different views of users and 
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staff. The final column captures the essence of the finding within the topic relevant to the 
user perspective of trust.  
Table 4.2 Trust elements relevant to ‘recognition’ 
 
Trust element and 
description  
User perspectives  Staff perspectives  Finding relevant to 
sub-category  
Accessibility  
 
References to 
attempts to 
overcome systemic 
barriers to user 
access 
Insufficient attention 
to the needs of 
people with 
disabilities, and 
mental health 
problems  
 
Limited discussion, 
mainly focussed on 
special needs and 
capabilities to 
complete form 
An important 
component of 
recognition is a 
proactive 
awareness of the 
barriers to 
participation 
Confidentiality  
 
References to 
integrity of personal 
information 
Lack of confidentiality 
in interviews, and 
intrusive nature of 
information required, 
seen as major 
problem in own right, 
symbolising lack of 
respect  
Debate about the 
sensitivity of some of 
the information 
required  
Confidentiality of 
personal data 
sensitive in itself 
and also seen as 
deeply symbolic of 
the underlying 
structure of the 
relationship  
Respect  
 
References to user 
identity and whether 
regarded as 
autonomous 
subjects 
A key theme – initial 
user perspective was 
that they were 
treated with 
‘contempt’ 
 
 Metaphor of service 
as ‘open prison’ with 
little control for users   
Staff awareness that 
this was likely to be 
the user view, but 
less engagement 
with issue and blame 
attributed to ‘system’  
A vital aspect of 
trust – validation of 
relationship 
between two 
subjects not 
subject/object  
Understanding the 
customer 
 
 References to ability 
of service to properly 
identify and 
understand entirety 
of user needs 
Major issue – 
powerful demand for 
user’s personal 
situation to be 
understood in the 
round  
Aspiration to help 
more, more holistic 
information required 
at start of process  
Trust requires that 
the other 
understands your 
needs  
Victimisation  
 
References to fear of 
inappropriate use of 
power by service  
Emerged several 
times as a perceived 
threat, mainly around 
challenging the 
system rather than 
social issues such as 
Little mention  Users worried that 
speaking out seen 
as trouble- 
making; leading to 
lower priority  
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racism 
 
Whole person 
 
References to 
inadequate or 
fragmented view of 
user  
Sense that user seen 
only as a set of 
‘needs’ – and even 
then often partial  
Considerable desire 
for a more rounded 
service, for example 
joining up information 
on all benefits 
A wider service, 
and broader 
customer 
understanding, 
seen as key to 
getting service 
right first time by 
both users and 
staff  
Entitlement  
 
References that 
capture the user 
perception of the 
basis for their 
eligibility for the 
service  
 
Strong theme of 
users justifying their 
claims as a right  
 
Much discourse 
about having paid 
taxes and broader 
contributions to state  
Staff protective of 
public money and 
suspicious of 
entitlement thinking 
amongst users 
Is service a gift or 
a right?  Basis of 
entitlement is 
important to form 
of trust, and 
indicates more 
social perspective 
from user  
The range of emergent factors to do with the need to understand citizens in the round 
confirmed and enlarged the results from the theory that recognition and identity contribute 
strongly to a trusting citizen/state relationship. They were also suggestive that this 
recognition took on a specific form for the citizen/state relationship. Analysing these 
findings in the context of Axel Honneth’s (1996) three-way differentiation of aspects of 
recognition discussed previously, respect was the most important aspiration.   
However there was a strong sense that this form of respect also contains an element of 
‘esteem’. For users, the argument for respect went beyond a generalised view of human 
worth to include something closer to ‘entitlement’, as described in the trust elements. As 
an analogy it felt that the users perspective on the core relationship between them and the 
state had many of the qualities associated with membership of a social institution or club. 
Users felt they had rights as a result of having paid their taxes and following the rules. 
They considered themselves as active participants rather than a ‘need’ to be resolved. 
Trust required the sense that they were seen by the state as having a persona in the 
relationship. Table 4.3 summarises this emerging theme, and the ensuing characteristics, 
for inclusion within the trustworthiness diagnostic.  
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Table 4.3 Key findings for ‘recognition’ and trustworthiness  
 
Evaluation 
category  
Definition  Emerging themes Characteristics  
Recognition  
 
The identity each party 
perceives in the other, 
and the perception of 
the identity that the 
other confers in return 
Respect for users 
and citizens 
predicated on 
‘membership model’ 
of citizenship  
 
 
 
Shared standards and 
language for describing 
the identity of users 
An holistic view of the 
user 
Services designed around 
individual need 
Address structural 
barriers to mutual 
engagement such as 
racism, sexism, physical 
and mental disability 
 
 
4.2.3 Connectivity and ‘affect’  
The second sub-category within the connectivity theme was the role of affect in the 
relationship, coding for any references to the emotions that each party brings to the 
engagement. This too offered several specific issues for both groups, though once again 
they were more significant for users.   
Overview of findings  
‘Affect’ and emotion emerged from the analysis as both present and important within the 
relationship, though again in quite a specific form. There was significant overlap with the 
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issues posed by identity, including user’s perception of contempt implying considerations 
of both recognition and affect. In fact this link suggested the important observation that the 
key user requirement for state trustworthiness in this context was not to be disliked. Also 
significant, but less powerful, both staff and users felt that emotions – particularly user 
emotions - were difficult territory that both parties found hard to accommodate, whilst 
acknowledging their presence and importance.   
Users 
Users identified many instances of what was regarded as ‘rudeness’ in the conduct of the 
service, both in the way the process and system worked and also the personal behaviour 
of frontline staff. This damaged relationships through the irritation of the moment, and also 
because it reinforced users’ impression being held in contempt and being unimportant to 
the service. 
Dialogue workshop 1  
U1: What I’m trying to say to you is having been on the other end of it I know what it’s like 
when someone is screaming at you telling you to F-off and f-ing this and that. But at the 
same time you know I think you have a terrible attitude, why do you write letters to people 
that are so rude? I mean for one they explain absolutely precisely nothing and secondly 
you get these letters saying you are in arrears, and you know full well that you’re not …. 
 
User workshop 2  
U8: About a friendlier environment, like the way the staff talk to you is like being screened 
for drugs or something. Sometimes you feel so uncomfortable having to go in. It’s just 
there’s no smiles on the face, we need a smile. 
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Staff  
Conversely, staff made very little reference to whether they felt liked by users.  Staff 
discussion on their feelings for users conveyed a more socially distanced attitude, mainly 
concerned with functional issues such as whether users were accurate or truthful. 
However there was a definite if subdued awareness of the potency of users’ negative 
emotions, and the challenges that posed. There was also a lingering differentiation 
between deserving and undeserving clients.  
Dialogue workshop 2  
S3:..one of the things that started to resonate within me was this idea that people who are 
customers are so used to say that we can be very faceless, very sometimes faceless 
monoliths that they to encounter. These issues of where we start to – the impression that 
we start blaming each other. And I was thinking about that and thinking why, what makes 
people like me that go into the Council and work for them, with all the best intentions 
suddenly become this – kind of give this impression that we don’t care. 
 
Staff workshop 2  
S2: The case I’m thinking of in particular was a lady on the phone, it was a twenty minute 
conversation and this lady was literally sobbing down the phone. I felt really bad because 
she was on a bus and it must be horrible. And basically we’d refused a backdate request 
because they’d had a previous claim. And the fundamental issue that this lady was trying 
to convey across was the fact that she needed to make a claim. She’d go and she’d start 
the claim and she had stress issues, and she’d get about four pages in and then it was 
just too much for her so she’d hide it. And then the rent would build up and the problem 
would get worse. There was a Council Tax summons involved in it. And what she was 
trying to say to me is ‘I’m disabled, I have issues, this is too complex,’ and we were still 
saying ‘no we’re not going to backdate it actually, you should have made this claim earlier. 
S7: But did she communicate that in writing that she had?  
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S2: No, no.  
S7: Well she hadn’t, so how would the assessor know? 
The emergent trust elements that mapped to this theme confirms the general picture that 
affect was important but in quite specific ways, in the main directed against negative affect 
rather than advocating positive relations. As before, table 4.4 captures the different voices 
of users and staff, with the final column showing the significance of the issue from the 
perspective of the user. 
Table 4.4 Trust elements relevant to ‘affect’  
 
Trust element 
and description  
User perspectives  Staff perspectives  Finding relevant 
to sub-category  
Compassion  
 
References to the 
extent of ‘caring’ in 
the service  
Absence of 
compassion in 
system, particularly 
lack of whole 
customer 
understanding and 
perception of 
inflexibility (such as 
arbitrary suspension 
of payments) 
 
Fewer references, but 
genuine compassion 
for ‘deserving cases’  
Mutual aspiration 
for a system that 
starts with the 
needs of the 
individual and with 
more flexibility to 
respond  
Empathy  
 
References that 
indicate 
importance of 
deep 
understanding of 
the individual  
 
Lack of empathy in 
the service 
 
Some user empathy 
for the challenges 
staff face 
Staff recognition that 
service structure could 
force suspension of 
empathy in interests of 
work process 
Empathy important, 
but in a concrete 
sense of looking for 
understanding 
rather than emotive 
connection  
Friendliness 
 
References 
relevant to 
relational 
‘atmosphere’ 
Recurring theme was 
the unfriendliness of 
the environment, and 
that staff seemed 
cold and hostile to 
each other  
Some awareness of 
depersonalising 
aspects of service, 
and engagement with 
user’s observation 
about staff hostility to 
each other 
 
Emotional quality of 
the interaction less 
valued 
Trust damaged by 
overly formal 
relationships with 
user, along with 
symbolism of drab 
environment  
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Indifference  
 
References that 
indicate 
differences in 
perception of the 
importance of the 
service to user or 
staff  
 
Perception of the 
asymmetric 
importance of each 
transaction; life-
changing 
consequences for 
users contrasted with 
service inflexibility  
Some awareness of 
the depersonalising 
aspects of the service 
Making each 
transaction feel 
important; vital to 
users with no power  
Courtesy  
 
References to 
manners and 
behaviour in the 
service  
 
Valued – ‘rude’ 
letters particularly 
disliked - but few 
complaints about 
face-to-face 
encounters 
Valued – particular 
dislike of pushy or 
aggressive users  
Basic standards of 
good manners 
should be applied  
Attitude to the 
other 
 
References that 
indicate the view 
of one group 
towards the other 
Diverse and 
fragmented 
 
Some staff singled 
out for praise but in 
context of general 
suspicion  
A sense of 
responsibility for 
customer balanced 
with responsibility for 
system 
 
Worried about losing 
humanity  
Users quick to 
differentiate ‘well 
intentioned’ staff 
from rest  
 
In different ways both user and staff contributions indicated the importance of a sort of 
practical empathy in the relationship. The user requirement related to trust is not to be 
liked, or for emotions to sway decision-making. Rather their aspiration is for sympathetic 
understanding – the situation and their needs being understood from their point of view. 
From this perspective, rudeness symbolises not just the lack of respect discussed above, 
but also the alienation of the service from them as individuals. Table 4.5 crystallises this 
theme, and the ensuing characteristics, for taking forward within the trustworthiness 
diagnostic.  
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Table 4.5 Key findings for ‘affect’ and trustworthiness  
 
Evaluation 
category  
Definition  Emerging 
themes 
Characteristics  
Affect The emotions that each party 
brings to the engagement, 
including the warmth of the 
regard of each party for other, 
and the perception of how 
regarded by the other 
 
The importance 
of practical 
empathy in the 
relationship  
 
 
 
Users formally and 
informally reassured 
that their individual 
needs are important 
and understood  
Advocacy; someone 
within the system ‘on 
your side’ to whom you 
can appeal 
Importance of a normal 
social and friendly 
environment  
 
 
4.2.4 Connectivity and ‘communicative competence’ 
The final sub-category within the connectivity theme was the quality of communication 
between user and service. The analysis within this heading addressed how successfully 
each party conveyed accurate, full, timely and persuasive information to the other. In the 
event effective communication was of great mutual interest, permeating discussions of 
staff and users throughout.  
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Overview of findings  
Both groups continuously identified communication problems. The cumulative impression 
is of fragmented and partial dialogue, with much misunderstanding and need for repetition. 
The sense of not being fully informed emerges as a major source of distrust. In many 
ways this symbolised several broader issues in the relationship, with both parties 
viscerally aware of the gulf, but also frustrated and unable to cut through bureaucratic 
systems to create genuine communication.  
Users  
Users highlighted the tone, language, confusing nature of written communication and the 
strong sense that they were not being listened to; exemplified in the perception that 
information once provided was not being recorded or used. A very sensitive example, 
arousing much passion and seen as symbolic of the relationship, was letters suspending 
benefits sent out after the event and without explanation. There was also underlying 
resentment at the seemingly patronising tone of much communication.  
User workshop 1 
U2: Well yes. I mean first of all perhaps if you write to people, you know, and explain why 
their benefits have changed and why they’ve gone arrears. Perhaps they’d like to explain 
why they’ve gone into arrears, not some letter that is immediately threatening when you 
open it. ‘If you don’t adhere to this, you know if you don’t pay this within so and so we will 
take legal proceedings against you’ – I find that very offensive. 
 
 
User workshop 2  
R: What would encourage you to trust? 
U1: Well I don’t think I can specifically say trust or distrust because the thing is if you 
phone them up with a particular query i.e. one of those awful letters, the ones in arrears, 
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and there will be this if you don’t do blablabla. And you’ll phone them up and ask, ‘Why 
have I had this letter in the post?’ And to be honest with you they can’t answer you, they 
can’t reply. And then they’ll say, ‘Well actually I’m sorry,’ and they’ll give you some sort of 
gobbledy gook which you don’t really understand. And I think it’s deliberate. In fact I know 
this because I was trained to do that, so it does happen. But there’s all the transferring to 
someone else and explaining your problem again, and they say, ‘Well why were you 
transferred here?’ And they then profess to not knowing anything about it. I found 
sometimes you just go around in circles….  
Staff  
Most staff discussion was about the difficulty of ensuring that the information provided by 
users was honest and accurate. However staff were also very conscious that much of the 
communication from the service was negative in tone, compounding the problem of 
getting accurate information first time. They were also conscious of internal 
communication problems between sections and the frustrations that caused for users.  
Staff workshop 2  
S3: I don’t know where this point fits and I think it might fit somewhere in this section. One 
of the things I was thinking about was certain generic standard letters that we have, that 
we write to people that generate confusion. One letter that immediately springs to mind is 
the Council Tax Reduction letter that we send out to people. It’s a generic Council Tax 
Reduction letter that’s sent out and that generates lots of calls back in. We were saying 
‘this is the amount of Benefit that we are paying you.’ And people saw that as a bill, they 
thought they were being invoiced.  
 
Staff workshop 2  
S5: Because the maximum entitlement is kind of like it’s based on figures. So you can’t 
help but offer maximum entitlement so long as you are presented with the right 
documentation to then do a calculation on that basis.  
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S4: Sorry to interrupt but you need to ask the correct information to find out. It’s about 
getting the right information. It’s not just using the figures on the documentation, but it’s 
working out if they’re in attendance or if they’re a carer that kind of thing. Asking those 
kinds of questions, to see if they get a premium, all those kinds of things which is 
obviously quite technical. It’s taking that information so we can translate it properly, and to 
do both and maximise it and get it right. 
 
Dialogue workshop 2 (in response to question about impact of dialogue process) 
S4: …I guess the one thing already I think differently when I’m listening to somebody on 
the phone.  Although I have worked in a customer service environment before, when I’m 
on the phone now I’m really conscious, I’m thinking about the people in the room when I’m 
talking to the person on the phone.  So yeah I’m a different story.  Although I don’t feel I 
was ever rude to anybody I just think I’ve got a different mind-set. 
The trust components that contributed most directly to this theme along with the number 
of references is summarised in table 4.6. They all relate to the importance of mutual 
understanding and how meaning can become lost or opaque. They also point to the 
instinctive sense of suspicion and alienation that accompanies a lack of understanding or 
misunderstanding.  
Table 4.6 Trust elements relevant to ‘communicative competence’  
 
Trust element and 
description  
User perspectives  Staff 
perspectives  
Fit with category  
Dialogue  
 
References that 
indicate the 
presence or 
absence of two way 
communication 
 
The ability to talk to 
someone who can 
respond – aspiration 
for proactive advice 
before problems 
occur  
Difficulties 
imposed by call 
times and service 
targets 
 
Major problems 
with internal 
comms  
Importance of being 
able to ask questions 
and get answers  
Honesty  
 
References to the 
Users feel they are 
assumed to be lying; 
the system can force 
Difficult to know if 
user information is 
true  
Users sensitive to 
assumptions of 
dishonesty, particularly 
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integrity of 
information and 
decisions 
you to lie because of 
complexity and 
‘traps’ 
 
as starting position  
Language  
 
References to the 
vocabulary and 
style of 
communication 
  
Complexity and 
difficulty of technical 
language  
Complexity and 
difficulty of 
technical language 
Simple and clear 
language vital to 
mutual understanding  
Listening  
 
References to 
whether 
participants felt 
heard  
 
Suspicion that 
information provided 
is not recorded 
Users can be 
selective in what 
they take on board  
Need for 
acknowledgement of 
what is communicated, 
otherwise messages 
lost  
Transparency  
 
References 
indicating how easy 
and accessible is 
service information 
Lack of explanations 
for decisions 
 
Fascination with 
hidden internal 
processes – 
particularly the 
impact of internal 
call time standards 
  
Awareness of 
opacity of comms 
to users 
Understanding where 
the other party is 
coming from is central 
to the decision to trust  
Arbitrary decisions 
 
References to 
difficulties in 
establishing the 
rationale for 
decisions  
 
Unexplained or 
unexpected 
decisions resented, 
particularly where a 
matter of 
interpretation of 
rules  
Awareness of 
arbitrariness 
(especially in case 
of DWP), but 
tendency to blame 
user and less 
conscious of 
impact 
 
Decisions should have 
explanations and prior 
notice  
 
Effective two-way communication emerges from both the theory driven and emergent 
evaluation as a key enabler of trusting relations, for both staff and users. Both groups 
acknowledged the damage done by the communication gap - derived as much from 
system factors and complexity as from individual misunderstanding. Staff and users 
believed the barrier to effective communications was systems and processes that were 
impervious to change even when desired by both. The key gaps were perceived to be in 
establishing the full information from the user needed to establish their full entitlement, 
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and the lack of explanation from staff for decisions. Distrust thrived in this information 
vacuum. Table 4.7 summaries this finding for taking forward within the trustworthiness 
diagnostic.  
Table 4.7 Key findings for ‘communicative competence’ and trustworthiness  
 
Evaluation 
category  
Definition  Emerging themes Characteristics  
Communicative 
competence 
 
The sense that each party 
is able to convey 
accurate, full, timely, and 
persuasive information to 
the other, and that this 
information is received 
and understood  
 
 
User needs to 
understand what is 
going on and feel 
that they, and their 
needs, are 
understood  
Written explanation 
of all major 
decisions referring 
to criteria used  
Clear language, 
designed for 
understanding 
Openness of 
service and user 
information and 
records 
Expectation of 
honesty and 
accuracy from both 
parties 
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4.3   Findings for ‘agency’  
The second dimension of the framework concerned ‘agency’, conceived as the capacity of 
each party to act in conjunction with the other. This was described to the group as any 
issues that concerned the ‘roles’ that each was expected to play.  
This section starts with a brief description of the formal outputs of the DAR process (4.3.1), 
and then investigates the detailed evidence from the coding of references within the 
evaluation framework sub categories of ‘motivation to act’ (4.3.2), ‘opportunity to act’ 
(4.3.3) and ‘capacity to act’ (4.3.4). 
4.3.1 The formal DAR recommendations on ‘agency’ 
Both groups had strong views on the roles they perceived as expected from themselves, 
and the other group. However in discussion a consensus emerged on a shared 
recommendation for what was summarised as ‘a more joined up service’. This reflected a 
common frustration at service fragmentation. Processes were distributed across several 
participants, which disempowered users and staff. Participants’ response was that trust 
would be generated if users and staff were empowered to get the transaction “right first 
time”. This would be a big shift for both. The user must be motivated and able to offer the 
appropriate information, and the frontline staff empowered with all the information, 
systems and authority needed to resolve the application or issue. 
This broad proposition was developed in the three areas of recommendations 
summarised in figure 4.5.  As before I explore each area before summarising the 
outcomes from the data coding.  
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Figure 4.5 Summary of DAR recommendations on the ‘roles’ of the participants 
 
Services more joined up and right first time  
Fragmented services obstruct trust, because they prevent an effective and direct 
relationship with someone with whom you ‘can do business’. This is exemplified by user 
frustration at being asked for similar information at different times by different people. In 
the same way many staff mentioned their inability to respond to users because different 
parts of the process were owned in different places in the organisation. Ideally, a single 
staff member should be responsible for the entirety of each user transaction, including 
accountability for the final decision, and for explaining and negotiating this with the user.   
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More flexible and customer focussed service  
Both groups also felt that the service was unduly standardised, in the range of factors 
considered and the time allocated to each case irrespective of its complexity. Both groups 
wanted a more personalised service, and more proactive additional advice and support on 
related benefits.  
Simplifying information requirements and provision  
The discussion about roles also confirmed the evidence already discussed on 
‘communication’. The way poor communications created barriers to co-operation came in 
for considerable scrutiny. Users particularly complained about opaque language, a 
complaint readily recognised by staff, especially the lack of clarity in explaining what was 
required from users and what they could expect from staff. Getting different information 
systems to share user data was also seen as useful.  
In the next sections I discuss the results of the more detailed coding of the transcript 
evidence to the categories of ‘motivation to act, ‘opportunity to act’ and ‘capacity to act’.  It 
is interesting to note that while the references for connectivity arose more from users, the 
converse was true of agency. Agency seemed more relevant to staff. The structure of the 
sections follows the same approach as previously, firstly discussing the theory driven 
findings, illustrated with relevant quotations, and then using the emergent trust elements 
to test and amplify the key messages.   
4.3.2 Agency and the ‘motivation to act’   
The first sub-theme of agency was ‘motivation’, defined as the will to act, for self and in 
collaboration with the other, in pursuit of the interaction. The category explored the factors 
that might contribute to psychological engagement in the relationship, and to identify 
barriers to it. Both groups made many comments on the topic, though more so in the staff 
group.  
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Overview of findings  
The perception of the motivation of the other was a particularly sensitive topic for both 
groups. The user discourse returned to the question of the ‘real agenda’ for the service in 
a number of contexts, both in terms of formal goals and in underlying incentives for staff. 
For their part staff suspicion of users ‘gaming’ the system was also a consistent theme.   
Users  
Users started from a position of vague but palpable suspicion. This was directed mainly at 
what they saw as the ‘system’. The dominant view around the table was that the real but 
implicit service driver was to minimise payments to claimants. This perception was allied 
to sensitivity to having to claim in the context of the discourse around ‘strivers and 
scroungers’. The response was a corresponding emphasis on fairness, and entitlement 
based on having paid tax. However users took a much more nuanced view of the frontline 
staff themselves, discussing the difference between helpful staff and those viewed with 
suspicion. They also wanted to understand how internal targets influenced behaviour. 
User workshop 2   
U8: The point is really, the whole thing is that they want to actually cut all benefits and not 
pay out anything. 
 
User workshop 2 
U1: Can I just point out that a lot of people claim Benefits have paid taxes in the past to 
pay for things like this when they need it. And I do think it comes back to this thing where 
they shouldn’t assume that everyone sponges off the State. I mean I’ve worked hard and 
paid Income Tax and God know what else. And therefore if you do have to claim 
something through no fault of your own then I do think that they should be made aware of 
that fact. I mean I do know that having worked in the Benefit system that there is a 
percentage of people that are basically spongers, and you can always back it with who 
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they are. But the majority of people who do come to claim Benefits are doing it because 
they have no real choice but to. And I think that’s really important, don’t you? 
 
Staff  
If anything there was even deeper ambiguity among the staff. On the positive side there 
was a deep discourse conducted with passion and frustration about how they would prefer 
to offer a much better quality of service, with a strong view that a one stop benefit service 
covering all state aid was the best way to help people. But there was also deep suspicion 
of claimants gaming the system to gain unfair additional support. 
Staff workshop 2  
S6: I think there’s also a shift in peoples’ perceptions of what Benefits are now, in terms of 
it’s their right to receive these Benefits. Whereas before it was something which people 
probably another generation looked upon as being a helping hand. Whereas we know that 
some people make a career out of claiming Benefits, whereas that would have never 
happened twenty years ago. 
 
Staff workshop 1   
S2: The thing that I would like to change, ideally like to change about the way we operate 
is I’d like to, if you like, reverse the current mentality where I feel that our processes drive 
our targets, and our targets then drive the behaviours of the people trying to work within 
those targets, and the customers that are exposed to those behaviours, if that makes 
sense. So what I would like to see is almost a kind of bottom up mentality in that what we 
actually need to do is to start with what the customers actually need… 
The emergent coding of ‘trust elements’ relevant to this theme exposed a number of 
underpinning issues summarised in table 4.8. The two that most recurred confirmed and 
strengthened the findings from the theory driven coding. These were references to the 
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perceived hidden goals of the service and considerable emphasis on the importance of 
equity in service decisions.   
Table 4. 8 Trust elements relevant to ‘motivation to act’ 
  
Trust element 
and description 
User perspectives  Staff perspectives  Fit with category  
Goals and 
agenda  
 
References to the 
perceptions of 
the underlying 
goals of the 
service 
Sense that service is 
not on the side of 
the user   
 
Strong sense of 
‘fairness’ informing 
perception of 
entitlement 
Awareness of tension 
between process 
requirements and the 
outcomes for some 
applicants, for example 
impact of call times etc  
 
Evidence of 
differentiation between 
‘deserving’ and 
‘undeserving’ customers 
  
Understanding the 
drivers and 
motives for action 
is key to trusting 
the other. 
Suspicion and 
mistrust emerges 
from ambiguity 
Ownership  
 
References that 
allude to the 
sense of 
responsibility of 
the participants  
 
 
Low ownership of 
service process and 
need to collaborate, 
mitigated by 
acceptance of 
difficulties for front-
line staff  
Desire to be managed 
and measured on 
outcomes rather than 
speed of process 
Ownership of role 
and sense of 
responsibility is 
strongly influenced 
by perception of 
what is required to 
achieve targets  
Fairness and 
Equity  
 
References to 
whether 
decisions are 
perceived to be 
appropriate, 
credible and 
justified  
 
Equity of huge 
importance  
 
Very sensitive to 
partial treatment or 
decisions and what 
looks like unfair 
outcomes even if 
within process  
Fairness mainly seen as 
operating the rules  
 
Staff lament lack of user 
understanding of rules  
Transactions being 
seen to be carried 
out objectively and 
fairly is vital to trust 
Service rules 
 
References to the 
core regulations 
in respect of 
decisions over 
benefit levels  
Surprisingly little 
complaint about the 
level of benefits 
 
Intense frustration at 
the complexity of 
system and 
apparent 
Acute awareness of how 
complexity and 
intrusiveness of system 
impacts the user 
relationship 
Users accept rules 
if rational and 
explained; hostile 
otherwise 
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arbitrariness of 
regulations 
 
Service targets  
 
References that 
concern the 
overall incentives 
within the service 
and the priorities 
these imply 
Internal incentives 
and drivers hidden, 
and a source of 
great fascination 
 
Eager to understand 
the impact on 
service – e.g. 
average call times 
Major complaint is that 
most targets are about 
efficiency and process, 
not outcomes  
 
Strong sense that targets 
create perverse 
inefficiencies (e.g. an 
incentive to put people 
back in the queue rather 
than resolve issues) 
 
Another key area 
of misalignment in 
context of trust in 
eyes of both staff 
and users  
 
Impact is to 
incentivise staff to 
put people back in 
process rather 
than resolve  
This analysis confirmed the importance to trust of the perception of the motivation of the 
other. In the coding process issues of equity and the perception of fairness came to the 
fore. The central issue was whether the offer to the individual was appropriate in the 
context of what was offered to others. Interestingly both groups feared that the other 
group was in some way ‘gaming’ the system to gain an unjustified ‘advantage’. This focus 
on equity resonated with several associated themes discussed elsewhere including issues 
of consent and legitimacy. Table 4.9 summarises the analysis.  
Table 4.9 Key findings for the ‘motivation to act’ and trustworthiness  
 
Evaluation 
category  
Definition  Emerging themes Characteristics  
Motivation 
to act  
 
 
The will to act, for 
self and in 
collaboration with 
the other  
Importance to trust of 
understanding the 
motives that drive the 
other party  
Key for users is 
transparency of goals 
for the service and 
Clear service mission 
(maximise entitlement or 
minimise payments?) 
Transparent rules, 
processes and targets 
driving behaviour  
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fairness of provision  Gain agreement of users to 
major decisions (and 
acknowledging and 
resolving disagreement)  
 
4.3.3 Agency and ‘opportunity to act’  
The second sub-theme within ‘agency’ explored how the parties felt about their 
‘opportunity to act’ in the course of an interaction – the scope and importance of the role 
required of them. This was a topic found relevant by users and staff equally.  
Overview of findings  
Both users and frontline felt their role to be inadequate and disempowering in transacting 
with the other. A prerequisite for trusting relationships was an empowered user dealing 
with an empowered frontline agent. The theory driven coding provided numerous 
examples of mutual frustration at the fragmentation of frontline line authority because it 
prevented the immediate resolution of the issue at hand, reducing the user sense of 
agency in turn.  
Users  
The user role was perceived ambiguously. Discussions often described users as passive 
and reactive, simply responding to requests or demands from staff. On the other hand 
both staff and users recognised that users had the key role of integrating HB with other 
relevant state services, like other benefits or welfare provision. Users understood and 
sympathised that staff were often similarly disempowered.  
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User workshop 2 
U5: …but it seems the Benefits department weren’t chatting to the rents, and the rents 
weren’t chatting to the Council Tax, and they still left my account open in [address] where 
we used to live, because I’m saying I’m in rented. Whereas at [address], you know, there’s 
no point. As soon as I get the letter saying this, I just walk out the front door, walk around 
to [service point] and pick up a number and sit down and wait and get it sorted. 
 
User workshop 1  
U1: Well I think really its true yes. I think the front line staff should have a lot more support 
from their superiors. I get the feeling that they don’t. 
U4: Absolutely they do not.  
U1: That’s the impression that I have. And I mean I just feel so sorry for those people 
working there.  
U4: And they get blamed for a lot of things that has nothing to do with them. 
Staff  
Staff were also acutely aware of the fragmentation of the service, for themselves and 
users. Staff consistently wanted to provide a more empowered service at the first point of 
contact, to provide a comprehensive response to the user, integrating and co-ordinating 
information across the system to make sense of it for each individual. The inability of staff 
to explain DWP letters suspending payments was a particularly sensitive example. 
Dialogue workshop 2   
S2: But what you do get going back to what [S10] was saying if you don’t get it right the 
first time, you get wrong, or if you get it half right, and it’s like one man and his dog trying 
to herd sheep into this kind of thing at the other end of the field, the pen, and we can’t 
quite see where we’re going and the people at the CSP are trying to do their bit and the 
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back office are trying to do their bit. And it just seems to me that if we had the time and the 
staff to say people, what is it that you need, tell me about it, tell me about yourself, tell me 
about this complaint, tell me that situation – right, now I understand, I’ve understood that, 
I’ve sorted that, now I can anticipate what my colleagues in the back office will need, what 
information is required, if I have the time to work the Department of Work and Pensions to 
link it with what’s actually happened. If I had the time to do that to start you get the 
impression that we care a little bit more. I’d enjoy my job, because everyone I’ve spoken 
to I’ve been able to – not joke and laugh and not take it seriously, but just that human 
interaction I suppose. 
 
Staff workshop 2  
S3: When you think of the complexity sometimes, the very nature of the complexity there 
is a certain proportion of our customers that when faced with something complex will just 
automatically switch off. Sometimes they ignore the requests. Sometimes the interaction 
over the telephone we spend as much time as we are able to trying to simplify what to us 
seems really simple. We deal with people who have made mortgage applications and 
other applications, sometimes there is an element of our customers that generally if there 
are more than three things we are asking for the same letter, that to them is really 
complex. Sometimes it’s just driving around the fear of what is complex. It’s interesting 
that we’ve identified that, it would be interested to see if they saw it as being complex. 
Because a lot of what we do we think is quite simple, self-employed notwithstanding. But 
a lot of the conversation we have we’re kind of thinking this is really simple, but they’re 
finding it really complex. 
Several emergent trust elements related to this category of the analysis. The most 
numerous references were to the perceived fragmentation of the service, consistent with 
the theme running throughout this section of the analysis. There were many associated 
references to the complexity of the system and the difficulties this created. Table 4.10 
summarises the heading and references relevant to the sub-theme.  
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Table 4.10 Trust elements relevant to ‘opportunity to act’  
 
Trust element 
and description 
User perspectives  Staff perspectives  Fit with category  
Fragmentation 
 
References to 
ways in which 
disparate 
responsibility and 
processes 
intrude on 
relationship 
  
Frustration at 
fragmentation of all 
benefit services, 
especially HB – 
particularly around 
multiple requests for 
info and multiple 
letters 
Frustration at 
fragmentation of all 
benefit services, 
especially HB – 
particularly around 
multiple requests for 
info and multiple letters 
Trust requires a 
holistic view of 
service with key 
players 
empowered to join 
up pieces in 
collaboration with 
the other 
Joined up Govt  
 
References that 
spoke of the need 
for a more 
coherent and 
integrated service  
Aspiration for joined 
up benefits service  
Aspiration for joined up 
benefits service  
Trust requires a 
holistic view of 
service with key 
players 
empowered to join 
up pieces in 
collaboration with 
the other 
 
Queuing  
 
References that 
indicate impact of 
waiting for the 
service 
  
Getting through to 
the service is 
frustrating whether 
on phone or 
physically 
Conscious of 
frustration of users  
Queuing users 
without 
explanation or 
apology seen as 
symbolic of 
asymmetric power 
relationship 
  
Understanding of 
the service internal 
processes 
 
References that 
illustrate the 
perceptions of how 
internal processes 
and procedures 
might shape roles 
and behaviours 
Desire for better 
understanding of 
service background 
as well as precise 
internal service 
targets  
Many references to the 
users’ lack of 
understanding of 
purpose and workings 
of service  
Both parties’ 
aspiration for 
better user 
understanding and 
sympathy for the 
internal targets 
and mechanics of 
delivery  
System complexity  
 
References that 
A major issue for 
structure of 
interaction– 
System complexity a 
major theme – 
particularly in terms of 
Both parties share 
mutual view of 
system as over-
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relate to where 
undue demands of 
system complicate 
relationship  
complexity of rules 
and process gets in 
the way of user 
empowerment and 
cooperation  
 
User fascination with 
internal incentives as 
way of understanding 
what going on 
   
information asked for  engineered and 
getting in the way 
of cooperation 
This analysis confirmed the importance to users’ trust of the capacity of the state agent to 
fulfil the transaction fully and successfully. This identifies a key link between trust and 
power, but this is less about inequality in the relations and more to do with the capacity of 
each party to fulfil their role effectively in the eyes of the other. The finding here is that co-
operation and mutual trust thrives where an empowered user transacts with an 
empowered provider. Obstacles to this were perceived to be the diffusion of responsibility 
across multiple state functions and the disempowerment of the frontline agent dealing with 
the user issue. Table 4.11 below summarises this finding.  
Table 4.11 Key findings for the ‘opportunity to act’ and trustworthiness  
 
Evaluation 
category  
Definition  Emerging themes Characteristics  
Opportunity 
to act  
 
The scope and 
importance of the 
role that each 
party plays in the 
transaction 
The need to empower 
frontline service delivery 
agents, giving them 
responsibility (in the eyes 
of users) for the success 
of the relationship  
All users should have a 
single named point of 
contact responsible for 
their experience of the 
service  
That contact should be 
empowered to 
commission and manage 
back office activities on 
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behalf of user 
(caseworker system) 
Simplify service 
processes and reduce 
fragmentation 
 
 
4.3.4 Agency and ‘capacity to act’  
The final sub-theme within the ‘agency’ category was ‘capacity to act’.  Coding material to 
this heading explored whether both parties felt they had the appropriate resources and 
skills needed to fulfil their role. Users and staff both made many references to their own 
perceived capabilities, and the capabilities of the other.  
Overview of findings  
Staff and users both had reservations about the capabilities of the other to fulfil their role 
in the transaction. However both groups also understood that the complexity of the service, 
and lack of resources and time, made this difficult. Both groups agreed on the need to 
improve this by further empowering frontline case workers to resolve as many issues as 
possible first time round. For example, frontline staff should be able to work through each 
initial claim with the applicant, investing more time up front explaining the service and the 
information required, and if possible calculating their entitlement immediately.  
Users  
Users differentiated between staff they felt had appropriate skills and experience, and 
others they felt had more limited understanding. They were critical of high staff turnover 
and suspicious of the training for new staff. They also perceived that frontline staff had 
little support from managers. Users prized empathy and understanding, with less 
discussion of the technical process of assessment. Users’ perception of their own skills 
was coloured by frequent references to the over-complex system and its obscure 
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requirements. They felt patronised by a system perceived to be much more difficult and 
complex than it need be, and they felt insufficiently supported for their part in the 
transaction.  
User workshop 1  
U3:….People who are on £40,000 a year, £25- 30,000 a year don’t comprehend that 
somebody who is on £4,200 a year, £80 a week disability, whatever it is, the idea that on 
a Friday morning before that cheque arrives that you still have money to jump in a taxi, 
come down town and sort – ‘Can you come down the office and sort something out?’. No 
you can’t. And why do you feel lethargic? It’s because you’ve got up, or that person has 
gotten up and all they’ve had is a plate of Weetabix, they haven’t had fruit and vegetables 
and the next day they’ll get up and have Weetabix and they might have toast for tea. And 
all of that wears people down. 
 
Dialogue workshop 1  
U2: And one other point was in terms of the system is so complex that basically it 
becomes a problem for the first time user. If it has been simplified with respect to focusing 
on in terms of the user values, it will enhance the performance levels. It could also 
enhance focus, it could also give value to in terms of the first time issue. So the basic 
system with trying to interact all the things, we found that the most important thing was the 
system needs simplification. If the system is simplified it will eventually give rise to 
enhanced service levels. 
 
Dialogue workshop 2  
 
U4: How long have you been working here? 
S9: I’ve been in [Town] for seven years. 
U4: And how about you? 
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S7: A number of years. 
U4: You see for me that sounds like doctors, my old doctor retired and I had to find a new 
doctor and every doctor I saw in there were like children that just finished medical school 
or something. I know they have all the latest up-dates but they have no other skills that I 
need. So I would personally move to find the right doctor, because I’m quite happy with 
somebody who has been in their job for a few years, they have some practical sense as 
well as some medical sense. And there is a big difference between practical sense and 
the sense of whatever of your situation that you’re working as an assessor. So he has this 
practical sense, he knows exactly what he’s doing but that’s his job and he has to look 
things as well in a practical way... 
 
Staff  
Staff also recognised that the system was dauntingly complex in places, and that this 
made it difficult for the user. Examples were the difficulties in maintaining accurate records 
for the fluctuating incomes of the self employed, the difficult language of some of the 
standard letters, and the “clunkiness” of online systems seemingly designed with neither 
user nor staff in mind.  
Staff workshop 1  
S4: Where we’re talking about distrust we’re not just talking about the claimant being 
dishonest, it’s the fact of their lack of knowledge and confidence in providing us with 
information. Now I think we’ll be a bit disingenuous to ourselves on the benefit side here. 
We have counter intuitive mechanisms to build that trust, we don’t review claims, we don’t 
look at claims as often as we’d like. So touching on what [S9] says we’ve go into the 
(47.54 inaudible) mentality, because we know full well that if we would pry further back, 
we’re going to find discrepancies on peoples’ claims. So I think to make clear, it’s not just 
[S5] s concern, I’m not saying they’re necessarily dishonest, we’re just distrustful in the 
competence of the claimant to provide us with up-to-date information. 
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Dialogue workshop 1  
S2: More awareness of the system is needed by the customers, because we have this 
thing where customers are coming in and they don’t even know whether they’re not 
entitled or if they’re entitled or what they have to do. And straight away if they got some 
kind of information, an overview given to the customer before they start, this idea that the 
customer can come and find out things before they change their claim and their 
circumstances. So more awareness of how the system operates is needed by the 
customer as well as by the staff in the system. 
The emergent coding confirms the importance of competence to trust, and conversely that 
suspicion of each other’s capabilities effects cooperation. Many of the issues identified 
also corroborate the finding that the complexity of the system – this time in the context of 
the skills required by both groups to navigate it -  was perceived as a key cause of mutual 
disempowerment. Table 4.12 summarises these.   
Table 4.12 Trust elements and the ‘capacity to act’  
 
Trust element 
and description 
User perspectives  Staff perspectives  Fit with category  
Accuracy  
 
References 
concerning the 
precision and 
integrity of the 
process and 
decisions  
 
Key to equity of 
service 
 
Concern that 
‘objective’ 
assessments 
conceal value 
judgements 
Key to equity of service  
 
Concern that system 
encourages users to be 
inaccurate 
Both parties see 
accuracy as key 
test of competence  
Staff competence  
 
References that 
allude to the skills 
of staff to enact 
their role  
 
The key staff 
competences 
desired were 
listening and 
recording 
information 
accurately 
The key staff 
competencies were 
asking the right 
questions and 
recording information 
accurately 
 
User competence 
questioned in 
maintaining accurate 
information 
Competence a key 
theme, seen as a 
prerequisite for trust 
and one that both 
parties returned to 
constantly  
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Customer lack of 
skill  
 
References to 
specific user 
capability 
problems 
 
A sensitive area – 
regarded largely as 
a fault of an overly 
complex system 
An important area –
regarded largely as a 
fault of an overly 
complex system 
A major area for 
improvement – 
particularly in 
constructing helpful 
systems  
Customer 
understanding of 
service process 
 
References that 
talk to the 
importance of user 
understanding 
 
Keen interest in 
understanding more 
about the 
technicalities of how 
the service delivered  
Consensus that more 
effort up front to explain 
the service rules and 
how it works would 
help everyone 
The user getting 
transparency of the 
production process 
was one of the 
main gains from the 
research according 
to participants  
Information  
 
References to the 
role and 
importance of 
information to the 
relationship  
Complexity of 
information 
requirement is a 
problem, along with 
knowing who keeps 
records and of what 
 
Wish for more 
holistic information 
on benefits 
generally 
  
Complexity of 
information 
requirement is a 
problem, along with 
suspicion of user ability 
to provide 
 
 
The nature of the 
relevant 
information, and 
how this is provided 
and kept, 
particularly 
contentious  
Resources  
 
References to the 
impact of 
availability of all 
resources on the 
service  
Interest and concern 
at time limits in 
service process 
Focus on how limits to 
resourcing (numbers of 
cases per staff as well 
as time limits per 
transaction) prevents 
building of both user 
and staff capabilities 
Key constraint on 
the service, but 
many instances of 
waste and abuse 
meant that it was 
less respected as 
reason for service 
problems than 
might be the case  
 
Training  
 
References to the 
need for additional 
skill development 
for staff and users 
  
Perception that little 
provided 
Perception that training 
kept to a minimum, and 
mainly around technical 
issues rather than 
overall user experience 
Both user and staff 
training an 
important topic  
Waste and 
inefficiency  
Users identified 
waste as evidence 
Staff very aware that 
incentives drove them 
Waste seen as 
symptomatic of 
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References to the 
perception of 
flawed or 
redundant 
processes  
 
for a wider lack of 
competence that 
undermined 
underlying trust  
to short term actions 
(putting people back in 
the system) that would 
lead to longer term 
costs 
dysfunctional 
elements of 
relationship  
Common sense  
 
References to 
characteristics of 
the service held to 
be manifestly 
illogical  
 
Main complaint was 
around flawed or 
duplicated 
processes, creating 
distrust of process 
generally  
Main complaint was 
around fragmented 
internal processes and 
in users 
misunderstanding of 
instructions 
Distrust arises 
where aspects of 
the rules or process 
are manifestly 
inappropriate 
System problems  
 
References that 
relate to where 
system 
incompetence 
complicates 
relationship 
Problems are 
identified mainly 
with waste and 
asymmetric nature 
of system rules – 
e.g. multiple 
requests for same 
information and 
clawing back of 
money without 
notice 
  
Staff awareness of 
problems matched by 
impotence to rectify 
system  
A big issue for staff 
in particular, 
fragmentation and 
lack of usability 
blamed for poor 
service  
 
The perception of competence, of self and the other, emerges from this study as an 
important and basic component of trust and trustworthiness in the state. For users, 
competency concerns both the system and the individual. Users sought more than just an 
instrumental capacity to resolve the immediate issue, although important. Users also 
sought a more holistic intelligence and perspective in how the design and working of the 
system itself. Obvious wastage or inefficiency was a source of distrust because seen as 
symbolic of a deeper incompetence and lack of care within the entirety of the service, not 
just the area immediately affected. Table 4.13 captures this finding.  
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Table 4.13 Key findings for the ‘capacity to act’ and trustworthiness  
 
Evaluation 
category  
Definition  Emerging themes Characteristics  
Capacity to 
act  
 
The availability of the 
appropriate resources 
and skills needed by 
each party to fulfil 
their role in the 
transaction 
 
Providing both staff and 
users with the tools and 
skills to do the job – 
systems designed and 
simplified around the 
frontline transaction  
A key objective was to 
provide the information, 
knowledge and systems 
such that frontline staff 
could resolve issues 
immediately and directly 
with the user  
 
  
Mutually accessible 
best practice 
guidance available to 
both staff and users  
Align information and 
knowledge systems 
with needs of 
frontline 
Test of system 
competency is to 
achieve ‘first time’ 
resolution of issues 
User and staff 
training  
 
4.4   Findings for ‘interactivity’  
The third dimension of the evaluation framework concerned the exploration of the process 
of ‘interaction’ in the course of the service delivery. The focus was on issues of reciprocity, 
power, and mutual influence in understanding the relational dynamics at play within the 
immediate moment of a service interaction, and how the behaviour of each party affected 
the other. This category was described to participants as understanding ‘what happens’, 
or how the relationship plays out in practice. The expectation was that this category would 
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overlap with connectivity and agency. It would amplify and corroborate the priorities for 
action within those headings as they were reflected in the conduct of an interaction, as 
well as offering new insights on what makes for the governance of a trustworthy 
interaction.   
As before, I start by describing the formal outcomes of the action research process (4.4.1), 
and then describe the coding evidence within the sub-categories of the ‘structure of 
interaction’ (4.4.2), the ‘process of interaction’ (4.4.3), and the ‘outcomes of the interaction’ 
(4.4.4).  
4.4.1 The DAR recommendations on the theme of ‘interactivity’   
There was a strong emotional response from users to questions of control, or the lack of it, 
in how the service was delivered and how this impacted on trust. Discussion directly 
addressed some of the underlying user issues already surfaced about opaque decision 
making, the difficulty of getting answers to questions, and users feeling they could not 
influence the service. Staff difficulties in responding to users effectively also emerged. 
There was a shared frustration that “the system’ undermined the participants’ ability to 
collaborate.   
Discussion led to the theme of encouraging ‘straightforward and honest’ interactions’.  
This was discussed in terms of the transparency of the ‘system’ and also in personal 
relationships of mutual courtesy and honesty. The relevant page from the formal report is 
reproduced in figure 4.6.  
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Figure 4.6 The formal recommendations in respect of ‘what happens’  
 
 
More accountable service  
Users felt they had little control or purchase over the process or the outcome of their claim. 
They felt passive participants in the service despite potentially life changing 
consequences for them. The staff validated this. They also felt little authority or ability to 
track transactions on behalf of the customer, or deal with some of the other crucial 
agencies such as the DWP. This shared frustration led to common agreement that there 
should be a clearer statement of the service process and standards so that both sides 
would share common expectations of each other. Fair redress in the event of service 
failure was also considered important.  
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Customer and staff courtesy and honesty  
A key area of discussion was that mutual trust also placed an obligation on users to 
provide honest and timely information; all accepted this. However some users felt it fair to 
be “economical” with the truth if the system itself was set up to penalise 
claimants ”‘unfairly”. The conclusion of the discussion was general acceptance that 
reframing the service positively - with the overt objective of ensuring the maximum user 
take-up of all legitimate entitlements - would encourage greater user honesty.  
The sections below discuss the results of the coding of the data to the sub-categories of 
the evaluation framework covering the ‘structure’, ‘process’ and ‘outcomes’ of the 
interaction. Topics investigated included perceptions of the intrinsic nature of the 
relationship implied by the service, topics and metaphors for how the interaction was 
governed and worked, and insights into the strategies employed by each group for 
influencing the other.   
The next three sections follow the same approach, as previously, firstly discussing the 
theory driven findings, illustrated with relevant quotations, and then using the emergent 
trust elements to test and amplify the key messages.   
4.4.2 The ‘structure’ of the interaction  
The first category within interactivity relates to the perception of the conscious and 
unconscious ‘structuring’ of the interaction, potentially illuminating the way the role of each 
party relates to the other. A particular focus was to maintain awareness to references to 
power and reciprocity during the transaction. The number of references recorded was 
roughly equal between users and staff.  
Overview of findings  
No single simple ‘paradigm’ of the underlying relationship as perceived by both sets of 
participants emerged. However, several recurring themes spoke of a transactional and at 
times dysfunctional relationship. One theme was an underlying sense of the role of the 
user being largely passive, unless called upon for specific information specified by the 
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service. The asymmetric power relationship between users and staff compounded this 
passivity. The image of the service as an ‘open prison’, with users as the inmates 
fundamentally trapped though given the occasional ‘day pass’ gained traction with both 
groups as a harsh but understandable metaphor for the service. However also woven into 
this critical discourse was a theme of consumerism, for example in users feeling entitled to 
certain standards of behaviour and service and comparing their experience with other 
financial service such as banking or insurance.   
This complex picture combines competing elements of user domination and agency. One 
reflection is that it felt like a relationship in transition. It manifestly contains some of the 
elements of a traditional bureaucracy, but an unrelieved caricature of an instrumental 
indifference does not feel entirely accurate. However, the sharp edges of the bureaucratic 
paradigm are softened as much by the cultural lack of deference from the user group – 
also recognised by the staff group – as by the efforts of the service to adopt a more 
holistic approach. One final observation of note was the very limited reference to 
democracy as a factor in creating trust in the service or its management.  
Users  
Users clearly felt that they were not the important players in the interaction. Their 
comments indicated they felt their presence was more a set of ‘needs” to be dealt with 
rather than an individual with whom to engage. They wanted a more sympathetic service, 
offering advice not merely a purely transactional function. In the context of power and 
reciprocity the discourse pointed to an underlying sense of being in a relationship 
structured by dependence rather than interdependence – a perception given powerful 
articulation by the metaphor of the open prison.  
Dialogue workshop 1 (staff member reporting on small group discussion with both users 
and staff)  
S2: And there was a feeling that sometimes you go in to Customer Service Points or ring 
us up and it’s almost kind of like ‘(sigh) What do you want? What are you here for?’ And 
there was a brilliant comment that [U8] did make was that sometimes being on benefits is 
like being in an open prison. It kind of makes us the gaolers if you like. But we were 
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saying it’s not as bad as being locked up with the serial killer, but it’s that kind of fact that it 
feels like I’m in prison, I’m stuck in the system and how does that feel to the people who 
use it and how do we come across even if it is an open prison, are we coming across as 
gaolers?                      
 
Dialogue workshop 1  
U3: One of the points is there was a thing again about the flexibility about when people 
make life changing decisions about whether they take on a job, whether they move to a 
different address, having that ability to be a little bit more flexible when people come to us 
and say rather than this has happened and now I’ve fallen into this trap, come to us and 
say well if I move here, what’s the likely impact? If I take this job, what’s the likely impact? 
If I move my partner in with their children or whatever, what’s the likely impact?  And I’ll 
make that decision based upon what’s going to happen to me, rather than I’ve done it and 
now I’ve fallen into this trap and I’ve been suspended. 
Staff  
Staff were often focussed on their own role in the transaction, with less time in the 
sessions spent discussing the nature of the user. They reflected some elements of a 
‘consumerist’ model for the transaction, but the predominant sense was of users as 
passive recipients of unilateral decisions arrived at by the service. This is eloquently 
illustrated by staff worries that they were driven by the system to a relationship that was 
primarily about managing process and demand rather than serving the individual.  
Dialogue workshop 2  
S3: And I’ll be honest with you, I know I can do a better job if I had the time to do it. And I 
know that sometimes I shouldn’t do it, but sometimes I’m thinking you come in in the 
morning and you get the email saying ‘your average target, you’ve achieved 457 seconds, 
you need to work on your call time.’ When I deal with that seven seconds that can make 
such a fundamental difference to peoples’ lives. And I’m starting to feel a loss of sense of 
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who I am since I started doing this job. And I think that’s something you’ve kind of 
reflected. 
 
Dialogue workshop 2 
U6: Would you like to be the boss? 
S9: When I am looking at the job I do it is that I am the boss. I make the decisions that 
affects people’s lives. It’s a very responsible job. You have to take account not just of 
revelations but their circumstances. So in a sense I am the boss. 
U6: It is a responsibility and you’re directly affecting somebody’s life. 
Below is the summary analysis of the trust elements most relevant to this theme. They 
offer an interesting mix of issues that relate both to perceptions of the overall structure 
and context of the interaction, and in addition how the structure is perceived to work in 
practice. The references to issues such as ‘gaming the system’ and ‘legitimacy’ offer a 
window into the complex but real nature of the reciprocity between users and the service.  
Table 4.14 Trust elements that relate to the ‘structure of the interaction’  
 
Trust element and 
description  
User perspectives  Staff perspectives  Fit with category 
Legitimacy 
 
References that 
suggest the state is 
behaving 
inappropriately  
Appropriateness of 
process largely 
unchallenged, but 
validity of decisions 
problematic   
 
Lie detector seen as 
illegitimate 
  
Appropriateness of 
questions or process 
largely unchallenged  
 
Lie detector seen as 
illegitimate 
Importance of 
validity of service 
function and 
decision making in 
eyes of users  
Politics  
 
References that point 
to role of political 
discourse in 
relationship 
 
Main reference is to 
national politics and 
discourse of 
‘scroungers’ 
Politics generally 
seen as unhelpful in 
leading to short-term 
and arbitrary 
changes in priorities 
The impact of 
political discourse 
is significant but 
cultural 
Customised Service  Individual needs Staff desire to offer Importance of a 
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References to 
importance of 
acknowledgement of 
user individuality  
being understood in 
the round comes up 
repeatedly as a test 
of whether the 
service ‘cares’ 
an individualised 
service is genuine – 
tempered by 
awareness of 
limitations imposed 
by system  
service that 
responds to the 
individual 
requirements of 
each individual 
user; essential to 
getting it right first 
time 
  
Flexibility  
 
References to the 
importance of 
adaptability in the 
service  
 
Main concern is with 
flexibility in 
interpreting rules 
and short term 
decisions on 
benefits 
Aspiration to deal 
with greater range of 
benefits – and 
provide more 
comprehensive 
service but not really 
more flexibility 
  
Key issue is 
discretion to fix 
unintended 
consequences 
within service 
rules   
Gaming the system 
 
References to 
strategies for 
manipulating 
outcomes in favour of 
a particular result  
A sense of 
legitimacy in gaming 
the system where it 
was perceived to be 
designed to trick, or 
in the interests of a 
‘proper’ result  
A sense that a large 
number of users 
blurred the 
boundaries where 
their self interest 
was at stake 
Both parties seem 
to expect a certain 
amount of low 
level gaming – but 
not deliberate 
fraud  
 
Two conclusions emerge from this analysis. The first supports the importance of respect, 
courtesy, and empathy already discussed in the connectivity section. The second confirms 
the theoretical discussion in Chapter 2 that there can be a deep and complex relationship 
between power and trust, and that a useful way to think about the working of power in this 
respect is through the concepts of dependence and interdependence. The image of the 
service as an open prison speaks to the importance to users of feeling they have some 
traction in the interaction.   
The recommendation from the DAR that addresses this specific problem was the 
suggestion for a formal statement of the expectations that each party could have of the 
other in the conduct of the service. If sufficiently specific, this would empower users to 
understand the structure of the service and give a concrete basis on which to argue their 
case. This is indicative of a more active form of trust rooted in a concrete understanding of 
mutual obligations. Table 4.15 summarises the point.  
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Table 4.15 Key findings for the ‘structure of the interaction’ and trustworthiness 
 
Evaluation 
category  
Definition  Emerging themes Characteristics  
Structure 
of 
interaction  
 
 
The perception of the 
conscious and 
unconscious 
‘structuring’ of the 
interaction, illuminating 
the way the role of 
each party relates to 
that of the other   
 
Interactions built around a 
meaningful statement of 
reciprocal rights and duties, 
creating a structure of 
interdependence and 
reciprocity notwithstanding 
asymmetric power 
relationships  
 
 
Published 
standards for 
service processes 
and criteria for 
decisions  
Provision of 
advocacy support 
to users to 
establish rights  
Mutual reciprocity 
in service 
emphasised to 
both sets of 
participants  
 
4.4.3 The ‘process’ of interaction  
The second dimension of the interactivity category was the ‘process’ of interaction. This 
explores what factors, if any, were important to citizen trust in the way each party engages 
with, and seeks to influence, the other.  
Overview of findings  
The dynamics of the reciprocal interaction, and particularly the perceived incentives and 
penalties designed to encourage compliance, provoked considerable discussion. The 
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evaluation revealed a mixed terrain with areas of comparative mutual understanding and 
sympathy contrasting with different and dynamic strategies for dealing with and 
influencing the other. Most, but not all, strategies adopted by users were reactive, seeking 
to influence through negative pressure. Perhaps this reflects the asymmetric power 
relations. The staff perspective was on creating the conditions for compliance with an 
emphasis on pre-empting and neutralising conflict. 
Users  
Users were aware of, and sensitive about, their comparative impotence in influencing the 
interaction, which they saw as defined by the service. In discussion there was a quality of 
a shared secret knowledge in the way the group swapped anecdotes about informal 
strategies for trying to hold their own in the face of asymmetric power. These included 
selective engagement (e.g. waiting for a frontline agent known to be sympathetic), passive 
resistance (e.g. ignoring requests for information), sabotage (e.g. ‘legitimate lying’ when 
the system was perceived to be designed to entrap) and even outright ‘revenge’ (using 
the complaints systems and appealing to MPs were seen this way). Users also 
demonstrated a fascination with understanding how the system influences the behaviour 
of staff - looking for explanations for what they perceived as curious actions in term of 
management targets and system rules.  
Dialogue workshop 2  
U8: I’m already with what everybody said. I have a question for those working there what 
happens when you reach 450 seconds when you’re on the phone to the person? 
S4: It’s an average. Some calls might take one minute, some might take thirty, so it’s an 
average. We don’t actually think oh my God we’ve got to end this call at 450 seconds. 
U8: Are you still continuing? 
S4: You’re conscious of the time, I’ll still continue and then maybe you’re hopefully going 
to get some quick calls which you do. And the next call may be ‘can you tell me when I’m 
going to get my next payment, thank you very much, bye bye.’ 
U8: So if someone is being pleasant? 
S4: It’s an average of the number of calls you take and the time in total. You’re conscious 
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of the time but I don’t think personally, right, you’ve got thirty seconds, it’s not like that, 
that’s not the reality of it. 
 
User workshop 1  
U4: I never hit one. I just literally get up and say, ‘I can’t speak to you,’ it’s not going to 
work and I just take another ticket and get somebody, and then I go and find one of them, 
show them my ticket and that way I get what I’m looking for because seriously when they 
annoy me, I just say ‘I can’t deal with you’. I want to slap them mind you but I can’t, so I 
get up and take another ticket and get somebody else to take care of me. 
Staff  
For staff, the discussion was about how to persuade users to observe the basics of the 
process without argument. They emphasised pre-empting or avoiding conflict and non-
compliance, rather than active co-operation. Their imperative was to complete their part of 
the process in a timely manner rather than worry about overall outcomes. From their point 
of view, this seemed entirely rational both to avoid conflict and also because of the risk of 
becoming too engaged in any one case.  
Staff workshop 1 
S6: What we do very cleverly at the moment, we kind of silo things don’t we?  Say if you 
have a problem we’ll deal with this little bit about your problem in this much time, in this 
fashion. And if that problem doesn’t fit in with that kind of square hole, if you’re a round 
peg, we kind of try and bash you in as much as we can into that shape.  But then we 
always then have to pass you off to somewhere else …do we then send you back to the 
Customer Service Point, do we send you back to the Call Centre? Do we try and make 
you provide documents because that’s easier for us to process? It’s all about process, and 
I think what we really need to start doing is thinking about actually if we can just handle 
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that enquiry in the first place in the right way, we’ll build trust because I think trust is 
resilient, so trust - you can develop the trust that you’ve got. 
 
 
Dialogue workshop 1 
S2: We then started talking about customer honesty and courtesy, again a lot to talk 
about, unfriendly in the CSC and CSP. Talking about staff blaming each other and its 
interesting because the whole process of this is about trust, we’re talking about trust and 
we’re trying to give the impression of trust to people who use the service. If we don’t come 
across as though we trust ourselves, how can we come across as being trustworthy 
ourselves? Because if we’re going ‘yeah but it’s not my fault? I didn’t suspend your claim.’  
If we’re pointing the finger when somebody comes to us you fail on trust before you’ve 
even started.   
The emergent coding of the transcript material confirms the almost visceral nature of the 
issue of mutual influence, with both users and staff expending much emotional energy on 
anticipating and attempting to shape the actions of the other. The coding as trust 
elements of issues such as ‘directness’, ‘authenticity’ and ‘jobsworth’ all point to the 
importance to trust of a straightforward interaction in which both parties feel the other is 
responding to them not the system. Table 4.16 lists the trust elements that were most 
directly relevant to the topic.  
Table 4.16 Trust elements relevant to the ‘process of the interaction’  
 
Trust element and 
description  
User perspectives  Staff perspectives  Fit with category  
Directness  
 
References that 
indicate the 
importance of being 
‘straight’ 
 
An instinct running 
through the discourse 
for when the user is 
being “fobbed off” 
either consciously or 
by fragmented 
system  
 
Staff complain of 
users who use 
illegitimate means 
(anger, violence) to 
prioritise claims  
Distrust arising 
from a sense of 
being patronised 
or manipulated  
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Jobsworth 
 
References that talk 
about hiding behind 
process to evade 
responsibility  
Frustration comes 
from sense of not 
being able to 
challenge even if 
complaint is sensible, 
illustrative of true 
impotence 
 
Staff group 
recognised pattern, 
but less significant 
and considerable 
respect for ‘rules’ 
Belief that staff 
hide behind 
system a major 
challenge to trust  
Joint working  
 
References that 
indicate the 
importance of a 
collaborative 
relationship 
  
Clear differentiation 
between helpful and 
unhelpful agents 
Clear differentiation 
between co-operative 
and uncooperative 
customers  
Co-operative 
attitude important 
to trustworthiness   
Responsiveness 
 
References that 
indicate the 
importance of 
demonstrably taking 
notice of the other  
 
Of major importance, 
examples of 
frustration are 
interview notes not 
written up and failure 
to act promptly  
Aspiration to provide 
more timely service, 
but system to blame 
for difficulties  
Importance of a 
sense that the 
other has listened 
and 
acknowledged an 
issue 
Conflict  
 
References that 
indicate the 
presence of conflict  
A wider range of 
conflict situations, 
from low level 
irritations through to 
actual arguments 
over decisions  
Highlighted 
occasions of physical 
and emotional 
aggression from 
users   
Argument and 
dissent part of the 
intrinsic emotional 
tableau for the 
service 
 
System not good 
at coping 
  
Authenticity  
 
References that 
indicate the 
importance placed 
on consistency and 
naturalness of 
behaviour 
 
Ambiguous – frontline 
staff seen as 
authentic but 
constrained by 
system?  
 
Fascination with how 
the system works and 
impact on staff 
behaviour 
 
Self-image of 
authenticity but 
lurking understanding 
of impact of system 
on their individuality 
Importance of a 
relationship that 
works naturally 
without hidden 
agendas  
Continuity of 
relationship  
 
References that 
indicate the 
Continuity of a 
relationship important 
to assessing whether 
there is a 
corresponding sense 
Continuity seen as 
desirable, particularly 
in completing 
individual 
transactions 
Of great 
significance 
particularly to 
users, as much 
about 
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importance of 
maintaining an on-
going link between 
user and staff 
member 
  
of responsibility within 
service provider 
 
However also worry 
about getting too 
involved with 
individual cases  
 
responsibility as 
user being known  
Personal relationship  
 
References that 
indicate the 
importance of having 
a relationship with a 
named and known 
individual 
  
Users valued the 
personal dimension, 
but less because of 
affect and more 
because it gives point 
of accountability  
Staff saw the 
personal relationship 
as important but 
mainly in context of 
someone being 
empowered to 
achieve first time 
resolution 
Similar to 
continuity – 
having a single 
named person 
responsible for 
transaction  
Power and control  
 
References that 
directly allude to the 
power relationship 
between user and 
staff 
 
A considerable sense 
of impotence, but 
balanced by 
surprisingly dynamic 
discourse about 
holding the service to 
account 
An underlying 
understanding of the 
asymmetry of the 
relationship and the 
perverse dynamics 
this can produce 
An asymmetric 
relationship, but 
users conscious 
of the strategies 
that give them 
some purchase 
 
Several observations emerge from this. One is the importance of reciprocity to the 
participants. The behaviour of the other and how to influence it concerned both groups, 
although with different emphases. Staff wanted to avoid conflict and follow due process.  
Users wanted something more dynamic and substantial, though in a practical way. They 
spotted aspects of the process that appeared dysfunctional, and quickly interpreted these 
as implying that co-operation with the user was a low priority. The importance of continuity 
of relationships was also emphasised. Finally it is interesting that whilst the concept of 
consent was not overtly articulated by either party as a mechanism for managing 
cooperation, the aspiration that dissent should be acknowledged and taken seriously 
recurred many times and in many different ways.   
These findings are captured in table 4.17.  
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Table 4.17 Key findings for the ‘process of interaction’ and trustworthiness  
 
Evaluation 
category  
Definition  Emerging themes Characteristics  
Process of 
interaction  
 
The way each party 
engages with each other, 
including strategies for 
influencing the other in 
the co-production of the 
service 
Design of the 
production process 
to maximise 
collaboration 
Consent, or more 
specifically dissent, 
acknowledged and 
resolved    
 
Continuity of 
relationships and 
communication in the 
process of service 
production 
Anticipation of key 
points of potential 
conflict  
Formal processes to 
surface and resolve 
dissent  
 
4.4.4 The ‘outcomes ‘of the interaction   
The third and final dimension of interactivity was to examine what factors connected with 
the ‘outcomes’ of an interaction affected citizens’ views of trustworthiness. This included 
what each party perceived as the outcome, and the importance of the other party properly 
fulfilling their role in completing tasks properly. 
Overview of findings  
Fulfilment - what each party actually does in the delivery of the service, and how far they 
meet the expectations of the other - was also a subject of considerable debate.       
Perhaps inevitably, most of the discussion focussed on examples of perceived failure in 
delivery. And there was a shared if tacit understanding that actions spoke louder than 
words, and revealed the reality of the relationship behind the rhetoric.  
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Users  
For users, whether the service was actually delivered went to the heart of what they 
perceived as their asymmetric relationships. This showed clearly in several contributions 
where the significance of the eventual benefit payment to the user was often emotionally 
articulated in terms of life chances and survival. By contrast, the scale and monolithic 
nature of the service, and the difficulty of assessing whether it had acted properly and to 
high standards, made that seem that process was more important than a correct outcome.   
Users also emphasised the importance of predictability of payment. Retrospective claw-
backs due to changes of circumstance were particularly resented. Another irritation was 
the perceived unfairness of the system of redress. Users complained of the punishing 
impact of delays in payment if they made a mistake; whereas if the system or staff made a 
mistake, there appeared to be no corresponding redress or consequences, unless major 
and formal steps are taken to complain – and that was seen as a risky because of the 
perceived threat of victimisation.  
User workshop 1  
U3: Oh it’s their home, it’s not just one meal or a car, and it’s somebody’s entire life you 
know in this one application and if it fails they can lose their home, their family. It’s really 
traumatic for the applicant. If the person delivering the service messes up once they’ll get 
a written warning, they still get their wages. If they mess up twice, three times they’re out. 
But there doesn’t seem to be that ‘my job depends on a happy customer’ that you get in a 
restaurant, even a takeaway you know, spending £4.99 on a pizza sometimes.  
 
 
 
Dialogue workshop 2  
U4: And the other thing about handling if they’re doing well, monitoring, you can either get 
a thing on the phone that says ‘blablabla, did you like the service, blablabla? They could 
send those out a couple of times a year to their claimants to see if they like it. First of all I 
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invite you all to go on the complaint site and if you complain about anything it’s sorted like 
this (clicks fingers). 
 
Staff  
Staff recognised the importance of predictability and timeliness of payments to users, but 
much of their discussion concerned the need for accuracy, both preventing overpayments 
and ensuring applicants got their full entitlement. They were frustrated if users did not 
volunteer full information about changes in domestic circumstances. Staff also recognised 
that putting complex cases back into the pipeline for someone else to deal with often led 
to inefficiency, fragmentation, and delay.  
Dialogue workshop 1 
S10: I think it was about getting more time. I think this goes down to the whole thing about 
the Customer Service Points, Customer Service Centre, you’re controlled by a time limit 
and how much time you have to see the customer. And from the back office, sometimes 
you’re not giving that customer at the customer facing point enough time to get that 
information or listen to their questions. So you solve their queries and then they’re ringing 
back or coming back. Or we’re having to write to them again and ask for the same 
information because the person on the frontline didn’t have the time to check our 
document imaging system to make sure the person has got the information and written a 
statement for them to answer the questions. So then we’re just getting the person in again 
and spending another 420 seconds to answer their query. So that’s really frustrating for 
the back office, for the customer, and for the person who is seeing that customer. 
S2: Yes, the more we rush things the more things we can get wrong.  
S10: And in fact if we answered that query first time, the right time, and all the information 
needed, then maybe that person didn’t come back, which means there’s less time in the 
office for that person, because there’s more people coming into the office every day and 
getting not a good enough service and not getting an answer, so we’re just getting 
duplicate people coming three times rather than one time, if that makes sense. 
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Dialogue workshop 1 
S3: We were talking about the most straightforward and honest interaction, and bearing in 
mind that we’ve got this lovely open quality, that we have an ideal wish list for what we 
wanted. And one of the things that cropped up we were talking about the fact that very 
often people call us, they have their Benefits suspended, so payments have stopped, the 
money has dried up and what we wanted was ‘I’ve provided my information, now when 
can I have my money?’. And we were talking about in this ideal world what we wanted 
was some sort of timescale, some sort of agreement, rather than being able to say ‘we 
don’t know, we’re not able to tell you now, we don’t know how many people are in the 
process’. What we wanted was an ideal situation where we can say, ‘your claim will 
always be paid by X amount of time’. And there was a little bit of a debate about what that 
time was going to be, because some people thought fourteen days, some people were 
going five minutes. So the ideal thing is that when people contact us, when customers 
contact us whether it’s by phone or they go into the Customer Service Point, whatever, we 
can say ‘do you know what, you’ve changed, the money has dried up, but we can 
guarantee that it’s going to be back into your pocket by .. 
The emergent coding to this dimension referenced all comments concerned with what was 
actually done by the other or the self, including comments where the issue was the 
completion, or not, of some action or task that was specifically promised or expected. The 
recurring picture is of the perception of the asymmetry of the importance of the service 
and following through of commitments for users compared to staff. The other areas of 
concern included the nature of feedback in the system and the quality of the service 
outcomes. Table 4.19 summarises these points.  
4.19 Trust elements relevant to the ‘outcomes of the interaction’  
 
Trust component 
and description   
User perspectives  Staff perspectives  Fit with category 
Action  
 
References to the 
importance of 
getting things done 
What happens in 
reality is seen as key 
to service attitude, 
one of the main 
ways it is judged 
Action is frequently 
widely distributed 
across the service, no 
one person 
responsible 
What happens as a 
result of a 
user/staff 
interaction and 
whether process or 
decisions followed 
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up is key to 
credibility  
 
Feedback  
 
References to the 
importance of 
getting and giving 
feedback on 
progress  
Feedback as well as 
action vital in case of 
difficulties – few 
other ways of 
knowing if user had 
any impact 
Feedback and 
committing to action 
difficult when implies 
actions by others 
 
 
When there is a 
problem then 
feedback as well 
as action is 
important to 
maintaining the 
relationship  
Fulfilment 
 
References to the 
importance of 
people doing what 
they say they will 
do 
 
The service doing 
what it says it will do 
at the right time is 
key indicator of 
competence and 
attitude 
Of less importance to 
any individual staff 
member– no one 
person seems 
responsible or gains 
from fulfilment 
Doing what you 
say you will do is of 
asymmetric 
importance to user 
and to staff  
Quality of service  
 
References that 
indicate what 
factors are 
important to the 
quality of the 
service  
Relationship as 
important to users’ 
sense of quality as 
the technical 
aspects of service 
Quality of service 
important to staff, 
however largely 
defined in technical 
terms of accuracy and 
timeliness of payments 
rather than 
relationship  
 
Different definitions 
of service quality 
 
No common 
statement of what’s 
expected  
Service outcomes  
 
References that 
offer insight into the 
importance of the 
service for the 
user’s quality of life 
 
Of vital importance, 
often discussed in 
context of life 
chances and wider 
social capital 
Outcomes less 
discussed, most staff 
at one remove from 
the impact of the 
service – only deal 
with applications and 
problems  
Objective of right 
money in the right 
account at the right 
time  
Accountability 
 
References that 
indicate importance 
of being able to 
challenge the 
service for 
perceived failures 
 
Little sense of any 
direct responsibility 
from the service to 
users for monitoring 
and reporting on the 
service, even when 
things go wrong 
Complexity of multiple 
accountabilities to 
politicians, managers 
and staff 
 
Also complex internal 
production chains and 
handoffs  
Clarify who is 
responsible (and to 
whom) for key 
aspects of the 
service  
Redress 
 
References to the 
Little sense of any 
formal redress 
available – 
See importance of 
making good service 
errors, but little sense 
Importance to trust 
of appropriate 
compensation for 
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importance of 
making good error   
perception that 
users get 
disproportionate 
penalties for errors 
compared to service 
  
of urgency – seen as 
technical issue rather 
than compromising 
relationship 
failure 
Moral hazard  
 
References that 
identify lack of 
consequences 
having impact in 
shaping behaviour  
State functions and 
bureaucracy too big 
to challenge, and 
management too 
distant 
 
Therefore errors or 
failures have no 
consequences 
 
No great sense that 
problems with 
decisions or processes 
will be challenged in 
the future 
Importance to 
trustworthiness of 
consequences for 
failure or error 
 
The main theme from this area of investigation was users’ perception of the comparative 
unimportance of their individual case and need to the service ‘machine’. When things 
worked well this was less important, but the asymmetry became more perceptible and 
more frustrating in the event of a service error or user dissent. The perception that there 
was one law for the user – with immediate consequences for an error – and another for 
the state with no corresponding penalties was particularly corrosive of trust.  
The asymmetry of power cannot be easily changed, but the traction of the individual in the 
face of the asymmetry can. One mechanism for achieving interdependence in assessing 
the outcomes of a trust transaction is mutual transparency and reporting – both parties 
being monitored and assessed for whether they have properly completed what was 
expected of them in the eyes of the other. Users felt this was already the case for them, 
and their comments indicated they wanted to replicate a corresponding regime in their 
relationship with the staff. There was confirmation that admitting error and making good 
would restore trust. Table 4.20 summarises these findings.  
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Table 4.20 Key findings for the ‘outcomes of the interaction’ and trustworthiness 
 
Theme  Definition  Emerging principles  Potential mechanisms 
Outcomes 
of 
interaction  
 
 
What the parties 
perceive as the 
outcomes of the 
interaction, and how 
these affect the 
relationship with the 
other  
 
The performance of both 
parties measured and 
recorded against 
expectations and open to 
question by the other 
party 
Redress should be given 
without cavil if justified 
and should be 
commensurate with the 
fault 
 
 
Transparency of 
information on 
performance  
All measures capable 
of individual 
verification  
Mutual feedback 
Mutual ‘surveillance’ 
Symmetric’ incentives 
(rewards and 
punishments) on both 
parties to co-operate 
and to deliver 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
4.5   Emerging themes for the trustworthy state  
It is important to be cautious about the findings in this chapter. It was but one study in a 
specific service context, and moreover testing an innovative relational DAR process and 
evaluation framework. Nevertheless there were also reasons for taking the results forward 
to the next stage. The process of DAR itself was a substantial exercise provoking 
considerable and passionate debate. The voices of staff and users could be differentiated 
in this process, often offering a different perspective on the same topic; but the fact that 
the key recommendations were often shared between staff and users offers reassurance 
that the study probed issues of genuine significance to the relationship. Finally the 
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evaluation process, and in particular the parallel analysis of the emergent coding 
categories with the theory driven framework, provided a reasonably substantial evidence 
base for this phase of the study. The conclusions at the end of each of the sub-sections 
have been moulded by the interaction of each set of evidence with the other.   
However, before addressing the main substantive themes suggested by these 
conclusions, it is necessary to appraise both limitations and value of this evidence base, 
and the lessons learnt from the process of data evaluation. Given that the evidence has 
been analysed and presented within the preconceived categories of the evaluation 
framework, there are two main questions to address. Firstly, are there any relevant outlier 
results that the framework inadvertently excluded? Secondly, did the data that fell within 
the boundaries of the framework have to be unduly manipulated to fit the sub-categories? 
A useful approach to assessing these challenges is to consider the integrity of the 
mapping of the ‘trust elements’ to the categories of the evaluation framework. These ‘trust 
elements’ were derived inductively to represent a full list of the ‘raw’ issues addressed in 
the evaluation. Thus the challenge concerns whether any of the issues identified through 
this inductive process could not be credibly attributed to an evaluation category.   
Taking the overall scope of the evaluation framework first, the vast majority of the trust 
elements could be mapped relatively easily within the three broad headings of 
‘connectivity’, ‘agency’ and ‘interactivity’. In the first pass through the data there were only 
five ‘trust elements’ that resisted easy classification, and all for the reason that they were 
insufficiently precise (the five elements were coded as ‘experience’, ‘history and culture’, 
‘distrust’, ‘responsibility’ and ‘management’). It was necessary to revisit these references 
in order to clarify the actual issues concerned in order to place them properly within the 
framework. In one sense this is evidence for the value of the framework in imposing a 
high-level structure on the data that helped target greater precision whilst also being 
comprehensive. That most trust elements fell within the three broad categories was 
reassuring as the structure of the framework, embracing both subjective and 
intersubjective experience and ‘connectivity’ in addition to ‘agency’, was designed to be 
sufficiently abstract to be collectively comprehensive of the main relational dynamics 
pertinent to the research question. 
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Having said this, the process of data evaluation had considerable practical impact on the 
definition and structure of the sub-categories within the framework. The process of 
mapping trust elements to the sub-categories of the main headings was dynamic in 
shaping and refining their nature. The sub-categories of ‘connectivity’ (‘recognition’, ‘affect’ 
and ‘communicative intelligence’) were relatively uncomplicated as discrete and 
accessible headings, as were the ‘opportunity to act’ and ‘capability to act’ sub-categories 
of the agency dimension. The sub-category covering ‘motivation to act’ was more 
problematic, because its boundaries were harder to define. Locating it within the ‘agency’ 
theme captured issues pertinent to ‘motivation’ (or lack of it) derived from material factors 
such as goal alignment or positive and negative incentives in the system. However a 
recurring theme within the data was the importance of relational factors, such as staff 
politeness or helpfulness coded to the connectivity theme, in creating a sense of 
reciprocal obligation. As presented here, the results capture both hard and soft 
dimensions of ‘motivation’, but across these different categories.   
Also of significance was the impact of the data evaluation in driving adaptations to the 
evaluation structure within the category of ‘interactivity’. This was initially conceived as a 
single all-encompassing heading intended to capture the reciprocal and intersubjective 
aspects within the data. However it became evident in the first phase of the evaluation 
that this offered insufficient granularity, and this forced a revision to the structure to 
embrace the three categories of the ‘structure’, ‘process’ and ‘outcomes’ of the interaction. 
This also prompted revisiting the analysis of the contemporary literature described in 
chapter 2. A second related issue posed by the analysis was how this intersubjective 
‘zone of interaction’ related back to the subjective categories of ‘connectivity’ and ‘agency’. 
The problem here was less about definitions than overlapping boundaries. To some 
extent this was both expected and required. The ‘zone of interaction’ was defined as the 
space where subjectivities engage, so of necessity issues of connectivity and agency 
recurred. This was important in making connections between the findings. For example, to 
return to the example of ‘motivation’, this was also present in the coordination and 
governance mechanisms investigated within the ‘interactivity’ category – most evident in 
the formal and informal strategies used to influence the other. This helped broaden the 
understanding of the issue, but also serves as a warning on the complexities of analysing 
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causality within the framework, not least in the dynamic between the subjective and 
intersubjective citizen experience of the relationship.    
Notwithstanding these complexities reflecting on this process of data evaluation, and the 
substantive findings described within each of the final sub-categories, gives rise to a 
number of important themes of potential significance in addressing the research question. 
The first observation is abstract and implicit, but nonetheless important. In all the 
discussions both users and staff started from the assumption that they were in a 
relationship, and the question of their interaction was an important one that had 
immediate consequences for the quality and outputs of the service. The implicit frame for 
the study of the public value relational model (and related trust model) was not just an 
analytic concept, but also resonated with how users and staff saw the world in actuality.  
Secondly the findings are suggestive of a number of themes that potentially describe 
some quite specific qualities to the form of trust, and trustworthiness, applied by citizens in 
their dealings with a state activity. Describing these within the frame of a trust transaction 
helps develop the outline of this picture: 
• The citizen as trustor looks for a level and type of respect born out of a sense of 
membership or ‘equitable entitlement’. They also wish to see a ‘practical empathy’ 
in the state’s understanding of their needs and capabilities.  
• To be a credible trustee in the eyes of the citizen, the most important quality for the 
state is to demonstrate it is prepared to take ownership and responsibility for an 
equitable and effective service, not just observe process. A commitment to delivery 
was also important, partly in terms of technical competence but as significant was 
demonstrating follow through to commitments.   
• Finally in terms of the trust interaction itself the citizen’s desire was for sufficient 
authority and weight that their voice could be heard, particularly when they were in 
conflict. The aspiration was not to be asked to consent, but for dissent to be 
recognised and resolved. 
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If these broad themes are repeated in other areas of the citizen/state relationship they 
represent a major challenge to the ‘performance model’ of trust described in chapter 2. 
Relational factors loom just as large as technical competence, and even in respect of the 
latter whilst valued it was cast in the context of responsibility rather than expertise. The 
learning from this case study is that a focus on delivery is necessary, but not sufficient, for 
trust to thrive.  
These findings are also suggestive of some of the potentially radical implications for the 
organisation of the state of seeking greater trustworthiness. The recommendations for 
action included some profound challenges. Some concerned the very nature of the 
service itself such as in reorienting and rebranding it to the objective of the provision of 
advice to maximise benefit take up. Some were structural, such as the empowerment of 
the frontline with new systems and single point of responsibility for each individual case. 
Some were a challenge to power relations, for example the recommendation for a duty to 
explain. And finally some were cultural, about the language and empathy in the 
relationship.  
However, whilst suggestive these findings did not in themselves provide a simple way of 
presenting the key issues and tests. This was the next step in the study process, 
described in the next chapter, where the themes that emerged from this case study were 
integrated with the theoretical insights into the nature of trust to form a diagnostic around 
six ‘heuristic tests of state trustworthiness.  
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5.   The diagnostic tests of a trustworthy state  
This chapter brings together the theory and practice addressed thus far in a first iteration 
of a diagnostic structure to assess state trustworthiness. Inputs include the key themes 
from the case study in chapter 4 (summarised at the end of each sub-section for 
‘connectivity’, ‘agency’ and ’interactivity’), and the trust typology in chapter 2. Analysing 
the empirical results in the context of the typology exposes differences in trust norms in 
use by citizen and state. This helps distil the key issues for citizens when assessing state 
trustworthiness.  
The first section (5.1) addresses the rationale for, and structure of, the diagnostic. The 
next section (5.2) describes the derivation and contents of each proposed test of state 
trustworthiness and the final section (5.3) considers the objectives for using this structure 
to stimulate public sector change. This diagnostic was subsequently tested in a second 
case study, described in Chapter 6.  
5.1   The rationale and structure of the diagnostic  
The housing benefit case study identifies important themes for citizens’ perceptions of the 
trustworthy state, highlighting the importance of issues of respect for citizens, a voice in 
the relationship and the state taking responsibility for service delivery. These themes 
resonate with many important issues for the citizen/state relationship raised in other 
relevant research in chapter 2, and the different forms of trust identified by the trust 
typology. The next step is to synthesise this into a comprehensive diagnostic to help 
citizens assess the trustworthiness of a state activity. This section discusses the rationale 
and design principles for that diagnostic.  
A diagnostic tool, defined as series of tests designed to interrogate the trust relationship 
between citizen and state, is appropriate here because it reflects the knowledge being 
generated. It helps assess whether those characteristics are present or not in any 
interaction. Also it embodies the objective of the study set out in chapter 1 - an output that 
can help improve the citizen/state relationship, accessible for wider use and replication as 
well as offering theoretical insight. It could help citizens and services alike to assess and 
improve trustworthiness. When repeated, it would build a library of results to inform further 
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theory development. Finally, a diagnostic offers a useful intellectual challenge. To be 
effective, diagnostics must address all potentially relevant issues while avoiding overlap 
between the component tests.  
The main design principle is that the diagnostic should be in the voice of the citizen, 
following the study’s view that the arbiter of state trustworthiness is the citizen’s subjective 
judgement. This means articulating the tests of trustworthiness within the common sense 
‘heuristic’ (Scholz and Pinney, 1998) questions people commonly use when judging 
issues too complex for full cognitive and emotional interrogation, such as the citizen/state 
relationship. The diagnostic must capture the issues in a way explicable and useful to 
citizens rather than through the lens of academic evaluation frameworks.  
The diagnostic therefore integrates the insights from the evaluation and the trust typology 
into questions structured within the three basic components of the citizen/state trust 
transaction (as described earlier as the trust version of the relational model) – with the 
citizen as trustor (1) expecting the state as trustee (2) to achieve some mutual purpose 
through the coordination and governance of the actual interaction (3). This maintains an 
intellectual thread to the nature of trust and dimensions of the typology. It also builds on 
the case study; this conceptualisation of the situation resonates with how citizens 
themselves view the relationship, and it maps to the public value relational model. That 
model provides an intellectual frame for the study, and an accessible narrative for citizens.  
Mapping the empirical findings from chapter 4 to the trust typology, it is clear that citizens 
and the state are not at opposite ends of the continuums. The findings are more nuanced, 
although they demonstrate that citizens operate to a different norm of trust than the state. 
To summarise briefly, for the social/instrumental continuum users are further towards the 
social end of the continuum than the state (for example seeing a social basis for the 
relationship and demanding respect), while still prizing a strong instrumental element of 
competence. On the active/passive continuum, users want a more active form of trust, 
evident in their wish for the state to take more responsibility. The third continuum of 
(inter)dependent trust also shows divergence, with users wanting more traction on the 
interplay between themselves and the service. The diagnostic is underpinned by the 
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fieldwork findings and by the conceptual implications of this calibration of the results. 
Figure 5.1 illustrates this analysis and positioning. 
Figure 5.1 Positioning state and citizen on the dimensions 
 of the trust typology  
 
 
Integrating these considerations suggests a diagnostic crystallised around six tests 
capturing how citizens consciously and unconsciously assess state trustworthiness. The 
structure of these tests is analytic as they describe the main issues in citizens’ minds 
when making this assessment. Each test leads to subsidiary diagnostic questions 
applicable to any public service. The precise issues will likely vary by service, but this 
process offers a streamlined and challenging framework for asking the right questions in 
the right areas. The diagnostic was tested in a second case study, described in chapter 6. 
I summarise below the six tests of state trustworthiness resulting from this analysis. The 
next section describes each test in more detail, including the evidence base from which 
they are derived. 
1. The identity test  –  ‘Am I respected and what is my role?’ 
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This concerns the implicit and explicit identity citizens perceive as conferred in the 
process of interaction with the state. It touches on the defining nature of the relationship 
itself, and whether citizens feel perceived as active participants, treated with respect.  
2. The consent test – ‘what is the (real) deal, and is it fair?’ 
This concerns the nature and equity of the deal on offer, and how the interests of the 
individual are perceived to be balanced against the interests of the collective. It addresses 
the legitimacy of state functions and citizen’s perceived ‘entitlement’ to services.  
3. The responsibility test – ‘is there someone with whom I can do business?’ 
This concerns the nature and capability of the public sector counterparty to the citizen, 
and their ability to expedite the issue at hand. It reflects the importance to citizens of a 
consistent and known point of contact who can be held responsible for delivery of the 
service or activity within a meaningful interaction.  
4. The relationship test – ‘Am I being treated with empathy, and do I understand what is 
going on?’ 
This concerns the quality of the emotional and communicative ‘connectivity’ the citizen 
feels when interacting with the state. It addresses issues of empathy and compassion, as 
well as the clarity, accessibility and comprehensiveness of information exchanged. 
5. The competence test – ‘Is the service efficient and do people do what they say?’ 
This concerns the perceived capability of the service to act effectively and efficiently. It 
addresses the quality of delivery, whether staff do what they say they will do, and whether 
the process of production looks sensible to the user.  
6. The accountability test – ‘Is my trust being vindicated, and if not can I make sure things 
are put right?’ 
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This concerns the governance of the interaction. It relates to issues of power and 
interdependence and addresses how citizens can assess whether things have turned out 
as they expected, and their faith in the mechanisms for resolving distrust if things go 
wrong.  
Figure 5.2 illustrates these six tests and maps them to the trust version of the relational 
model. The first three tests frame the model by asking questions of the core engagement 
between the parties (respectively the identity and responsibility test), and the agreement 
between them (the consent test) to achieve the service purpose (public value). The 
relationship, competence, and accountability tests were conceived as describing the key 
aspects of the reciprocal interplay within the zone of interaction.  
Figure 5.2 The tests of trustworthiness mapped to the trust version of the relational 
model 
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There is a final point implicit in constructing the diagnostic in this way that should also be 
noted and tested. In the housing benefit study both users and staff agreed that trust would 
be best served by a ‘direct and meaningful’ relationship between users and a frontline 
agent responsible for the service. Focussing the use of the diagnostic on the frontline 
embodies that assumption. The implication is that trustworthiness is enhanced by direct 
accountability between public service and citizens at the point, and moment, of the 
interaction. Barriers to the frontline agent being able to respond in this way will militate 
against citizen trust. I discuss this and other organisational implications in the concluding 
chapter.   
5.2   The development of the diagnostic tests  
Each test described in this section starts with a summary of the input evidence from the 
case study in the context of the relevant dimensions of the trust typology. Each is then 
integrated into a single diagnostic table summarising the overall test, a synthesis of the 
key issues it addresses, and some diagnostic questions for use with users and staff of a 
service to tease out their views. As a final test of coherence and comprehensiveness the 
tables also record some potential areas for action to improve this aspect of the 
relationship arising from the research. These implications are considered in the final 
chapter.  
5.2.1 The identity test – ‘Am I respected, and what is my role?’ 
Identity goes to the core of the social/instrumental dimension of the trust typology. This is 
described as a continuum concerning the core rationale for a trust relationship, and the 
basis on which people decide whether trustees are trustworthy. Social trust is largely 
based on bonds of emotion and shared identity, whereas instrumental trust is based more 
on calculating the capabilities and self-interest of the other. The fieldwork supports the 
hypothesis that citizens take a more social view of citizen/state relationship than the state 
(although they still have a strong instrumental strand). This more social tendency is 
evident, for example, in the strong emotional reactions when users perceive a lack of 
respect for them personally. This corresponds with pleas to be considered and treated 
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holistically, as individuals with varying needs and capacities. It also chimes with the view 
that state agents should treat users as contributors to the community that gave rise to, 
and paid for, the state. This was the main finding from the fieldwork in respect of the sub-
category of ‘recognition’.  
The implications are significant. Emphasising respect helps reduce the perception that the 
citizen is an ‘object’ of the interaction rather than a participant with feelings and agency. At 
a more operational level this test underlines the importance of the micro dynamics of each 
interaction, for example the language and emotional environment of its delivery, and 
efforts to personalise services to individual needs. The issue of identity is intertwined with 
the role each party believes they are taking on within an interaction. This also concerns 
whether users perceive themselves to be full players in the transaction, encouraged to 
engage reciprocally with the service. This resonates with the different conceptualisations 
of the role of the citizen including consumer, stakeholder, or co-worker models. The case 
study supports the view that citizens see their role as going beyond passive consumption, 
for example acknowledging their role in providing accurate information, and offered many 
passionate observations on how their feedback could be used to improve the service.  
This suggests that the perception of state trustworthiness would be enhanced by 
structuring the roles of the parties to allow both to participate appropriately, and 
understand the value each brings. This was the message of the analysis on the ‘structure 
of the interaction’ category of the evaluation framework; it concluded that interactions 
should be “built around a meaningful statement of reciprocal rights and duties, creating a 
structure of interdependence and reciprocity notwithstanding asymmetric power 
relationships”. Table 5.1 places these findings into a single diagnostic structure for a test 
of identity.  
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Table 5.1 Trust diagnostic 1. The identity test – ‘Am I respected and what is my 
role?’  
 
The test of 
trustworthiness    
Potential factors 
and issues  
Diagnostic 
questions  
 
Potential action 
areas  
Citizens’ conscious 
and unconscious 
understanding of 
how they are 
perceived by the 
public service and 
their role in the 
transaction 
State 
trustworthiness is 
enhanced if 
citizens believe 
themselves 
considered with 
respect as a full 
participant in the 
service  
Trustworthiness is 
diminished by a 
perception of a lack 
of respect or a 
sense of 
marginalisation in 
the service process  
The structure of the 
engagement and 
roles of citizen and 
state. Are citizens 
trusted partners? 
The language and 
symbols used to 
define the 
relationship 
Operational 
procedures and 
processes, such as 
those related to 
confidentiality and 
ownership of 
personal 
information that 
relate to respect 
and role  
 
 
To what extent do 
you have any 
concerns about the 
respect this service 
shows towards you 
and others? 
To what extent do 
you feel trusted by 
this service? 
To what extent do 
you think this 
service values your 
contribution? 
 
 
 
 
Recognition of 
users’ own 
definition of identity 
Ensure user 
defined service 
standards and 
tests of quality are 
understood 
Involve users in 
assessing courtesy 
and confidentiality 
in all 
communications 
and action on 
language and 
terminology used 
with citizens 
Develop 
transparent and 
accessible 
description of the 
citizen relationship, 
and articulate 
expectations of 
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each party to the 
service 
Starting 
assumption is that 
citizen can be 
trusted, and use 
positive 
expectations as 
primary mode of 
co-operation  
User ownership of 
personal 
information 
 
 5.2.2 The consent test – ‘what is the (real) deal, and is it fair?’ 
This test focuses on the nature of the ‘deal’ from the citizen perspective, and how far they 
feel it reflects their concerns and issues. It explores whether citizens perceive the service 
‘offer’ to be equitable and appropriate in the context of the provision to others.   
The analysis of encapsulated interests within the social/instrumental dimension of trust is 
particularly germane to this test. It allows an analysis of the fieldwork evidence in the 
context of understanding the importance of the perception of the (real) goals of a state 
activity. For example, is it perceived to work for its users, or is it best understood as driven 
by maintaining its own institutional wellbeing? The housing benefit study provides a 
powerful example of the importance and damage done by the perception of hidden 
agendas. Users were sensitive to any hint of what they regarded as real but hidden 
drivers, such as the possible ambition to minimise payments. The internal management 
targets influencing frontline behaviour also fascinated them. The finding recorded for the 
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motivation sub category of the framework noted the importance to users of service 
motives, transparency of goals and fairness of provision. 
The evidence is that trustworthiness is closely bound to demonstrating in concrete terms 
the criteria that inform service decisions. The more services and decisions are seen as fair 
and impartial, the greater the level of trust. This echoes much academic work on 
legitimacy and equity. The empirical finding is that users do not expect services to fulfil 
their wants without regard to the needs of others. However, they are sensitive to conflicts 
of interest, and want re-assurance that their interests are considered fairly overall.  
This analysis also shows the significance of the earlier theoretical discussion of the 
importance of ‘consent’ in the relationship between trust and power. This suggested that 
acts of trust hinge on trustors voluntarily consenting to the trust transaction, and those 
different forms of trust would define consent in different ways. For example, passive trust 
implied a taken-for-granted and assumed consent, while active trust involved a conscious 
and reflexive agreement. The case study provided a small but eloquent cameo of the 
importance of this dynamic. Both users and staff observed that key steps in the process, 
such as the demand for sensitive personal data and the issuing of decisions on eligibility, 
were done automatically with acceptance and compliance simply assumed. Users 
resented this assumed consent, both in their critiques and the repeated vivid imagery of 
the ‘open prison’. An example was changes to benefit levels applied automatically and 
retrospectively because of unexplained ‘changes of circumstance’; exposing the illusion of 
autonomy and a reality closer to compulsion. This was a key finding from the DAR 
evaluation of factors in the ‘process of the interaction’. The findings argued that the 
production process should encourage voluntary, consenting collaboration with, or more 
specifically dissent, acknowledged and resolved.    
This view of the importance of resolving dissent is significant, not just to trustworthiness 
itself but also because it underpins other tests of trustworthiness. The evidence is that 
citizens do not expect a veto on decisions. But they expect an avenue of appeal or 
mediation to be able to understand and resolve their perspective on contentious issues. 
This theme recurs below in the context of redress and liberating distrust. Table 5.2 
integrates and synthesises this thinking into a single diagnostic structure.   
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Table 5.2 Trust diagnostic 2. The consent test – ‘What is the (real) deal, and is it 
fair?’  
The test of 
trustworthiness   
Factors and issues  Diagnostic 
questions  
Potential action 
areas  
Citizens’ sense of 
whether they are 
being treated fairly,  
and whether their 
consent is 
important  
Trustworthiness is 
manifest in 
demonstrably 
equitable decision-
making that fairly 
balances needs of 
individual against 
public policy, 
proving this is so 
by opening up the 
possibility of 
dissent  
Distrust arises if 
citizens believe 
they are not being 
treated in the same 
way as others, if 
the objectives of 
the service are not 
The stated and 
unstated goals of 
the service, and 
management 
pressures on staff  
The status of the 
public good in 
respect of the 
citizen – e.g. 
entitlement or gift 
Transparency to 
citizen of service 
offer and targets  
Mechanisms by 
which consent or 
dissent are 
registered and 
acted on  
Underlying political 
discourse about 
the citizen such as 
those of ‘strivers’ 
To what extent do 
you think this 
service does 
everything it can to 
be fair in the way it 
treats you and 
others? 
To what extent do 
you feel you have a 
voice in agreeing 
the nature of the 
service you 
receive? 
 
 
 
Statement of 
service goals and 
values, including 
criteria for access 
(who has a ‘right’ to 
the service)  
Transparency of 
service information 
and results, 
including on 
management 
targets and 
incentives  
Formalise 
individual 
statements of 
service ‘offers’ or 
‘packages’ and 
demonstrate 
degree to which 
service is 
‘personalised’ 
Formalise 
processes of 
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seen as legitimate, 
or if they think that 
decisions are 
influenced by the 
organisational 
convenience of the 
service  
and shirkers’ 
The perception of 
organisational and 
professional 
incentives and 
conflicts of interest 
on staff  
agreeing and 
recording consent, 
and mechanisms 
for resolving 
dissent  
Accept a ‘duty to 
explain’ decisions   
 
5.2.3 The responsibility test – ‘Is there someone with whom I can do business?’ 
The theoretical literature and the fieldwork evaluation both show the importance to users 
of putting a name to front line staff. This fits with the evidence around recognition 
summarised earlier. Citizens want to be acknowledged as individuals, and engage with a 
known individual they can hold responsible for their experience of the service.   
The DAR evidences the damaging caricature of ‘faceless bureaucracy’ and its continuing 
presence within the relationship. Both empirical and theoretical considerations emphasise 
that trustworthiness is partly a judgement on whether the agents with whom citizens 
interact are seen as credible partners in the transaction. The DAR evidence confirms this, 
even when aspects of the engagement are automated or done remotely. Users still want 
assurance that someone behind the scenes is responsible for the integrity of the 
processes, systems and decisions.  
It is important to name a service partner, but also to assess their ability and commitment 
to responding – to “do business”, as one participant put it. Users and staff shared similar 
views on the challenges to the state this might entail. Both expressed frustration at 
fragmented service processes, and the inefficiency and diluted responsibility that followed. 
Both recommended greater empowerment of frontline staff. They felt that trust was 
maximised by direct engagement with someone who could actually respond directly to 
issues. This was the conclusion of the ‘opportunity to act’ category of the evaluation; the 
need for empowered frontline agents, with responsibility in users’ eyes for successful 
transactions.  
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This finding is potentially relevant across the public sector and has considerable 
ramifications for how services are structured and commissioned. It means reversing the 
paradigm of an under-skilled and under-paid frontline directing traffic to back office 
‘experts’. Instead, state trustworthiness benefits from frontline staff with whom users can 
directly engage to resolve issues, rather than multiple and confusing points of contact that 
citizens themselves must integrate. Table 5.3 integrates and synthesises these findings 
into a single diagnostic structure.  
Table 5.3 Trust diagnostic 3. The responsibility test – ‘Is there someone with whom 
I can do business?’ 
 
The test of 
trustworthiness  
Factors and 
issues  
Diagnostic  
question 
Potential action 
areas  
Ctizens’ sense that 
they have a 
meaningful point of 
contact within the 
service with which 
to have a 
relationship in the 
first place  
Trustworthiness is 
derived from the 
sense that there 
someone to take 
responsibility and 
accountability for 
the integrity of the 
relationship  
Corresponding 
sources of distrust 
How the 
responsibility for a 
transaction is 
structured within 
the delivery agent 
or across multiple 
agents 
The continuity of 
the relationship 
between the 
service agent and 
citizens 
The relationship of 
the frontline agent 
with any back 
office casework, or 
service processing 
To what extent do 
you feel that there 
is someone within 
the service who is 
taking 
responsibility for 
your service, and 
to whom you could 
turn if there are 
problems? 
 
 
 
 
Map citizen 
‘experience’ of 
service to ensure 
point of 
responsibility for 
each stage 
Integrate 
fragmented 
production 
processes within 
authority of single 
‘case manager’  
Analyse and 
enhance case 
manager and 
frontline authority 
and capabilities to 
enable resolution 
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are the 
fragmentation or 
worse dissipation 
of responsibility 
across different 
people or agencies 
.  
functions   
 
 
 
of citizen issue ‘first 
time’ 
Information and 
knowledge 
systems designed 
around citizens and 
frontline agent 
 
 
5.2.4 The relationship test – ‘Am I being treated with empathy, and do I 
understand what is going on?’  
Another corollary of citizens’ more social view of trust, as defined by the 
social/instrumental dimension of the trust typology, is that they look for a more rounded 
and emotionally satisfying relationship than typical of purely instrumental or task focussed 
transactions. In the fieldwork, users and staff repeatedly called for the service to have a 
fuller understanding of users’ needs. They agreed on the alienating effect of 
communications in inaccessible language, ineffectively explaining situations or decisions. 
In theoretical terms the aspiration for more rounded and compassionate relationships is 
also echoed in the active/passive dimension of the trust typology. A more rounded interest 
in citizens would reflect a more active form of trust from the state, where citizens perceive 
a genuinely ‘reflexive’ sense of commitment to the interaction.  
As with the identity test, citizens wish to retain some instrumentality. The relationship 
sought is not an extreme of the social continuum, but a balance with a task focus. This 
shows in the findings on the ‘affect’ element of the research framework. One conclusion 
was the importance of avoiding dislike rather than being actively liked. Another was for an 
empathy described as ‘practical’ rather than emotionally unconditional. Several 
contributors described this as having ‘someone on your side’.  
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Another aspect of relational trustworthiness lies in the language, tone, media of the 
communications with citizens and the willingness for dialogue. The DAR results 
emphasised this in both formal recommendations and the analysis of the transcript data 
within the ‘communicative competence’ category of the evaluation framework. Users need 
to understand what is going on and feel that they, and their needs, are understood. Users 
and staff were clearly irritated by over-complex, opaque language. For this reason, the 
recommendations go beyond obvious points around clarity of language and 
appropriateness of the medium of communication. Users wanted greater openness in the 
round, including a duty to explain and ensure understanding, particularity for contested 
decisions or behaviour. Table 5.4 integrates and synthesises these findings into a single 
diagnostic structure. 
Table 5.4 Trust diagnostic 4. The relationship test – ‘Am I being treated with 
empathy, and do I understand what is going on?’  
 
The test of 
trustworthiness  
Factors and 
issues  
Diagnostic 
questions  
Potential action 
areas  
Citizens’ sense that 
their needs and 
capabilities and 
properly understood 
and that they 
understand the 
basis for the service 
provision   
Trustworthiness is 
enhanced in the 
eyes of citizens if 
they feel the 
relationship is being 
conducted in a 
friendly as well as 
The ‘friendliness’ of 
the service towards 
its users, and the 
way that staff treat 
each other   
The importance of a 
practical empathy 
and compassion in 
the relationship with 
citizens  
The range of 
individual factors 
that each service 
takes into account 
To what extent do 
you feel that this 
service fully 
understands your 
individual needs? 
To what extent do 
you feel that you 
properly understand 
the way the service 
is working with 
you? 
 
 
Review and 
enhance 
information systems 
that collect data on 
citizen needs 
Formalise needs 
assessment in 
communication with 
citizen 
Create 
organisational 
capacity to collect 
and understand 
citizens’ needs at 
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professional way 
and that there is 
effective two way 
communication  
Distrust arises from 
the sense of being 
disliked, or ignored 
as unimportant to 
the interaction, a 
sense that is 
compounded by 
opaque 
communications  
 
  
in their relationship 
with citizens 
The accessibility 
and tone of 
communications  
 
 
an individual and 
collective level 
Demonstrate 
understanding of 
citizen needs by 
publishing analysis 
of trends and 
success in dealing 
with problems 
A duty of candour 
Ensure that 
physical 
environment is 
welcoming and 
appropriate  
Ability to signpost to 
other related 
services or user 
groups 
 
5.2.5 The competence test –‘Is the service efficient and do people do what they 
say?’ 
Previously it was argued that competency lies at the heart of the traditional ‘performance 
model’ perspective on the nature of state trustworthiness, and that competency is what a 
bureaucracy thinks it should be judged on. This draws more from the instrumental aspect 
of the social/instrumental continuum of trust types because it bases trust on a calculation 
of the likelihood of the counterparty complying with the requirement, rather than the nature 
of the social obligation to comply.  
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The fieldwork confirms this is also important to citizens, although as already reported they 
also value some aspects of a social type of trust. The findings suggest that the citizen 
perspective is not just a simple calculation of technical expertise; it is also toward the 
active end of the active/passive continuum of the trust typology. Citizens assess and prize 
the state agents’ capabilities, but also look for commitment to successful delivery, 
demonstrated by a sense that statements and undertakings should be reflexive and 
authentic.  
The summary findings of the capacity to act component of the evaluation framework 
support these observations. This category of the evaluation identifies the importance of 
perceived skills of the state agent, and also the state’s willingness to support and enhance 
the skills of citizens to participate. A test of the state is whether systems and processes for 
both frontline agent and user are designed sensibly and practically. This reflects 
contemporary good practice. Most private sector companies invest in user self-service, for 
example operational computer systems designed around the user with inbuilt explanations 
of process and language in order to simplify and support good practice.   
Assessing state competency to manage the interaction also means addressing user 
questions on efficiency. The DAR stimulated many examples of how perceived 
incompetent service delivery compromises trust. This is a feature of the evidence on the 
‘opportunity to act’ dimension of the relational framework, which highlights the importance 
of state agents having authority to fulfil a citizen/state interaction. The second aspect of 
this finding is that delivery processes should be streamlined and sensible. Users and 
frontline staff were scathing about processes that manifestly led to rework or additional 
effort, taken as evidence of general managerial incompetence, and by users as indicating 
lack of care. Table 5.5 integrates and synthesises these findings.   
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Table 5.5 Trust diagnostic 5. The competence test – ‘Is the service efficient and do 
people do what they say?’ 
 
The test of 
trustworthiness 
Factors and 
issues  
Diagnostic 
questions  
Potential action 
areas  
Citizens’ 
perception that the 
service can 
manage its affairs 
and functions 
professionally 
Trust comes from 
the perception that 
systems and 
processes are 
efficient and 
accurate, and that 
there is a culture in 
which people do 
what they promise 
Evidence of 
individual or 
systemic 
incompetence 
leads to immediate 
source 
Worries are 
prompted by 
service offers that 
do not match 
The service 
delivery model and 
whether need 
assessment is 
aligned with 
service delivery 
The perception of 
the efficiency of the 
production 
process, and the 
extent of rework 
required   
Monitoring and 
accounting for 
results  
To what extent do 
you have any 
concerns about the 
quality of the 
service or the way 
it is delivered? 
To what extent do 
you think the 
service could be 
delivered in a more 
efficient way? 
 
 
Clarity of standards 
Transparency of 
information on 
performance  
Provide feedback 
to both parties on 
value of their 
contribution 
Systems to assist 
‘case manager’ 
and citizen in 
monitoring delivery 
to agreed 
standards and 
timetable including 
provision for both 
citizen and case 
manager to sign off 
completion of a 
service transaction 
Capability building 
with staff and 
citizens  
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needs, decisions 
that are not 
understood or 
made in a way that 
is felt to be 
legitimate, and 
services that fail to 
deliver on promises 
(particularly if they 
do not 
acknowledge it)  
  
 
5.2.6.The accountability test – ‘Is my trust being vindicated, and if not can I make 
sure things are put right?’ 
Chapter 2 holds a discussion of the link between trust and power. It concludes that they 
work together in different ways in different trust relationships. For the citizen/state 
relationship, the main issue is the degree of dependence or interdependence in the trust 
transaction. The hypothesis is that the state will tend to gravitate towards relationships of 
dependence, while citizens perceive some interdependence as necessary to 
trustworthiness.  
The findings for the ‘outcomes of the interaction’ element of the evaluation supports this 
hypothesis. They capture users’ frustration at their inability to challenge unsatisfactory 
service, such as unexplained delays or benefit reductions. Users wanted a louder voice in 
the quality of what was done, with their feedback counting for more, both in individual 
cases and more generally. There was an interesting discussion making performance 
information available to users, and a desire for more transparency over targets. The 
second and more emotive issue contrasted poor user redress for a service failure, with 
apparently punitive consequences for comparatively minor user infractions.   
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The accountability test builds from these findings, and from the analysis of trust based 
mechanisms of mutual governance. These considerations suggest several measures 
needed to reassure citizens that the state could be made systemically trustworthy. One is 
transparency of information so citizens can judge whether their expectations have been 
properly fulfilled. This transparency should embrace whether each individual case has 
been resolved appropriately, and the general results achieved. Moreover users want to 
know the internal dynamics of the service, including how rules and regulations are 
interpreted, and the extent of local discretion.   
A small but revealing discussion on mutual monitoring of performance arose during the 
case study. One user talked about recording her own interview. Citizens are increasingly 
able to devise and implement their own measures of monitoring and reporting, as the 
relatives of vulnerable clients placing cameras in care homes shows. The technology has 
arrived, and the state would be wise to accept both the inevitability and usefulness of such 
mutual ‘surveillance’ in demonstrating trustworthiness. Resolving distrust is also the 
perspective to apply to redress. The user frustration was less to do with actual failure and 
more about the systems’ apparent inability to acknowledge mistakes. To address this, 
users and staff recommended that user redress and penalties should be demonstrably 
proportionate to the damage done.  
Finally, Chapter 2 argues that the effective governance of trust relationships necessarily 
requires capacity to surface distrust, and also to provide mechanisms by which it can be 
resolved such as complaints and appeals procedures. In addition in the public sector an 
important instrument for public reassurance is an informal or formal regulatory capacity 
above any particular function. Maintaining citizen trust brings the perceived role and 
independence of such functions into focus, as impartial umpires of the system and as user 
advocates in the event of broken relations. The lesson from the research and the literature 
is that people will believe in such trust systems only if they think they are genuinely 
objective and impersonal, immune to manipulation by any of the parties to citizen/state 
trust transaction. Some of the organisational and political consequences of enhancing the 
states’ capacity to acknowledge and resolve distrust is discussed more fully chapter 7. 
Table 5.6 integrates and synthesises these findings into a single diagnostic.  
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Table 5.6 Trust diagnostic 6. The accountability test – ‘Is my trust being vindicated, 
and if not can I make sure things are put right?’ 
 
The test of 
trustworthiness 
Factors and 
issues  
Diagnostic 
questions  
Potential action 
areas  
Citizens’ sense that 
they have sufficient 
traction on an 
interaction to 
understand 
whether it has 
been correctly 
delivered, and that 
their voice will be 
heard if they are 
unhappy  
Trustworthiness is 
enhanced by a 
sense that both 
parties are able to 
independently 
assess whether 
distrust has been 
successfully 
resolved  
Distrust is 
associated with a 
lack of 
Formal and 
informal 
mechanisms for 
registering 
agreement, 
consent, and 
satisfaction 
Transparency of 
information and 
explanations  
Mechanisms for 
withdrawing 
consent and 
resolving distrust, 
including 
independent 
regulation  
Proportionality and 
equity in the 
incentives and 
forms of redress 
applied to both 
To what extent do 
you feel your 
satisfaction with 
the service is 
important? 
To what extent do 
you feel confident 
that this service 
would put things 
right if they made a 
mistake? 
 
 
 
Find mechanisms 
for registering 
consent and for 
surfacing and 
resolving latent or 
overt discontent 
Engage citizen in 
performance 
management, and 
feedback  
Encouragement of 
mutual surveillance  
Create senior and 
credible 
organisational 
capacity for citizen 
advocacy in the 
event of 
dissatisfaction, and 
management 
responsibly for 
maintaining 
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transparency or 
sanctions that are 
inequitable or 
ineffective  
 
 
state and citizen integrity of citizen 
relationship 
Ensure that 
individual citizen 
can assess all 
service targets 
 
5.3   The diagnostic and change  
Developing a diagnostic structure is intended to create a tool to enhance citizen/state 
relationships. Having described the diagnostic structure and provenance, it is important to 
reflect on that objective and particularly how it might affect service relationships. This is 
the test for assessing its success or failure in the second case study.  
By its nature the diagnostic travels the terrain between the potential identification of 
profound structural issues on the one hand, and the micro-dynamics of the relationship on 
the other. Both types of issue loomed large in the fieldwork. The evidence is that they are 
often linked. In a striking conversation from the housing benefit fieldwork, a user illustrated 
disrespect for users from the lack of confidential interview rooms. By these apparently 
minor symbols, users interpret the bigger picture. The strategic relationship will not be 
improved if the tactical picture remains unaltered, and vice versa. The diagnostic is 
intended to stimulate both small scale and transformatory change, in a way that links both. 
Finally, the evidence so far suggests that some change prompted by the diagnostic will be 
comparatively easy and cheap to implement. A user charter in the housing benefit service, 
for example, would take staff time to develop but entail few other costs or risks (unless the 
charter was undeliverable). By contrast, an empowered frontline equipped with the 
systems to achieve first time resolution would require major change. This poses an 
additional issue for trust – how to manage expectations arising from the diagnostic if the 
public body is not committed or resourced or empowered to achieve trustworthiness. This 
is discussed further in the light of the findings described in the next chapter.   
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6.   Testing the diagnostic with a GP surgery   
The first iteration of the trust diagnostic was described in the previous chapter. Its 
coherence and effectiveness was then tested in a second case study in partnership with 
an urban GP surgery. This chapter describes the process and results of that study, and 
the learning for the diagnostic that led to a final iteration of the diagnostic structure and 
questions.  
The first section (6.1) describes how the tests were applied within a more focussed form 
of DAR. The second section (6.2) summarises the findings for each test, and its utility in 
uncovering the right issues. The final section (6.3) builds on the experience to propose 
amendments to the diagnostic structure.  
6.1   Testing the tests   
The final stage of the research was to test the diagnostic structure and process by using it 
in practice. A universal public service like a GP surgery was a different context to housing 
benefit, and was particularly interesting because surveys (Ipsos Mori, 2016) consistently 
identify GPs as the most trusted public sector workers. The research followed the same 
process and protocols, except with fewer workshops because using the diagnostic tests 
as a targeted set of questions enabled some streamlining. Three workshops were 
sufficient; one each with patients and staff separately, described as diagnostic, and a third 
workshop together, described as dialogue. The researcher, supported by the surgery 
patient champion, facilitated the workshops. The ethical considerations and requirements, 
including the need for management approval and participants’ informed consent, were the 
same as for the housing benefit study.  
As before, the process had two stages. Firstly, users and staff groups completed a short 
survey and then met separately in order to agree a list of the issues from that group’s 
perspective. Secondly, the two groups met together to share and discuss these issues 
with the aim of achieving a shared view of relational problems and potential solutions. This 
process is illustrated below.  
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Figure 6.1 The streamlined diagnostic process  
 
 
 
 
 
The exercise lasted five weeks. Participants were given two weeks to complete the online 
survey, and the results were analysed in the third week. The individual workshops with 
patients and staff were held in the fourth week and the final workshop in the fifth. The 
written survey started to expose the main issues for both patients and staff. It was both 
quantitative and qualitative. Many questions required a score13 before asking participants 
their reasons for that judgement. In order to focus more clearly on the citizen experience 
of trust, staff were asked not about their own trust in the patient, but to anticipate the 
                                                
 
 
 
13 As for the Housing Benefit service, participants gave a score between 1 and 7, which 
were then averaged with other members of their group (patient or staff). The table shows 
that average. 
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scores and issues they thought patients would provide. This risked excluding discussion 
of staff distrust in patients, and how that might trigger patient distrust. However in the 
event this issue arose naturally in the discussions from both staff and patients.  
The survey’s design tested the validity and relevance of the six tests of trust. It started 
with open questions about views on the current levels of mutual trust between patients 
and staff and the current “spirit of cooperation”. These were followed by questions that 
targeted aspects of the diagnostic tests. These questions were described as “relational”, 
and were linked to the diagnostic tests as summarised in table 6.1. The survey concluded 
with a final open question on what practical changes the participant would make, as a way 
of testing whether the relational questions had opened up any new thinking about 
cooperation not captured already. 
Table 6.1 Mapping of relational survey question topics to the six tests of trust  
 
Trust test  Survey questions tested the extent to which patients 
feel… 
Identity  …they are valued 
Consent  …they have a voice and are treated fairly  
Responsibility (of state agent) …there is someone to turn to 
Relationship  …understood and informed  
Competence  …satisfied with way service delivered 
Accountability  …the surgery would put mistakes right  
A long list of all issues raised by both patients and staff was prepared, without reference 
to the diagnostic structure. Figure 6.2 summarises the results and was used to brief 
participants. It shows the quantitative scores for each group, and summarises the main 
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qualitative comments offered by group members, under the heading ‘top issues’. Positive 
comments about the current relationship were ticked and potential areas for improvement 
indicated by a question mark.  
Figure 6.2 Summary of the initial survey results  
As with the Housing Benefit study, the quantitative scores need to be treated cautiously. 
They helped take the temperature of the relationship and provided a useful point of 
departure, helping agenda setting and encouraging participant thought and discussion. 
But they are not statistically valid in themselves. However it is indicative that both the 
scores and qualitative comments were considerably more positive than the Housing 
Benefit study. This fits with the view of GPs as the most trusted public servants. The 
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challenge for the case study was whether this trust could be improved, and also whether 
the diagnostic itself could help explain such high levels of trust.  
The agenda for the initial patient and staff workshops was derived from mapping the long 
list of survey comments to the relevant trust test. Each group worked through the issues 
identified by their own, and the other, group, and agreed the key issues for discussion in 
the final joint workshop. It became clear that there were several common issues, although 
each group had different perspectives. For patients, most issues were about difficulties 
accessing the service (navigating the appointments system and reception, and getting 
their preferred doctor). The staff also raised access, but in their case how to manage 
demand by sign-posting alternative provision and enabling greater patient self-help.  
The final dialogue session reviewed all the main issues from both groups within each of 
the relevant trust tests, along with a summary of the reasons for inclusion and any 
practical suggestions for improvement. Six patient and six staff representatives attended 
the final meeting. All participants had attended the previous separate group sessions 
except for one patient (who had completed the survey). There was an engaged dialogue, 
with participation from both patients and staff, resulting in a number of significant 
recommendations for change.  
6.2   The diagnostic findings   
This section discusses the issues and recommendations that emerged from the DAR 
within each of the six trust tests. The six sub-sections describing each test (6.2.1 – 6.2.6) 
follow a common structure. Each starts with a summary of the intended scope of the test 
(taken from Chapter 5), followed by a brief description of the main discussion points. 
Where relevant this is illustrated by quotations from the DAR (labelled patient or staff 
diagnostic workshop for the initial separate session and dialogue workshop for the 
combined meeting). Each sub-section then summarises the agreed conclusions of the 
dialogue in a table (taken from final report of formal process). The first two columns in 
each of the tables record the patient and staff perspectives. The third column summarises 
agreements from the dialogue. The final column lists actions arising. The final part of each 
sub-section reflects on how well the test itself exposed the quality of the relationship, and 
whether the diagnostic structure worked from the participants’ perspective. This led to a 
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further tightening of the alignment of the diagnostic structure with the core nature of a 
citizen/state trust transaction, proposed in the final section of this chapter.  
6.2.1 The identity test  - ‘Am I respected and what is my role?’ 
This concerns the implicit and explicit identity citizens perceive as conferred in the 
process of interaction with the state. It touches on the defining nature of the relationship 
itself, and whether citizens feel perceived as active participants, treated with respect.  
The survey results and discussions found that patients felt respected. The patients’ score 
for the sense of being valued averaged 6/7. Staff were more wary, predicting the score 
patients would provide at 4.88/7. The main issues raised by patients and staff were 
around the patient’s role and authority in accessing the service. Patients saw reception 
staff as a barrier to seeing the doctor, and were sensitive around confidentiality and 
disabled access. For staff, the biggest issue was how to encourage patient self-help to 
reduce service demand. Staff also worried that negative press coverage would undermine 
patient confidence.  
In the final discussion, staff and patients coalesced around the role of the reception 
function. There was an animated discussion about empowering receptionists to become 
‘health system navigators’; triaging patients in order to signpost the right resource. 
Patients welcomed faster access to the right service, but emphasised the need for 
sufficient receptionist training and medical oversight of the process. It also provoked an 
interesting discussion on whether the patient should have easy access to their own 
records to check their accuracy. Who defines and owns how the citizen is recorded in a 
state system touches interestingly on the issue of identity. The exchange between staff (S, 
in all the transcripts below) and patients (P, in all the transcripts below) on this issue 
showed a lingering institutional worry about such user empowerment, even within the 
comparatively benign environment of a well-regarded GP surgery.  
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Patient diagnostic workshop (conversation including the patient champion) 
P1:  It would be quite good if we could have access to our own records. 
P3: You can though. 
S5: You can. 
P5: You can but they tell that they have to… yeah. 
P2: You have a right. 
P3: So we request it but I mean easily, like online, I could just login… 
S5: Ah you can, on what, yeah. …. 
P3: But that information hasn’t been communicated because I didn’t know that. 
S5: It has but very, very smalley because otherwise you can have 8,000 patients wanting 
their… 
P4: Was there a trial done, wasn’t one of the PP, Patient Participation Groups did a trial, 
didn’t they about that? 
S5: But you can, it is around but I say we've deliberately kept it small because we could 
potentially… And every doctor, if someone wants to request their records, the doctor has 
to authorise it, so it’s not just quick.  Because there’s some information that perhaps isn’t 
appropriate in some patients’ cases that it could do more harm than good, so……. 
The outcomes of this part of the discussion were recorded in table 6.2, summarising both 
the agreed actions and the mutual concerns.  
Table 6.2 Outcomes of the identity test  
 
Patient perspective  Staff perspective  Key points of 
agreement  
Actions  
Welcome quicker and 
more direct routes to 
appropriate (and self 
directed care) 
Corollary is effective 
coordination of patient 
Main concern is to 
how to help 
reception staff to 
evaluate need and 
refer to right 
solution 
Key issue is to help 
reception staff 
provide fuller service 
in a way trusted by 
patients  
A key to facilitating 
Form a small task 
force to design 
and implement a 
new role for 
reception staff, 
enabling them to 
give more advice 
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information and 
patient access to own 
information 
Also, confidence in 
signposting process 
enhanced by medical 
oversight and more 
surgery acceptance of 
patient wish for 
alternative 
provision/private care 
 
.  
What should be the 
‘first question’ for 
the receptionist to 
ask – this sets the 
scene for and the 
role of the 
reception. Question 
is how to empower 
reception to provide 
health navigation 
advice trusted by 
patients? 
 
 
patient self care is to 
empower the 
reception function to 
perform ‘resource 
triage’, guiding 
patients to best 
source of help.  
Requires creating role 
of ‘treatment 
coordinator’ 
It is important to get 
receptionist training, 
authority (e.g. asking 
on behalf of doctors), 
and ‘first question’ 
right so that patients 
trust non-medical 
judgment  
Surgery 
communications 
(including idea for 
surgery face book 
page) should 
publicise most 
common ‘pathways’.  
The physio direct pilot 
was considered a 
good model, partly 
because the patient 
path was established 
with service provider 
to patients. This 
proposal would be 
discussed with the 
patient reference 
group  
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and therefore the 
patient need rapidly 
acknowledged and 
acted upon 
The issue of identity, embracing both respect and roles, led to a useful and animated 
discussion. In the housing benefit study, the issue of respect dominated. For this study, 
the debate was more balanced between the two topics, with almost equal attention on the 
practical issues of the mutual roles of patient and staff as well as the nature of the 
service’s respect for the patient. The issue of respect was particularly nuanced because it 
mainly emerged through a comparison between the relationship with doctors and 
receptionists. There was little complaint about doctors; in fact there were a number of 
explicit statements of how this sense of respect created the current high trust relationship. 
By contrast, patients perceived a less respectful culture amongst receptionists. The 
specific issues raised were very different from the housing benefit study, and the evidence 
in part derived from positive rather than negative comments, but these results support the 
view that both aspects of the Identity test – role and respect – are important to the 
perception of state trustworthiness.  
6.2.2 The consent test – ‘What is the (real) deal and is it fair?’ 
This concerns the nature and equity of the deal on offer, and how the interests of the 
individual are perceived to be balanced against the interests of the collective. It addresses 
the legitimacy of state functions and citizen’s perceived ‘entitlement’ to services.  
The initial survey indicated an interesting tension between patients and staff on the 
consent test. The two relevant survey questions questioned patients on the fairness of 
decisions taken by the practice and the extent to which they felt they had a voice. Once 
again patients’ scores were very positive (averaging 6.13/7 and 6/7 respectively). Staff 
anticipated less satisfaction among patients, predicting average scores of 4.25/7 for both 
questions.  
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The issues raised by both groups provided some explanation. Staff were particularly 
sensitive to their role in equitably rationing services. There was a pointed discussion about 
how some patients gamed the system (primarily by exaggerating the urgency of a problem 
to get faster service) and about how to challenge this. By contrast patients were 
comparatively sanguine about both queue jumping (pointing out that this might 
demonstrate need, or difficulty in navigating the system) and the way the practice 
differentiated urgent and non-urgent cases. The main issues for patients were the 
perception that some processes such as repeat prescriptions were not clear or consistent, 
and the aspiration for the surgery to become advocates, making patients’ voice heard 
elsewhere in the NHS. 
The dialogic process arrived at a practical proposal. The patients suggested a simple 
‘charter’ setting out the key elements of the service on offer from the practice, and how 
patients should co-operate. In an interesting example of cooperation, a patient framed the 
proposal as helping the staff manage patient expectations. This was agreed by both 
groups, and included in the brief for the task group to develop.   
Dialogue workshop 
P2: I was just, just saying that, you know, the emphasis always seems to be on the, the, 
the patients, what they should expect from… 
P6: Mhm.  
P2: You know, the doctor surgery. And I'm thinking that, you know, you need to turn it the 
other way; what does doctor surgery expect from you? And that you could have just, sort 
of, I don’t know, four points on each side and say, you know, this is what we, I don’t know, 
this is what we expect of you and this is what we expect of you, so from all sides. 
 
[…This was discussed and the conclusion was enthusiastic staff approval...] 
S1: I think it might be something that might be useful to put on the, on the new patient 
pack, to actually have an, almost an agreement in there that this person… 
S7: Yeah.  
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S1: So that they read it, they tick it and they say, I will, you know, do this and I will do this 
and in, and in response, we will do this, this, this and this…. 
The outcomes of this aspect of the dialogue are summarised in table 6.3.  
Table 6.3 The outcomes of the consent test  
 
Patient perspective  Staff perspective  Key points of 
agreement  
Actions  
Suggest clear 
statement of what 
service standards 
can be expected 
from surgery and 
what expected from 
patients 
Understand priority 
of high need. 
Patients ‘gaming 
system’ may still be 
in real need of help 
Some patients would 
value more help with 
complex forms and 
finding the right 
advice  
 
Expectations of the 
service have risen 
over the years 
Health bodies give 
contradictory 
messages about 
visiting GPs 
Need to explain and 
educate patients on 
what expectations 
are legitimate and 
what alternatives are 
available 
Want to respond to 
‘special cases’ but 
inconsistency causes 
increased demand 
and distrust from 
others 
Need for consistency 
Need for common 
understanding of 
legitimate 
expectations of each 
party  
Surgery and patient 
reference group will 
develop a service 
agreement 
articulating the 
mutual expectations 
of surgery and 
patients  
Amongst other issues 
this would address 
how routine and 
urgent cases are 
prioritised, the 
timeliness of surgery 
activities, and 
common processes 
such as repeat 
Refer to task force 
working with 
patient reference 
group 
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in approach from all 
sections of surgery. 
including doctors 
Advocacy role with 
secondary care adds 
to demands on 
services 
prescriptions 
It would also set out 
clearly the 
procedures patients 
were expected to 
follow to ensure 
equity in the system  
Several conclusions can be drawn about the utility of this test. Discussing equity and voice 
provoked an important and lively discussion. This confirmed that in the public sector how 
the individual service offer fits equitably within broader collective provision is a key 
consideration for trust for users and providers. However the discussion also suggests 
some refinements to the questioning within this theme. Firstly, it is interesting that this 
debate arrived at the proposition for a service charter, just as with the housing benefit 
study. This prompts an additional supporting question around the perceived clarity and 
transparency of the service offered, which can be seen as a precondition for discussing 
consent. The second point also echoes the housing benefit study; the patient issue was 
not consent per se, but how to register dissent. The main issue issues were getting 
access to a doctor, and also the surgery’s role in helping the patient register concerns 
within the NHS. I return to this in the final chapter. 
6.2.3 The responsibility test – ‘Is there someone with whom I can do business?’ 
This concerns the nature and capability of the public sector counterparty to the citizen, 
and their ability to expedite the issue at hand. It reflects the importance to citizens of a 
consistent and known point of contact who can be held responsible for delivery of the 
service or activity within a meaningful interaction.  
The survey question exploring whether patients felt there was someone to whom they 
could turn for help gained the most positive response of any (6.25/7). Staff also predicted 
a positive response, anticipating a score of 5.25/7. Both parties saw this as a strength in 
the relationship. However, for patients, this test provoked discussion of areas where the 
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system seemed to fragment responsibility. At a personal level they emphasised the 
importance of continuity in seeing the same GP, especially for continuing treatment of the 
same condition. More systemically, they accepted the need for greater delegation, and 
that the days of the family doctor consistently available had past. However they saw the 
corresponding need for the practice to pool information on each patient, and for a single 
point of responsibility to take a holistic overview. This aspiration was not confined to the 
GP surgery; it also embraced the role of GPs in championing patients’ interests elsewhere 
within the NHS.  
The staff group were sensitive to the issue. The need to join up service delivery was 
evident in practical attempts to integrate internal systems. One staff member explained 
the thinking to the patients in the final dialogic workshop.  
Dialogue workshop  
S1 ….So what we try to do is, so you hear me talking about that veneer of trust, what we 
try and do is pass some of that trust on to somebody else. So we have, in some cases, we 
have what we call shared care, so we have a nurse who is able to do the long term 
condition and reviews but the blessing was given by the doctor for the patient to go to the 
nurse for that review, and the doctor isn’t letting go. What they’re saying is, “the nurse will 
do your review; if she picks anything up, then it will be relayed back to me and I will make 
a decision about what needs to be done”. 
Staff were also aware of the problem of system fragmentation. They shared patients’ 
frustration at the lack of coordination with related secondary or community health services, 
such as mental health services and hospital appointments. The GP practice was often 
seen as the gatekeeper, but in fact had little authority. This shared perspective was 
recorded in the final recommendation from the combined discussion, summarised in table 
6.4. 
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Table 6.4 The outcomes of the responsibility test  
 
Patient perspective  Staff perspective  Key points of 
agreement  
Actions  
Importance of seeing 
same doctor, 
particularly for 
ongoing cases 
Personal relationship 
important to trust; 
doctors regarded as 
friends  
Sometimes 
messages not 
communicated 
across sections (e.g. 
doctors’ discretion on 
repeat prescriptions?) 
If seeing someone 
other than own 
doctor, patients want 
information to be 
pooled  
 
Doctors also 
welcome continuity 
of relationships with 
patients, however 
can be a bottleneck 
in the system  
Sometimes patients 
present different 
issues to reception 
and doctors 
Need for consistent 
messages, actions, 
and information 
feedback across all 
sections of surgery 
and partners  
 
Key issue is 
continuity of care 
The surgery tries to 
allow patient to see 
preferred doctor 
(particularly for 
ongoing conditions); 
however high 
demand requires 
some delegation 
from doctor to others 
including other 
health professionals 
Implication is that all 
information should 
be reported to single 
named doctor for 
overall oversight 
Patients can refer 
problems to doctor 
via phone 
Patients encouraged 
to register with most 
appropriate doctor in 
the first instance  
Practice charter 
should commit to 
trying to achieve 
continuity of doctor 
for same condition, 
and explain how 
patient information 
is collated if 
derived from 
multiple sources 
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Continuity of care within the practice was significant to patients and staff. The practice’s 
efforts to maintain as much continuity as possible were a principal explanation given by 
both groups for the positive mutual relationship. Perhaps this is one reason that GPs are 
consistently the most trusted professionals. Patients were frustrated by the systemic 
inability of the rest of the NHS to replicate that sense of responsibility.   
The empowerment (or not) of the frontline worker to respond effectively to citizens 
emerged strongly in this study, and that for housing benefit. The comparative power of 
doctors within the system may strengthen trust. The role of reception staff in the 
relationship test is discussed next. It also links to the issue of competence, to which I 
return in the final section.  
6.2.4 The relationship test – ‘Am I being treated with empathy, and do I 
understand what is going on?’ 
This concerns the quality of the emotional and communicative ‘connectivity’ the citizen 
feels when interacting with the state. It addresses issues of empathy and compassion, as 
well as the clarity, accessibility and comprehensiveness of information exchanged.  
Patients were again considerably more positive than staff anticipated. Patients scored 
5.86/7 on how well they felt the surgery understood their needs; staff predicted 4.67/7. 
Patients rated the quality of information provided by the surgery at 6.25/7; staff predicted 
5.25/7. Once again, the two groups articulated a similar set of issues.  Both picked up on 
the theme from the identity test around the perceived difference in the relationship 
between patients and doctors, and patients and receptionists (but this time in the context 
of empathy rather than roles). Patients felt a strong relationship with doctors, raising only 
the issue of rigid ten-minute appointments. But patients felt a colder, less helpful attitude 
from receptionists, as the following exchange illustrates. 
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Dialogue workshop  
P2: For me with receptionists, the big thing is empathy. That’s the big thing, not the, what 
do you want now? [Unclear 01:59:30]. And you’re much less likely to open up to 
somebody who asks, “what are your symptoms? Can I help in another thing…?”  If you, if 
you get empathy…….. the patient’s more likely to open up to you anyway. 
S7: Some, some of that is also, sort of, communication skills, isn’t it?  
P2: Yes, exactly. Yeah. 
S7: They may be feeling the empathy but if they’re not showing you…  
P2: Yeah. Yeah. You know, I’ve experienced both ends and depending on the receptionist 
and sometimes you’re thinking what am I going to get today? Am I going to get the 
sigh..… 
S7: That’s the consistency then as well, isn’t it? 
In their initial diagnosis workshop, staff anticipated this perception. In the course of the 
discussion an idea emerged for changing the reception layout to encourage patients and 
staff to interact more informally, as crystallised in the following exchange.  
Staff diagnosis workshop  
S8; I just… You're just completely set up from the patients… You don't [unclear]. 
S7:  [Unclear]. 
S8: You can't… I just find it odd. They [patients] come in and they book in, and they've got 
to sit in the waiting room. Now, until they go in and see the doctor, that's your waiting 
room. You'll keep an eye on the patients.  If you need to speak to a patient, you have to 
go all the way out, or if they need to come and ask a question, they need to come all the 
way in. And so more often than not, I find that if they need to know anything, they won't 
ask anything. If nothing, they'll ask on the way out. Then they just don't bother. 
S7: So if we knock down that wall between reception… 
S8: I just think it makes people look more approachable if they're sat in the same room. 
S5: Yeah, if they're sitting there and think oh, I've just got this question, oh, there's no one 
at the desk at the minute. I'll just go and ask. 
S8: Because everyone's opinion of this surgery that I asked before I started working here 
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was… Fantastic surgery. What's reception like? Oh, I don't know, I don't have any idea. 
Do they have reception? 
S7: That's really interesting. 
The proposal to help empower receptionists in support of patients was welcomed 
enthusiastically by everyone. The discussion and recommendations are summarised in 
table 6.5.  
Table 6.5 The outcomes of the relationship test  
 
Patient perspective  Staff perspective  Key points of 
agreement  
Actions  
Make it easier to ask 
questions, however 
small or 
embarrassing  
Suggested 
preparation sheets 
for patients to fill in if 
multiple needs 
Attitude of reception 
is more important 
than knowledge; 
more valued in 
sympathy, smiling, 
eye to eye contact, 
and listening 
Sometimes a face to 
face meeting is 
essential, or perhaps 
Make reception 
more accessible to 
people in waiting 
room to encourage 
interaction and 
questions 
More flexibility in 
process, such as 
saying will phone 
back later with 
information (but 
must follow through) 
Grey areas exist in 
role and authority of 
reception in dealing 
with patients 
Great value in taking 
a customer service 
Make reception 
service more 
accessible and open  
Friendlier waiting 
area encourages 
patients to ask 
questions, and 
allows deeper and 
more empathetic 
relationships; 
practical issues 
around 
confidentiality could 
be overcome 
Proposal for 
restructuring 
reception area, 
including knocking 
down adjoining wall 
with patient waiting 
area, to be put to 
the practice 
management group  
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use Skype more  perspective 
Both groups engaged with the discussion, and the proposal for the reception area was 
warmly welcomed as significant both culturally and practically. These results support the 
housing benefit study finding that for citizens the way relationship is constructed is as 
important as what is done. It also confirms that to citizens many important factors are 
evident in the micro dynamics of the interaction, including language, the use of space, and 
the emotional culture of the different staff groups.   
However a practical learning point for the test is that for participants, conflating the two 
aspects of the relationship test (the understanding and empathy felt by the patient for their 
situation, and their understanding of the information being provided as a result of that 
understanding) was not entirely successful. It was revealing that the relationship 
discussion returned to similar territory to the identity test. On reflection this makes sense, 
as the group was making a natural link between respect and empathy; empathy emerges 
as a precondition for respect. In addition, as discussed below there was considerable 
overlap in the discussions between this category and the competence test around the 
surgery’s communication with patients. Both these considerations contributed to the 
proposed restructuring of the tests discussed in the final section of this chapter.  
6.2.5 The competence test – ‘Is the service efficient, and do people do what they 
say?’   
This concerns the perceived capability of the service to act effectively and efficiently. It 
addresses the quality of delivery, whether staff do what they say they will do, and whether 
the process of production looks sensible to the user.  
Satisfaction with service delivery followed a similar pattern. Very positive results came 
from patients (6.38/7), but staff anticipated worse (4.88/7). Reasons for staff apprehension 
were dominated by the appointment system, and patients’ frustration at the difficulty of 
getting access. Patients’ discontent arose from having to ring when new slots for 
appointments were released at 8.30 each day. This could be personally inconvenient, but 
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also raised concerns about the surgery’s systemic competence, as the exchange below 
makes clear.  
Patient diagnosis workshop  
 
P5: The point I want to make is the 8:30 - you can’t make an appointment unless you 
phone on the day.  Now I can understand that for say, you suddenly become ill, but if 
you've got something you want to see the doctor about and you know sort of next week, 
you've still got to wait to make a phone on the day at 8:30 and everybody’s phoning at 
8:30 and it gets a little bit sort of….  And I wish we could still sort of say, right in a week’s 
time doctor says they want to see you, make an appointment, so and so.  But it seems 
everything’s starting, you've got to phone at 8:30 and I don’t know whether anybody else 
finds that as well.  You know….I can understand that for emergency [unclear]. 
P1: I never even bother because you never get through, so I…. 
P5: Well I find if I phone… 
P1: I always just queue. [Laughing]. 
P5: If you phone at 8:25 it becomes 8:30 because my 8:25 is their 8:30. [Laughing].  So, 
with different clocks, different times.  
P2: I can’t remember the last time I phoned because I never get through. 
P5: Oh I do quite [unclear], it was… 
P1: I always just come. 
Clearly several patients had given up telephoning entirely and queued at the surgery.  
One patient poignantly asked for a shelter when the line extended outdoors. 
Patient diagnosis workshop  
 
P4: Kind of related to that is… Okay we've kind of accepted we have to queue and that, 
so can we please have a shelter. [Laughing].  Absolutely drenched, in the winter it’s 
freezing. 
P6: Yeah, so I can … 
P4: And there used to be a shelter, the plastic one there and they’ve taken it away. 
P6: Oh yes.  That’s right, you can see that. 
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P4: And so you're just standing in the pouring rain, you see some people in wheelchairs 
getting absolutely drenched. 
 Staff showed an awareness of patients’ frustration, but also a defensiveness, perhaps 
born out of impotence at finding any better solution. The report of the patients’ views 
provoked the following exchange: 
Staff diagnostic workshop  
S2: I think our appointment system is quite good. 
S4:Yeah, I think so as well. 
S2: I mean, I don't know about anybody else, whether anybody else tried to get 
appointments at their own GP, you can never get an appointment. 
S4: It takes months. 
S2: Yeah. Like here, you know, I don't think the people really have to wait. 
S5: The main thing they were saying was they couldn't physically get on the phone at 
8:30. 
Discussing this in preparation for the dialogic session noticeably heightened the urgency 
with which staff addressed the issue, and led to what felt like a much more grounded and 
honest discussion of the issue in the combined session.  
Dialogue workshop  
P4: Would you say that all those that come needed to come? 
S7: No, and I think that goes back to our previous one about honesty and trust really, is 
that, quite understandably, patients say, the only way I can get to see a doctor is by 
saying it’s urgent for today, so that’s what I’m going to do. And you can’t blame them 
really, but it means they usually see the wrong doctor for the wrong problem at the wrong 
time and they get an exhausted doctor when they could have seen, you know, [unclear]. 
P4: So it’s about education. 
S7: Yeah, yeah. 
P3: Is there a priority for children or, or anything like that? 
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S7: No, there isn’t a priority currently, no.  
P3: No. 
S7: No. Because all ages will have the same sort of…  
P3: Yeah, yeah. I didn’t know there was… 
S7: issues of being acutely ill. I mean, effectively, we don’t really turn people away…  
P4: No. 
S7: But we… And that’s where the big, I think for me, that’s the big trust thing of trying to 
match expectation against capacity…. 
The outcome was better mutual understanding of the rationale for the current system and 
some practical measures to ameliorate the worst aspects, for example more use of the 
online system and confirmation of the value of reception guiding patients to other 
resources where appropriate. The appointment system dominated the agenda within this 
test.  However there was also a productive discussion about helping patients follow a 
doctor’s advice by making sure that notes or printouts were provided of all important 
instructions made during consultations. These agreements are summarised by table 6.6.  
Table 6.6 The outcomes of the competence test  
 
Patient perspective  Staff perspective  Key points of 
agreement  
Actions  
Booking system: 
8.30 bottle 
neck/getting through 
on phone. Easier to 
queue in person (but 
no shelter),not 
online, inability to 
make appointments 
at other times 
means cannot plan 
ahead (e.g. when Dr 
says see me again 
Booking system: 
8.30 bottleneck 
More receptionists 
would just mean 
appointments filled 
quicker    
Online system is 
working 
Ability to book 
The key issues are 
the appointments 
system and how to 
help patients follow 
doctors’ advice  
Booking system: 
50% of 
appointments 
released ahead, 
50% on the day. 
That policy still 
Increase 
appointments 
available online  
Outside shelter to be 
recommended to 
practice 
management group 
Doctors to have 
notepads to help 
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in 6 weeks). 
Difficult seeing own 
or preferred doctor 
Following Dr’s 
advice (and trust in 
systems) helped by 
printouts/notes or 
recordings of 
proposed actions  
Repeat prescription 
process could be 
streamlined and 
automated 
Incentives for 
patients to stick to 
appointments, and 
text reminders 
ahead for specific 
doctors up to 4 
weeks ahead, and 
doctors have 
discretion for longer 
Variable criteria for 
the ‘sit and wait’ 
system 
Difficult to 
differentiate urgent 
and routine 
appointments 
Doctors have role in 
educating patients  
Patient self-
diagnosis and self 
help – use NHS 
Choices rather than 
111 service  
Few patients don’t 
turn up, or late, for 
appointments - but 
still considerable 
waste (worse for 
nurses than doctors)   
 
regarded as fairest 
However within that 
surgery will review 
proportion put online 
and the criteria for 
sit and wait process  
Reducing wasted 
appointments would 
help. The long-term 
solution is to reduce 
demand through 
greater self-help and 
delegation to other 
health professionals  
Note pad for 
patients, and more 
print outs of advice, 
would help patients 
follow GPs advice 
patients note advice 
Simplify repeat 
prescription process  
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The passionate debate around the appointment system illustrates the importance of 
competence to citizens, in both systems as well as individuals. However the gap between 
the strong emotions in discussion compared to the very positive initial score is also 
interesting. It demonstrates the importance of deliberative debate in exposing issues 
beneath the surface of the quantitative survey. The debate gathered momentum during 
the dialogue. Surfacing the issues in the early stages of the DAR seemed to give the 
patient group increasing confidence to articulate previously tacit concerns. This also 
seemed an interesting example of the holistic nature of the overall relationship of trust, as 
patients’ belief in the personal competence of doctors seemed to make patients more 
forgiving – at least in the initial scores - when frustrated by this aspect of the system.   
A further reflection is that patients and staff seem to apply a relatively nuanced and 
sophisticated approach to competence, understanding that the capability of a public 
service is made up of a combination of personal skills, system procedures, and frontline 
empowerment. It was also interesting that in practice this test was closely associated with 
two others - the responsibility test (part of responsibility is to ensure adequate ability to 
deliver) and the accountability test (how to monitor and report on competence in the 
delivery of a service). This contributed to the restructure of the tests described in the final 
section.   
6.2.6 The accountability test – ‘Is my trust being vindicated, and if not can I make 
sure that things are put right?’ 
This concerns the governance of the interaction. It relates to issues of power and 
interdependence and addresses how citizens can assess whether things have turned out 
as they expected, and their faith in the mechanisms for resolving distrust if things go 
wrong.  
This test was less controversial. In response to the survey question about whether 
mistakes would be put right, patients scored an average 6/7, while staff averaged 5.75/7). 
There seemed a shared sense that the surgery’s culture was to prioritise patient 
complaints and wherever possible resolve them as they arose, as one staff member 
explained to the researcher (R).   
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Staff diagnosis workshop  
S1: …..it's always been our philosophy that we don't want to make mountains out of 
molehills, get people in front of us… 
R: Yeah. 
S1: We'll talk to them, that's fine. You know, I have to do a report every year about 
complaint letters that we've had… 
R: Yeah. 
S1: And I'm struggling to find stuff. 
S8: Yeah. 
S1: Which is a good way to be. 
Patients reflected a similar sense that the surgery was concerned to understand and 
rectify errors or resolve complaints. For patients, it was important that the surgery followed 
through on commitments; this was seen as strength of the surgery. Indeed one of the 
main issues for the patient group was the need to encourage patients to be more 
assertive in voicing concerns rather than criticise the staff for not being receptive, as 
illustrated below.   
Patient dialogue workshop  
 
P4: But again I think it is down to us because sometimes here, you know, when that 
chatting, which your doctor da, da, da, ooh so and so, so and so.  Did you tell him?  Did 
you speak?  Did you, you know and they said: oh no.  And I think, you know it’s up to us if 
you think something’s not right to say.  You know I don’t think, because otherwise how will 
they, how will they know? 
 
This shared view was reported in table 6.7. 
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Table 6.7 The outcomes of the accountability test  
 
Patient perspective  Staff perspective  Key points of 
agreement   
Actions  
Important for staff to 
follow through on 
commitments  
 
Culture is to resolve 
issues at the time, 
always accept 
mistakes, and put 
right if communicated  
 
Surgery committed 
to enhancing current 
culture of 
accountability and 
trying to resolve 
issues as they arise 
All staff expected to 
follow through on 
actions  
Review 
accessibility of 
complaints process 
added to the brief 
of task group 
working with 
patient reference 
group   
The lack of contention within this test appeared to reflect the strong relationship between 
surgery and patients, rather than the test being unimportant. Reviewing the transcripts, it 
was also apparent that the key issue for patients was less the question of redress in the 
event of service failure (which was such a large part of the Housing Benefit study) than 
the ability to challenge if promised actions such as calling back were not fulfilled. In this 
sense the discussion overlapped most with the consent test, and the importance of clarity 
over what expectations of each other were legitimate.  
6.3   A refined diagnostic structure  
The findings in this chapter, and those from the housing benefit case study, need careful 
interpretation. They are only two public services, and the themes and tests they have 
identified are at best emergent. However there is much that resonates with the wider 
evidence in Chapter 2, and there were many common themes in the two case studies. 
This section reflects on the learning, both positive and developmental, to be derived from 
the study – and building on this makes proposals for restructuring the diagnostic. This 
restructure is mainly a reconfiguration of the tests used so far, bringing together 
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commonalities and aligning more closely to the three part model of the citizen/state trust 
transaction. Some additional underpinning questions are also proposed. 
The framework and process proved helpful in exploring the relationship between patients 
and staff at the surgery. Each test generated an engaged debate between patients and 
staff and these discussions gave rise to practical steps to enhance trust and cooperation. 
The grounded nature of many of the suggestions also supports the broader proposition 
that enhancing trust and cooperation between citizen and state could produce practical 
mechanisms for improving service outcomes. There was also considerable positive 
feedback on the benefits of the dialogic process as a way of constructively exploring 
issues and solutions. Finally there were significant commonalities between the findings of 
the two case studies, such as the importance of respect and empathy, the need to 
understand mutual expectations and the aspiration for a sense of responsibility as well as 
competence from the state. 
However, before exploring these substantive findings, the prior question is to test the 
integrity of the data, especially as it was generated by the use of a targeted diagnostic. As 
with the use of the evaluation framework described in chapter 4, this poses the twin risks 
of excluding issues that fall outside the tests posed to the participants, or 
misunderstanding the significance of issues by aligning them with inappropriate headings. 
The mitigation for the first of these risks was to use the initial participant survey to ask 
open questions probing the issues the minds of participants, prior to focussing on 
questions mapped to the diagnostic tests. Table 6.2 summarises all the substantive issues 
raised before they were allocated to the relevant test. As with the mapping of trust 
elements to the evaluation framework described in chapter 4, the main difficulty in 
allocating issues to specific tests was if they were described in general terms. For 
example, one of the issues raised by the staff group was the aspiration for greater 
‘customisation of the service’. In discussion this was seen as impacting on a number of 
the tests, including the identity test (to understand individual need), the consent test (to 
articulate better the individual service ‘offer’) and the competence test (the ability to 
provide a more individualised service). Once unpacked to this level of granularity there 
were no issues that could not be assigned to a relevant test. This was a reassuring test of 
theory in that the structure of the diagnostic, derived from the relational model and the 
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relational framework, was intended to be comprehensive of the main relational dynamics 
at play in a citizen/state interaction.  
However reflecting on the internal coherence of the diagnostic in mapping the data to the 
tests prompted more challenging questions. There were a number of significant learning 
points for the structure of the diagnostic, in part to make it more intuitive for participants, 
and in part to tighten the intellectual rigour of the analysis. In practice, the discussion 
flowed across a number of tests at the same time, as noted in the individual sections 
above. Combining some of the related tests would also help align them more clearly with 
the three parts of the trust model described previously, reinforcing the original design 
intent in using the structure as the architecture for the tests. Reflecting on these 
observations, and also bearing in mind the value of simplifying the diagnostic to its 
essential elements, led to a final revised structure for wider use as the final output of this 
study. This revised approach more clearly differentiates the analytic and normative 
aspects of the diagnostic. This is helpful theoretically and also practically, as it creates 
more flexibility to add other normative tests within the same structure, should these 
emerge in other service contexts.  
Thus the final proposed approach strengthens the orientation of the diagnostic tests within 
the analytic structure offered by the trust version of the public value relational model. This 
aligns the top-level diagnostic themes according to whether they are targeting issues to do 
with:  
• How the citizen as trustor perceives the recognition of their identity and need by 
the state (aligning with the respect theme described below) 
• The degree of confidence of the citizen in the arrangements for the coordination 
and governance of the relationship (aligning with the consent theme described 
below)  
• How the citizen judges the attributes of the state as trustee, in delivering to citizen 
expectations (aligning with the responsibility theme described below). 
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The actual diagnostic tests that align to this analytic structure – represent the normative 
aspirations of citizens for the specific qualities of the trustworthy state as revealed by the 
fieldwork for this study. The result is a three-fold structure as an umbrella for the tests. In 
this revised approach the three top-level headings are more accurately understood as 
themes, which then embrace a number of more specific tests. The first of these themes 
integrates what was previously the identity test along with the empathy component of the 
relationship test. This is now called the respect theme to acknowledge the dominant 
normative aspiration in this area. The second theme retains the concept of consent as its 
defining characteristic, but also integrates the elements of what was previously the 
accountability test. The third theme is a revised version of the responsibility test that 
encompasses elements of competence.  
Underpinning each of these themes are the specific tests developed for the case study 
described above, and incorporating additional emerging factors. These tests are still 
described as generic, and are intended as comprehensive of all the issues encountered in 
the case study. However should other issues emerge in other usage of the diagnostic 
more tests can be added. Aligning the tests more clearly within three high level and easy 
to explain themes, which are themselves linked to the three essential elements of a 
citizen/state trust transaction, offers a coherent intellectual framework, and one tested in 
the course of the study. It also better reflects the rhythm and tenor of the discussions in 
the dialogic sessions described above. Finally describing the tests in this way gives a 
clearer line of sight back to the trust typology, offering reassurance that these tests fit with 
theory as well as practice.   
This is important as the evidence here supports the observation that the citizen aspiration 
is for a different norm of trust in their interaction with the state than that on offer. The form 
adopted by citizens is nuanced, but it combines a more social element along with 
instrumental trust. It also seeks a more active trust, particularly in terms of a sense of 
responsibility from the state, and more collaborative governance.   
Figure 6.3 illustrates the logic of the proposal and is followed by a fuller listing of the 
underpinning tests of trustworthiness within this simplified structure.   
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Figure 6.3 The three sets of tests of trustworthiness  
 
 
 
 
 
Below is a summary definition of each theme, with each underpinning test.  
The respect theme and tests concern the implicit and explicit identity citizens perceive as 
conferred on them while interacting with the state. It assesses how far citizens feel they 
are treated with respect as a genuine ‘presence’ in a citizen/state interaction. It is 
evidenced by the citizen perception of whether they are valued and understood as 
individuals, and whether they feel they have a meaningful role. These tests are most 
focused on where citizens consider the trust relationship sits on the instrumental/social 
axis of the trust typology. They also reflect a corresponding implication from the 
passive/active continuum, reflecting citizens’ important role in service delivery. It has three 
distinct diagnostic sub-components: 
• Do you feel valued by the service? (previously in the identity test) 
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• Do you feel you play a full part in the service? (previously in the identity test) 
• Does the service fully understand your needs and capabilities? (previously in the 
relationship test). 
The consent theme and tests concern the governance of the interaction, and whether 
citizens feel they have sufficient traction on its nature and success. It is evidenced by 
whether citizens feel the service on offer is fair and appropriate, whether they have agreed 
to it (mainly through recognition of dissent), whether there is transparency in assessing 
whether it has been achieved in practice or not, and finally whether they believe the public 
body will rectify errors. These tests correspond most closely to the 
dependency/interdependency aspect of the trust typology, and concentrates on the 
options for the governance mechanism offered by trust. It is also supported by several 
diagnostic subcomponents: 
• Do you think the service is treating you fairly? (previously in the consent test) 
• Do you know what to expect from the service, and what it expects from you? (new 
test to reflect recurring point from case studies) 
• Do you feel you have a voice in assessing the quality and delivery of the service? 
(previously in the accountability test) 
• Do you believe that the service would admit to mistakes and put things right if they 
went wrong? (previously in the accountability test). 
The responsibility test completes the diagnostic by assessing the degree to which citizens 
feels confident in the capability and commitment of the state to deliver on the relationship 
and perceived obligations. It is evidenced by the perception whether the state is organised 
to take ownership of an issue, whether citizens feel they have adequate and transparent 
communication with the state, and their sense of the competence or otherwise of staff and 
systems. These tests focus primarily on the citizen’s perception of whether the state is 
operating to an active or passive form of trust, although it also resonates with the 
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implication of a more social form of trust as citizens expect the state to have a sense of 
ownership of the issue. It is also underpinned by several diagnostic components:  
• Do you understand who in the service is responsible for ensuring your satisfaction 
with the service? (previously in the responsibility test) 
• Do you have confidence that the service will deliver to your satisfaction? 
(previously in the competence test) 
• Do you believe that the service is organised in a sensible and efficient manner? 
(previously in the competence test) 
• Do you believe that the service is transparent and effective on communicating 
what is going on? (previously in the relationship test). 
There is a final implication of this revised structure. Simplifying the tests in this way should 
makes it easier to embed them in the systemic governance of the relationship, as as well 
as a one off diagnostic, by making it easier to get immediate feedback at the level of the 
themes at least. The other implication is to prioritise the identification and resolution of 
dissent. This is discussed further in the next chapter.  
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7.  Critical evaluation and future lines of inquiry 
This chapter concludes the thesis by evaluating how far the study achieved its objectives, 
through considering the main theoretical and empirical challenges to the results.  
In chapter 1 the research questions explored by this study were described as twofold. The 
first was to understand the tests in the mind of citizens when assessing the state’s 
trustworthiness, and whether these are different in kind to the norm of trust and 
trustworthiness in use within the agencies of the state. The second question followed; 
once identified, can these tests help structure the citizen/state relationship to encourage a 
more co-operative interaction? The ambition was to explore whether trust, as a 
mechanism of governance for the relationship, could supplement voice and choice in 
helping to create a relational paradigm of cooperation rather than compliance. The scope 
of the questions and ambition were illustrated with a ‘trust version’ of the public value 
relational model, incorporating the three-part definition of trust described earlier, and 
reproduced below in figure 7.1. The study was designed to explore what would enable the 
citizen as trustor (1) to trust the state as trustee (2) in the pursuit of the trust transaction 
within the zone of interaction (3). 
Figure 7.1 The research question and trust version of the public value relational 
model  
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The answers to these questions developed in the course of the study are emergent, but 
suggest that there is merit in the approach. Both the research method and findings help to 
illuminate significant aspects of the direction of travel. The study argues that the three fold 
diagnostic structure and supporting tests summarise the empirical evidence on the factors 
that citizens associate with state trustworthiness. Specifically, highlighting the importance 
of the relational qualities of ‘respect’ and ‘consent’ as well as ‘responsibility’ represents a 
major step beyond the traditional ‘performance’ model of trust within the public sector. 
Moreover they are open to practical implementation as part of structuring the citizen/state 
relationship. The diagnostic and its tests can be used as a one off tool to assess the 
health of a relationship or more ambitiously to generate information needed to redesign 
the delivery of a public service. It is even possible to conceive of the tests being 
embedded in the day-to-day process of service delivery – for example by institutionalising 
the need to acknowledge and resolve citizen dissent.  
This chapter seeks to assess the credibility and value of this conclusion by critiquing each 
of the key steps, theoretical and methodological, from which it has been derived. It starts 
(7.1) by reviewing the overarching approach to the study. The following sections then 
discuss the four specific contributions of the study required to address the research 
questions, as summarised at the start of Chapter 1. These were 
• Analytic – The research questions rest on a relational perspective in 
conceptualising and investigating the way citizens and state interact, and the 
importance and problem of citizen/state cooperation. Section 7.2 challenges the 
validity of this conceptualisation.  
• Propositional – the key theoretical contribution to addressing the research 
questions was in exploring the core nature and action of trust as a mechanism for 
the coordination of social interactions, and its potential to improve the citizen/state 
relationship. Section 7.3 tests the robustness of this view of trust.  
• Methodological – the method for addressing the research questions was to 
develop a repeatable way of tapping deliberative and relational knowledge of 
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citizens and frontline staff. Section 7.4 addresses the integrity of this process and 
the data it produced.  
• Practical - synthesising a diagnostic for use by citizens and public services to 
improve their mutual trust and cooperation. Section 7.5 critiques whether the 
diagnostic is effective in structuring the citizen/state relationship as claimed above.  
The chapter concludes (7.6) with an overall assessment of what has been achieved and 
implications for state reform and further research.  
Each section summarises the objectives for that component of the study and the main 
points of value and innovation developed during the study. It then addresses the key 
challenges to each contribution, and reviews any mitigating considerations. Each section 
concludes with an overall assessment of the contribution, and lines of inquiry required for 
further progress.  
7.1   Critiquing the iterative research process  
This section discusses the overarching research process, and the risks involved in starting 
from a proposition for change.  
Chapter 1 positioned the approach in the spirit of critical inquiry, in pursuing a research 
question intended to yield answers that would have concrete application in improving the 
citizen/state relationship. The point of departure was to conceptualise the theory and 
practice that might embody this change, developing the proposition that a form of trust 
could improve citizen/state cooperation. This was then tested and developed in iterative 
cycles of empirical fieldwork. The approach is illustrated at figure 7.2, reproduced from 
chapter 1.  
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Figure 7.2 Illustration of iterative study process 
 
  
This approach aimed to maximise the prospects of achieving a definitive outcome, to 
prove or disprove this proposition. Being proposition driven was intended to help 
accelerate thinking and target insight. The corollary was to design an iterative approach to 
the fieldwork that would develop knowledge in the context of the theory, but also 
challenge the thinking - potentially to destruction. This chapter questions each main step 
in the process, and the validity and efficacy of the final outputs. This section frames that 
evaluation by considering the dangers posed by the approach. Two developments 
particularly accelerated progress whilst maintaining a line of sight from objectives to 
outputs. Firstly the evaluation framework (‘connectivity’, ‘agency’ and ‘interactivity’) 
provided a hinge between theory and practice, supporting the interrogation of the 
fieldwork data in the context of a prior attempt to anticipate what might be significant. 
Secondly the iterative approach to learning and testing helped, as the second case study 
tested the outputs from the first.   
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This also created dangers. Evaluating the fieldwork data within the preconceived 
categories of the evaluation framework in the first study, and the categories of the tests of 
trust in the second, may have skewed results. The framework and tests helped identify 
insight, but may have excluded other issues rendered invisible by not being anticipated. 
The theoretical mitigation of this risk was that the dimensions of the framework were 
conceived to be generic, comprehensive and inclusive, identifying broad themes so that 
nothing of importance was excluded. Also, they were tested empirically by developing the 
framework with issues derived from other research and by the parallel process of 
‘freeform’ coding of the data for emergent issues. In addition the second case study was 
constructed to enable challenge to the findings from the first dialogic action research 
(DAR). Section 7.4 assesses the credibility of the empirical findings in more depth.   
Extrapolating the main diagnostic tests from just two case studies may also have skewed 
results. The housing benefit case study combined welfare (payment of benefit) with 
regulation (eligibility for payment), and represented an environment of lower trust than the 
second case study of the universal service provided by a GP surgery. The contrast 
represents two significant types of citizen/state relationships. But the obvious risk remains 
that different relational contexts, such as a coercive service like prisons, would produce 
different results. This risk was partially managed by the measures described above, but 
the broader mitigation is that the study anticipates, and requires, the use of the diagnostic 
with other public services to determine its usefulness and value across the wider public 
sector. Section 7.5 discusses the integrity and efficacy of the final formulation of the 
diagnostic and section 7.6 outlines possible future lines of inquiry. 
A final methodological challenge to the overarching approach is whether an alternative 
study process might have also satisfied the research questions whilst carrying less risk. 
For example an entirely empirical study might avoid these dangers. This could involve 
several DAR case studies, in different service areas, using the method developed here, 
but evaluating the data without any prior structure, along the lines of the emergent coding 
process. This would reduce the risk of the evaluation framework being insufficiently 
comprehensive and provide an interesting comparison with the results of this study. 
However it would pose risks of its own. For example without a backbone of critical theory 
the results might be skewed to current assumptions about the nature of citizen/state trust. 
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On balance the critical and iterative approach adopted proved robust in the context of the 
research question but is open to further validation. 
7.2   Critiquing the value of the relational model  
The first substantive contribution of the study was to develop a model of the citizen/state 
relationship from the citizen’s perspective. The rationale was that any study of citizen/state 
trust had to be grounded in a realistic perspective of the nature of the relationship from the 
perspective of the citizen as the potential trustor. In this section I consider the value of this 
conceptualisation, and challenges whether it is irrelevant or misguided.  
The relational model was conceived as a corrective to traditional ‘provider’ oriented 
depictions of citizens as passive consumers of public services. Starting from a narrow 
view of citizens’ contributions to the mutual relationship would inevitably limit conceptions 
of the means for improving it. In this sense the intention was analytic, to create a more 
realistic understanding of the reciprocal interplay between citizen and state. The result 
was the public value relational model reproduced in figure 7.3. This described the range 
and elements of the relationships in scope and identified the primary ‘relational dynamics’ 
for investigation (connectivity, agency and interactivity). This provided the basis for the 
argument that current relational mechanisms of voice, choice, exit and silence underpin a 
paradigm of compliance rather than cooperation. 
Figure 7.3 The public value relational model  
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Initially the model was intended to describe discursively the scope and thrust of the 
analysis. However during the study it assumed increasing methodological importance, and 
practical value, in challenging current approaches to service design and policy 
development. From the perspective of method it directed the focus of the research onto 
the intersubjective relational dynamics within the ‘zone of interaction’ (Stolorow and 
Atwood, 2002), and the subjective attitudes and capabilities that contributed to these 
(Leonard, 1997; Bakan, 1966). The model and framework also underpinned the 
development of the trust typology, and in a ‘trust version’ provided the architecture for the 
final diagnostic. 
This deployment of the model indicates the potential innovative value of the 
conceptualisation beyond the specific scope of this study. It provides an analytic basis, 
and example, for how genuinely to put the ‘citizen experience’ at the heart of public sector 
reform. Its value in this respect is in part derived from a more realistic evaluation of the full 
contribution citizens make to the relationship, as well as the methodological insights 
summarised above. The result challenges conceptions of public service reform that see 
citizens as stakeholders to change, rather than its drivers (Cabinet Office, 2006). The 
model provides the intellectual framework for arguing that reform should start with the 
‘citizen experience’, and the processes of public value co-creation, as a pre-eminent 
consideration in driving institutional change.  
This is a lot of weight for the conceptualisation to carry, and it has been contested. The 
idea that the preponderance of public value created by the state is co-created with citizens 
is frequently challenged, often in the context of public services that are predominantly 
‘transactional’ or those services where the citizen ostensibly has little agency, such as 
regulatory services. For example critics challenge whether it is useful to think of the prison 
service and its relationship with inmates in this way, or automated transactions such as 
paying parking fines.  
There are two aspects to this critique. The first is that the citizen contribution – or 
requirement for cooperation - is so minimal to production and consumption that it is 
irrelevant to professional service delivery, and therefore in service modernisation. There is 
a seductive common sense to this argument. It certainly describes the prevailing paradigm 
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for public policy development. To take the citizen contribution to production first, budgets 
for public services rarely account for the costs or benefits of the activity of citizens 
necessary to the service, partly because they are enforced and externalised. In terms of 
citizens and consumption, it is equally rare for a public service to be rewarded on 
successful outcomes. Public services are largely constructed and funded on the basis of 
providing a service process, rather than on the success of the service. Whatever the 
citizen contribution to service production or consumption is, today there are only weak 
practical incentives for this to be a major consideration in service management.  
The second, related, critique is the difficulty of quantifying the benefits of enhanced 
cooperation. One way of countering the argument above would be evidence for the step 
change in service effectiveness from better citizen/state relationships. However the 
evidence base for this is under-developed. The literature discussed in the study 
references anecdotal evidence for the advantages of better cooperation, but hard 
quantified studies are more elusive. There is evidence that suggests the potential prize is 
considerable (Scholz and Pinney, 1998). Commentators point to examples of operational 
efficiency leading to running cost reductions (e.g. improvements in the housing benefit 
process from reducing rework) and in the outcomes of programme benefits (e.g. better 
targeting of housing benefit on need, and reductions in benefit fraud). However the picture 
is currently fragmentary (Boyle and Harris, 2009; Coats and Passmore, 2008; Parker, 
2008; Duffy, Downing and Skinner, 2003).   
The debate about the citizen contribution to the relationship with the state is an important 
challenge to the premise for the study. If the need for cooperation is insignificant, the 
argument for trust is reduced. The issue is answered in several ways. Grounding the 
argument in the analytic framework of public value provided a recognised and solid 
foundation for developing the model. The argument was further strengthened by 
incorporating modern scholarship around ‘service logic’ (Grönroos, 2011; Normann, 1991), 
providing a compelling perspective on user value derived from service consumption from 
outside the public sector. Finally the two case studies themselves gave multiple examples 
of the intrinsic nature of the reciprocal interplay of citizens and state in production and 
consumption.  
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This mix of evidence provides a robust but partial rationale for the model as the premise 
on which to base the research questions. From the perspective of this study the benefits 
of greater cooperation should be a priority for future research. The public sector is only 
likely to move beyond well intentioned but ineffective rhetoric on putting citizens at the 
heart of government when there is a more concrete understanding of the potential value 
of the citizen contribution.  
7.3   Critiquing the proposition to enhance citizen trust   
An important part of the theory development required to address the research questions 
was to shape the proposition that trust offers the potential for a relational coordination 
mechanism that can work alongside voice, choice and silence in holding the state to 
account, and promoting more cooperative citizen/state interactions. In assessing the 
credibility of the proposition I firstly consider challenges to the objective itself; that the 
aspiration is either futile, or the wrong concept to apply to the state. Secondly I consider 
challenges to the integrity of the trust typology used to differentiate forms of trust.  
The proposition became firmer while peeling away the layers of trust. The initial intent was 
that trust would be a productive point of departure for the study because it was a relational 
phenomenon linked to social co-operation. It also tapped existing relational research 
energised by contemporary concerns about a crisis of public trust. However in 
investigating the function of trust the perspective within this study moved from seeing it as 
a broadly homogeneous and benign emotion underpinning positive relationships, to a 
harder edged view of trust as a contingent and potentially potent mechanism for the 
governance of reciprocal relationships, even ones based on an asymmetry of power such 
as those between citizen and state. It is difficult, perhaps impossible, to force people to 
trust.  
The observation that trust can take on plural forms is increasingly present in some of the 
contemporary literature (Simpson, 2012; Jones, 1999), but the consequences have not 
been fully developed. The innovative contribution of this study was the development of a 
typology of forms of trust; grounding the principle of pluralism in operational terms that can 
be studied and evaluated. This provided the basis for a tougher articulation of the 
observation that the reason for falling trust in the state was due to different norms of trust 
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used by each party, potentially explained by the state clinging to the bureaucratic legacy 
of assumed trust while citizens operate to a more critical agenda (Christensen and Per 
Lægreid, 2005; Duffy, Downing and Skinner, 2003; Fotaki, 2014; O'Neill, 2002; Park and 
National Centre for Social Research (Great Britain), 2008; Taylor‐Gooby, 2008). This 
insight liberated the study to consider trust from the citizen perspective. The analysis was 
summed up by the graphic in chapter 2 and reproduced as figure 7.4.  
Figure 7.4 Citizen and state may be operating to different norms of trust 
 
 
 
 
The value of this theoretical frame for the study was to enforce consideration of a 
research method adequate to analysing different norms of trust. Another potentially 
valuable aspect of the typology was that it worked with the grain of the relational model, 
with connectivity translated to the social/instrumental dimension and agency to the 
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active/passive. Dependency and interdependency provided a basis for the analysis of the 
control function of trust in the reciprocal dynamics of the zone of interaction.  
This proposition for the potential role of trust also attracted considerable and interesting14 
contestation when discussed at conferences and seminars. These critiques fall into three 
broad families. One response is outright rejection; the idea of trust in the state is 
implausible, ineffectual and potentially damaging to the interests of citizens. This is often 
associated with the neo liberal suspicion that the state is impervious to such strategies 
and therefore citizens should be always on their guard in any interaction (Hardin, 2002). 
This critique dismisses even the theoretical possibility of giving trust enough teeth 
sufficient to affect the goals and competence of the largely opaque and powerful 
institutions of state. Other more sympathetic responses have shared this scepticism 
though more pragmatically; trust in the state would be a laudable objective but the scale 
and complexity of the task is too great, and the return too poor, to make this a priority 
(Cook, Hardin and Levi, 2005).  
These are pertinent and powerful challenges that echo the pessimism of the political 
philosophies reviewed earlier in the thesis. The theory of change articulated in the first 
chapter accepted that the current trust relationship was flawed. The question for the study 
was whether this pessimism could be challenged in practice. In this sense these 
                                                
 
 
 
14 A personal reflection is the surprising level of emotion with which people engage with 
the topic of trust in the state, whether for or against it.  
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challenges help pose the criteria by which the efficacy of the diagnostic should be judged. 
This is addressed in section 7.5.  
A second and even more fundamental challenge to the proposition is that trust is the 
wrong concept to apply to the state, because the state should not aspire to it. This critique 
stems from the view that the role of the state is inherently conflictual. A core role is to 
resolve different interests, between groups, classes, and between the collective and the 
individual. According to this account trust could imply the state being unduly benign in 
trying to appease all interests. Respect for the authority of the state, balanced by 
accountability, is the answer rather than trust.  
This is also an important challenge that adds a further dimension to the assessment of the 
research findings. It rests on the assumption that trust and competing interests cannot 
easily co-exist. The implication is that individuals and groups will trust the state more if its 
decisions and actions favour them against others. This was a key question when 
evaluating the research data. However the evidence from the case studies showed that 
the citizen aspiration was primarily for equity - trustworthiness was associated as much 
with the fairness of decisions as individual self-interest. So one response to this challenge 
is that it underestimates the citizen understanding that there are two aspects to state 
trustworthiness, in equitably balancing the interests of the collective with those of the 
individual.  
There is another broader response. In different ways both the challenges to trust 
described thus far derive from the view of trust as a benign but passive relational 
archetype, ineffective in the context of the state. As a result they share the premise that 
the current paradigm of the citizen/state trust relationship – towards the passive, 
instrumental and dependent ends of the typography dimensions – is immutable. For this 
study, the trust typology is the means to challenge this assumption. The data found many 
instances of a different norm of trust in use by citizens and the state agents, not least in 
the more relational and ‘tough’ areas of respect and consent. The key test in response to 
both challenges is whether the citizen perspective on trust is any better at enforcing a 
more cooperative relationship with the state than the current norm. This chapter returns to 
this theme in section 7.5 in considering whether the tests of trustworthiness developed in 
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this study can effect real change in the citizen/state relationship, in the face of both 
asymmetric power and conflict. 
A third challenge to the approach to trust in this study is the view that seeks explanations 
for trust in the state in factors outside the control of the state; for example from 
dispositional and demographic factors, or from larger issues such as the growth of 
inequality in late capitalism (Uslaner and Brown, 2005). It is true that reported levels of 
trust in more economically equal societies such as Scandinavia are higher than elsewhere, 
though they reflect the same trend downwards over recent decades.  
This critique questions the wisdom of placing the trustworthiness of the state at the heart 
of the study. However logic and evidence for it are weak. Those surveys that have tested 
for causality in these terms conclude that the prior experience of the trust relationship is of 
overwhelming importance compared to external factors (Van de Walle and Bouckaert, 
2007; Christensen and Per Lægreid, 2005). The experience of the case studies supported 
this perspective in that all participants, staff and users, engaged with the topic of trust and 
cooperation as an important and common sense issue on which they had views. External 
factors have some relevance to citizen trust, but there is an overwhelming theoretical and 
empirical case that if the state wants to be trusted, then the most significant and effective 
tool at its disposal is to be trustworthy.   
A qualitatively different challenge to the proposition on trust is to the adequacy and validity 
of the differentiation of trust articulated by the typology. It was reassuring that the three 
dimensions were derived from the relational model, and created conceptually independent 
variables that could be mapped to the core three part definition of trust. It was also 
reassuring that they aligned with bodies of academic literature on trust (Faulkner, 2007; 
Banerjee, Bowie and Pavone, 2006; Möllering, 2006; Bijlsma-Frankema and Costa, 2005; 
Bachmann, 2001; Tyler, 1998; Baier, 1994; Giddens, 1994; Coleman, 1990), producing 
helpful insights. The structure and categories were also tested in the course of the study 
process. The typology has been presented in a number of contexts, including both public 
policy and psychosocial seminars, with positive feedback.   
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However, because it is an original construct, built from first principles to be useful to the 
specific question at hand, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of applying the 
typology to the messy reality of the citizen/state relationship and identify where it would 
benefit from more development. There are a number of ways of thinking about this critique. 
The most obvious is that this study only tests the typology in the context of a universal 
and a welfare type service. It has yet to be tested in the context of, for example, a highly 
transactional or automated service (e.g. paying a parking fine) or a coercive service (e.g. 
the prison system). The argument developed in this study would imply that the prison 
inmate has a right to a trustworthy prison service, just as the errant motorist should be 
able to trust the integrity of the fine payment system; but more studies are needed to 
demonstrate that the typology embraces those and all other citizen/state relationships. 
Such further studies would also be useful in testing the point made earlier – a key finding 
of this study is that citizen trust is generated by perceived fairness in the rationing or 
allocation of a public good as much as by personal self interest in the result. The 
complexity for the trust typology this issue demonstrates is that the citizen has two trust 
relationships with the state that need to be reconciled. The first is with the state as a 
collective in how it develops and applies policy – in effect political and strategic trust. The 
second is with the frontline of service delivery in translating this policy into action in the 
interaction with the individual.  
The other major challenge to the integrity of the trust typology is that in reducing all 
aspects of the citizen/state relationship to the subjective trust of citizens, it inadvertently 
obscures the importance of other key factors as independent variables. These factors 
include issues such as demographics, the impact of culture and history as well as the 
particular operational and psychoanalytic realities and constraints of individual service 
transactions. They also include the action of broader social forces and constructs such as 
the potentially dominatory impact of gender, race, class and disability on the experience of 
state activities.  
The answer to this critique is not that the trust typology ignores these issues, rather that it 
subsumes them as contributors to the perception of trustworthiness. To take one example 
the issue of class and inequality was a major part of the discourse in the HB case study, 
present as a factor contributing to a sense of citizen distrust in the service. The trust 
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typology could bear this weight; and by broadening the conception of trust to include 
issues of motivation, cognition, power and reciprocity it helped to make such factors 
transparent and explicit. In addition it provided the means to challenge their impact. A key 
finding from the HB case study was that to be perceived as trustworthy in the eyes of the 
claimant the service would need to address any perceptions of conscious or unconscious 
bias by, for example, each user feeling they were being treated with respect.  
However as with the response to the question of whether the typology can be 
demonstrated to have universal validity across all public services, further studies would be 
useful in validating the integrating power of trust as argued here. Moreover it is also true 
that for the purposes of this study, the three dimensions of the typology were sketched 
with broad brushstrokes. A potential future line of inquiry building from this analysis would 
be to test and develop the typology with more detailed research into each dimension and 
how these change for different forms of trust.  
7.4   Critiquing the research method and findings   
In this section I discuss the research method, and challenges to the confidence that can 
be placed in the findings derived from it. This method was a key aspect of successfully 
responding to the research questions because of the specific need to access the citizen 
experience of the ‘zone of interaction’. The main challenges are to the appropriateness of 
the method to the research questions, the representativeness of the case study sample 
and the objectivity of the data collection and analysis process. 
In designing the approach to the field work the relational model and trust typology set the 
context for the research method. It was necessary to draw on subjective and 
intersubjective knowledge, and differentiate the forms of trust held by different groups. 
Another important consideration was repeatability, creating a process replicable by others 
in different areas of public service. There were two areas of innovation in addressing 
these requirements. The first was designing a customised form of DAR. The second was 
developing a systematic approach to generating relational insight from the data (both 
using an evaluation framework derived from the relational mode in the first case study and 
the first iteration of the diagnostic tests in the second case study).  
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The customised DAR method was assembled from a number of AR schools (Coleman, 
Deutsch and Marcus, 2014; Heron, 2014; Lorino, Tricard and Clot, 2011; Montoya and 
Kent, 2011; Shotter, 2010; Reason, 2006; Pettigrew, 2003; Park, 1999; Brydon‐Miller, 
1997), and specifically designed to articulate and then resolve difference. The method 
used a structured process to create relational and deliberative knowledge generated by 
users and frontline staff discussing ways of improving their relationship. An innovative and 
important aspect of the process was the initial separation of the two sets of participants, 
enabling each group to find their own voice before meeting the other.  
The dynamic dimensions of the relational model (Leonard, 1997; Bakan, 1966) were the 
foundation for the evaluation framework used to interrogate the data from the first case 
study. It was then assembled from a number of additional sources, including academic 
work on intersubjectivity (Benjamin, 2006; Stolorow and Atwood, 2002; Habermas, 1987) 
and related discourses such as that of ‘recognition’ (Honneth, 1996; Taylor, 1992; Fraser, 
1989). The framework proved valuable in two related ways. Firstly, using the high level 
categories to group the issues in the housing benefit study helped participants to link 
related issues, and thereby accelerate shared learning and creativity. Secondly, it enabled 
an analytic approach to distinguishing the main priorities emerging from the research (the 
tests of trust played the same role in the second case study, but these are discussed 
more fully in the next section of this chapter).  
The context for the critique that follows are current debates about how to ensure quality in 
qualitative research, and particularly the value or otherwise of formulaic or checklist type 
approaches to assessing this quality. Some relativist commentators question the value of 
any checklist, instead offering quality criteria that focus on testing the credibility of 
knowledge claims in the context of each individual study (Hammersley, 1998). Others take 
a detailed and technical approach, looking to the specific use of such techniques as 
validating results through use of quantitative methods and computer-based evaluation 
(Seale, 1997). Between these extremes most commentators take a more pragmatic path, 
using a variety of checklists to interrogate the reliability of the process of research but in a 
way that is customised to the specific circumstances of each study (Barbour, 2001; Mays 
and Pope, 2000). The questions that inform the critique in this section borrow most heavily 
from this latter school, but also embrace some aspects of the others. Synthesising the 
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main issues from this literature gives rise to three key challenges particularly pertinent to 
the quality of the research process within this study – the appropriateness of the DAR 
method itself, the representativeness of the case study sample and the integrity of the 
data collection and analysis process. These are addressed in turn below.  
There are two related aspects to this challenge on the appropriateness of the DAR 
method; firstly whether the research question itself was relevant and clear and secondly 
whether the method was appropriate to finding credible answers (Mays and Pope, 2000). 
Starting with the research question, it is worth reflecting on how it subtly evolved in the 
early stages of the study. The first articulation was focussed on the nature of citizen trust, 
rather than the more precise final formulation around the qualities of the ‘trustworthy state’. 
This latter formulation proved a more forensic way of investigating the issue and was 
beneficial in forcing a research method focussed on the ‘zone of interaction’ rather than 
the traditional study of subjective citizen attitudes alone.  
Building on this insight the opening paragraphs of this section described the theoretical 
thinking behind the design of the DAR process as the means for tapping the deliberative 
and relational knowledge required. The main practical risks to the approach were that the 
dialogue would turn out to be one-sided, or that it would be either too anodyne to produce 
challenging results or alternatively conflict would prevent positive suggestions. However 
neither risk occurred. The actuality described in chapters 4 and 6 was that both case 
studies produced thoughtful and engaged discussions arriving at substantive and shared 
conclusions. Participant feedback was that the two practical steps most important to 
achieving a positive dialogue were the initial separation of the two groups to allow them 
room to form their identity and perspective, and also excluding staff with little user or 
patient contact so as to maintain a focus on the citizen experience (and empower frontline 
staff to talk freely without worrying about management’s sensibilities).  
The second challenge to the quality of the research method concerns the sample 
population participating in the study (Barbour, 2001). The objective was to recruit a citizen 
group that was sufficiently diverse to contain as full as possible range of views, but without 
particular interests, or dominant individual voices, skewing the findings. The risks in this 
respect are whether the makeup of the participant group would introduce bias to the 
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results, or omit crucial experience that would have otherwise swayed findings. There are 
several reasons for wanting to test this issue in respect of this study. Firstly the groups of 
participants were self-selecting. That might bias the process, for example leading to users 
motivated because they are particularly happy (or unhappy) with a service. That risk was 
compounded by sample size. Seven or eight group participants permit reasonable 
individual participation, which makes for good dialogue but cannot provide the basis for a 
statistically representative sample of (e.g.) class, gender, age, or ethnic demographics. 
The main mitigation of these risks was a recruitment process that used a number of 
different avenues in targeting volunteers. In both cases this was successful in generating 
a participant group with different views on the service derived from negative as well as 
positive experiences, and from heavy as well as more occasional use of both services. 
This proved of considerable value, emphasising the importance of a reasonably 
heterogeneous group of participants. Future studies should seek to enshrine this as a 
criterion in the recruitment process for citizen participants.   
A further mitigation of the risk of participant bias was the participation of staff. Their wider 
experience of service users offered a counterbalance to unrepresentative views, although 
from the staff perspective. Another mitigation, and also a learning point, was the 
occasional need for assertive facilitation if one participant was threatening to dominate. It 
was particularly useful to open the debate by systematically going round the table asking 
each participant for a view on the topic in question. A further learning point was to prepare 
for workshop sessions with the conscious understanding that it was a deliberate attempt 
to surface and harness constructive ‘tension’. The nature of the exercise was to expose 
different views between users and staff, and being armed with strategies to manage 
conflict proved useful (for example clarifying an issue for inclusion in the wider dialogic 
process rather than immediate resolution). In the event the process produced an engaged 
debate, with considerable evidence that the dialogic approach helpfully generated 
relational knowledge that may not have emerged through less deliberative methods. 
Whilst there cannot be certainty that a different group of participants would have produced 
similar outputs, the process of group discussion and challenge served to guard against 
maverick results.  
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The second challenge to the sufficiency of the sampling is the limited number of DAR 
exercises, and whether the results are applicable as intended more generally across the 
public sector. This is a more fundamental challenge, related to the critique of the trust 
typology above that questions the generic applicability of the final output of the diagnostic. 
Therefore it is pursued in the context of the critique of the transferable utility of the final 
form of the tests of trustworthiness in the next section.  
The third test for the quality of the research is the integrity of the data collection and 
analysis process. This is a question of particular importance to this study because of the 
use of the evaluation framework (HB case study) and the diagnostic tests (GP case study) 
to group and then analyse the respective research data. Using such preconceived 
structures, as opposed to a ‘ more purist ‘grounded theory’ (Corbin and Strauss, 1990) 
approach, in which categories of analysis are derived only after immersion in the data, 
posed the risks of inadvertently excluding relevant areas of knowledge or directing 
conversation within topics towards a particular conclusion. This risk was heightened as in 
each case study there was little opportunity for multiple coding (Barbour, 2001) as a way 
of gaining independent validation of the interpretation of the data. The process of data 
analysis was primed to identify elements that did not fit, but this may have been 
insufficiently rigorous. The danger was that the evaluation process uncovered 
preconceived findings implicit in the evaluation framework or the diagnostic tests.  
There were a number of general safeguards against these risks. Firstly the process of 
evaluation and the findings were discussed exhaustively with the supervision team and 
presented to a variety of academic groups and conferences for feedback and challenge. 
Secondly it should be clear from the narrative in chapters 4 and 6 that the spine of the 
findings in each case study was the formal report of the DAR participants, and that this 
was subject to respondent validation in both instances. This was a primary check on the 
subjective interpretation of the researcher. Thirdly in both case studies the dialogue was 
framed by open questions about the relationship – seeking to expose what was in the 
mind of participants without reference to how the data was analysed – in order to ensure 
no bias. In both case studies the outcomes of the evaluation process were similar. The 
only outlier data points that could not be attributed within the respective evaluation 
structures were those that were too vague. However in both cases the evaluation process 
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identified inconsistencies in the analytic structures that led to considerable internal 
restructuring and development of the respective frameworks.  
Taking the use of the evaluation framework in the HB case study first, the lack of any 
major outlier results was not unduly surprising as the headings of the framework were 
intended to be sufficiently abstract to have universal and comprehensive application. The 
objective was to be descriptive - to have a map of the terrain from the citizen perspective, 
rather than a normative compass indicating a particular route. The process also tried to 
test the comprehensiveness and discreteness of the framework categories. For example 
mapping previous research within the categories and using them to construct the trust 
typology provided reassurance they were not obviously flawed or inadequate. Moreover 
the framework was only used in the second phase of the case study, which started with 
open questions about how to improve the mutual relationship. Participants were 
encouraged to think widely about the issues that troubled them, and only once these had 
been fully established was the material grouped within the framework categories. The 
rigour of the approach is demonstrated by the impact of the evaluation process on the 
internal structure of the framework as described in the conclusion to chapter 4. This 
outlines how the coding and evaluation of the inductive ‘trust elements’ was used to refine 
the structure of the evaluation and expand the definitions of the framework sub-categories. 
The main impact was to expand the number of headings for the analysis of data germane 
to the ‘zone of interaction’, and focus the analysis of this category more specifically on 
trust as a mechanism of coordination and governance enacted in the reciprocal dynamics 
of the ‘zone of interaction’.  
The data collection and analysis within the GP case study followed a similar pattern. The 
initial diagnostic structure of the six tests of trustworthiness was designed to be 
comprehensive of the key themes from the HB study. A further test of comprehensiveness 
was to arrange the tests around the core structure of the trust transaction rather than 
using the evaluation framework as the template. Once again there were no significant 
outlier data points, but evidence for the comprehensiveness and integrity of the evaluation 
can be derived from the impact on the final diagnostic structure, with the final stage of 
distillation resulting in a tighter articulation of the three themes of trustworthiness. This 
thread tracks the logic and rationale of the progression of the findings from the nine sub-
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categories of the evaluation framework to the six tests of trustworthiness and ultimately 
the three themes. This offers a transparent and replicable method with a clear pathway 
from the analytic structure to the normative findings.  
This critique of the data collection and analysis aspect of research method offers both 
strengths and weaknesses in the context of the literature on quality in qualitative research. 
There were genuine risks in using preconceived categories of evaluation (though as many 
commentator point out the risks – and potential for funding - of a completely theory free 
approach are equally if not more problematic (Barbour, 2001)). The use of multiple coding 
would have provided additional validation though this was partially offset by rigorous 
challenge in the supervision process and by the use of internal university workshops to 
test a sample of findings. Moreover the prioritisation of respondent validation of the formal 
report from each case study provides an important further level of triangulation to the 
results. A balanced conclusion is that the data collection and interpretation provides a 
credible basis for the derivation of the final diagnostic tests - in part because of the 
safeguards described above, and in part because there is a consistency in the cumulative 
weight of evidence from the variety of empirical sources from which they have been 
derived. However as with the other judgments in this section this conclusion can only be 
interim, pending further case studies done in different service and relational contexts.  
This section has outlined the main critiques of the research method, examining its 
relevance to the research question, the integrity of the sample and the validity of the data 
collection and analysis process. It has identified a number of learning points, principally 
around the importance of active facilitation of a dialogic process that will inevitably contain 
elements of conflict, of the need for diversity in the recruitment of participants and in the 
value of multiple coding. Moreover the methodological issues in the internal structure of 
the evaluation framework discussed above also invite further development.  
At the same time the analysis has also identified some positive and innovatory aspects 
that are worth incorporating in future studies of this sort. The DAR process itself was 
enlightening and tapped relational knowledge. The evaluation framework and diagnostic 
tests were tested and developed in a number of ways, and provided concrete insight into 
the data. The cumulative weight of the evidence suggests that the themes identified are 
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significant and make a convincing case for the core message that relational issues were 
important to trust in addition to technical competence. The final conclusion is that the core 
approach is credible and valuable, but as with a number of other aspects of this study it 
needs further development and testing in a wider number of service contexts before 
claims of comprehensive utility can be made. A fruitful way of encouraging such challenge 
would be for the wider use and testing of the trust diagnostic derived from the method. 
This is discussed in the next section.  
7.5   Critiquing the utility of the diagnostic   
Thus far this section has critiqued the key theoretical and methodological steps necessary 
to develop credible answers to the research question. In this section I critique the value of 
the final output itself - the trust diagnostic that synthesises the factors important to citizens 
in assessing the trustworthiness of the state. Thus the diagnostic responds to both 
research questions. Firstly, by articulating the issues of importance to citizens in respect 
of trust in the state, and secondly presenting them in a form that can be applied in practice 
to inform the practicalities of the citizen/state relationship.   
I develop three challenges to this claim. The first is to the validity of the tests themselves, 
including their applicability to other aspects of the state. The second is whether they can 
provide an effective tool for citizens to hold the state to account, focussed on the question 
of whether they are likely to achieve real change. Finally I question the practicality and 
costs of the state adopting and responding to the diagnostic. 
The two most important steps in developing the diagnostic were firstly structuring it around 
the trust version of the public value model, and secondly the process of deriving the tests 
themselves. The diagnostic structure strived for intellectual coherence with the core 
nature of trust, whilst giving room for the specific factors exposed by the research and in 
the language of the citizen. Testing the tests in the second case study provided feedback 
and led to a final simplification of both language and structure. Figure 7.4 illustrates this 
endpoint, with the overarching themes of respect, responsibility, and consent aligned with 
the nature of the citizen as trustor, the state as trustee and the interaction with trust as a 
mechanism for coordination and governance.  
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Figure 7.4 The structure of the trust diagnostic  
 
 
 
There are several benefits to this approach. Firstly, it is structured yet flexible. Starting 
from the core elements of the trust relationship provides intellectual rigour, while the 
hierarchy of themes and tests allows further development. Secondly, simplifying the 
diagnostic structure within the three themes of respect, consent and responsibility reflects 
the core messages from the research data, and provides a potent narrative structure 
accessible to citizens, staff and management.  
The first challenge is to the validity of this overarching diagnostic structure and themes. 
The claim made above is not that it is the only way to organise the results, but that at a 
practical level the themes have a logic appropriate to the evidence and are generic and 
communicable. To take each in turn, associating the state as trustee with responsibility is 
possibly the least contentious. Making responsibility central to the diagnostic is an 
important variation on the dominant performance model of trust in public policy, adding a 
sense of ownership to the related concept of technical competence. However, 
competence too was important to citizens and is therefore aggregated within this heading, 
along with the importance of effective communication. Making the consent test overt is 
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more challenging for the state, but contentious more for the practical implications than 
intellectual objections. Consent also provides a coherent heading for the empirically 
derived themes of the importance of redress and transparency of mutual expectations.  
Finally, the theme of respect emerges consistently from the data as the governing 
principle for the citizen’s self-perception of their identity as a trustor. It took on some 
specific connotations during the study. One was that citizen participants often talked of 
their relationship with the state in the context of a broader reciprocity – for example in an 
entitlement for a service or activity derived from their participation in the collective 
(exemplified by paying taxes and voting). They saw themselves as members of the state 
rather than as external to it. Findings about the importance of the citizen’s perception of 
their value, role and understanding all fall naturally within the category.  
A more problematic issue is demonstrating the comprehensiveness of the supporting sub-
tests. The challenge described above to the qualitative and subjective evaluation is 
relevant. These findings were aggregated empirically by common themes, but were 
therefore inherently influenced by the evaluation framework. The structured approach to 
building the analysis provides some reassurance that there is a coherent and consistent 
body of evidence for the individual tests that have been identified. Moreover they worked 
as an effective stimulus for constructive discussion. 
However the limited application of the diagnostic means it is not possible to demonstrate 
from this evidence that the tests are complete and applicable across all the public sector. 
This requires more use of the diagnostic. As discussed above in section 7.3 there are a 
number of ways of thinking about the segmentation of further case studies. The housing 
benefit study is an example of a rationed welfare service, in an apparently medium trust 
environment. The GP study is of a universal service in a high trust environment. An 
interesting contrast would be a coercive service such a prison or secure mental institution. 
Other service contexts might include regulatory state functions (e.g. trading standards) or 
redistributive functions such as taxation. A different structure again would be to consider 
relationships from the perspective of policy (political and strategic engagements including 
voting), or in the state’s role as a catalyst for action by others, for example in encouraging 
self help within civic society and material prosperity within the economy.  
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This study is intended to stimulate and support such wider analysis, and the proposition it 
describes is capable of adaptation. The overarching normative themes (respect, consent, 
responsibility) are proposed as universal, and as yet no service or activity has been found 
for which these are not appropriate15 (though that does not demonstrate sufficiency). 
However if new learning suggests better umbrella terms in pursuit of trustworthiness, the 
structure would be strengthened. The formulation also allows more subsidiary questions 
to be added if generated by further case studies.  
The second challenge is whether the tests are genuinely effective. This relates to the 
study’s objective of creating a practical tool for holding the state to account. For example 
one argument is that the tests are insufficiently exacting; that the drive for a generic 
structure and headings has led to obvious and anodyne tests. Few people argue that any 
public service should disrespect its users, ignore the need for consent or refuse to take 
responsibility for its actions. Most public bodies would no doubt feel they already fulfil 
these tests, in conjunction with the public service ethic of many frontline workers. The 
counter-argument is that the DAR process and themes nonetheless generated significant 
proposals for change, some small and some more fundamental. Indeed an interesting 
observation is that the micro and macro were often linked in users’ minds. It has already 
been shown how lack of confidentiality in the housing benefit case study was seen as 
symbolic of a lack of respect.  
                                                
 
 
 
15 The most contentious debates in the course of the research have concerned the 
applicability of trust to coercive services such a prisons and police. However the resolution 
is usually that compulsion makes trust more not less important. The relationship of trust to 
the military is an other contentious area.  
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It was beyond the scope of this study to assess the implementation of the DAR 
recommendations, but the more profound recommendations from both case studies 
aggregate to a radical agenda for change. In both cases there was agreement to establish 
statements of mutual expectations to create more transparent mutual governance. Both 
emphasised the structural importance of empowering the frontline; a pre-condition for trust 
was an empowered agent with whom ‘you could do business’. The fragmentation of 
responsibility was an immediate source of cynicism. Empowerment of this sort requires 
major structural and process change, with systems aligned on the frontline agent. 
Amongst other implications, the role of strategic and democratic leadership would need to 
be defined as setting standards rather than managing production.   
Another radical implication concerns embedding consent. Consent was a potent backdrop 
to much of the discussion, but in the form of dissent, or most apparent when withdrawn. 
The implication of this test is that sustaining trustworthiness requires public bodies actively 
to seek out distrust and learn how to turn it to trust. In itself this may well expose issues 
within all the areas of the tests of trustworthiness. A further challenging implication of 
resolving distrust is the research finding about the need for adequate and proportionate 
redress for error. No organisation, and especially not one based on bureaucratic principles, 
finds it easy to admit mistakes, and this is more fraught in the public sector where 
compensation to an individual might come at the expense of the collective. Creating a 
capacity for redress that does not use public resources is one of the main principled 
arguments for delivery of public services by independent service providers.  
There is a further challenge to the efficacy of a diagnostic, which relates to prevailing 
norms of trust. This study argues that trust can be a potent mechanism for the 
coordination of social interactions, and can lead to the sort of radical change described 
above. But as a mechanism it is only effective if continued trust is important to both trustor 
and trustee. If the norm of trust in use within the state continues to be passive, assuming 
public trust, and there are few obvious costs to distrust, then citizens’ views can be 
disregarded. So the final question about efficacy is whether the tests are dependent on a 
sympathetic sponsor, as was the case for both studies in this research.  
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A sympathetic sponsor is certainly vital to action. However one additional line of inquiry, 
raised by this study but not resolved, is whether the tests can be used where there is 
citizen/state conflict rather than collaboration. One possible development is to investigate 
whether citizen bodies acting unilaterally can use the tests to give voice to their concerns. 
For example it is possible to imagine the Grenfell Tower residents using the diagnostic to 
express their frustration with the local authority during their many conflicts with the Council 
prior to the disaster. If the tests help legitimise the vocabulary of trust, and articulate 
distrust more effectively, then they can also help create the conditions for dialogue by 
increasing the political costs of ignoring citizens. Moreover an enlightened state finding 
itself in conflict with a group of citizens should want to identify the causes.  
The final challenge arises from this analysis of efficacy. Can the costs and risks of the 
cultural, structural and governance changes implied by the tests be justified? These may 
be considerable if the transformatory implications described above are correct. Frontline 
empowerment requires investment for system and process changes. Creating 
organisational capacity to resolve dissent will increase some transaction costs. The 
emotional impact of this sort of change will be painful for many, with the redistribution of 
authority over decisions to the frontline and in many cases away from the professional 
‘expert’.  
Whether these costs are justified depends on the value ascribed to the benefits of 
enhanced trust. At the start of this chapter I suggested that a key line of inquiry emerging 
from this research was to quantify the positive benefits of citizen/state cooperation. The 
potential prize is considerable but remains hard to measure. Anecdotes from each case 
study have spoken compellingly about the hidden waste in a dysfunctional citizen/state 
relationship. Examples quoted in the course of this study have shown how conflict 
reduces public value, adding to running costs and reducing the effectiveness of the 
service or function (the programme spend). Simply generating better feedback on the 
effectiveness of services and how to maximise successful consumption would produce 
major benefits.  
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7.6   Final thoughts and future lines of inquiry  
This critique argues for the coherence of the diagnostic, and the key steps in its 
development as a response to the research question, and has highlighted some specific 
points of value in this study. However it also identifies limitations on the knowledge claims 
that can be made from the current evidence. The assessment of each contribution has the 
same broad conclusion. The results are emergent; they open up useful lines of inquiry but 
require additional development and validation. In this concluding section I return to the 
research questions to summarise the potential implications and value of the findings and 
identity a number of fruitful future lines of inquiry opened up by the study.   
To recap the research questions were to understand the tests in the mind of citizens when 
assessing the state’s trustworthiness (and whether these are different in kind to the those 
assumed within the agencies of the state), and once identified to establish whether these 
tests can help structure the citizen/state relationship to encourage a more co-operative 
interaction. The ambition was explore whether trust, as a mechanism of governance for 
the relationship, could supplement voice and choice in helping to create a relational 
paradigm of cooperation rather than compliance.  
The emergent proposition from this study offers a positive and potentially potent response, 
both to the research questions and ambition. The three themes of the diagnostic structure, 
and their supporting tests, summarise a body of empirical evidence on the nature of the 
factors that citizens associate with state trustworthiness. By highlighting the importance of 
the relational qualities of ‘respect’ and ‘consent’ as well as ‘responsibility’ these factors 
represent a major conceptual step beyond the traditional ‘performance model’ (Van de 
Walle and Bouckaert, 2007) of trust within the public sector. Moreover the alignment of 
these empirical findings with the core nature of the citizen/state trust transaction (the 
identity of the citizen as trustor, the requirement of the state as trustor and the mechanism 
of governance for the trust transaction) and the trust typology provides a credible 
framework for applying and developing these tests in a wider range of citizen/state 
interactions. The proposition is that these themes are generic to all citizen/state 
relationships. However this structure provides a coherent framework for further studies to 
test the completeness of the core themes and the underpinning tests in a wider range of 
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citizen/state relationships. This combination of theory and practice offers a persuasive 
definition of the core characteristics of the trustworthy state from the point of view of 
citizens.   
Moreover this diagnostic structure offers a practical and transparent tool in structuring 
individual citizen/state interactions. Combining the three themes and tests with the DAR 
research method has proved effective in tapping relational knowledge within the ‘zone of 
interaction. It offers a simple and insightful tool that can be used to assess the health of a 
citizen/state relationship and to generate information needed to redesign the delivery of a 
public service. As it stands the diagnostic questions combined with the DAR process 
developed in the course of this study represent a practical output that can be readily 
adopted and applied by public sector managers, or citizen groups, who wish to generate 
significant insight into the quality of their relationship and the rapid development of options 
for improving it.  
An even more radical vision is for these tests to be embedded in the day-to-day process 
of service delivery. For example questions on respect and responsibility could 
conceptually be used in a similar way to the regular ‘family and friends’ test in the NHS 
(where patients are systematically asked for feedback on whether they would recommend 
a service to a loved one). More challenging would be for the state to systematically 
embrace a stronger version of consent as an effective mechanism of accountability for 
citizens. In practice this would mean giving citizens the systematic means to voice dissent, 
and the right for this to be registered and resolved through some independent process of 
assessment. The process would need to be swift and not onerous, and the issue reviewed 
by an entity seen as separate from the service. With these provisions in place citizens 
may not always win such appeals but all the evidence presented here suggests that trust 
would be enhanced nonetheless simply by knowing their voice had been fully considered. 
In effect the exchange of trust (requiring the resolution of distrust) would become the key 
mechanism for the governance of the citizen/state relationship, arguably in a way 
analogous to the exchange of money in private sector.  
This more challenging vision of systematising state trustworthiness offers the prospect of 
enabling a paradigm shift in the citizen/stage relationship. Embedding the requirement for 
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the state to resolve distrust would have prevented many of the conditions of abuse that 
gave rise to the various public sector scandals alluded to in the course of this study. 
Moreover enhancing citizen trust would create the conditions for more active feedback on 
the success of public services in achieving public value, offering huge benefits in reduced 
waste and more effective services. Finally more active citizen cooperation in the physical 
coproduction of public services has been shown to offer a step change in public value 
outcomes, particularly in more complex and behavioural areas of public policy.  
The balance of these three types of benefits will likely vary according to the nature of 
specific public services and interactions, but the proposition that emerges from this study 
is that there is no part of the state or its activities for which trustworthiness is not 
appropriate. Whether a service is automated, coercive, involuntary or universal it should 
avoid abusing its users, maximise feedback on effectiveness and encourage citizen 
cooperation. This systematic application of the thinking, opening the state to such a shift 
of accountability to citizens, will require political will as well as management commitment.  
More work is required to make the case for the trustworthy state in order to generate this 
political will. Arising from this study two big themes for further research are particularly 
evident. The first concerns the diagnostic itself. The case studies investigated two public 
services with very different relational contexts. The themes and tests to which they have 
given rise are seemingly generic but the issues they surface are specific to each service. 
Whether the same generic tests produce similarly interesting results across all areas of 
the public sector will only be demonstrated by applying the diagnostic more widely. The 
process of DAR and diagnostic tests are designed for use by any public sector body or 
citizen group wishing to investigate and improve citizen/state relations. Using the 
diagnostic in different contexts also offers the potential to aggregate a growing knowledge 
base of both results and recommendations of mutual value. Wider application will also 
help distinguish the different ways the diagnostic can be used, for example either as a one 
off exercise to take the temperature of a relationship, as a tool when redesigning a service, 
or (more ambitiously) built into the day-to-day governance of a relationship.  
The complementary line of enquiry lies in developing a better understanding of the case 
for, and implications of, adopting the citizen perspective on trust and the trustworthy state. 
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It should be possible to quantify the cash and service benefits of cooperation. It also 
implies a number of qualitative research themes in reconfiguring service delivery around 
trustworthiness. These include such topics as the psycho-dynamics of trust in the interplay 
of citizen and state, the ownership and transparency of service and personal information, 
formal and informal incentives that can be used to structure the interplay, and the impact 
of technology – for example in the burgeoning phenomenon of mutual citizen/state video 
surveillance. It also includes approaches to embedding consent and resolving dissent as 
argued above. The practical aspiration voiced within this study is for citizens to know there 
is someone ‘on their side’ within the process of service delivery itself, to whom they can 
turn in difficulty. This may be one of the reasons that doctors consistently emerge as the 
most trusted of public sector professionals; patients see them as on their side, and as 
advocates in securing services from within the broader NHS. 
These research themes could be pursued through multiple discrete projects. However an 
interesting alternative would be for a major pilot project that worked through a full cycle of 
diagnosis, service redesign, implementation and subsequent evaluation of the quantitative 
and qualitative benefits – including impact on levels of citizen trust.   
I started this thesis with a historical context for the reform of the state. That is also the 
background for the conclusion. I presented the proposition for trust as part of a paradigm 
shift from the bureaucratic legacy of the public sector, and the passive user relationships 
inherent to that organisational technology. Some of the key foundations on which the old 
paradigm was built, such as citizen deference, are crumbling. At the same time new 
technologies of organisation are emerging in private and civic society, many adopting 
more networked and collaborative forms of mutual coordination and governance. It is not 
possible to predict with certainty how these forces will affect the nature and structure of 
the citizen/state relationship, but the apparently inexorable decline of public trust in 
government over the last decades indicates the strain they are putting it under.  
This study suggests that there is effective action the state can take to stem the tide. And 
on the evidence of this study the potential prize is considerable. Better cooperation could 
reduce operational waste and significantly enhance the outcomes of any public policy 
requiring citizen action.  
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In the longer term the argument may be even more basic. Being trusted by citizens is 
likely to be the price the state has to pay for continuation of sufficient levels of public 
funding for the collective provision it currently offers.  
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